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Foreword

This IAEA Specialists Meeting on Irradiation Effects and Mitigation was organized in co-
operation with the Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute" and held at Vladimir, Russian
Federation on the 15-19 September 1997.

It was attended by 74 specialists from 17 countries. These are listed in Appendix 1.

Topics of the Meeting have covered a number of problems including mechanisms of radiation
damage, results from surveillance programmes and their analysis, effects of operating parameters,
fracture mechanics testing and evaluation, annealing and optimisation of the process and re-
embrittlement after annealing. The programme for the meeting is presented in Appendix 2. and papers
are copied on the following pages as Appendix 3.

The Meeting was chaired by Professor P. Platonov and Eur. Ing. Academician L.M. Davies.
Mr. V. Lyssakov of the IAEA was the Scientific Secretary.

The Meeting was arranged into 4 Sessions and the Session Chairmen were:

R. Ahlstrand and V. Golovanov - Session 1 (part I)
H.-W. Viehrig and A. Amaev - Session 1 (part II)
A. Ballesteros and Ye. Krasikov - Session 2
R. Nanstad and Ya. Shtrombakh - Session 3 (part I)
F. Gillemot and S. Rosinski - Session 3 (part II)
M. Valo and W. Server - Session 4

At the last day of the meeting the conclusions and recommendations of the previous IAEA
meeting on this topic were considered and the report prepared by Mr. W. Server and Mr. M. Valo is
given in Appendix 4.



Specialists Meeting on "Irradiation Effects and Mitigation"
Vladimir, Russia, 15-19 September 1997

OPENING REMARKS

L.M. Davies, Co-Chairman of the Meeting and Chairman of the IWG-LMNPP

It is a pleasure to be here in Russia again

It is sad that two participants from the European Union were unable to attend this
meeting because they did not obtain visas. This the first time this has happened at an IAEA
meeting - in my experience. It is serious and I think there could be repercussions from other
direction. It is my understanding that the situation may have arisen because of problems of
communication. It is in no way a reflection on our hosts - the organizers of the meeting. They
have done all they could to help and more. The particular participants were going to present
papers and this will therefore directly affect this meeting.

I have asked for the conclusions and recommendations of the previous meeting on this
topic, at Espoo in Finland, to be distributed at this meting for consideration and for further
discussion at the last session of this meeting.

The session Chairmen of this meeting, as is usual, will prepare short summary reports
of their sessions and draw conclusions and recommendations for our final report.

During the past couple of days I have been looking at national lists of key irreplaceable
components which determine the operational life of PWRs and WWERs. The "Big Ticket
Item", as our colleagues from the United States would describe it, is still the pressure vessel.
There have been developments in the area of irradiation effects since our last meeting. There
has been the evaluation of the PV at Kozloduy, the annealing of the vessel at Loviisa, the
ongoing consideration of PWRPVs in the United States - which are all evidence supporting
the view that the work is key in the plant lifetime area. Because the number of new plants
continues to decrease (as it has for the last 10-15 years) then the emphasis on plant operational
life management) continues to increase. (After all the purpose of a nuclear power plant is to
make electricity for sale.) The period of operational life has a direct impact on the price of
electricity as generated. The annual capital cost component is determined by the life of the
plant.)

So there will be much to discuss. I wish you a good meeting and would encourage the
open exchange of information to facilitate discussion.



Specialists Meeting on "Irradiation Effects and Mitigation"
Vladimir, Russia, 15-19 September 1997

OPENING SPEECH

V. Lyssakov

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the IAEA to the Specialists' Meeting on
"Irradiation Effects and Mitigation" which is being held within the framework of the
International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants (IWG-LMNPP)
in co-operation with the Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute".

The meetings on this topic have become a regular event within the activities of the
TWG-LMNPP having been held in 1993 in Paris and in 1995 in Finland. They provide a broad
forum for the discussions on irradiation of reactor pressure vessels, a topic which is likely to
continue as plants get older and the licensing of their extended operational life becomes an
important issue for utilities.

The IWG-LMNPP which in 1995 celebrated its 20th anniversary of activities, is
running a programme under the Project A.2.04 "Nuclear Power Plant Life Management".
This project has produced a wealth of information exchange on a variety of topics. Ageing
phenomena and irradiation embrittlement of RPVsteels are the first priorities in these activities.

Many of the ageing studies on this subject focus on the direct technological
requirements for data but there is also a continuing need for an improvement in the
understanding of mechanisms underlying the degradation of mechanical properties.

Even preliminary economic considerations demonstrate that utilities reaching an
income of the amount of US$ lmillion per day for a large modern NPP may still count the
RPV as an irreplaceable "key" component.

Thus, the highest priority in the programmes of NPP Life Management is the problem
of irradiation embrittlement. The interest in this topic is obvious. Being held within a period
of two years, the meetings always attract a large audience and provide useful conclusions and
recommendations.

We believe that this meeting will be of the same nature. Let me wish you all a fruitful
and successful meeting.Thank you!



R Ahlstrand/IVO Power Engineering 30.09.1997

Specialists Meeting on Irradiation Embrittlement and Mitiga-
tion

Vladimir, Russia, 15-19 September 1997

Conclusions from session 1; Papers by S Rosinski, H Sasajima and L M Davies.

1 Reactor Pressure Vessel embrittlement management through EPRI-Developed
material property databases, S Rosinski.

EPRI has created 2 Material Property Databases for utility implementation to compile and evaluate
available material property and surveillance data;

• RPVDATA is a material database management program which include basic RPV material and
manufacturing data from different plants

• PREP4 includes material data for power reactor vessel beltline materials and related plant surveil-
lance materials

At EPRI is presently under development the IAR database to provide a useful tool for the evaluation
of thermal annealing as an embrittlement management option. The databases provide access for US
utilities to find and identify plants with similar materials, sort through measured test results and com-
pare to own experience and benefit the data in their analyses and licensing action. It is easy to incor-
porate international results into these databases too.

Recommendation: To enlarge the databases to incorporate international data too.

2 Status of reactor pressure vessel embrittlement study in Japan, H Sasajima.

In Japan an integral plant integrity study, the PTS study, has been carried out. The aim was to assure
plant integrity for the design life and also for extended service life. The theoretical analyses were
confirmed by large specimen PTS-study. The results showed that the plant life extension can be en-
sured for the plants considered.

Another study that was carried out was the PLIM project, the aim of this project was to improve
monitoring of material characteristic changes by using reconstitution of Charpy V-specimens as well
as tensile and CT-specimens. Preliminary testing showed that when using laser technique a 22.5 mm
long test piece can be used successfully. The project is continuing until the year 2005.



Recommendation: To compare the test results from the Japanese PTS-study with results from
PTS-studies in Europe and elsewhere (FALSIRE, Spinning cylinder,
ZNHKM-prometey etc.)

3 The AMES network and the task group on VVER's, L M Davies.

The European network on AMES has been created in 1993. The main objectives of AMES are;

• to provide information on neutron irradiation effects on RPV materials in support of designers,
operators, regulators researchers and

• to establish and execute projects in above areas

The steering committee is composed of at least one participant from each EU country. The proposed
activities have been devided in 3 projects. The largest project has been split into 8 task groups. The
main task 1G which has been in the paper is dealing with W E R 440 and W E R 1000 materials. The
work has started already and some specimens will soon be loaded in WER-440 reactors for irradia-
tion. A program to study the embrittlement of the W E R 1000 RPV material is presently being set
up.

Recommendations: To create industrial contacts with Russian nuclear industry to cover the
VVER related RPV problems properly.



Session 1 (Part 2): Irradiation Embrittlement
Co-Chairmen: H.-W. Viehrig and A. Amaev

Mr. Falchik, Novosad, Kytka and Brumovsky (Czech Republic) presented a paper
"Procedure for a determination of irradiation embrittlement curves". The paper sum-
marised results of irradiation embrittlement studies performed in the Czech and
Slovak Republics on the basis of surveillance specimen programmes of W E R
440/C type reactors. Irradiation embrittlement trend curves are very important for an
assessment of reactor pressure vessel integrity and it's lifetime. Within the standard
WER 440 surveillance specimen programmes, precracked and side-grooved
Charpy size SENB specimens were tested in three-point bending and used for static
fracture toughness evaluations. Statistic analysis like WeibulPs 2 and 3-parametric
model and logarithmic-normal distributions functions have been used for the de-
scription of the failure probability distribution in the ductile to brittle transition region.
The transition temperature evaluation (To at a level of 100 MPam1/2) of static fracture
toughness values using the different models has showed that irradiation transition
temperature shifts are practically identical regardless of statistical model used. In
the case of limited amount of samples, it is possible to use the "Master Curve" pro-
cedure.
The transition temperature shift can be described using the Russian predicting for-
mula

F "
r o

were Ap is the chemical factor and F the neutron fluencies in 1022 n m'2 (E>0.5 MeV).
The analysis of the surveillance specimen programmes in the Czech and Slovak
Republics established an exponent n approximately in the region of 0.5. One of the
most important factor influenced trend curves is the inaccuracy in neutron fluence
determination. It would be useful to determine fluencies on surveillance positions
with the accuracy of ±5% but the accuracy reached till now is ±20%.

Mr. Ballesteros and Acosta (Spain) presented a paper titled" Embrittlement trend
curve for vessel steels with low copper content". The method mainly used in Spain
to extrapolate the results of surveillance data at the end of life , 32 effective full
power years, is provided by the US Regulatory Guide 1.99, revision 2. The results of
the surveillance data of Spanish PWR reactors showed that the transition tempera-
ture shifts are not so large as those resulting from the surveillance data obtained
from US PWR reactors. The level of impurities manly copper (Cu<0.1%) is lower in
Spanish reactor pressure vessels. For this reason specific prediction formula was
developed for Spanish reactor pressure vessels. Using the results obtained from
Charpy impact tests following prediction formula was developed:

NRTmT = (12.3 + 34.52 %Cu) f(0 44 - o.nog

were ARTNDT will be given in °C and the fluence f in units of 1019 n cm'2 (E>1MeV).
The exponent deceases with the fluence in order to take into consideration the satu



ration effect that takes place at high fluencies.
It was generally concluded that the transition temperature shifts evaluated with the
surveillance data of Spanish NPP are in a high degree of coherence with the predic-
tion formulas used in other countries, mainly in the US. But the use of the prediction
formula specific for Spanish reactor pressure vessels with low copper content makes
it possible to optimize plant operation, increase safety margins and extend reactor
service life.

The paper "Status of reactor vessel embrittlement prediction in NAE member coun-
tries" presented from Mr. Rulko (France) reviews the main topics in the field of reac-
tor dosimetry calculations and the estimation of radiation induced damage to materi-
als. An overview of theoretical and practical issues of computational dosimetry was
given. The metal damage caused from neutron irradiation is assessed using trans-
port calculations and experimental measurements. It includes the discussion of com-
putational methods and uncertainties, gamma and thermal neutron induced embritt-
lement, basic physics models relating practical fluence to metal damages used in
predicting the embrittlement of reactor components and benchmarking of improved
transport methods. The further work in the field of computational dosimetry and re-
lated material science should covers following main topics:
- validation of gamma transport codes, nuclear data and gamma induced metal

damage models for predicting gamma-induced metal damage
- more detailed work on determining the importance and magnitude of errors in

thermal fluence estimates on metal degradation and <
- to continue in the development of the basic physics models relating practical

flux/fluence to metal damage.

Conclusions and recommendations of session 1 (part 2)

- The determination of reference temperatures on the basis of fracture mechanical
values and concepts such as To at a level of 100 MPam1/2 are very important for
an assessment of reactor pressure vessel integrity and it's lifetime.

- It was recommended that neutron energies should be reported in levels of E>0.5
MeV and E>1 MeV.

Mr. Kryukov from the Kurchatov Institute (Russia) made the proposal to use the
irradiation facility LYRA of the European Joint Research Institute for Advanced Ma-
terials for validation experiments with Russian WER typ reactor pressure vessel
steels. He introduced the a project proposal "Validation of the surveillance results
representability for assessment of irradiation embrittlement of W E R 440 and WER
1000 reactor pressure vessels".



Summary of Session 2

Session 2 "Annealing and Reirradiation"
Co-Chairmen: A. Ballesteros and Ye. Krasikov

1 Mr. Y. Nikolaev discussed the post-irradiation annealing effectiveness of WER-440
steel. Reirradiation kinetics was considered. Strong dependence of WER-440 steel
reirradiation kinetics on Cu content was supposed. A new approach for assessment of
reirradiation kinetics was presented.

2 Ms. A. Chernobaeva has reported the results of a joint US-Russia team activity in
comparative study of the US and Russian type steel behaviour under irradiation
annealing and reirradiation. Experiments have shown a good agreement for both the
US and Russian steels.

3 Mr. R. Ahlstrand presented the results of the annealing of Loviisa I RPV in August-1996.
He also presented the testing programmes performed for the licensing of the annealing.
The first available results of the annealing and reembrittlement studies indicated there
is not temper embrittlement in the steels under study. Also the lateral shift approach
gives a more accurate prediction for reembrittlement rate than the conservative shift
approach.

4 Mr. R. Nanstad presented the experimental results from work performed as part of the
HSSI programme (ORNL). The programme focuses on annealing and reembrittlement
response of sensitive materials used in commercial reactors. He concluded that thermal
annealing provides varying degrees of property recovery strongly dependent upon
temperature and to a lesser degree upon annealing time. The percent recovery of USE
is almost always greater than that of AT41J. With regards to the temper embrittlement
studies, the results indicated the potential for sygnificant P segregation in some US
steels under some conditions.

5 Mr. Server presented the new ASTM-E509 methodology for an annealing supplemental
surveillance programme. As an example, the proposed programme for the Palisades
RPV steels was presented which covers the time from annealing to the end of operating
license and beyond. The guidance in the revised ASTM standard provides a general
framework which can be followed by a utility when developing a supplemental
surveillance programme in conjuction with thermal annealing.

B Ms. A. Lee gives an overview of methodology and recent technical references that are
associated with thermal annealing. Namely, ASTM-E509, ASME code case N-557,
10CFR50.66, R.G. 1.162, NUREG, etc. Results from the DOE annealing demostration
project, as well as NRC activities related to the proposed Palisades anneal were also
described.

General conclusions:

The main conclusion for session 2 is that in Finland, US and Russia annealing and
reirradiation problems are under the steadfast attention of scientists and officials. The
procedure of annealing has become the routine process for atomic industry, but essential
additional efforts in scientific field for fundamental understanding of the annealing and
reembrittlement mechanisms are necessary.



IAEA SPECIALISTS' MEETING ON IRRADIATION EFFECTS AND MITIGATION
Vladimir, Russia, 18-22 September, 1997

SUMMARY OF SESSION 3, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, PART 1

Dr. Randy K. Nanstad
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6151

Dr. Jaroslav I. Shtrombakh
Russian Research Center-Kurchatov Institute

123182 Moscow, Russia

Session 3 was held on Wednesday, 17 September; Part 1 was held in the morning, while Part 2
was held in the afternoon. Drs. Nanstad and Shtrombakh served as Co-chairs for Part 1 and
provide the following summary of the ten papers presented. Recommendations for further
research are included at the end of the summary.

Gillemot (Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary) performed thermal aging and irradiation
on a stainless steel cladding. No significant effect of thermal aging at 350 C for 2000 h was
observed but irradiation significantly reduced the upper-shelf energy. However, similar thermal
aging performed on a VVER-440 forging, showed a significant effect on the toughness of the
near-surface material compared with a small effect in the center of the forging. He graphically
presented the combined effect of irradiation and thermal aging on the forging through the
thickness and showed that the highest transition temperature occurs at a depth of about 20 mm
from the inside surface of the vessel.

Viehrig (Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Germany) performed detailed neutron fluence analyses
over a large matrix of specimens placed in a test reactor and developed a method to adjust for
effects of fluence differences on the Charpy specimen test results. Such an adjustment was not
necessary for the compact specimens because the fluence gradients over the small region of
material near the fatigue crack tip was negligible.

Chi (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea) presented results of irradiation of the
KORI-1 beltline weld which is a Linde 80 weld with low Charpy upper-shelf energy in the
unirradiated condition. The Charpy impact results show generally good correspondence with the
data base for Linde 80 welds, and the fracture mechanics tests demonstrate that KORI-1 is
justified to continue to beyond the current license expiration.

Golavanov (RIAR, Dimitrovgrad, Russia) presented the paper by Tsykanov et al. and showed
irradiation results for a newly developed steel (0.75% nickel, low phosphorous and low copper)
which demonstrated a maximum shift of 30 C even after a fluence of ~1020 n/cm2 (>0.5 MeV).

Oszwald (Paks NPP, Hungary) presented results of irradiation of six different steels (welds and
base metals), including a VVER-440 reference steel in surveillance positions of the Paks reactor.



The results showed that degradation of the VVER-440 steel was similar to other more modern
steels. However, he also observed a hard layer at the surface of the WER-440 steel tensile
specimens which developed as a consequence of irradiation. He also observed that the hard layer
was stable even after thermal annealing; apparently this "hard layer" has been observed previously
and generated some controversy, but the consensus was that the basis for its existence needs to be
determined.

Kupca (Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute, Slovak Republic) showed results of analyses of
"scoops" taken from the Bohunice V-l reactor (WER-440) which indicated that the chosen
technology for such material removal is good. They also did not find phosphorous segregation
after thermal annealing (following irradiation to 0.8 * 1019 n/cm2) and did not find any indication
of the so-called annealing (hard) layer reported by Oszwald. They concluded that the residual
brittle fracture temperature used for this RPV is very conservative and, based on the results, they
do not need to anneal Unit 2 of the Bohunice Plant before the end of design life.

Krasikov (RRC-KI, Russia) presented results of analyses which were performed as a result of
observations that the measured amount of irradiation-induced degradation in Novovoronezh-4
does not correlate with the predictions based on impurities concentration and fast neutron fluence.
They propose that gamma radiation results in an effective annealing of some of the neutron-
induced damage. Their belief is that knowledge of these effects quantitatively would allow for
improvements in the interpretation and prediction of experimental and surveillance results.

Van Ouytsel (SCK-CEN, Belgium) reported preliminary results of investigations of embrittlement
mechanisms with internal friction which have proven to be sensitive to long and short-range
damage mechanisms. The results indicated the potential for thermal aging embrittlement in some
materials.

Gurovich (RRC-KI) presented results of his detailed TEM examinations of WER-440 welds. He
concluded that the kinetics of structural changes due to re-irradiation after thermal annealing are
slower than those during initial irradiation, which results in a conservative embrittlement relative
to the "lateral shift" prediction. The behavior can be explained by incomplete recovery of
radiation-induced defects.

Kuleshova (RRC-KI) presented results of scanning electron fractography of both Russian and
Western steels following irradiation and thermal annealing. Intergranular fracture (IGF) was
identified in both steels, including the presence of a ductile intergranular component. She stated
that the IGF after irradiation is not significant, but it can be after thermal annealing in the range
450 to 500 C. They have observed IGF in sub-size CVN specimens but not in full-size CVN
specimens.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were offered by Drs. Nanstad and Shtrombakh during the
summary presentation of Part 1 of this session.

10



1. Consider near-surface properties and potential effects of in-situ thermal aging combined with
radiation embrittlement.

2. Irradiation effects on stainless steel cladding have been investigated in a few institutes. It
would be advantageous to have the results compiled in a review paper or report.

3. Observations of a hard layer at the surface of tensile specimens after irradiation of VVER-440
steel welds should be investigated.

4. Consider synergistic effects of gamma radiation on radiation embrittlement of RPVs.

5. Consider nondestructive examination techniques to determine material properties of
unirradiated and irradiated RPV steels, e.g., include a technical session on this subject in the
next specialists' meeting.

6. Perform further investigations of radiation damage mechanisms, especially under reirradiation
following thermal annealing.

7. Continue the investigation of intergranular fracture potential in Russian and Western steels.

11



IAEA SPECILISTS' MEETING ON IRRADIATION EFFECTS AND MITIGATION
Vladimir, Russia, 18-22 September, 1997

SUMMARY OF SESSION 3, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, PART II

Ferenc Gillemot, Stan Rosinski

Valo presented interim results from the testing of miniature Charpy V-notch specimens to determine
fracture toughness in the transition region. The Master curve approach was used to characterize the
fracture toughness of W E R 440 RPV steel, 15Kh2MFA, and ASTM A533 B plate, HSST-03,
material. Tests were performed on 10x10, 5x10, 5x5 and 3x4 mm Charpy specimens. All determined
Kjc values were size corrected. Results indicated that small three-point-bend specimens are applicable
in characterizing fracture toughness in the transition region by applying the Master Curve model,
employing only the specimen size correction. Even the smallest specimen tested (3x4 mm) shows
promise for use in this area.

Nikolaev presented results of his research into the effect of nuclear collision cascades in radiation
damage models for RPV steels. A review of the relevant analytical relationships defining the kinetics
of radiation damage for W E R steels was presented. In addition, a discussion on the mechanism and
importance of phosphorus segregation to radiation embrittlement was held . However, this discussion
was not contained in the paper provided for this specialists meeting.

Kiselev presented the software structure for the IAEA International Reactor Pressure Vessel
Materials Database. This Microsoft Access database program will allow data import and export and
will maintain plant identification as confidential.

Session 3 (part II) recommendations

• Consult with other organizations regarding issues relevant to generation of large scale material
databases

• Continue to determine applicability of Master Carve approach to RPV integrity assessment for
both unirradiated and irradiated materials

• Continue to explore extent and impact of phosphorus segregation during irradiation and post-
irradiation annealing.

• Determine validity of miniature specimens for RPV integrity assessment using Master Curve
approach. Comparison of Research Results should be made to identify appropriate methodologies
for application of Master Curve approach to smaller than standard Charpy-size samples.

12
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Vladimir, Russia, 15-19 September, 1997
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L. Davies - Meeting Co-Chairman,
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V. Lyssakov - IAEA

SESSION I. Irradiation embrittlement. Co-chairmen: R. Ahlstrandand V. Golovanov
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A. Kryukov: The state of the art of WWER type
RPV: radiation embrittlement and mitigation
L. Davies, A. Kryukov, C. English,
Yu. Nikolaev: East/West steels for reactor
pressure vessels. Part I

Part II. Reported by Yu. Nikolaev

S. Rosinski, W. Server: Reactor pressure vessel
embrittlement management through EPRI-
Developed material property Databases

H. Sasajima: Status of reactor pressure vessel
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L. Davies, J. Van Duysen, U. Von Estorff,
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group on WWER's
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15 70

Mr. Brumovsky, M. Falcnik: Procedure for a
determination of irradiation embrittlement curves

A. Ballesteros, B. Acosta: Embrittlement trend
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R. Rulko: Status of reactor vessel embrittlement
prediction in NEA member countries
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17:10 Discussion of Session 3
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Comparison of transition temperature shifs from
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B. Gurovich; The structural change in Russian
RPV welds induced by irradiation, annealing and
re-irradiation

E. Kuleshova, B. Gurovich: Reflection of the
change in properties of RPV metals due to
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Yu. Kevorkyan, Yu. Nikolaev: The account of
the influence of cascades of atomic collisions in
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PROBLEMS

- Higer IE of the Weld with High Levels of P and Cu

- Lack of Surveillance Program

- Lack of Archive Metal

- Lack of Precise Data for P and Cu Content

- Relatively High Levels of Fluence and Flux

- Out of the 16 Vessels 9 are not Cladded
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MAIN ACTIVITIES

- Validation of Empirical Relationships between

Irradiation Embritttement (DBTT shift) and Chemical

Composition as well §m Irradiation Conditions

(Temperature, Fluence, Flux)

-Annealing Regime Validation

* Re-Embrittlement after Annealing Behaviour

Investigation

- Initial Mechanical Properties ( T w ) Determination

- Ivaluation ef Aefual Materials Properties of Pressure

Vessels ef Operettas WWER-440/230 NPP
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CONCLUSIONS

On the Base of Preliminary Results of TACIS '91 and
Former Research Programme the Following Conclusion
Can Be Drawn:

There is a correlation between subsize
specimens and standard Charpy specimens

The actual properties of RPV can be evaluated
by subsize impact and tensile specimens
fabricated out of samples taken from the RPV
inner surface

There is an agreement between predicted and
measured Tk shift values caused by primary
irradiation

The unitial transition temperature Tko,
calculated from chemical composition is not
conservative

- Annealing is the effective method to recover Tk

The prediction of the transition temperature shift
under re-Irradiation after annealing by the "lateral
shift" model, by the results available up to now, to
be conservative
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CURRENT CONCERN TASKS for WWER-440
LIFE MANAGEMENT

( 230 and 231 models )

- to elaborate RE assessment method taking Into
account neutron fluence, flux and spectrum

- to relate the surveillance results
to embrittlament trends for RPV

- to elaborate new Codes on the modern database

- to justify the model for re-embrittlement
(after annealing) prediction

- to create International Data Base on
Aging Management and Life Extension ( IAEA )
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CURRENT CONCERN TASKS for WWER-1000
LIFE MANAGEMENT

most of WWER-1000 RPV do have high Ni contents from 1.5
up to 1.9% in welds - highor rate of IE is expected

only two materials, one from a shell beltline course, one
from a beltline weld are included in surveillance programme

surveillance capsules are located above core in the position
with high fluence gradient. Mean fflix level is approximately
the same as on RPV wall while the energy spectrum is different

• surveillance results for vessel embrittlement assessment
may give non - conservative results
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INTRODUCTION

This report is in three parts. PART 1 is a comparison of the irradiation behaviour of 'Eastern'
and 'Western steels'. PART 2 is on the mechanisms of irradiation embrittlement and Part 3 is
on the role of compositional variations on the irradiation sensitivity of pressure vessel steels.

PART 1. COMPARISON OF 'EASTERN' AND 'WESTERN' STEELS

1.1 Introduction

A recent European study [1.1] concluded that for the earlier 'Eastern' and 'Western' steels hav-
ing deleterious element concentrations above certain levels there was, coincidentally, a similar
degradation in mechanical properties during equivalent neutron irradiation. With the identifica-
tion of and reduction in the concentration of the sensitizing elements then the irradiation sensi-
tivity was reduced and the shift in mechanical properties on irradiation was also reduced. See
Figure 1.1

While the key features of this comparison are described below it will be noted that in Figure 1
the neutron fluence has been normalised to E>lMeV and the extent of the fluence scale reflects
the End Of Life Peak fluences for the Eastern and Western steel Pressure Vessels. The curves
are based on the compositions of 'real' steels used in practice, the predictions are from the use
of the Russian Code [1.2] for the Eastern steels and from the USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.99
Rev 2 [1.3] for the Western steels.

1.2. REGULATORY CODES AND GUIDES

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Guide 1.99 Revision 2 [1.3] to describe irradiation
effects in pressure vessel steels states that:

R T N D T = RTNDTinitial + ART N D T + MARGIN (Equation 1.1)

is the reference temperature for unirradiated material

is the increase in this temperature due to irradiation

and, MARGIN is the quantity to be added for conservatism
The value of ART^DJ should be calculated by means of the following equation:

l°SO =(CF)(FF)

where: f is the fluence in units oflO'"nlcmr (E>lMeV) andFF is the Fluence Factor
and, CF is the Chemistry Factor from the copper and nickel con

tent and can be derived from the surveillance results or from
tables in the Guide.
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Using this approach and the appropriate values from published data for the composition of US

welds allows the shift in transition temperature to be calculated up to a fluence of 4 x 10^3

n/m^ (E>lMeV). The fluence for use of the Guide limited by the availability of high fluence
data underpinning the Guide and the End Of Life fluence of the pressure vessels. The results
are shown in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.2 below:

TABLE 1.1: Shift, in ®C, in transition temperature for selected US RPV welds.

Fluence (1023nnT2, E>1MEV)

CE HiCu, HiNi
B&W,HiCu Linde 80
B&W,IntCu Linde 80
High Cu Lo Ni
Lo Cu Hi Ni
B&W LoCu Linde 80

Cu
0.35
0.35
0.20
0.30
0.03
0.03

Ni
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.1
1.0
0.6

CF(°F)
272
212
160
139
41
41

1.0
151
118
89
77
23
23

2.0
180
140
106
92
27
27

3.0
195
152
115
99
29
29

4.0
205
160
121
104
31
31

5.0
212
165
125
108
32
32

The Russian Code predictive equation for weld metal irradiated at 270^C is as follows:

AT = 800(P+0.07Cu).(f)0-33 (Equation 1. 2)

The copper and phosphorus values for the critical welds in WWER pressure vessels have been
published [1.4] and this allows the Chemistry Factor for Eastern steels to be calculated as in
Table 1.2 and plotted in Figure 1.3 below.

TABLE 1.2: Chemistry Factors for WWER 440 weld 4 in reactor plants

PLANT Copper Phosphorus 800(P+0.07Cu)
Kolal 0.15 0.033 34.8
Kola 2 0.15 0.04 40.4
Armenia 1 0.16 0.03 33.0
Armenia 2 No values given
Novovoronezh 3 0.15 0.031 33.2
Novovoronezh 4 0.17 0.03 33.5
Kozloduy 1 0.12 0.052 48.3
Kosloduy2 0.18 0.038 40.5
Kosloduy3 0.20 0.036 40.0
Kosloduy4 0.04 0.021 19.0
Bohunicel 0.10 0.043 40.2
Bohunice2 0.11 0.026 27.0
Greifswaldl 0.10 0.043 40.2
Greifswald2 0.15 0.036 37.2
Greifswald3 0.12 0.035 34.7
Greifswald4 0.16 0.035 37.0

Of course some of these values for deleterious element contents could be modified in the light
of additional analysis. But the values given above suffice for the purpose of this paper.

This Chemistry Factor allows the transition temperature shift to be calculated as in Table 1.3
and plotted in Figure 1.3 for different neutron fluences. It is usual for the fluence to be calcu-
lated for neutron energies of E>0.5 MeV. This fluence can be approximately converted to a
neutron energy spectrum of E>lMeV by using the following relationship:

F(En>0.5Mev)/F(En>lMeV) a 1.78 (Equation 1.3)
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TABLE 1.3: Shift in transition temperature for WWER 440 welds covering the range of
Chemistry Factors in Table 12 for two different neutron energy spectra.

CHEMISTRY
FACTOR F>1.0MeV

F>0.5MeV
15
20
30
40
50

FLUENCE
0.1
0.18
18
24
36
49
61

0.5
0.89
31
41
62
83
104

(1023;
1.0
1.78
39
52
78
104
131

nm"2)
5.0
8.92
67
89
134
179
223

i

10
17.8

84
113
169
225
282

15
26.8
97
129
193
258
322

20
35.7

106
142
213
284
355

These two sets of predictions in Tables 1.1 and 1.3 and shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 using the
USNRC Guide and the Russian Code and the extreme cases of the 'worst' and 'best' steels in
these Tables and Figures are compared in Figure 1.1. Two features are immediately evident.
Firstly the irradiation behaviour of the Eastern and Western steels are the same. The older welds
show the greatest degradation. The more 'modern' steels, with a reduced concentration of dele-
terious elements show the expected improvement in sensitivity to irradiation. The second feature
is that the End of Life Fluence of the WWER welds are significantly higher than the PWRs
partly because of the higher neutron flux incident on the pressure vessel wall in the WWER
440.

It is emphasised that the Western steels, as confirmed by the USNRC guide 1.99 Rev 2, show a
marked sensitivity to copper and nickel content (as shown in Equation 1 above). Little sensitivi-
ty to phosphorus concentration is observed. On the other hand the Eastern steels are sensitive to
phosphorus content and show a significantly lower sensitivity to copper content as shown in the
Russian Code (and illustrated in Equation 1.2 above). Yet the degradation on neutron irradiation
is the same.This is the first example of a remarkable and unexpected coincidence when compar-
ing these materials. It will be remembered that the data base for the two Guides/Codes has been
generated in different countries and there are differences in the mathematical/statistical treat-
ment. However the developments in the production of the these steels with regard to improving
their irradiation resistance on the basis of reducing the deleterious elements has been effective.

However it is an inescapable conclusion that copper and nickel confer an irradiation sensitivity
in the older 'western' steels while phosphorus and copper confer a sensitivity on the older 'east-
ern' steels. The role of phosphorus and nickel in irradiation embrittlement are then of greater
significance in trying to understand the integrity of reactor pressure vessels. These aspects will
be discussed in later sections of this paper. However it is stressed here that an unequivocal
quantitative description of the embrittlement role of phosphorus is necessary for empirical pre-
dictive purposes because it can apparently act in a hardening and non-hardening way.

1.3 NICKEL

Discussion of the role of nickel in irradiation embrittlement, in a comparitive exersize such as
this, is difficult because of a shortage of surveillance data and comparitive irradiations. There
are MTR data, see [1.1], which shows that above a certain nickel concentration there is a
marked sensitization. Steels with low copper, low phosphorus but with high nickel (1.5-1.9
wt.%) were developed for the WWER 1000 reactor pressure vessels. Unfortunately there has
been little published data from WWER 1000 surveillance specimens.because of difficulties in
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fluence estimation. However from the limited data there is a marked irradiation sensitivity within
the operational fluence.

1.4 ANNEALING IRRADIATION DAMAGE

There has been much work on the recovery annealing response of pressure vessel steels. Of
direct technological significance is that substantial recovery (>75%) of the unirradiated proper-
ties occurs under modest conditions of temperature and time (450-500C for about a week). The
second remarkable coincidence is that these annealing conditions prevail for both Eastern and
Western steels. There has been a tendency for US data to be generated at lower temperatures
than the Russian/Eastern data. It is thought that the reasons for this slightly different emphasis
has been the cautious approach in the US towards annealing and the possibility of higher thermal
stesses during annealing the comparitively bigger PWR pressure vessel. However the anneals on
the Midland PWRPV have reduced these concerns and it would seem that slightly higher anneal-
ing temperatures are now possible [1.4]. Fifteen operating WWER pressure vessels have now
been annealed and the conditions have been supported by much experimental work. Besides
establishing the annealing conditions it has been found that the residual embrittlement after
annealing is defined by the phosphorus content of the steel and not on the neutron fluence.
However in the high nickel content WWER 1000 steels the nickel concentration dominates the
residual shift. In these particular steels the specimens with very high (~2.4%) nickel had a low
phosphorus but a high sensitivity to neutron irradiation. Because of this variation the causal
effect could not be readily distinguished.

1.5 IRRADIATION DAMAGE EFFECTS

It is assumed that any difference in the irradiation shift predicted by the different trend equations
is more of a reflection of the differences in the predictive equations and their particular unique
databases than in any other fundamental differences. The many common factors which are used
to describe the cause of change in mechanical properties can be simply shown in the following
way for the components of matrix hardening (ARTmatrjx), precipitate hardening (ARTppt) and

segregation effects (ARTseg) causing the change in mechanical properties.

ART N D T = ART m a t r i x + ARTppt + ARTseg (Equation 1.4)

• point defect clusters • dissolved copper • phosphorus

• microvoids • Cu+Ni, Mn • etc
• dislocation loops or • phosphorus

clusters (stabilised by as phosphides
nitrogen) • etc.

• carbon - irradiation enhanced saturation
• fluenee dependence - saturation effects
• nitrogen effects (low dose, - fluence rate effects

low temperature)
• fluence rate effect, etc

Pavinich et al [1.4] have described the factors causing the degradation in mechanical properties
on neutron irradiation as being caused by:

• defect production from displacement cascades
(vacancies, interstitials, dislocation loops, vacancy
clusters, vacancy-interstitial pairs)

• formation of ultrafine copper rich precipitates
• ultrafine phosphide formation
• ultrafine carbide formation
• temper embrittlement
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They generally considered that the first two processes were the most important for irradiation
embrittlement.

It is also important to note that Russian workers [1.6] [1.7] concluded that the for WWER ves-
sels irradiated at temperatures of 250-270° C.the most likely effect of irradiation is the interac-
tion of phosphorus directly with radiation defects and dislocations

So, four possible component parts of the trend equation to empirically describe irradiation
effects include the copper, phosphorus, nickel content and neutron fluence. Neither the USNRC
Guide or the Russian Code includes all three compositional elements.

1.6 CONCLUSIONS

Irradiation degrades the mechanical properties of PWR and WWER steels. Because of crucial
differences in the deleterious element concentration the steels cannot be directly compared.
However the Russian Code and USNRC Guide have been developed for each of these two cate-
gories of pressure vessel materials. Predictions can therefore be based on these approaches. But
the arguments are circular in the sense that predictions are only possible by the interpolation of
the data base upon which the code and guide are based.

For the earlier steels there is a coincidentally similar degradation in mechanical properties. For
later steels which have have been improved by reducing the concentration of the deleterious
elements identified in the Code and Guide. The exception to this statement is the enhanced irra-
diation sensitive behaviour of WWER 1000 steels where phosphorus and copper were reduced
but the nickel was increased to obtain desirable unirradiated start-of-life properties.

The peak neutron fluence in WWER pressure vessel steels is significantly higher than for the
Western PWRs. The problems of irradiation embrittlement were therefore seen earlier in 'life'
than in PWRs.

Annealing to remove irradiation degradation produces the same beneficial effects in all these
steels. This has provided the 'technological fix' to the irradiation problem for WWERs. A suc-
cessful feasibility annealing of the Midland Plant in the US seems to open the possibility of
PWR annealing in PWRs. and thereby eliminate irradiation effects as a life limiting feature.

The most significant mechanistic feature of the comparison of Eastern and Western steels is in
the behaviour of phosphorus. In the Russian steels it seems to be behaving in the same way as
copper in Western steels. This feature has been explained in terms of concentration levels where
phosphorus becomes the dominant sensitizing element above about 0.012wt%. The phosphorus
levels in Western steels tend to be lower than this level, which explains the lack of sensitivity in
Western steels, but the phosphorus levels tend to higher in Eastern steels (up to ~0.05wt%)-
hence their sensitivity. With phosphorus being <0.012wt% then copper is the dominant sensitiz-
ing element for irradiation embrittlement.
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FIGURE 1.1: Predicted shift in the transition temperature versus neutron fluence (E>lMeV)
for an appropriate range of Chemistry Factors encompassing the compositions of 'real' Eastern
and Western steels. Note that the curves for Western steels are truncated at a fluence of
~4xl02 n/m'2 which is the limit of the database underpinning the USNRC Reg Guide 1.99
Rev2. The results for the Eastern steels are plotted up to the 'End-of-Life' peak weld fluence for
the WWER-440 reactors.
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FIGURE 1.2: Shift in transition temperature of US welds encompassing a range of Chemistry
factors for 'real' welds and using the USNRC Reg Guide 1.99 Rev 2.
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FIGURE 1.3: Predicted shift in transition temperature for WWER Number 4 welds for the
range of Chemistry factors of interest in 'real' materials plotted as a function of neutron fluence
with E>lMeV.
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PART 2. MECHANISMS OF IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT IN WESTERN
STEELS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The discussion in Part 1 has highlighted that in both Eastern and Western steels that there is a
clear dependence of the change in mechanical properties on the composition of the steels with
copper, phosphorus and nickel levels being of central importance. In the case of Western
steels significant mechanistic understanding underpins the compositional, fluence and flux
dependence which appears in the trend curves. The purpose of this section is to briefly
summarise the status of understanding of these mechanisms.

The physical understanding of the embrittlement mechanisms requires an atomistic description
of the processes occurring as a result of the damage that the flux of fast neutrons creates in the
steel. Indeed, microstructural evolution in RPV steels is dominated by the interaction of the
radiation induced point defects with either themselves or with the impurities and residual
alloying elements in the steel. This leads to not only point defect clustering but also a complex
interaction between defects and solutes. Both vacancies and interstitials are mobile, and their
clustering and trapping at sinks (in particular by interstitial impurities such as carbon or
nitrogen, and by dislocations) combined with radiation induced segregation of impurities such
as copper and phosphorus, leads to a complex microstructure. It is these microstructural and
chemical changes at the nanometre scale that control the mechanical properties of irradiated
RPV materials.

Three basic micromechanisms of irradiation embrittlement have been identified and agreed
world-wide to control RPV embrittlement in Western steels [see for example Phythian and
English, [2.1] and Odette [2.2]]:

1. Matrix damage due to radiation produced point defect clusters and dislocation loops;
2. Irradiation enhanced formation of copper-rich precipitates;
3. Irradiation induced/enhanced grain boundary segregation of embrittling elements such

as P.

The operation of the three mechanims leads to a shift in the ductile to brittle transition
temperature, AT40J, i.e.

AT40J.GB

However, the segregation of P to a grain boundary leads to a change in the fracture stress but
not the yield stress, Aay, thus

This demonstrates that for mechanistic investigations the measurement of the yield stresss as
well as the change in fracture properties is important. As shown in Part 1, Regulatory Guides
and Codes focus on the shift in a reference fracture toughness curve which is indicated by a
shift in the ATRTNDT or AT 4Oj.
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2.2. MECHANISMS OF MATRIX DAMAGE

The term 'matrix damage1 comprises (i) the agglomerates of intrinsic defects, such as self-
interstitial clusters and interstitial-type dislocation loops as well as vacancy-rich regions,
microvoids and vacancy-type dislocation loops and (ii) mixed agglomerates of solute atoms
and intrinsic defects. Although knowledge of the type, strength, size and concentration of
irradiation-induced matrix defects is still quite incomplete, at least for complex commercial
steels, impurity contents are known to play an important role for the growth of matrix defects.
Impurityelements can not only stabilize dislocation loops (such as interstitial Nitrogen in
irradiated mild steel [2.3] but also vacancy solute interactions, as highlighted by recent
modelling studies, Odette [2.4].

There is as yet no direct evidence for the nature of the matrix defects, but there has been
indirect evidence of their nature and importance. Positron Annihilation techniques can be used
to directly monitor the electron density and momentum fluctuations in the microstructure resulting
from vacancies, vacancy clusters, interfaces, dislocations etc. Both Doppler broadening and
lifetime measurements have been applied to irradiated and unirradiated RPV steels and model
alloys. In general no unambiguous observations have been made of significant populations of
vacancy clusters (say containing > 30 vacancies) in steels irradiated at 250°C and above. For
example Dai et al [2.5] in a study of one of the surveillance sample specimens from the CHOOZ A
reactor and electron irradiated Fe -Cu alloys concluded that there was no evidence of vacancy
clusters with > single vacancies. Brauer in a comprehensive study of 15LH-15Kh2MFA base
metal and lOWM-lOKhMFT weld metal [2.6] concluded that such clusters could only be detected
in RPV steels that had been irradiated at lower temperatures 92°C-156°C. At higher temperatures
no such clusters were observed and the changes in the positron signal was interpreted in terms of
the formation of irradiation-induced precipitates. Brauer and Eichorn [2.7] did conclude that there
was evidence of vacancy clusters having > 15 vacancies in irradiated Fe-Cu alloys.

In C-Mn steels the matrix damage is thought to be dominated by the formation of dislocation
loops or clusters, and there is indirect evidence that their formation is sensitive to the levels of
free nitrogen which acts to stabilise the damage clusters. Barton et al [2.8] suggested that the
source of the difference in hardening behaviour of three C-Mn steels which exhibited
differences in hardening behaviour was their nitrogen content or, more specifically, their
dissolved (free) nitrogen content. Subsequent work confirmed the source of this dependence
to be dissolved (free) nitrogen (Little and Harries [2.9, 2.10]), which during irradiation was
thought to stabilise or strengthen irradiation produced defects, particularly interstitials. It was
demonstrated by internal friction and strain-ageing studies that the quantity of free nitrogen
was highest (~200ppm) in En2 and virtually zero in the aluminium grain-size controlled steel,
with the silicon-killed steel being intermediate (~100ppm). This scaled directly with their
irradiation hardening capacity.

Recent studies [2.4, 2.11] suggest that the nature of the defect clusters will depend on the
steel, the irradiation conditions, particularly at high fluxes, and the irradiation temperature.
The major development has been characterising the matrix defect term as being due to two
components; firstly, stable matrix defects (SMD) and secondly, unstable matrix defects
(UMD). The unstable matrix defects have been identified in irradiations in Materials Test
Reactors, where high dose rates were employed, through undertaking post-irradiation
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annealing studies [2.11] which resulted in identifying a component of the damage which was
unstable at the irradiation temperature.

It has been found that matrix damage develops continuously during irradiation in the dose,
dose rate and temperature range of interest, giving rise to a hardening which, at low dose rates,
is dependent on the square root of the irradiation dose, but is independent of dose rate, see for
example Jones and Williams [2.12],

2.3. MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE FORMATION OF IRRADIATION-
INDUCED PRECIPITATION

2.3.1 Influence of Copper
A most important contribution to the degradation of mechanical properties stems from
irradiation-assisted redistribution's of solute. In particular, Cu has been identified to undergo
irradiation-enhanced precipitation from the solid solution of RPV steels. Under both thermal
ageing and irradiation it has been possible to examine its precipitation from solid solution.
Initially, this occurs as coherent bcc precipitates producing efficient pinning sites inhibiting
dislocation motion. This pinning is thought to occur as a result of the modulus difference
between the coherent precipitate and the surrounding matrix (Russell and Brown [2.13]].
In thermally aged material the coherent bcc precipitates continue to grow upto about 6 nm
diameter, before they become incoherent, resulting in a decrease in hardness (overaged
condition). The transformation from bcc to fee is achieved via an intermediate martensitic
stage, where a 9R structure (fee with a stacking fault every fourth layer) is produced. This
then transforms to fee at sizes of about 15nm and continued growth of the fee precipitate
results in a lenticular precipitate that obeys the Kurdjomov-Sachs relationship with the alpha
iron matrix [2.14].

Irradiation of copper containing model alloys results in the formation of small coherent b.c.c.
precipitates that grow up to approximately 4 nm in size without reaching the overaged stage
and that act as efficient dislocation obstacles. Under irradiation the precipitates have not been
observed to overage; instead they remain at ~4 nm diameter in simple alloy systems (similar in
size to those at the peak hardness condition in thermally aged material). In commercial type
steels they are generally smaller with typically ~2nm diameter.

The absence of overageing during irradiation leads to the conclusion that hardening increases
with time or dose, and rises to a plateau rather than a peak, the plateau level corresponding to

Aff c ,m . The level of the plateau depends on the available copper (see below) and the rate at
which the plateau is reached depends on dose rate and alloy composition.

Elements, such as sulphur, reduce the amount of copper available for precipitation during
irradiation by forming copper sulphide during fabrication. This is particularly important in
welds. Furthermore, it is known that copper may be precipitated during the final heat
treatment. For high (above about 0.25-0.3wt%) copper materials copper is precipitated

during the final post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) [2.15]. For example, at 607°C, a typical
mean post-weld heat treatment temperature, only about 0.28wt% copper is soluble. Early
indications from use of such techniques suggest that the PWHT employed by different vessel

fabricators could have a major influence of the amount of copper which is soluble and available
for precipitation.
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2.3.1 Influence of other solutes on irradiation-enhanced copper precipitation

The mechanistic understanding of the compositional dependence of elements other than
copper, in trend curves such as Reg Guide 1.99 revision 2 has focused on the micro-alloying of
the copper rich precipitates rather than the impact of the alloying elements on the initial
microstructure or the matrix damage. Evidence from various independent studies using
techniques such as FEGSTEM, AP-FIM and SANS has confirmed the small precipitates to be
alloyed with Mn and Ni and there is some evidence from AP-FIM of silicon being associated
with copper precipitates. Clearly these alloy additions permit the remaining copper in solution
to precipitate out, giving rise to an increase in hardness above that expected from a simple
estimate of the volume fraction of copper available for precipitation from bulk chemical
analysis. Such alloying may change the elastic modulus of the precipitate from the value
typical of bcc copper, this in-turn will modify the pinning strength of the precipitate.

The role of nickel is complex and poorly understood. A clue to an important mechanism lies in
the fact that copper rich precipitates have been found to be rich in Mn and Ni. Such
compositions are consistent with thermodynamic calculations of the Fe-Cu-Mn-Ni quaternary
[2.4]. Calculations suggest that nucleation rates will increase rapidly with decreasing copper,
but are enhanced by Mn and Ni. These are described as manganese nickel rich precipitates
(MNP) in contrast to the copper rich precipitates (CRP). For example Odette [2.4] calculated
that at 260°C, reductions from 0.2 to 0.075% Cu, lower the nucleation rate by a factor of 5x
104 for a 0.75%Ni alloy compared to a factor of 100 for a 1.5% Ni alloy. This leads to the
possibility of delayed nucleation of MNP, which shows that MNP's in the high nickel alloy
give a rapid increase to the yield strength increment, but only after a pronounced nucleation
phase. The results suggest that the eventual hardening may be dominated by MNP's. The
primary evidence for MNP's arises from SANS studies which show a precipitate volume
fraction which is in excess of the available volume fraction of copper.

There is strong evidence that phosphorus hardens steels during irradiation. There are examples
in both A533B and Russian CrMoV RPV steels. SANS shows evidence for P-rich clusters in
the matrix [2.16]. Atom probe data also shows evidence of P-rich clusters within the grains,
as well as P segregation to grain boundaries and particle interfaces [2.17], The importance of
P clusters decreases with increasing Cu content. It is believed that in high Cu steels
phosphides are less important as P becomes incorporated in the copper clusters.

2.4. IRRADIATION-ENHANCED SEGREGATION OF SOLUTES TO GRAIN
BOUNDARIES

While the contributions from matrix damage amd precipitation give rise to obstacles impeding
the motion of dislocations (barrier hardening), irradiation-induced grain boundary segregation
of elements like P may influence the intergranular cohesion strength and may therefore act
directly on fracture properties. The corresponding non-hardening embrittlement may then be
due to a change in failure mode from trans- to intergranular fracture. While the detrimental role
of P in causing temper embrittlement of the grain boundaries in ferritic-martensitic steels is well
documented [2.18], less is known about the irradiation conditions (dose, dose rate and
temperature) promoting irradiation-enhanced segregation, and through this the promotion of
inter-granular embrittlement [2.19, 2.29, 2.21]. Some observations have been made
demonstrating an increase in grain boundary phosphorus during irradiation [2.19].
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PART 3. THE ROLE OF COMPOSITIONAL VARIATIONS ON THE IRRADIATION
SENSITIVITY OF PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS

The most obvious reason of the distinction of the trend curves for RPV steels of "Eastern" and
"Western" types is the difference in the alloying systems and contents of deleterious impurities:
• Steels of "Western" type are characterised by the relatively low concentration of chromium (~0.1-

0.14 wt. %), while in "Eastern" RPV steels the contents of chromium reaches 2-3%.
• If the contents of nickel in "Western" steels of A302 type (-0.18 %) approximately corresponds

to the contents of a nickel in "Eastern" WWER-440 steels (0.1 - 0.4 % - 15Kh2MFA), the
contents of a nickel in WWER-1000 steels (up to 1.9 % in welds) considerably surpasses the
contents of a nickel in "Western" RPV steels alloyed by a nickel: -0.40-0.70 % (on the average -
0.62 %) and -0.40-1.00 % (on the average ~ 0.75 %) for A533 and A508 steels, respectively.

• In Russian type steels the relative content of phosphorus is higher and relative content of copper is
lower than in "Western" steels:

Cp/Ccu x 10 « (0.021/0.10) x 10 ~ 2 and (0.011/0.16) x 10 ~0.7
for WWER-440 welds and A302B steels, respectively, and

Cp/Ccu x 10~ (0.009/0.05) x 10 « 1.8 and~ (0.007/0.15) x 10 « 0.5
Analyses of the radiation sensitivity of RPV steels have shown that for "Western" type steels

(with the typical ratios of contents of the deleterious impurities) the most deleterious impurity is
copper. For Russian type steels been used in manufacturing RPV WWER-440 more strong influence
on radiation embrittlement has phosphorus. In U.S. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev2 the effect of
phosphorus on radiation embrittlement is not taken into account at all. For WWER-1000 welds it is
difficult to overestimate the nickel effect.

Comparing radiation stability of various "Western" and "Eastern" RPV steels it is necessary to
notice that they differ not by only contents of the essential alloying elements and residual impurities,
but also by irradiation conditions:
• the radiation capacity (neutron flux) on "Western" type RPVs is at 5-10 times lower than on the

appropriate class "Eastern" RPVs and, respectively, approximately the same ratio is between the
end-of-life fluences of "Western" and "Eastern" RPV steels.

• The larger diameter of "Western" RPV in comparison with "Easter" ones and, respectively, the
larger water gap makes the neutron spectrum more 'harder' for "Western" RPV.

If the first factor can result in the different importance of various stages of irradiation, the second can
bring to definite difference of radiation embrittlement mechanisms for "Western" and 'Eastern" RPV
steels.

The vast majority of the research on "Western" and "Eastern" RPV steels, carried out to the
present time, shows synergism of the radiation responses caused by the presence of cooper,
phosphorus and nickel. Influence of copper, phosphorus and nickel on irradiation induced DBTT shift
with fixing two from the three metallurgical variables under consideration for "Eastern" RPV steels is
shown in Figs. Rf-1, Rf-2 and Rf-3, respectively.

Most studies aimed at revealing the nature of the effect of the metallurgical factors on
radiation embrittlement of RPV steels are devoted to copper. It is acknowledged that the mechanism
of copper effect on radiation embrittlement consists in hardening steel by radiation enhanced
production of copper rich precipitates from supersaturated solid solution of copper in a-Fe. However
size and volume fraction of these copper rich precipitates depends on contents in steel the other
elements.

Phosphorus is known to be surface-active element and its segregation was revealed virtually
on all interfaces in irradiated RPV steels. The phosphorus segregation on a precipitate/matrix interface
can:
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• interlock growth of precipitates;
• change the mechanism of interaction of dislocations with the obstacle;
• alter the critical size of transition of radiation produced precipitates from coherent to

noncoherent state.
Therefore the phosphorus effect on radiation embrittlement can be attributed as to
segregation decreasing cohesion of grain boundaries and affecting the resistance to failure,
for instance, on Rice-Thomson's model, as to their influence on hardening of solid solution
produced various precipitates.

In the certain extent the conception of radiation-induced grain boundary
embrittlement was confirmed for "Eastern" steels. The presence of the certain correlation of
the kinetics of grain boundary phosphorus segregation with radiation embrittlement rate was
shown. The occurrence of intergranular failure mode in fracture surfaces of Charpy
specimens of irradiated RPV steels and growth of the regions of intergranular failure with
damage dose was revealed. Moreover, the radiation-induced change of grain boundary
phosphorus segregation in RPV steels was revealed by direct experimental methods.

While the importance of the contribution of radiation induced grain boundary
segregation to radiation embrittlement, i.e. the degradation mechanism not related to
hardening, the primal contribution in radiation embrittlement attributes to hardening
mechanisms. The influence of phosphorus on hardening of RPV steels was shown (Fig. Rf-4).
To check the hypothesis of indirect influence of phosphorus on irradiation induced
hardening of RPV steels, an irradiation of a special WWER-440 weld with elevated
phosphorus content was performed. The weld was fabricated in laboratory conditions on
special experimental technology and featured by high purity on the microstructural features
such as unmetal and carbide precipitates (electron-microscopy examinations have revealed in
this weld not typically low density of such defects) and rather low content of copper. This
weld is designated as "A".

The trend curve specified for WWER-440 welds, rather correctly describes their
radiation response. It is as follows:

ATTF = ApFin
y (la)

where AF is "radiation embrittlement coefficient":
AF ~ 800 (CP + 0.07 C«,; . (lb)

where Ct (/ = Cu or P) is content of elements in weight %; F is the fast neutron fluence in
terms of 1O22 n-nv2 (E > 0.5 MeV). The experimental data on radiation embrittlement of two
surveillance WWER-440 welds in comparison with appropriate trend curves (1) are shown in
Fig. Rf-5. The experimentally measured radiation response of weld "A" is shown in Fig. Rf-6
versus the normative evaluation (1). Such a difference in the values of calculated and
experimental DBTT shifts can be attributed merely only to the mentioned above features of
the manufacturing technology of this weld, i.e. to high purity of the weld on unmetal
inclusions and carbides (as it has already been mentioned above, the electron-microscopy
study revealed in this weld extremely low density of those features).

Together with weld "A" the weld designated as "B" was irradiated. The weld "B" was
manufactured under standard factory technology. Electron-microscopy examinations carried
out revealed that weld "B" has microstructure (density and volume fraction of precipitates)
characteristic for WWER-440 RPV steels. The radiation response of this weld is well
described by trend curve (1), and considerably surpasses the radiation response of weld "A"
(DBTT shift for weld "A" was measured three times less than for weld "B"), though the
chemistry factor (Eq. 1 b) for this material is lower.

Thus, the basic effect of phosphorus on radiation stability of "Eastern" RPV steels at
initial stage of irradiation or with the accelerated irradiation can be attributed to its
segregation on intragranular interfaces. As to segregation of phosphorus on high angular
borders of prior austenitic grains, such mechanism of radiation embrittlement likely requires
rather long exposure and cannot result in significant effects in low nickel steels of WWER-
440 after one or two years of irradiation.
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In WWER-1000 steels the role of grain boundary segregations can be higher than in
RPV steels WWER-440, since nickel is known to rather essentially effect processes of
phosphorus adsorption on interfaces. Phosphorus contents in RPV steels of WWER-1000
been in operation, are rather low and varies approximately within 0.006 - 0.012 %. In this
case influence of phosphorus on radiation sensitivity of RPV steels can become background
and the variation of phosphorus content can not result in visible change in the radiation
response. It can hamper interpretation of the experimental data.

For finding out the nickel effect on radiation embrittlement of WWER-1000 steel
there were basically investigated four weld metals with the same contents of the deleterious
residual impurities (0.007%P, 0.06%Cu) and different nickel contents (1* - 1.28%Ni, 2W -
1.6%Ni, 4W - 1.68%Ni and 3W - 2.45%Ni). Variations of radiation-induced ductile-to-brittle
transition temperature (DBTT) shift with fast neutrons fluence for the weld under
consideration are shown in Fig. Rf-7a. Statistical analysis of the data in Fig. Rf-7a showed
that the dependence of ATTF on fast neutron fluence is close to linear at fluence higher than
~3xl023 n-nv2. Consideration of the radiation behavior of three base metals with the same
phosphorus and copper contents (0.012%P, 0.1 %Cu) and different nickel contents (3b -
1.3%Ni, lb - 1.4%Ni and 2b - 2%Ni) showed that the general tendency of radiation embrittlement
of the welds and base metals were the same.

The materials under investigation exhibited significant yield stress increase at high
fluence region (Fig. Rf-8a). As seen from Fig. Rf-8a), Rpo.2 and Rm increase from fluence of
~3xlO" n-m2 (E > 0.5 MeV) and the damage dose dependences of Rpo.2 and Rm show
pronounced drop at the first stage of irradiation for all the represented steels. At the same
time DBTT shows uninterrupted increase with damage dose (Figs. Rf-3 and Rf-7). Ductility
(As and Am) of these steels decreases continuously as well (Fig. Rf-8b). The substantial
reduction in USE and ductility of the steels (Fig. Rf-8b) brings out that irradiation induced
precipitate hardening. The indicated linear dependence of ATTF on damage dose is extremely
strong to be explained in the frame of the existing precipitation hardening models.

Among the most important characteristics of the annealing efficiency is the degree of
transition temperature recovery determined by

TT — TT
I = 11F

 ll" x 100% (2)
S TTF-TT0

Here TT0 , TTF and TTa are the transition temperatures in unirradiated, irradiated and
annealed conditions, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. Rf-10, the annealing effectiveness of
WWER-1000 type steel increases with increasing annealing temperature.

The results of tensile tests of steels after post-irradiation heat treatment exhibited
fairly high level of recovery (Fig. Rf-9). Yield stress of the weld 4W in unirradiated condition
was 549±17 MPa. 400°C post-irradiation anneal of this weld produced complete recovery of
yield stress. The USE was observed to be completely recovered after the 400°C post-
irradiation anneal as well. Increasing annealing temperature resulted in over-recovery of the
USE and tensile properties, i.e. increasing the USE higher and decreasing Rpo.2 and Rm lower
than in unirradiated condition. The complete yield stress and USE restoration were not
followed by complete DBTT recovery (Fig. Rf-10). Residual DBTT shift up to 80°C was
observed after the 460°C anneal.

The indicated low level of DBTT recovery of irradiated WWER-1000 type steel is
obviously connected with presence of nickel in the steel. As can be seen in Fig. Rf-11 recovery
of WWER-440 type steel with nickel content ~0.2 wt.% is substantially higher. In average,
80% recovery was achieved for WWER-440 and WWER-1000 steels at ~420°C and ~470°C,
respectively.

It is interesting to note, that the post-irradiation annealing efficiency of "Western"
steels of A533B type and WWER-440 RPV steels almost coincide (Fig. Rf-11). It is quite
possible that there is some threshold nickel content, below which the influence of nickel
content becomes negligible. Though, it seems plausible (in much the same way as reasoning
made above for the case of influence of low phosphorus contents with elevated nickel
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contents) that with nickel contents below some threshold value its influence on radiation
behavior of RPV steels can become background and variation of its content can negligibly
change the radiation response.

An investigation of the composition effect on the post-irradiation anneal recovery was
hampered by deficiency of the data. For the annealing temperatures of 400 and 490°C there
are as few as four and three experimental points, respectively. However, it may be assumed
that nickel is one of the factors affecting the residual level of DBTT shift after the 460°C
post-irradiation anneal (Fig. Rf-12). Comparison of DBTT recovery for steels with close
nickel contents exhibited decreasing DBTT recovery with increasing phosphorus contents.

The Rpo.2 and Rm drops (Fig. Rf-8a) can partially be attributed to the reduction in
dislocation density of WWER type forging metal due to irradiation from 10 to ixlO13 rrr2.
However, the dose dependence of Rpo.2 and Rm for 2* weld display the drop as well.
Therefore, that feature may apparently be attributed to incomplete stabilization of
microstructure (probably, due to bainitic phase lock - stabilization - by nickel) by the pre-
irradiation heat treatment.

An investigation of the high temper effect on the tensile properties was carried out for
a base metal with chemical composition typical for WWER-1000 steel: 1.08%Ni, 0.008%P,
0.15%Cu and 0.18%C. An austenitization of the steel was as follows: 1250°C/10h and
890°C/6h. An air cooling followed the austenitization. The observed decrease in yield stress
(650°C/10h - 678MPa, 30h - 627MPa, lOOh - 516MPa) and ultimate tensile stress (lOh -
767MPa, 30h - 719MPa, lOOh - 625MPa) with the 650°C temper is due to decreasing carbon
content in solid solution.

It may be supposed that the presence of nickel in steel results in stabilization of carbon
in oc-Fe lattice followed by incomplete stabilization of microstructure. The latter leads to the
rejection of carbon from a-Fe lattice under irradiation, bringing its concentration to the
thermodynamic equilibrium value. This mechanism has to cause decreasing yield stress as a
result of reducing tetragonality of a-Fe. The one can be responsible for the over-restoration
of tensile properties caused by the 460-490°C post-irradiation anneal (that did not
accompanied by complete restoration of the ductility) as well (Fig. Rf-12). That is irradiation
gives rise to decreasing carbon in solid solution and in this regard acts like the 650°C high
temper described above.

Conclusions.
(1) Nickel, copper and phosphorus are the elements rendering the most essential

influence on behavior RPV steels under irradiation and subsequent thermal annealing. For
each type of steels the contributions of these elements in radiation embrittlement depend on
the chemical composition of material, the irradiation conditions and add up not additive.

(2) For WWER-440 RPV steels, in which nickel content does not exceed 0.3 %, the main
affecting factors are phosphorus and copper. For WWER-1000 RPV welds, in which nickel
contents generally exceed 1.5 %, the role of nickel in radiation embrittlement is
determinative. The influence of phosphorus and copper contents for those welds is minimized
mainly by sharp reduction of their contents in steels (Cp < -0.010 %, Co. < ~0.08 %).

(3) In "Western" type steels main influencing elements are nickel and copper. The
secondary role of phosphorus in radiation embrittlement of "Western" RPV steels not in the
last turn is caused by its lower relative contents in comparison with "Eastern" steels.

(4) The mechanisms of effect of copper, phosphorus and nickel contents on irradiation
sensitivity of "Eastern" and "Western" steels seem to be similar. Some distinction between the
observed radiation effects is apparently caused by the difference in the irradiation conditions
and ratios of the contents in them of the above mentioned elements.

(5) For "Eastern" RPV steels the dependence of the recovery degree of irradiated steels
due to post-irradiation thermal annealing is obviously depend on phosphorus contents and
the influence of nickel contents on this process is detectable.
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ABSTRACT. Uncertainties and variability in U.S. reactor pressure vessel (RPV) material
properties have caused the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to request
information from all nuclear utilities in order to assess the impact of these data scatter and
uncertainties on compliance with existing regulatory criteria. Resolving the vessel material
uncertainty issues requires compiling all available data into a single integrated database to
develop a better understanding of irradiated material property behavior. EPRI has
developed two comprehensive databases for utility implementation to compile and evaluate
available material property and surveillance data. RPVDATA is a comprehensive reactor
vessel materials database and data management program that combines data from many
different sources into one common database. Searches of the data can be easily
performed to identify plants with similar materials, sort through measured test results,
compare the "best-estimates" for reported chemistries with licensing basis values, quantify
variability in measured weld qualification and test data, identify relevant surveillance results
for characterizing embrittlement trends, and resolve uncertainties in vessel material
properties. PREP4 has been developed to assist utilities in evaluating existing unirradiated
and irradiated data for plant surveillance materials; PREP4 evaluations can be used to
assess the accuracy of new trend curve predictions. In addition, searches of the data can
be easily performed to identify available Charpy shift and upper shelf data, review
surveillance material chemistry and fabrication information, review general capsule
irradiation information, and identify applicable source reference information.

In support of utility evaluations to consider thermal annealing as a viable embrittlement
management option, EPRI is also developing a database to evaluate material response to
thermal annealing. Efforts are underway to develop an irradiation-anneal-reirradiation (IAR)
database that will contain all available IAR data on U.S. RPV materials. This database will
allow evaluation of material response to thermal annealing and reirradiation through display
of available data and comparison with proposed re-embrittlement trend prediction methods.

These databases are essential tools to develop effective embrittlement management
programs. The RPVDATA, PREP4, and lAR databases will be described in terms of data
contained and program features.
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INTRODUCTION

Uncertainties regarding the properties of reactor vessel material are not a new concern.
Vessel material uncertainties contributed significantly to the generic reactor vessel safety
concerns of Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) in the early 1980s. More recently, questions
about embrittlement in the Yankee Rowe vessel centered around characterizing vessel
material properties and predicting embrittlement behavior, including adjustments for
uncertainties in chemistry and the effects of an irradiation temperature lower than that
assumed (274°C [525°F]) in development of existing regulatory guidance on embrittlement
trend prediction. The inability to accurately quantify the actual level of embrittlement in the
Yankee Rowe vessel contributed to the premature shutdown of this plant. The NRC is
continually monitoring embrittlement in all U.S. reactor pressure vessels, and the projected
levels of embrittlement are updated as new data becomes available.

Recent data have shown greater variability in chemistry and initial reference temperature
(RTNDT) than had previously been observed in some welds fabricated by Combustion
Engineering. Variability was also observed earlier in welds fabricated by Babcock & Wilcox.
This variability prompted the NRC to issue Generic Letter (GL) 92-01, Revision 1, [1] and a
follow-on Supplement 1 [2] that requested additional plant-specific data for assurance that
all data has been considered to determine "best-estimate" properties of the reactor vessel
materials. At that time there was no readily available single database that contained all
available data to be reported to the NRC under GL92-01 and could be used to assist in
resolving material property uncertainties. Extensive industry searches were required (and
are still under way) to locate and collect all available vessel material property information.
In addition, no general guidance was available for establishing the licensing "best-estimate"
values for welds or base metals once all data was available since many different
approaches had been used by licensees in the past.

EMBRITTLEMENT MANAGEMENT

There are many aspects to managing embrittlement in reactor pressure vessels that must
be considered. An overall approach is described in the EPRI Reactor Vessel Embrittlement
Management Handbook [3]. This handbook provides detailed background information on
reactor vessel materials, chronology and types of welds in vessels, specifics of irradiation
damage mechanisms and test methods, and descriptions of the prior EPRI products for
characterizing and managing reactor vessel embrittlement.

Managing Reactor Vessel Material Uncertainties

Resolving specific vessel material uncertainty issues is an important aspect to overall
embrittlement management that has been further emphasized by GL92-01. Resolving
material uncertainty issues requires compiling all available data into a single integrated
database to develop a better understanding of irradiated material property behavior.

Since the time of publication of the Embrittlement Management Handbook, additional tools
have been developed to assist in resolution of vessel material uncertainties. These include
the NRC Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID), the EPRI Reactor Pressure Vessel
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Data (RPVDATA) database, and the update to the Power Reactor Embrittlement Program
(PREP4) database.

The NRC RVID database [4] was designed and developed to assist the NRC staff with
licensing based actions by consolidating licensing data and information on vessel materials
in a concise form. Data submitted by the nuclear licensees in response to GL92-01 were
used as input to RVID. However, the RVID database does not constitute the licensing basis
for each plant since some data categories have been recomputed and are not necessarily
docketed values.

The RPVDATA database [5] contains all of the licensing information from RVID, plus
additional utility "best-estimate" material properties, and ail available measured chemistries
and initial RTNDT data for welds, plates, and forgings. Both of these databases are intended
to summarize vessel material properties, and ultimately resolve the regulatory concerns
expressed in Generic Letter 92-01, Revision 1, and the subsequent Supplement 1
requesting additional plant-specific data. Of the two, only the RPVDATA database has
been designed to identify plants with common vessel materials, to compare the submitted
or "best-estimate" licensing values, and to evaluate all available data forming the technical
bases for vessel integrity determinations.

The PREP4 database [6] includes all surveillance results (including the raw data from each
surveillance capsule evaluation) currently available for U.S. vessels. The original genesis of
PREP4 was a collaborative review effort with Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the
development of their surveillance database, PR-EDB (Power Reactor - Embrittlement Data
Base) [7]. The evaluated surveillance results from PREP4 are summarized in RPVDATA.
Uses of the RPVDATA and PREP4 databases as tools for resolving vessel material
uncertainties are described later in this paper.

Thermal Annealing

In support of utility evaluations to consider thermal annealing as a viable embrittlement
management option, EPRI is presently developing a database to evaluate material
response to thermal annealing with emphasis on re-embrittlement (post-anneal) response.
The irradiation-anneal-reirradiation (IAR) database will contain all available IAR data on U.S.
RPV materials. This database will allow evaluation of material response to thermal
annealing and reirradiation through display of available data and comparison with possible
re-embrittlement trend prediction methods.

A brief description of the RPVDATA, PREP4, and IAR Databases are provided next.

RPVDATA DATABASE

RPVDATA is a comprehensive reactor vessel materials database and data management
program. The system is an IBM-compatible database program that uses the MS-DOS
operating system with the Microsoft Windows graphical user interface. The database
program includes a customized menu-driven interface, special search capabilities for data
navigation and review, and built-in report generation.
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The RPVDATA program has been developed to assist utilities in identifying and retrieving
data and information for reactor vessel beltline materials and related plant surveillance
materials. RPVDATA is the only database currently available that is capable of retrieving,
sorting, and comparing vessel materials data from many different sources.

The RPVDATA database combines information on vessel material properties from the following
databases and original source references:

RVID & GL92-01
Data & Information

RMATCH & WOG
Heats & Chemistries

Fabrication Records
& Plant Systems Info

PREP4, EDB & WOG
Surveillance Data

Additional Test Data
& Supplemental Info

RPVDATA Database Input

Several types of data and information are contained in RPVDATA, including:

(1) licensing (best-estimate) data reported in response to Generic Letter 92-01,
(2) information on reactor vessel fabricator and fabrication methods,
(3) base metal and weld material type, heat numbers, weld flux lot, and weld flux type,
(4) measured chemistries, upper shelf energies, and initial RTNDT values,
(5) reported data from Westinghouse surveillance capsule reports, and
(6) evaluated data from the PREP4 surveillance database.

The title screen for RPVDATA is shown in Figure 1.

An evaluation using RPVDATA initially begins in one of three categories: (1) General Plant
Information, (2) RPV Fabrication Information, and the real power of RPVDATA, (3) Data
Search Menu. The RPVDATA Menu Screen is shown in Figure 2.

General Plant Information

Figure 3 illustrates the output from RPVDATA when General Plant Inf^ nation is selected.
For illustration purposes the Consumer's Power Palisades plant was selected. Similar
information is available for all U.S. operating reactors.

Fabrication Information

Fabrication information can be presented arranged according to the RPV fabricator, i.e.,
fabrication information grouped according to vessels fabricated by Combustion Engineering,
Chicago Bridge & Iron Nuclear, Babcock & Wilcox, etc. Fabrication information includes
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plant name, nuclear steam supply system designer, reactor type, base metal condition
(plate or forging), base metal type, and construction dates.

:- "? -v'.f ^*/.;-i::;;?.*vtc

Figure 1. RPVDATA Database Title Screen

«lRPVOATA-IMenu|

Figure 2. RPVDATA Menu Screen
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Figure 3. General Plant Information for Palisades

Data Search Menu

The real power of the RPVDATA database is through the Data Search Menu. Searches of
available data can be easily performed to identify plants with similar materials, sort through
measured test results, compare the "best-estimate" values for reported chemistries with
licensing basis (RVID) values, identify relevant surveillance results for characterizing
embrittlement trends, and resolve uncertainties in vessel material properties. Figure 4
illustrates the options available under the Data Search Menu.

Plant-Specific Vessel Data

The first option identified in Figure 4 is to display plant-specific vessel data. Selection of
this option provides several types of plant data that can be presented on a plant-specific
basis, including: (1) NRC RVID database reports, (2) utility best-estimate reports, (3) sister
plant weld reports, (4) surveillance weld data, and (5) base metal surveillance data. The
type of data presented through each of the options is listed below.

NRC RVID Database Reports. The information presented under this option is a
summary of that available in the NRC RVID database. It is also included in RPVDATA for
comparison purposes. Three separate reports are available under this option, including: (1)
vessel integrity data report, (2) upper shelf energy report, and (3) PTS summary report.

Utility Best Estimate Reports. This data represents each utility's determination of the
appropriate material properties to be used in evaluating reactor vessel embrittlement and
vessel integrity. Under this option the following information can be viewed:
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Figure 4. Data Search Menu Options

(1) Reactor Beltline Material Identification
(2) Heat Number of specified material
(3) Flux type of weld (if the material is a weld)
(4) Flux Lot of Weld (if the material is a weld)

(5) End-of-license (EOL) fluence (n/cm2, E > 1 MeV)
(6) Initial Reference Temperature (IRTNDT)
(7) The method for determining IRTNDT

(8) Chemistry Factor (CF)
(9) The method for determining the Chemistry Factor
(10) Percent Copper and Percent Nickel in the material
(11) The RTpTS (pressurized thermal shock reference temperature)

In addition, the user can view the utility's PTS summary report based on the best-estimate
material property values and can compare these results with those presented in the NRC
RVID database.

Sister Plant Weld Reports. This option provides plant-specific data for vessels with
similar heats of weld metal. This part of the RPVDATA program identifies other plants
which have the same weld heat number. The following information is provided in regards to
sister plants having common weld materials.

(1) Weld Heat Number
(2) Weld Flux Type
(3) Sister Plant Names
(4) Component (i.e. Location and direction of weld)
(5) Percent Copper and Percent Nickel (from RVID Database)
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Surveillance Weld Data. This option reports surveillance Charpy test results for a
given plant for a given weld wire heat number, flux type, and flux lot. The following
information is provided:

(1) Surveillance Capsule ID

(2) Capsule fluence (n/cm2, E > 1 MeV))
(3) ft-lb transition temperature (°F)
(4) ft-lb transition temperature (°F)
(5) Upper shelf energy (ft-lbs)
(6) Change in transition temperature (°F)
(7) Percent drop in upper shelf energy
(8) Reference for surveillance capsule test report

Base Metal Surveillance Data. This option reports surveillance Charpy test results
for a given plant for a given plate heat number and specimen orientation. The following
information is provided:

(1) Surveillance Capsule ID
2

(2) Capsule fluence (n/cm , E > 1 MeV)
(3) ft-lb transition temperature (°F)
(4) ft-lb transition temperature (°F)
(5) Upper shelf energy (ft-lbs)
(6) Change in transition temperature (°F)
(7) Percent change in upper shelf energy
(8) Reference for surveillance capsule test report

Specific Weld Heat Data

This option from the Data Search Menu provides the capability to search for materials
property information on a specific weld heat basis. Data for each weld heat number is
separated by data type (e.g., licensing data vs. measured test data). Three data categories
are available under this option, including: (1) NRC data on reactor vessel welds, (2) weld
qualification and test data, and (3) surveillance weld test results.

NRC Data on Reactor Vessel Welds. This option provides weld property information
from the NRC RVID Database. All plants with a given weld heat number have the following
information provided:

(1) Plant Name
(2) Beltline Identification of Weld
(3) Material Type
(4) Flux Type
(5) Flux Lot
(6) Initial Reference Temperature (IRTNDT)

(7) Method to determine IRTNDT

(8) Chemistry Factor (CF)
(9) Method used to determine CF
(10) Percent Copper and Percent Nickel
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Weld Qualification and Test Data. This option will perform a query of all measured
weld qualification and test data for a particular weld heat. These reports contain all the
measured test results of chemistry and mechanical properties for the particular weld heat of
interest.

Surveillance Weld Test Results. This option provides evaluated surveillance test
results for a given weld heat number from the EPRI PREP4 database. This information is
separated by plant identification and each plant has identified surveillance capsule data.
The accumulation of data is the result of unirradiated and irradiated surveillance capsule
data reports. The updated version of EPRI's surveillance database, PREP4, will be
described later.

Similar Flux Type Welds

This option will provide a summary of plant vessel data for the weld flux of interest. The
following information is provided in the report.

(1) The weld heat number
(2) The weld (material) type
(3) The weld flux lot
(4) The plant name
(5) The location or component of the weld
(6) Percent Copper and percent Nickel
(7) Initial Upper Shelf Energy (IUSE)
(8) The method to determine the Initial USE.

Specific Base Metal Data

This option will present available data as a function of the plate/forging heat of interest
selected. Three data categories are available under this option, including: (1) NRC data on
vessel base metal, (2) certification and test data, and (3) base metal surveillance data. The
type of information presented is similar to that for the Specific Weld Heat Data option.

PREP4 DATABASE

PREP4 is a power reactor vessel materials database program. The system is an IBM-
compatible database program that uses the MS-DOS operating system with the Microsoft
Windows graphical user interface. The database program includes a customized menu-
driven interface, special search capabilities for data navigation and review, and built-in
report generation.

The PREP4 program has been developed to assist utilities in accessing existing materials
data for power reactor vessel beltline materials and related plant surveillance materials.
The PREP4 database was designed to be the qualified irradiated materials database to be
used in support of future nuclear plant aging research and management of embrittlement
for vessel life extension. PREP4 was designed to provide the user the ability to display and
print reactor vessel surveillance material information along with the associated shift
predictions for reactor vessel embrittlement.
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Several types of data and information are contained in PREP4, including:

(1) Charpy V-notch tanh plots,
(2) Charpy shift predictions,
(3) information on reactor vessel fabricator,
(4) base metal and weld material type, heat numbers, weld flux lot, and weld flux type,
(5) measured chemistries, transition temperature shift values, and upper shelf energies,
(6) reported data for surveillance capsules through 1995.

Three principal data query options are available under PREP4, including (1) view/plot
surveillance data, (2) search materials data, and (3) system utilities. These options are
illustrated in Figure 5. System utilities allows the user to display data in either English or
Metric units. The remaining options are discussed below.

mv-''-' ^'•'^^^^^^mim^m
mss

Figure 5. PREP4 Menu

View/Plot Surveillance Data

This options allows plant-specific surveillance data to be viewed in terms of Charpy Energy,
lateral expansion, or percent shear/fracture appearance data. After a plant and data type
are selected, available data sets along with plant-specific information about the RPV are
displayed. Figure 6 illustrates Select Capsule Data screen for Palisades.

Note that a similar screen would be generated if lateral expansion or percent shear/fracture
appearance were desired. From this point individual Charpy data sets can be selected and
viewed by choosing the View Selected Charpy Data option. For consistency, all Charpy
data sets are fit and plotted to a hyperbolic tangent function. A single data set, or multiple
Charpy data sets can be plotted simultaneously. Coefficients of the resultant hyperbolic
tangent curve fit as well as the 41J (30 ft-lb) and 68J (50 ft-lb) temperatures are provided.
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Figure 6. Select Capsule Data Screen for Palisades

Charpy transition temperature shift data can also be viewed directly from the Select
Capsule Data Screen. Shift data is presented with a corresponding chemistry factor from
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2 based on the chemistry values reported for the
surveillance material [8]. In addition, a fitted chemistry factor is provided that illustrates the
best-fit chemistry factor for the actual surveillance results.

Search Materials Data

The Search Materials Data options provides the ability to view specific information relating
to any capsule data set contained in PREP4. The options available are illustrated in Figure
7 and include (1) view chemistry information, (2) view capsule information, (3) fabricator
information, and (4) source reference information.

View Chemistry Information provides the reported chemistry data for each material
heat in a surveillance capsule data set contained in PREP4.

View Capsule Information provides information specific to the capsule irradiation,
including: irradiation start/stop dates, irradiation capsule fluence and irradiation time,
minimum and maximum capsule temperatures, and the reference document for the
particular capsule.

Fabricator Information provides any information regarding the fabrication of the
specific material heat, including heat treatment conditions.

Source Reference Information provides details on the source reference
documentation that summarizes the capsule testing results.
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Figure 7. Select Capsule Materials Information Screen

IRRADIATION-ANNEAL-REIRRADIATION (IAR) DATABASE

The IAR database is presently under development by EPRI to provide a useful tool for the
evaluation of thermal annealing as an embrittlement management option. A utility's
selection of an appropriate embrittlement management option will ultimately be an
economic decision. Thermal annealing provides an advantage over other present options in
that it is the only technique to restore a large percentage of material properties and provide
a realistic expectation of long-term extended operation (including license renewal). The
potential for material property recovery following a thermal anneal has been well
documented. However, an important aspect of optimizing the thermal annealing process is
to maximize the amount of material property recovery coupled with the minimum rate of
material re-embrittlement following the anneal.

Limited information is currently available regarding the re-embrittlement rate of U.S. RPV
materials. As more information becomes available, the ability to easily compare re-
embrittlement rates with initial embrittlement trends will be useful in selecting an appropriate
annealing recipe. This is the premise behind development of the IAR Database. The IAR
Database will present available anneal and reirradiation data for U.S. RPV materials and
provide the ability to apply the vertical and lateral shift methods for comparing IAR
predictive methodologies with actual data trends.

The two principal options available in the IAR Database are illustrated in Figure 8 and
include (1) View/Plot Plate Annealing Data, and (2) View/Plot Weld Annealing Data.
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Figure 8. IAR Database Menu

View/Plot Plate Annealing Data

This option will present available annealing and reirradiation data for RPV plate materials as
a function of plate type and heat. The type of plate is initially selected (at this time the
database only contains information for A302B or A533B). The plate heats for which data
are available are then displayed for the user to select.

Once a plate heat is selected, the available annealing data set conditions are displayed in
terms of irradiation temperature, annealing temperature, and annealing time. The user is
prompted to select a particular annealing data set condition for further evaluation. After a
particular annealing data set condition is selected, all data sets available for the
unirradiated, irradiated, annealed, and reirradiated conditions are displayed. The user then
selects fhe data sets of interest and can either (1) view Charpy data or (2) view Charpy shift
data.

View Charpy Data

This option presents available Charpy data for the material conditions selected. Charpy
data points are displayed and plotted to a hyperbolic tangent curve fit.

View Charpv Shift Data

This option will present data associated with the shift in the 41J (30 ft-lb) Charpy transition
temperature as a function of irradiation fluence. Several options are available during
evaluation of Charpy shift data. These options are illustrated in Figure 9 and include,
(1) chemistry factor, (2) curve to plot, (3) fluence factor calculation, (4) metal type, and (5)
miscellaneous factors.
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Figure 9. IAR Database Shift Prediction Screen

Chemistry Factor. The default reported material chemistry values initially are utilized
in determining the chemistry factor (using the methodology in RG 1.99, Revision 2). The
predicted initial irradiation embrittlement trend is then plotted. The user can change the
chemistry values (e.g. when considering a revised best-estimate chemistry) to alter the
position of the RG 1.99 embrittlement trend prediction curve.

Curve to Plot. This option allows the user to either display the embrittlement trend
curve based on a least-squares fit through the existing data points using the RG 1.99,
Revision 2 adjusted chemistry factor method or based on the stated chemistry values
described above using the correlation methodology in RG 1.99, Revision 2.

Fluence Factor Calculation. This option controls the fluence factor that is used in
determining the displayed embrittlement trend prediction curve. The user can either accept
the default fluence factor function provided in RG 1.99, Revision 2 (f a28-°-10l°9f) or provide a
user-specific constant value for the term (0.28-0.1 Olog f) to account for test reactor
irradiations, etc.

Metal Type. This option selects the appropriate chemistry factor tables identified in
RG 1.99, Revision 2 for the material of interest.

Miscellaneous Factors. This option initially displays the fluence corresponding to the
available annealing data and the percent recovery as calculated through the methodology
developed by Eason, et al. [9]. However, these values can be changed to reflect the
anticipated actual annealing fluence for the RPV and the measured percent recovery based
on test data. This option also allows the user to predict reirradiation embrittlement using
either the lateral shift method, the vertical shift method, or any trend between the two
methods (percent lateral versus percent vertical).
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View/Plot Weld Annealing Data

This option will present available annealing and reirradiation data for RPV weld materials as
a function of weld flux type and heat. All other options are identical to those discussed
above for plate materials.

CONCLUSIONS

The RPVDATA and PREP4 database programs have led to a major step forward in
understanding and resolving reactor vessel material concerns. A thorough compilation of
data from many different sources into a common database for RPV material properties
(RPVDATA) and surveillance data (PREP4) are the essence of these advancements.

Searches of the data in RPVDATA can be easily performed to identify plants with similar
materials, sort through measured test results, compare the "best-estimates" for reported
chemistries with licensing basis values, quantify variability in measured weld qualification
and test data, identify relevant surveillance results for characterizing embrittlement trends,
and resolve uncertainties in vessel material properties.

Searches of the data in PREP4 can be easily performed to identify available Charpy data
and Charpy shift data, review surveillance chemistry and general capsule information,
review material fabrication information, and identify applicable source reference information.
Embrittlement trend behavior of surveillance weld or base materials can be developed and
easily compared to newly established regulatory prediction methodologies.

The IAR database presently under development will allow the user to identify available
annealing and reirradiation material property data, predict material re-embrittlement
following annealing, and compare results with established regulatory guide methodologies.

The common structure of the above products provides for easy updates to incorporate
future surveillance program or other material property information in order to maintain a
"current" record of available material property data. In addition, the structure of these
products can easily accommodate international material property data and provide the
same flexibility in use and allow for material property comparison on an international basis.
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((ABSTRACT)}

Since the construction of Japanese first commercial nuclear power plant in 1966, 52 nuclear
power plants have been commissioned in Japan to commercial operation. Japanese first nuclear
power plant has now been in service for 30 years and the aging of nuclear power plants is
steadily progressing in general.

Under these circumstances, the Japan Power Engineering and Inspection Corporation
(JAPEIC) is executing, under consignment by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI), the development and verification test programs for plant integrity evaluation
technology by which nuclear power plant aging can be appropriately handled. This paper shows
the outline of study dealing with embrittlement of RPV caused by neutron irradiation, as one of
the activity of JAPEIC.

The embrittlement of RPV caused by neutron irradiation is manifested as a shift of transition
temperature and as a reduction in Upper Shelf Energy (USE). In JAPEIC, the study dealing
with a shift of transition temperature was conducted in the "Reactor Pressure Vessel
Pressurized Thermal Shock Test Project (the PTS Project)", and the study dealing with a
reduction in USE has been conducted in the "Nuclear Power Plant Life Management
Technology (the PLIM Project)". And the reconstitution technology of surveillance test
specimen has been conducted in PLIM Project as one of the measures to improve monitoring
above material characteristic changes.

The integrity evaluation under the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) events including the effect
of neutron irradiation embrittlement was initiated in 1983 FY as the PTS Project and was
completed in the 1991 FY. The study verified that plant integrity could be assured at not only
the end of design life, but also an extended service life even when the severest PTS events were
postulated.

The PLEM Project, designed to develop and verify the integrity evaluation technology dealing
with reduction of USE by neutron irradiation, was started in the 1996 FY as a 10-year project.
This project includes the development of neutron irradiation embrittlement prediction equations
and the correlation equations between USE of Charpy V-notch and fracture toughness, and the
verification to standardize surveillance test specimen reconstitution practices to deal with the
extended service life of RPV.

This paper presents the achievements made by the PTS Project and the current status of the
PLIM Project.

Keywords: Neutron irradiation embrittlement, Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS), Upper Shelf
Energy (USE), Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV), reconstitution of test specimen
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the construction of Japanese first commercial nuclear power plant in 1966, 52 nuclear
power plants have been commissioned in Japan to commercial operation. Japanese first nuclear
power plant has now been in service for 30 years and the aging of nuclear power plants is
steadily progressing in general.

Under these circumstances, JAPEIC is executing the development and verification test
programs for plant integrity evaluation technology by which nuclear power plant aging can be
appropriately handled under consignment by MITI.

The embrittlement of RPV material caused by neutron irradiation is manifested as a shift of
transition temperature and as a reduction in USE. In JAPEIC, the study dealing with a shift of
transition temperature was conducted in the PTS Project, and the study dealing with a
reduction in USE has been conducted in PLIM Project. And the reconstitution technology of
surveillance test specimen has been conducted in PLIM Project as one of the measures to
improve monitoring above material characteristic changes.

The integrity of embrittled RPV was evaluated under postulation of PTS events in the PTS
Project (completed in 1991 FY), and the development of embrittlement evaluation equation for
neutron irradiation and verification tests for plant integrity evaluation are being planned in the
PLIM Project (scheduled from 1996 FY to 2002 FY).

One of the reconstitution method of Charpy impact test specimen had been developed using
non-irradiated test specimen in the PLEX Project as the feasibility study of RPV toughness
monitoring technology. (It was completed in 1996 FY). The verification test of the
reconstitution technology for various surveillance test specimens employing irradiated test
pieces, is being planned in PLIM Project (scheduled from 1996 FY to 2005 FY).

2. INTEGRITY EVALUATION OF RPV

2.1 Evaluation of PTS events

The evaluation of the RPV integrity subjected to neutron irradiation embrittlement under PTS
events had been completed in the PTS Project which was started in 1983 FY as a 9-year project
and completed in 1991 FY.

The integrity evaluation scheme of this verification test is presented in Figure-1. In this test, the
identification of the degree of embrittlement by neutron irradiation, the changes of temperature,
pressure, etc. under PTS events, and the RPV stress evaluation employing thermo-hydraulic
analysis were conducted to evaluate the integrity of RPV under PTS events at the end of its
design lives and at extended design lives.

In evaluating the integrity, the fracture toughness (KJC) of RPV at the end of design life and at

extended design life was compared to the stress intensity factor (IC) of the vessel (with

considerations of flaw at inside surface of the vessel), to evaluate the possibility of unstable
crack propagation.

The estimated value of KIC after neutron irradiation was obtained by shifting the relationship

between transition temperature and fracture toughness of RPV (the KIC —T diagram) to the

high temperature side considering that the temperature shift of KIC transition curve is equal to
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the shift value of the transition temperature R T ^ j due to neutron irradiation.

In order to estimate the shift value of RTNDT (ART^^.) by neutron irradiation, the prediction

equations of ARTNDT for the base metal and weld metal, represented in equations (1) and (2)

below, were formulated based on the surveillance test data and accelerated test data in Japan, as
well as the surveillance test data of the USA.

(Base metal)

A R T N D T = ( -16+1230P+215Cu + 76V Cu-Ni)X f0.27 + 2 ab (1)

(Weld metal)

ARTN D T=(27-23Si-58Ni+290V Cu-Ni)X f 0.24-0.091ogf + 2 ow (2)

where

P,Cu,Ni,Si = contents of chemical composition (wt%)

f = neutron fluence (X 1019n/cm2, E > I MeV)

ob, aw = standard deviation (°C): ab= 12°C, aw= 16°C

The shift value of transition temperature estimated by this equation ( ARTNDT) was compared
to the surveillance data of an comercial plant in Figure-2. This comparison indicates that the
dispersion of predicted ARTNDT is within 2c for both base metal and weld metal. From this
comparision, the appropriateness of this prediction equations was verified.

Based on the above prediction equations, the equations for Kic~T of RPV at the end of design
life and at extended design life has been estimated. The equations for Kic~T at extended
design life (IX lO^On/cm^) were formulated based on the servaillence test data, represented in
(3) and (4) as follows.

(Base metal)

K,c=65+419exp{0.0161(T-125)} (3)

(Weld metal)

KIC=65+419exp{0.0161(T-112)} (4)

where

Kic = fracture toughness (kgf/mm )

T = evaluation temperature (°C)
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In postulating the transients of temperature and pressure caused by PTS events, main steam line
break (MSLB) and small LOCA were defined as the severest events to the integrity of RPV. In
addition, large LOCA was also selected as a postulated event, because it is recognized as a
sever event to the integrity of RPV, although it is not a PTS event in original meaning as the
reactor pressure is reduced. The temperature and pressure transient curves were produced for
each postulated event.

In formulating the temperature vs. pressure transient curves for PTS events, tests and analysis
were conducted with a 1/3 scale plant mockup model to identify the temperature distribution at
water injection to the cold legs and down comers.

By this test and analysis, the temperature distributions within the RPV during PTS events were
also evaluated.

Ki during PTS events was calculated in reference to the above test results. This value was
compared with Kic and it was seen that sufficient integrity is maintained, not only at the end of
design life (6X 10*9 n/cm^), but also at extended design life (1 X 10^0 n/cm^). This analysis
result is presented in Figure-3.

A model test simulating the stress conditions in a actual RPV was then conducted to verify the
propriety of integrity evaluation method. The configurations of the test facilities and test pieces
are presented in Figure-4,5. In this test, membrane stress due to internal pressure was simulated
by tensile stress on the test piece, the thermal bending stress by temperature was simulated by
bending stress on the test piece, and the local thermal stress caused by rapid cooling was
simulated using coolant adjoined to the opposite side of heater on the test piece.

Low toughness steels for test specimens were manufactured by the appropriate selection of
chemical compositions and heat treatment to simulate the toughness at the end of design life (6
X 10*9 n/cm^) and at extended design life ( IX 10^0 n/crn^). Two types of the surface defect
were provided, one has 10 mm depth and 60 mm length, and another one has twice larger
dimension.

The comparison of experimentally obtained Ki vs. temperature curve with lower bound of
curve at the end of design life is presented in Figure-6. The comparison of experimentally
obtained Ki vs. temperature curve with lower bound of Kic data at extended life is presented in
Figure-7. These results show that RPV integrity is maintained under PTS events, not only
design life but also extended design life.

The test results using the test pieces which have twice as large surface defects as above tests
indicated that more than a twice allowance is maintained concerning the flaw dimensions. (See
Figure-8).

At the standardization , the prediction equation of ARTNDT (1), (2) were revised as follows
considering the surveillance test data of Japanese BWR plants.

(Base metal)

A R T N D T = ( - 1 6 + 1 2 1 0 P + 2 1 5 C U + 7 7 V Cu-Ni)X f 0.29-0.041og f + 2 Ob (5)
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(Weld metal)

ARTNDT=(26-24Si-61Ni+30W Ci rNi )X f 0.25-0.101og f + 2 Ow (6)

where
P,Cu,Ni,Si = contents of chemical composition (mass%)

f = neutron fluence (X 1019n/cm2, E > 1 MeV)

ab) o,v = standard deviation (°C): ab= 12°C, ow= 15°C

2.2 Development of evaluation equation for USE

The embrittlement of RPV caused by neutron irradiation is manifested as a reduction in USE, in
addition to increase of transition temperature.

In Japan, it is regulated in JEAC4206 that the USE of Charpy absorption energy should be
more than 68 J during service life. However, there is no method to evaluate the integrity of
RPV material in case of low toughness under 68 J.

In the USA, R.G.1.99 Rev.2 provides the prediction equation of USE reduction and R.G.I. 161
provide the evaluation method for energy below 68J concerning the reduction of USE by
neutron irradiation.

However, this prediction equation was developed for RPV steel materials used in the USA and
these steel materials are different from the reactor vessel materials used in Japan, particularly
concerning the chemical compositions of weld metals. It is, therefore, necessary to develop a
prediction equation adequate to Japanese steel materials.

To develop the USE prediction equation for Japanese pressure vessel steel materials and to
verify the integrity of RPV, the verification test in PLIM Project was, therefore, started in 1996.
In this project, the following tests will be conducted to evaluate the integrity at the upper shelf
region on domestic RPV steel materials by fracture mechanics methodology.

* Verification test for prediction equation of the reduction of USE

* Verification test for correlation equation between USE and fracture toughness

The above tests are being implemented under a schedule for their completion by 2001, and the
standards on USE will be established under relevant agency. The test plans are presently being
discussed in the project.

The evaluation procedures in these verification tests are presented in Figure-9. Concerning the
fracture mechanics evaluation methods for RPV, pioneering research has been conducted in
other projects. In the PLIM Project, the test to identify the reduction of USE caused by neutron
irradiation will be conducted first, and then the procedures for evaluation of RPV integrity will
be formulated using the correlation equation between USE and fracture toughness.
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3. ESTABLISHMENT OF TOUGHNESS MONITORING METHOD FOR RPV

MITI Notification No. 501 requires that nuclear power plants in Japan are provided with
surveillance test specimens in order to monitor the toughness of RPV periodically during their
service lives. The addition of surveillance test specimens is required in order to deal with the
extended service life of nuclear power plants. Meeting this requirement, it is necessary to
develop and standardize the reconstitution technology of surveillance test pieces. Under these
circumstances, JAPEIC verified the feasibility of the Charpy test specimen reconstitution
technology in the PLEX Project. In the PLIM Project, JAPEIC is also engaged in technology
development and verification test for reconstitution of Charpy test specimen, tensile test
specimen, and C/T test specimen.

3.1 Research in PLEX Project

The feasibility study of the reconstitution technology for Charpy test specimen was one of the
major themes of the PLEX Project. The procedure of Charpy test specimen reconstitution is
schematically illustrated in Figure-10. The plastic deformation area of the test specimen
generated by the original test is removed first, and the remaining part is joined on both side with
tab material. In this Project, the amount of the plastically strained area generated in the original
test and the test after reconstitution, and the heat annealed area generated by the welding during
the reconstitution process were estimated for laser welding, resistance welding, friction welding,
etc.. Based on this estimation, the necessary length of the original test piece to be inserted
between the tab materials was determined as 22.5 mm.

The test results of the Charpy test specimen reconstituted by laser welding are presented in
Figure-11. These results indicated that when the inserted part is 22.5 mm long, the Charpy test
value after reconstitution was same as the value of original test specimen. Therefore it is
recognized that the reconstitution of Charpy test specimen is applicable to actual plants as one
of the suitable method.

3.2 Research in PLIM Project

The feasivility of Charpy test specimen reconstitution technology was verified in the PLEX
Project. In commercial plant, surveillance tests of RPV to be conducted on test specimen
include a tensile test and C/T test in addition to the Charpy test, the reconstitution technology
for these test pieces will be verified in the PLIM Project. As the standardization of
reconstitution technology is intended in this Project, tests employing neutron irradiated
materials will be conducted to simulate the real surveillance test specimens more exactly.

The final target of this research is to analyze and define the technical requirements on
reconstitution of irradiated test piece. And it is planned to conduct reconstitution tests with
advanced jointing method, for example friction welding, electron beam welding, laser welding,
etc.. This Project was started in 1996 FY scheduled for completion in 2005 FY.
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4. CONCLUSION

To deal with the extended service lives of nuclear power plants, research on neutron irradiation
embrittlement of RPV materials has being conducted in Japan under the guidance of MITI.

In JAPEIC, the study dealing with a shift of transition temperature caused by neutron
irradiation was conducted in the PTS Project, the study dealing with a reduction in USE caused
by neutron irradiation has been conducted in PLIM Project, and the study dealing with a
reconstitution technology of surveillance test specimens has also been conducted in PLIM
Project.

The PLIM Project will continue to 2005 FY, and the progress at the pertinent stages of the
Project will be reported.
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Abstract
The European Network on 'Ageing Materials Evaluation and Studies' (AMES)
was created in 1993. Its main objectives are (a) to provide information and
understanding on neutron irradiation effects in reactor materials in support of
designers, operators, regulators and researchers and (b) to establish and
discharge projects in the above areas. The Steering Committee is composed of
at least one participant from each nuclear European Union country. The JRC's
Institute for Advanced Materials of the European Commission plays the role of
Operating Agent and Manager of the AMES Network.

This paper describes the structure, objectives, and major projects of the AMES
network. Particular emphasis is placed upon the work it is intended to perform
within the Task Group on 'WWER's" of the first AMES project (AMES1) on
'Validation of surveillance practice and mitigation methods'. EC DGXVII is
addressing the question of how to facilitate contacts betweeen EU and Russian
industries in the framework of nuclear Industrial co-operation,and this project
may provide a suitable starting point upon which to develop a basis for further
work of mutual interest.
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1. Introduction

The Institute for Advanced Materials plays the role of Operating Agent and
Manager of the three European Networks ENIQ (European Network for
Inspection Qualification), NESC (Network for Evaluating Steel Components)
and AMES, each of them dealing with specific aspects of materials behaviour in
structural components. The Networks are organised and managed in a similar
manner to the PISC (Programme for the Inspection of Steel Components)
programme. Participation includes utilities, engineering companies, R&D
laboratories and regulatory bodies.

Although great progress has been made in understanding irradiation and
thermal degradation of Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) steels, many aspects
are still not fully understood (L. M. Davies, 1993). In particular the question of
the qualification of remedial measures such as annealing and repairs remain
where further study is essential.

The international effort of the IAEA Working Group on Nuclear Plant Life
Management provides national contacts between institutions working in the
field. Also the IGRDM (International Working Group on Radiation Damage
Mechanisms for Pressure Vessel Steel) enables the exchange of information
and collaboration for fundamental studies in this area. There remains, however,
the problem of developing and maintaining a set of complementary capabilities
inside Europe for the mutual benefit of its Member States.

There is also a need in Europe to create a focus for interaction with
organisations in the Russian Federation and other countries of Central and
Eastern Europe with respect to RPV material condition assessment and
annealing.

2. Objectives and major activities

The AMES network was set up to bring together the organisations in Europe
that have the main capabilities on RPV materials assessment and research,
with the following objectives:

1. Provide information and understanding on neutron irradiation effects in
reactor materials in support of designers, operators, regulators and
researchers

2. Establish and discharge AMES projects in this subject areas.

3. Act as an European Review Group.

4. Provide technical support to regulatory bodies, General Directorates of the
EC and provide a base for development of common European standards.

IAEA Specialists Meeting on 'Irradiation Effects and Mitigation
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5. Participation in collaborative programmes with the New Independent States
(NIS) and the Central and East European Countries (CEEC)

6. Promotion of: Coordination of common national programmes

Validation of techniques

Definition of European Standards

Validation and establishment of safe limits for mitigation
measures.

3. Organisation
The AMES Steering Committee decided to adopt the model of the successful
PISC organisation, with well targeted terms of reference and project
management. As shown in figure 1 the Steering Committee with an elected
chairman gives guidance to the Operating Agent who appoints a Network
Manager and other staff to manage the Network. Specific projects each have a
task group to define the technical requirements, liaise with the Manager(s), co-
ordinate joint activities, and monitor progress. The activities themselves are
undertaken by the participating organisations.

The contractual aspects are governed by club-type arrangements between the
members (multi-partner collaboration agreement). Participation in the activities
of the Network is generally at the member's own expense.

Technical and administrative management of the Network and management of
collaborative activities of projects are undertaken by the Operating Agent and
Reference Laboratory (JRC-IAM of the EC) as performed in the past for PISC
with the effective support or participation of national experts or laboratories as
required (Debarberis and Tjoa, 1995)(von Estorff etal., 1996).

Particular projects, such as the setting up and undertaking of structural tests
are sponsored either by individual members or by a common budget or partially
through existing EC programmes.

The officers and members involved in AMES at the present time are listed in
figure 2.

The network started in 1993 and is continually evolving to serve their primary
purposes. At some stage consideration, by review, will probably look at the
scope in terms of relevance to other branches of industry.

4. Projects

The Steering Committee has agreed upon the need to develop the following
three projects in their order of priority:
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AMES 1: Validation of surveillance practice and mitigation methods

AMES 2: Effects of irradiation on reactor internals

AMES 3: Significance of Phosphorus causing low toughness in steels
during irradiation

The European Commission, Directorate General XI/C/2 (Safety of Nuclear
Installations), has supported the detailing of these projects together with the
project chairmen and all AMES members. The projects will be split into
individual tasks that are then taken over by members for their completion.
Some of the work for the tasks is financed as a contribution in kind; some is
carried out by the JRC, the Operating Agent of the Network, and some could be
supported by the European Commission, Directorate General XI, XII, XVII and
IA (TACIS) and others as appropriate in order to reinforce common strategies in
the field of pre-harmonisation studies which are relevant to safety related
components.

4.1 AMES 1: Validation of Surveillance Practice and Mitigation Methods

In the first stage the project AMES 1 had been drawn up in the way it is
reflected in the scheme in figure 3. After matching this scheme with the
interests of the individual institutes the following Task Groups were established:

Task Group 1A:
Chairman:

Task Group 1B:
Chairman:

Task Group 1C:
Chairman:

Task Group 1D:
Chairman:

Task Group 1E:
Chairman:

Task Group 1F:
Chairman:

Task Group 1G:
Chairman:

Task Group 1H:
Chairman:

Reference Laboratory Group
L. Debarberis, JRC, NL - L. Tjoa, ECN, NL

Small specimen
M. Valo, VTT, FIN - E. van Walle, SCK/CEN, B

Correlation
C. Bolton, Nuclear Electric, UK

Cladding
K. Gott, SKI, S

Trend Curve
C. English, AEA, UK

Irradiation conditions
A. Ballesteros, Tecnatom, E

WWER
J. C. van Duysen, EdF, F

WPS
K. Wallin, VTT, Fin
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The responsible officer for the project planning and co-ordination is Ralf
Ahlstrand from IVO (FIN) supported by the Reference Laboratory and
Operating Agent (JRC Petten).

The task groups were established at the 8th AMES S.C. meeting in Petten in
January 1995. First task group meetings with key persons took place soon
afterwards. The aim was to draft out the Terms of Reference' and to define a
draft working schedule. These have been distributed to possible interested
partners in a 'Call for Participation1 by the Reference Laboratory and Operating
Agent of AMES.

4.2 AMES 2: Effects of Irradiation on Reactor Internals

The second priority from AMES has been given to the project AMES 2 'Effects
of Irradiation on Reactor Internals' which is still in an earlier stage.

The objective of the project is to evaluate the issues related to the degradation
due to neutron irradiation of the properties of the materials of internal structures
of PWR, BWR and WWER. For achieving that three groups of actions have to
be considered:

- Collect and analyse information on problems actually observed in operation
on internal structures of PWR, BWR and WWER

- Collect available irradiated materials and data on their properties from actual
internal structures or from experiments in test reactors

- Generate relevant data for an accurate evaluation of the degree of the
degradation of the material properties

A study contract was placed by the European Commission (DGXI/C2) to
analyse the present situation. It is a SOA document describing internals,
materials, conditions of operation, problems encountered, review of
programmes, available materials, irradiation facilities, conclusions and
recommendations for BWRs, PWRs and WWERs.

4.3 AMES 3: Significance of Phosphorus in Causing the Low Toughness
in Steels

The initiating meeting revealed that there was a need for a project aimed at
developing the methodology for both the re-distribution of Phosphorus and the
impact of this on mechanical properties. At present there is insufficient insight to
predict when non-hardening embrittlement might be important, and this made it
difficult to provide Utilities or Regulators with advice on this phenomenon. Since
there are also many different nation specific problems in the area it was agreed
to firstly find a common approach with the integration of the national activities.
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The potential interest of the different national representatives in a 'Phosphorus'
project could be:

• Thermal and Irradiation Ageing (Magnox steels)

• Potential Phosphorus effect in RPV steels after long term irradiation

• Re-irradiation after embrittlement after annealing

A meeting is planned to assemble the necessary information from the national
presentations expected, to detail the project and to produce a document like the
one of Task Group 1G (VWVER's) under item 5.

5. Task Group 1G: WWER's

5.1 Background

A major effort has already been undertaken to evaluate the risks of brittle
rupture of WWER 440 and WWER 1000 reactor pressure vessel steels. There
is indeed a lack of generic knowledge regarding the irradiation and annealing
effects on the steels used to make these vessels. The existing international
programmes concerning WWER pressure vessels are mainly focused on
specific problems of some reactors. They will not be able to provide the
required generic information.

Some institutes have planned, undertaken or completed studies to obtain such
information. However, these studies taken separately can only provide partial
answers. The volume of the task has probably prevented the organisations in
question to grapple with it fully. The work is indeed difficult to carry out on an a
local scale.

In the framework of AMES it is intended to complement and to co-ordinate all
these efforts through this Task Group 1G.

5.2 Aims and project description

Task Group 1G addresses the open questions for the 'Validation of annealing
conditions of WWER pressure vessels'. This Task Group includes
representatives from 22 institutes in Eastern and Western countries involved in
the study of the WWER pressure vessels. Its aim is to obtain all the data
required to have an overall view of the state of the WWER pressure vessels
before and after one or several annealings.

The Task Group had a meeting in Lille (F) in May 1995 with the objective to find
a consensus on the following points:
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• the main material issues which have still to be solved to ensure the safety of
WWER 440 and 1000 pressure vessels

• the programme to be carried out in order to solve these issues

• a hierarchical organisation of the tasks of the programme according to their
importance

• an identification of the tasks already undertaken

• identify the most appropriate laboratories to carry out the tasks

During and after the meeting a project proposal had been elaborated dealing
with aspects of WWER 440 and WWER 1000 pressure vessels. One general
or two reactor type specific proposals will be forwarded to the European
Commission for partial support. The whole proposal was circulated amongst
Task Group 1G and the Steering Committee members and it received full
support.

5.2.1 Initial Properties of WWER-440/230 Pressure Vessel Steels

The assessment of the reactor pressure vessel integrity (before and after
annealing) requires knowledge of the initial toughness properties of the steels
used. For WWER-440/230 type reactors, these properties were not measured.
They are now determined with materials sampled from the vessels and heat
treated to suppress the irradiation-induced damage. However, several recent
results seem to show that the applied heat treatment does not reproduce
correctly the unirradiated state. New heat treatments are now proposed by
experts.

The aim of the project is to determine the correct heat treatment to be used for
this application.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• select irradiated steels for which the initial mechanical properties are known.
So -as to avoid any misleading effects due to accelerated irradiations, at
least one of the steels will have undergone a long-term irradiation at a low
neutron flux.

• compare the effects of several heat treatments on the selected steels which
are supposed to reproduce the non-irradiated state. The choice of the heat
treatments will be based on expert recommendations.

5.2.2 Embrittlement Kinetics of WWER-440/230 Pressure Vessels

The kinetics of irradiation-induced embrittlement are not well known for the
welded joints and heat affected zones of WWER-440/230 pressure vessels.
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This is particularly true for materials with high concentration of embrittling
elements (Cu, P,...).

The aim of the project is to determine the kinetics of embrittlement of 5 welded
joints and to 2 heat affected zones with chemical compositions covering those
of materials in service in WWER-440/230 type reactors.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• prepare representative welded joints and heat affected zones according to
the manufacturing procedures of WWER 440/230 type reactors.

• irradiate the materials in surveillance positions of a WWER 440/213 type
reactor to at least 2 fluences.

• carry out mechanical tests on the irradiated materials.

5.2.3 Annealing and Re-embrittlement Kinetics of WWER 440/230 Pressure
Vessels

Most of the WWER 440/230 pressure vessels were, or will be, annealed to
comply with the safety requirements. After this operation, one of the main
problems is to correctly forecast the re-embrittlement kinetic of the annealed
steels. Several methods are proposed.

The aim of the project is to determine the correct method to forecast the re-
embrittlement kinetic of annealed WWER 440-230 pressure vessel steels. The
work will be carried out on 5 welded joints, 2 base metals and 2 heat affected
zones with chemical compositions covering those of steels in service.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• prepare representative welded joints, base metals and heat affected zones
according to the manufacturing procedures of WWER 440/230 type
reactors.

• irradiate the materials in surveillance positions of a WWER 440/213 reactor
to at least 2 fluences.

• anneal the irradiated materials.

• re-irradiate the annealed materials to at least two fluences.

• determine the Charpy transition curves and tensile properties at each stage.

5.2.4 Prediction Formulae for WWER 440 Pressure Vessels

The assessment of the integrity of reactor pressure vessels is partially based on
the use of embrittlement prediction formulae. For WWER 440 type reactors,
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many results show that these formulae are not precise enough to predict
accurately the embrittlement of the vessels, mainly for the high fluence region.
This problem is probably due to the fact that the formulas were mainly
developed from results obtained in test reactors (it means with conditions very
different of those of the RPV's).

The aim of the project is to determine a new formula from results obtained on
materials irradiated in the surveillance positions of a WWER 440/213 type
reactor (it means in conditions which are the closest of those of the RPV's).

The main activities of the project will be to:

• collect data obtained after irradiation in surveillance positions of WWER
440/213 type reactors.

• confirm the dosimetry measurements for the selected data.

• confirm the representative of the irradiation conditions in the WWER
440/213 surveillance positions (tasks 7 and 10 of AMES 1G program).

• establish a forecasting formula by a statistical analysis of the selected data.

5.2.5 Flux Effect of WWER 440 Pressure Vessels

The surveillance specimens of WWER 440/213 type reactors are exposed to a
neutron flux which can be 16 times higher than that incident on the pressure
vessel. Due to this difference of flux, it is possible that the embrittlement of the
vessel is different from what is expected from the surveillance program.

The surveillance positions of WWER 440/213 type reactors are also used to
irradiate materials for the assessment of the embrittlement kinetic of WWER
440/230 pressure vessels. Thus, the embrittlement of these vessels could be
also higher than expected.

The aim of the project is to determine the influence of the neutron flux on the
irradiation-induced embrittlement of WWER 440 pressure vessel steels.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• select materials irradiated with a flux similar to that of the WWER 440
pressure vessels and for which archive material is available.

• irradiate the archive material in a test reactor with a flux similar to that of the
surveillance specimens.

• compare the results of both irradiations.
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5.2.6 Thermal Embrittlement of WWER 440 Pressure Vessels

Most of the available data concerning the embrittlement of WWER 440
pressure vessel steels have been obtained after short-term irradiations (at most
3 years). Thus, the consequences of long-term dwelltime at the in-service
temperature are not known for these steels. Thermal embrittlement is possible,
mainly for steels rich in phosphorus. With time, this element could diffuse to the
grain boundaries and lead to brittle intergranular rupture.

The aim of the project is to determine the risk of thermal embrittlement on
WWER 440 pressure vessel steels. The work will be carried out on 5 welded
joints, 2 base metals and to 2 heat affected zones with chemical compositions
covering those of steels in service.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• prepare representative welded joints, base metals and heat affected zones
according to the manufacturing procedures of WWER 440.

• maintain over long period these materials in furnaces at 350 and 400°C.
These temperatures are chosen a little higher than that of the WWER 440
pressure vessels so as to accelerate the phenomena.

• follow the evolution of the Charpy transition curves and tensile properties as
a function of the dwelltime at temperature.

5.2.7Mechanisms of Embrittlement and Recovery of WWER 440 Pressure
Vessel Steels

The mechanisms which control the embrittlement and the recovery of WWER
440 pressure vessel steels are not known. Therefore it is not possible to
anticipate precisely any irradiation or annealing effects on these steels.

The aim of the project is to microstructurally characterise the steels to obtain a
good understanding of the underlying embrittlement mechanisms.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• select steels representative of those in service and available in different
states (non-irradiated, irradiated, annealed, re-irradiated,...).

• perform microstructural characterisations with various techniques (TEM,
SANS, AP, ...).

5.2.8 Temperature of the WWER 440 Surveillance Specimens

For WWER 440/213 type reactors, the temperature may be higher on the
surveillance specimens than on the pressure vessel. Thus, the embrittlement of
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the vessel could be higher than what is expected from the surveillance
program.

The surveillance positions of WWER 440/213 type reactors are also used to
irradiate materials for the assessment of the embrittlement kinetic of WWER
440/230 pressure vessel. Thus, the embrittlement of these vessels could be
also higher of what is expected.

The aim of the project is to measure the real irradiation temperature of the
specimens in a surveillance position of a WWER 440/213 type reactor.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• place thermocouples in a surveillance capsule of a WWER 440/213 type
reactor.

• measure the temperature of the surveillance specimens under irradiation.

5.2.9 Monitoring of the Recovery of WWER 440 Pressure Vessels

The recovery of unclad WWER pressure vessels after annealing is assessed
from samples machined from the inner surface of the vessels. This procedure is
not fully satisfactory because it requires repair of the vessel surface. For clad
vessels the assessment of annealing is not possible.

For both kinds of vessels, it is necessary to develop a non-destructive method
to monitor the annealing recovery.

The aim of the project is to identify and develop the best method for this
application.

The main activities of the project will be to:

• gather experts working, or having the competencies for working, on this
issue.

• select the 3 methods which are the most promising according to expert
opinion.

• perform experimental studies to assess the feasibility of the 3 selected
methods.

• identify the best method for a programme of development.

5.2.10 Other Tasks of the WWER 440 Pressure Vessel Part of the Project

The tasks still to be detailed further under this Task Group are the 'Irradiation
from Material from NW2' and the 'Study of the cladding behaviour'.
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Another large project in the frame of this Task Group is the use of some of the
expertise from the Greifswald reactors, which is the subject of a separate paper
(Valoetal. 1995).

5.2.11 WWER1000

A programme directed towards the WWER 1000 type reactors is presently
being set up where just the titles of the sub-tasks are given hereunder:

• characterisation of surveillance positions (flux, temperature)

• analysis of surveillance data

• Irradiation of high nickel (ca 1.9%)

• study of materials already irradiated (at temperatures lower than in service)

• expertise of a pressure vessel WWER 1000

• study of annealing behaviour of irradiated steels WWER 1000

6. Conclusion
AMES is a well established European network on the subject of irradiation
embrittlement and its mitigation. After an initial phase of producing 'State-of-the-
Art' reports, the main objective of carrying out common projects in the above
mentioned field was started by detailing three projects. The first of these is the
validation of surveillance practice and mitigation methods, which had been
further sub-divided into eight Task Groups.

The first phase of detailing the AMES Task Group 1G into two major projects
on WWER 440 and WWER 1000 type reactors with several sub-tasks has been
completed. The second phase is now progressing.

The final proposal will be used to seek partial funding from the European
Commission under its programmes within DGI (TACIS, PHARE), DG XII
(Nuclear Fission Safety) and others.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the surveillance specimen programmes of VVER 440/C type of reactors in

Czech and Slovak Republics irradiation embrittlement studies were performed. The sets of

specimens were determined for static tensile, impact notch toughness and static fracture

toughness testing. They were supplemented by necessary sets of neutron fluence indicators and

irradiation temperature monitors. Detailed description of surveillance programmes and then-

results are obtained in [ 1 ] and [ 2 ].

For an assessment of reactor pressure vessel integrity and mainly its lifetime are very

important irradiation embrittlement trend curves. These trend curves are normally determined

using results from surveillance specimen programmes. A standard procedure for a

determination of them for W E R materials is influenced by a reliable determination of neutron

fluences and by the scatter in results, especially of static fracture toughness in transition region.

2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Experiments were carried out on three types of testing materials :

- Base material:: Steel 15Ch2MFA ( Cr-Mo-V steel)

- Weld metal: Steel 15Ch2MFAA ( Cr-Mo-V type with supplementary requirement on

content of P, Cu, As, Sb and Sn)

- Heat affected zone

Within standard surveillance specimen programme, precracked side-grooved Charpy-V

samples ( 10x10x55 mm ) were tested in three-point bending end used for static fracture

toughness measurement. The test temperatures were performed in the range from -190 °C to

+300 °C. Fracture toughness values were calculated according to the CSN 420347 standard [3]

( similar to ASTM E 399-91 and ASTM E 813-89 ).
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3. GENERAL PROBLEMS IN TREND CURVES DETERMINATION

Trend curves procedure applications is mainly influenced by the scatter in results of

static fracture toughness, inaccuracy of transition temperature and neutron fluence

determination.

3 .1 . The effect of static fracture toughness scatter on trend curves determination

Statistic analysis has become on of the most important parts of the fracture toughness

data evaluation of ferritic steels. Weibull's 2 and 3-parametric model or logarithmic-normal

distribution functions are frequently used for the description of the failure probability

distribution. Finding the optimal function for the description of a small data set is on of the

problems in a standard surveillance programme. The sizes and amount of specimens used for

the irradiated material testing are limited by the size of the capsules enclosed in the reactor

pressure vessel; the interpretation of the results can prove difficult.

The paper aims to analyse the fracture toughness data from the Charpy-V type samples

which have been tested in the transition region at temperatures in both unirradiated and

irradiated states, in an attempt to answer the following questions :

- What type of distribution function best describes the data in the transition region ?

- What is the best way of static fracture toughness temperature dependance and transition

temperature equation ?

- What is the influence of transition temperature determination way on irradiation temperature

shift and trend curve ?

Because of the need to optimize a procedure for a determination of irradiation

embrittlement curves, the following types of static fracture toughness temperature dependances

and transition temperatures have been calculated and compared :

- Transition temperature and shift evaluated at level of 100 Mpa.m"2 from mean regression

lines using logarithmic-normal distribution

- Transition temperature and shift evaluated at level of 100 Mpa.m1/2 from lower-bound curve

using logarithmic-normal distribution
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- Transition temperature and shift calculated at level of 100 Mpa.m1/2 from mean regression

line using WeibulTs distribution

- Transition temperature and shift determined at level of 100 Mpa.m1/2 from lower-bound

curve using Weibull's distribution

Transition temperature shift determination using logarithmic-normal distribution :

Within the surveillance specimen programme, static fracture toughness tests have been

statisticaly elaborated according to [ 3 ] using the mean square method and the following

equation:

T) ( 1 )

where T... is test temperature.

Lower-bound temparature dependances were obtained using equation ( 2 ) for 95 %

confidence limits :

Kc = Kxxm+AO-Qxp(Al-T±up-s) ( 2 )

where s... is standard deviation,

Up...quantile of normal distribution

Transition tempetature shift determination using WeibulTs distribution

The fracture toughness distribution was modeled by Weibull statistic [ 4 ] using 2-

parameter ( 2p ) and 3-parameter ( 3p ) models with mi=4 and Kmin=20 Mpa.m1/2 [ 4, 5, 6 ] :

= 1 - exp ( 3 )

where Kmin=0 in the case of the 2p model.
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For the pf calculation the following formula has been used [ 7 ]

/ -0.5
—

where N... is number of results.

The results from surveillance specimen program for base material at test tempearture of

-130 °C in unirradiated state are shown in Fig. 1 and compared with experimental points. It is

clear that 3p Weibull's model describes the experimental values with sufficient reliability.

Weibull plots for the experimental data sets from three test temperatures obtained from the

tests of both unirradiated and irradiated materials are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The division of

the distribution in two parts is apparent. First, in the upper part of distribution the number

values increase with increasing temperature. Second, the division in two parts is more definitive

in the case of irradiated material, which possesses the lower deformation capabihty. The same

appearance has been observed and discussed in the case of Cr-Ni-Mo-V type of steel in [ 7 ].

For the determination of mean temperature dependance and lower-bound line using

Weibull's distribution it was used procedure designed by Wallin and presented in [ 8 ]. For

static fracture toughness temperature dependance was used following formula :

( V'4 ( V'4

= Kmm+(a -Kmw)- 1 B — — + (b• expcf)• I n — — ( 5 )

where a, b, c... are regression coefficients.

For calculation of the mean line it was applied failure probability l-pf=0.63 and for

lower-bound line equation probability of l-pf=0.95.

3. 2. Trend curves determination using small data sets - master curves

Because of limited amount of samples which are used fot static fracture toughness

measurement within surveillance specimen programme it is interesting the possibility to obtain

reference transition temperature To through ,,master curves". The procedure enables to
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perform fracture tests on a small data set at one test temperature and determination of mean

regression line and lower as well as upper-bound curves of fracture toughness temperature

dependance. Reference temperature can be shown in form :

To=T-(0.019y1 -In
Kc(med)-30

70
( 6 )

The procedure was designed by Wallin and presented in [ 9 ].

Within the paper, following transition temperatures and their irradiation shifts have been

calculated and compared:

- Reference temperature To and its shift calculated from mean line using master curve

procedure

- Reference temperature and its shift calculated from lower-bound line using procedure of

master curve
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transition temperature shifts after neutron irradiation were evaluated similary to the

USSR Code [ 10 ], that is using the formula :

U

where ATF... is transition temperature shift,

F... neutron fluence ( 1022n.m"2, E > 0.5 MeV ),

Ap... irradiation embrittlemnt coefficient,

Fo= 1022n.m'2.

In Figs. 4 and 5, results of fracture toughness temperature shifts after irradiation of

surveillance specimens are compared. For the calculation of transition temperatures it was used

regression curves determined by means of logarithmic-normal distribution. It means, it has been

used the same procedure as in the case of standard surveillance specimen programme. From

shown comparison of results, it can be concluded that temperature shifts evaluated from mean

lines and lower-bound curves are practically identical.

The same trend can be observed from Figs. 6, 7 and 8. It is clearly seen, that irradiation

temperature shifts are identical regardless of statistical method used.

Trend curve exponent ,41" from equation ( 7 ) is very important from the point of view

of the pressure vessel lifetime determination. Analysis of results from surveillance specimen

programme [ 1, 2 ] makes possible to determine this value approximately in region of n = 0,5.

Practice method for fracture toughness in the transition range ( master curves ) is very

useful in the case of measurements on small irradiated sample sets. In Figs. 9, 10 and 11,

Weibull plots and comparison between Weibull's 3p model and ,,master curve" procedure are

presented. Experimental results have been obtained from standard surveillance programme.

Weibull plots regression line designed by Wallin [ 9 ] describes experimental values with a
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sufficient accuracy. Static fracture toughness temperature dependance of base material in

unirradiated state is shown in Fig. 12; regression curves calculated with the assistance of master

curve and logarithmic-normal distribution model are compared. From Figs. 13 and 14, it can

be concluded a good applicability of ,,master curve" procedure for irradiation embrittlement

studies performed on sets with limited amount of samples.

One of the most important factors influenced trend curves assessment is inaccuracy in

neutron fluence determination of surveillance specimens. Fig. 15 containes transition

temperature shift fluence dependance (trend curve ) calculated by means of equation ( 7 ) for

fluences with an accuracy of ± 5 and 10 %.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The review of the existing procedure for a determination of irradiation embrittlement

trend curves confirmed the following deficiencies :

- It would be useful to determine fluences on surveillance positions with the accuracy of ± 5 %

but unfortunately no better accurucy than ± 20 % can be reached now.

- Transition temperature evaluation of static fracture toughness values measured within

standard surveillance specimen programme using logarithmic-normal and Weibull's regression

models has proved that irradiation transition temperature shifts are practically identical

regardless of statistical method used. In view of this conclusion, it is possible to use the

standard procedure for trend curve determination based on logarithmic-normal regression

model as shown in ( 1 ).

- In the case of limited amount of samples determined for irradiation embrittlement studies, it is

possible to use ,,master curve" procedure ( described in [ 9 ] ) .

- Trend curve can be applied in the form (7 ). Exponent ,,n" is aproximatelly equal to 0,5.
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ABSTRACT

Among the different requirements established in order to ensure the integrity of the components
of the coolant pressure boundary in light water reactors are those referring to the fracture
toughness of the materials used for these components. These requirements are especially
important in the case of the material used for the reactor vessel since, given that it is subjected to
neutron irradiation, it will progressively undergo embrittlement throughout its service life.

Neutron irradiation gives rise to changes in the mechanical properties of the vessel steels and
welds. The magnitude of these changes may be quantified using empirical models developed on
the basis of data obtained from materials irradiated in research reactors or from the irradiation of
surveillance capsules in commercial reactors.

By using empirical and semi-empirical models, it is possible to determine the increase in the
Reference Temperature, RTNDT> that the vessel material will undergo for a given neutron
fluence. An own correlation has been obtained for the calculation of ARTNDT using the
surveillance data of the Spanish PWR reactors, the expression of which is as follows:

ARTNDT = (12.3+34.52-%Cu)-f <°-44-°-Ho6{> •

This report also presents a comparison between measured ARTNDT values and those obtained
through the application of different correlations developed in other countries, with a view to
checking the validity of ARTNDT predictions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Neutron irradiation gives rise to changes in the mechanical properties of vessel steels and welds.
The magnitude of these changes may be quantified using empirical models developed on the
basis of data obtained from tests performed on materials irradiated in research reactors or from
the irradiation of surveillance capsules in commercial reactors.

By using empirical and semi-empirical models it is possible to determine the increase in the
Reference Temperature, RTNDT and the decrease in the USE that the vessel material will
experience for a given neutron fluence. Knowledge of such forecasts allows conclusions to be
drawn regarding the status of the vessel and the evolution of its mechanical properties. The
results of these studies may contribute to extension of the service life of the plants, either by
ensuring compliance with vessel toughness requirements and providing the information
required to extend the plant operating license beyond its design life, or by establishing a basis
for the possible annealing of the vessel.

This report presents a correlation for the calculation of ARTNDT, developed from surveillance
data obtained from the analysis of capsules removed from Spanish PWR reactor vessels. The
report also compares measured ARTNDT values with those obtained through the application of
different correlations developed in other countries, with a view to checking the validity of

predictions.

2. SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM OF THE SPANISH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
(PWR)

The standards applied in Spain to surveillance programs are those corresponding to the
countries in which the different reactors were designed. Thus, in the case of Trillo NPP, German
standards are applied, while for the remaining Spanish PWR reactors (of Westinghouse design),
the surveillance program is governed by American standards. Nevertheless, all activities relating
to the surveillance programs, the evaluation of capsules, the impact of surveillance data on
vessel-integrity and revision of the operating limit curves are carried out by Spanish
organizations [1,2].

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics and the status of the surveillance programs of the
Spanish PWR type reactors.
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Table 1. Spanish PWR reactors and the situation of their surveillance programs.

Nuclear
Plant

Jose Cabrera
AlmarazI
Almaraz II

Asco I
Asco II

Vandellos II
Trillo

Capacity
MWe

160
930
930
930
930
992
1041

Supplier

Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

KWU

Initiation of
Operation

1968
1981
1983
1983
1985
1988
1988

Number of
capsules

8 (a)
6(b)
6(b)
6(b)
6(b)
6(b)
3(c)

Capsules removed
as of 1.08.96

5
-i

-i

2
1

(a) Three of the eight capsules are standby capsules, for example for life extension.
(b) Two of the six capsules are standby capsules.
(c) Two of the three capsules are standby capsules.

3. PWR-ES/BC FORMULA

An essential part of reactor vessel surveillance is evaluation by means of empirical and semi-
empirical models of its structural integrity at the end of its design life, the aim being to
determine whether additional margin of service life exists. The method mainly used in Spain to
extrapolate the results of surveillance data at the end of life, 32 effective full power years, is
provided by Regulatory Guide 1.99, revision 2 [3].

According to the analyses performed on the surveillance capsules removed from the Spanish
PWR reactors, the changes in Reference Temperature, RTNDT are not as large as those resulting
from the surveillance data obtained from US nuclear power plants, due mainly to the fact that
the level of copper impurities is not so high in the steels used in the Spanish PWR reactor
vessels. For this reason, it is necessary to obtain a specific correlation better adjusted to the
values of ARTNDT observed in the Spanish reactor pressure vessels.

Figure 1 represents the measured values of ARTNDT for base material having a copper content
between 0.02% and 0.06% by weight, as is the case for the majority of Spanish PWR vessels.
The figure shows that for low copper contents and low fluence, R.G. 1.99 rev. 2 would appear
to be slightly conservative.

In estimating the level of embrittlement, use is made of the known fact that the magnitude of the
changes occurring as a result of irradiation depends fundamentally on the chemistry of the
material and the neutron fluence received.

ARTNDT = CF-FF

Where FF is the fluence factor and CF the chemical factor.

(1)
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The equation used to calculate ARTNDT has been established on the basis of the Spanish PWR
surveillance data with the irradiated materials of low copper content (Cu < 0.1). Using the
results obtained from the Charpy impact tests performed, attempts are made to relate the
observed values of ARTNDT and the measured fluences in the surveillance capsules according to
an expression of the following type:

(2)

where f is neutron fluence. The exponent decreases with fluence in order to take into
consideration the saturation effect that takes place at high fluences, when the increasing number
of neutrons penetrating the crystalline structure of the steel increases the recombination of
defects, thus reducing the damage caused by the irradiation.

Once the conditions required to perform regression analysis between the fluences and the values
of ARTNDT measured in the capsules have been imposed, the following expression is obtained
for the-fluence factor:

= f (0.44-0. Hog f)
(3)

where f is the fast neutron fluence (E >1 MeV) at which ARTNDT is evaluated, in units of 10
19

n/cm .

Figure 2 represents the form of the previous equation in comparison to the fluence factors
proposed in revisions 1 and 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.99. As may be observed, the fluence factor
adjusted for the Spanish reactors is located between those of R.G. 1.99 rev. 1 and R.G. 1.99
rev.2 for high fluences, and is lower than the other twofluence factors for low fluences, being
more in line with the data observed in the Spanish vessels.
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The following expression has been obtained for the chemical factor:

CF=12.3+34.52-%Cu (4)

This chemical factor is valid for vessel steels with a low content in copper (Cu < 0.1), as is the
case for the majority of Spanish reactors. It would also be applicable to future reactors having
vessel material SA-533 B Class 1, since the ASME code [4] establishes a limit of copper of
0.1% by weight for the nuclear reactor beltline materials.

Consequently, the correlation for the calculation of
following form:

, named PWR-ES/BC, has the

ART N D T = (12.3+34.52-%Cu)-f <o-44-o-H°sf>

where the ARTNDT will be given in °C and the fluence in units of 1019 n/cm2.

(5)

Figure 3 shows the PWR-ES/BC fluence factor, equation (3), along with the measured values of
ARTNDT normalized by the chemical factor obtained through use of expression (4).

Figures 4 and 5 show the measured values of ARTNDT compared to the values calculated using
the PWR-ES/BC formula, for the base material and weld respectively. The points in the
diagram are very close to the diagonal line in the graph, this indicating good adjustment in the
prediction of ARTNDT.
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4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CORRFXATIONS

This section presents and compares a series of formulae developed in other countries for
evaluation of the embrittlement caused in the vessel materials by neutron irradiation [5, 6].
These formulae predict the increase in Reference Temperature depending on residual elements
(mainly Cu, Ni and P) and neutron fluence.
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The formulae selected for comparison of the ARTNDT predictions with the surveillance data of
the Spanish PWR reactors are as follows:

•Formulae included in Regulatory Guide 1.99 rev. 1 and 2, United States.
•FIS and FIM, and RCC-M code RSEM formulae, France.
•KTA 3023, Germany.
•JEPE formulae, Japan.
•Formula included in 10CFR50.61 (1984 version), used in Netherlands.
•PNAE formulae, Russian Federation.
• MIANNAY formula, France, added to the selected group because of the high exponent of

the fluence factor.
•PWR-ES/BC formula, developed in Spain.

Table 2 shows a summary of the aforementioned formulae, indicating the country of origin,
fluence factors, chemical factors and the range of validity of each of the equations.

This table underlines the fact that in determination of the chemical factor all the correlations
consider the copper content of the material; this is hardly surprising since the precipitation of
copper under neutron irradiation is the best known embrittlement mechanism. Some formulae
consider phosphorus (France, Germany, Russian Federation, Netherlands, etc.), nickel (United
States) or the joint effect of both (France).

When drawing comparisons between the different ARTNDT correlations, it is important to bear in
mind that some formulae differ significantly. This due to the fact that they have been
established through the statistical treatment of data from surveillance programs or research
reactors specific of each country. Another aspect to be considered is that in certain cases the
model developed cannot be applied to materials other than those for which it was established,
this being the case for the steels used in WWER reactors, which differ significantly from the
steels used in Western countries.

The formulae described for the prediction of ART^x were applied to data of the base and weld
material of the Spanish PWR reactors. Table 3 shows the measured and calculated values of
ARTNDT for each formula.

As was to be expected, the KTA 3203 standard, the RCC-M and FIS formulae provide limit
values for ARTNU-J-. The Vishkarev equation provides the most conservative value for increasing
Reference Temperature for the Spanish data.

For materials such as the steels used for Spanish reactor vessels, with low contents of residual
elements, it may be observed that the formulae with an exponent value for the fluence factor
close to 0.5 are the most accurate. Nevertheless, the MIANNAY correlation, with an exponent
of 0.7, fits to a large extent with the Spanish surveillance data, due basically to the low chemical
factor obtained when applying the chemical composition data of vessel steels of the Spanish
plants.
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Table 2. SUMMARY OF CORRELATIONS TO CAI.Clll.ATK ART M n ,

NAME

PWR-ES/BC

RG 1 99 rev 1

RG 1 99 rev 2

MIANNAY

RSEMCode(FIM)

I0CFR50

JEPE

RSEM Code (FIS)

RCC-M

KTA

V1SHKAREV

PNAE

CHEMISTRY FACTOR

(12,3+34,52 %Cu]

5/9 (40+5000 ('/.P-O.OOSH-IOOOC/oCu-O.Og))

Tables for base and weld metal
based on VoCu and %Ni

[ 10,98+316,41 %P+225,29 (%Cu-0,08)+
+ 12,1 (%Ni-0,7)+48,31 (%Cu-0,08)(%Ni-0,7)]

[ 17,3+1537(%P-O,OO8)+238 (%Cu-0,08)+
+ l9l(%Cu)(V.Ni)2]

0,55[48+(-l0+470VoCu+350(%Cu)(%Ni))]

(-16+1210%P+215%Cu+77- (%Ni%Cu)05)

(26-24 %Si-6l'/.Ni+301-(%Ni%Cu)o:l)

8+[24+l537 (%P-O,OO8)+238 (%Cu-0,08)+

+ l9l(%Cu)(y.Ni)J)

22+556 (%Cu-O,O8)+2778 (%P-0,008)]

Base metal: [2O+23O(%Cu+IO%P)]

Weld metal: (800(0,07%Cu+%P)]

FLUENCE FACTOR

( f / I E+l9)<0 ' l 4"0 ' l° l ( f"E*" ) )

(f/IE+19)05

(f/in+i9)<<u|'"'"°I""E*"))

(f/IE+19)0'

(f/lE+19)0"

(r/lE+19)0"

(f / I E+l 9 ) ( n " " ( M I O I ( " IE* I '»

( f / I E+19)<0"'<1 'k>l<" IE*"))

(f/I E+l 9)°"

( f / IE+19)0 5

(16 f / IE+19) ( l / "

LIMITS

Cu<0, l%

-

Base metal

Weld metal

Neutron fluences between 2 10" and 8 10" n.'cm"

Neutron fluences between 1.10" and 6 10" n/cm;

Maximum content of Cu < 0,2%

Neutron fluences higher than 1.1011 n/cm2

Base metal: WWER-1000 (TilT = 290 °C), High Ni

Weld metal: WWER-440 (T,,, = 270 "C)

REMARKS

Generic for low copper

Provides an upper bound of iRTNDT

Provides an upper bound of ARTNDT

ARTNDT in graphic form

Provides an upper bound of ARTNDT.

Provides an upper bound of <iRTNnl

COUNTRY

SPAIN

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATUS

FRANCE

FRANCE

NETHERLANDS

JAPAN

FRANCE

FRANCE

GERMANY

RUSSIAN FEDERATION



Table 3. Comparison of different expresions to calculate the ARTNDT
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Table 4 shows the standard deviations of the residual values obtained on applying each of the
formulae to the Spanish data.

Table 4. Standard deviation of residual values

FORMULA

PWR-ES/BC
R.G. 1.99 rev. 1
R.G. 1.99rev.2

MIANNAY
FIM

10CFR50.61
JEPE
FIS

RCC-M
KTA

VISHKAREV
PNAE

STANDARD DEVIATION IN °C
Base Material

5
11
7
12
11
10
10
11
11
17
40
-

Weld
6

31
13
12
13
12
22
13
31
19
-
15

As indicated in the table, apart from the PWR-ES/BC formula, the correlation that best fits the
Spanish surveillance data is given by R.G. 1.99 rev.2.
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Figure 6, which was obtained using Cu and Ni values typical of the steels used in Spanish
PWR reactor vessels, shows the behaviour of [ARTNDT + 2-aA] versus the neutron fluence. It
has already been pointed out above that aA is 5 °C for base material and 6 °C for welds, when
PWR-ES/BC is applied, while R.G. 1.99 rev.2 gives a standard deviation value of 9.5 °C for
base material and 15.5 °C for welds, these values having been obtained through the regression
analysis carried out by Guthrie [7].

SPANISH PWR
B*M nwtal (0,05 %Cu y 0,M KM)

96*19 1E*2O

It may be appreciated in the figure that after 32 effective full power years, i.e. for a typical
fluence of 4.5-1019 n/cm2, the value of [ARTNDT + 2-CTJ is approximately 8 °C lower in the
case of the prediction performed using PWR-ES/BC than for the estimate provided by R.G.
1.99 rev. 2. This implies a lower value of RTNDT for the end of vessel life, i.e., a value further
from the limit established by the standards, as a result of which greater safety is guaranteed in
plant operation, along with the possibility of widening the operating window (pressure-
temperature limits) and of extending the service life of the pressure vessel.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It is generally concluded that the surveillance data of Spanish nuclear power plants present,
when treated overall, a high degree of coherence with the predictions regarding irradiation
embrittlement used in other countries, mainly the United States. Likewise, the use of an
embrittlement trend formula or curve specific for the Spanish reactors makes it possible to
optimize plant operation, increase safety margins and extend reactor service life.
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ABSTRACT. The paper briefly reviews the main topics of current interest in the field
ofreactor dosimetry calculations and the estimation of radiation induced damage to materials,
and identifies areas of possible improvements. It includes discussion of some critical issues
concerning computational methods and uncertainties, gamma and thermal neutron induced
embrittlement, basic physics models relating particle fluence to metal damage used in predicting
reactor components embrittlement, and benchmarking of present day improved transport
methods. All statements made are supported by extensive referencing to the most recent
available literature in the field.

1. Introduction

The problem of accurately predicting the level of metal degradation in nuclear reactor
structures exposed to neutron and gamma flux during many years of reactor operation is one of
the most important in today's reactor engineering.

In particular, as many reactors throughout the world near the limits of their lives the
confident ability of judging their metal structural integrity may lead to extension of their
operational licences and hence to significant financial savings.

The assessment of metal damage of the most important reactor component - Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV), has been the focus of numerous RPV surveillance programs carried out in many
countries over the past 20 years.

In general terms, the assessment of the RPV metal damage involves detailed particle transport
calculations combined with experiments and modelling of basic physics phenomena of metal
degradation. Significant progress has been made over the past 20 years in reconciling these three
elements of RPV metal degradation prediction, especially in the area of nuclear data and
computational methods. Problems, remain however, and improvements in current techniques arc
still possible.
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Within the framework of the NEA Nuclear Science Committee a study is under way to
identify areas of computational dosimetry and associated material science of high priority which
could benefit from international collaboration.

In this paper, an overview of theoretical and practical issues of computational dosimetry is
given in Section 2. Section 3 considers dosimetry areas requiring further improvements. Section
4 closes the paper with a short summary of the problems discussed.

2. Issues of Dosimetry Fluence Computations

In order to determine metal damage due to neutron (and gamma if significant) irradiation
fluence and spectra have to be determined at points of interest in a reactor from transport
calculations and experimental measurements. This fluence is then used in some damage model to
infer the damage of metal. In addition, the coupling between the experimental results and
transport calculations takes place since fluence is derived from the measurements and/or the
calculated neutron spectrum and dosimeter reaction rates are derived from the calculations and
measured decay rates using the flux history and transport results.

The measurements are used to validate the calculational results. In addition, the intimate
interdependence of calculations and measurements is often used to adjust the calculated spectra
with measurements via least-squares fitting. Usually, uncertainties in measured values are much
lower than those in calculations and hence adjusting permits .to combine the measurements and
the calculations in a way to provide the adjusted fluence with the reduced uncertainties. Typical
recent results show uncertainties of 15 to 20 percent for unadjusted methods and results within the
measurement uncertainties of 5 to 10 percent for adjusted methods. Opinions vary if the
adjustment of calculated spectra using experimental data is necessary or not. If the object of a
given dosimetry study is a validation of transport methods then different unadjusted results of
calculations should be compared against measurements to deduce the sources of computational
errors due to methods used, cross-section data, and modelling assumptions.

2.1 Computational Methods and Uncertainties

The computational schemes presently used fall into two major categories of discrete ordinates
methods and Monte Carlo methods both combined with sensitivity and uncertainty analysis whose
application has proved necessary to establish reliable safety margins for target quantities.
Sensitivity analysis is the most effective measure of predicting what model and data
improvements are most effective in predicting target quantities. Uncertainty analysis is essential
in establishing the level of confidence one can have in the results of calculations. There are a
number of uncertaintites1"* associated with the computations using transport codes. The first set of
uncertainties results from numerical approximations such as: the order of quadrature used in SN

calculations, the scattering cross-section expansion, choice of meshes in the model, energy group
structure, statistical convergence criteria, etc. The second set of uncertainties results from
modelling approximations such as: surveillance capsule placement, RPV thickness variations,
cavity streaming effects, 3-D flux synthesis, peripheral subassembly source distribution,
dimension and material uncertainties. The third set of uncertainties results from uncertainties in
nuclear data such as: cross-sections, dosimeter cross-sections, U:35 fission spectrum above 6 MeV.
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A major effort has been devoted to the analysis of cross-section data uncertainties and
derived quantities such as displacement per atom (DPA) cross-sections, kinetic energy release in
materials (kerma), and gas production data. The full uncertainty analysis requires: (1) least-
squares methods for estimating the values of cross-sections and their covariances, (2) the
processing of cross-sections and covariances into a multigroup form, (3) the sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis of target quantities (e.g., fluence and doses), (4) a consistency analysis of the
experimental and calculated data and improvement through adjustment. For details see reference
5.

A rich literature exists on uncertainty analysis in pressure vessel dosimetry; some of the
procedures available in public domain are: LEPRICON*, and those based on TWODANT, DORT,
SUSD, ZOTT, and VITAMIN-J/COVA7 (recently updated to perform fully 3-D
sensitivity/uncertainty analysis8 using TORT).

In recent years, constraints, orders of magnitude, and needs for further improvements of these
uncertainties have been established1"*'9'17. Some are listed below:

• S8 quadrature sets in SN computations are reported to be sufficient12 for in-vessel
dosimetry computations but generally insufficient in ex-vessel dosimetry computations;

• P3 (for neutrons) and P5 (for gamma rays) scattering cross-section expansion is
commonly used10 although a higher anisotropy order quadrature may be needed12'13;

• recently, a claim was made that some SN differencing schemes may introduce
uncertainties in the results of about 3 percent13; consequently, a new differencing scheme
was proposed to remedy this situation111;

• as fine group structure as possible should be used and attention should be paid to group
boundaries; currently, cross-section libraries from 47 energy groups (BUGLE-9616) up to
^continuous" Monte Carlo data sets are used1"4'9'17; in most practical applications the 47
energy group structure should suffice providing that self-shielding is taken into account;

• fine spatial mesh structure is needed in computations;

• an uncertainty of about 20 percent in the flux in the capsule is reported9 if the radial
position of the capsule is known within 0.5 in;

• cavity streaming is reported12 not to be a significant issue when positions at core
midplane are considered; conversely, at positions off core midplane ray effects may
cause errors in SN calculations;

• the 3-D flux synthesis based on 2-D and/or 1-D calculations is a reliable precedure for
in-vessel dosimetry1'10"'2'15 at core midplane; conversely, the flux synthesis method is not
an acceptable procedure1 for ex-vessel dosimetry and/or beyond core midplane; 3-D
radiation deterministic and stochastic radiation transport codes which can account
properly for the axial variation of fluence are now commonly available and have started
to be used showing clearly a potential for improving pressure vessel dosimetry analysis"";
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> detailed peripheral subassembly source distribution should be used9;

current required tolerances on the manufacture of reactor core components result in a 2.5
percent uncertainty in the calculated reactor damage exposure parameters';

material uncertainties in steel compositions have no significant effect on flux predictions
but they can significantly affect the steel displacement damage function (trace impurities
affect the damage annealing and the residual defect level), and hence the DPA exposure
parameter, coolant density variations may cause about 6 percent errors in the flux
predictions at measurement positions9 but smaller values are also reported17;

cross-sections are another source of uncertainties'"4'9'17 with the inelastic scattering cross-
section of iron contributing as much as 9 to 13 percent errors (ENDF/B-IV and V) and
about 6 percent3 (ENDF/B-VI) to the high energy neutrons reactions in the RPV and/or
cavity (the problem does not exist for the low energy reactions); in many in-vessel
dosimetry calculations the ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V cross-section data are accurate
enough; in the ex-vessel dosimetry calculations, the improved iron inelastic scattering
cross-section data given in the ENDF/B-VI or EFF-3 data files should be used;

the uncertainty in the hydrogen and oxygen total cross-sections results respectively in a 1
to 3 percent and approximately 1 percent uncertainty in the flux prediction;

certain dosimeter cross-sections may be a source of significant uncertainties in the
computations - the cross-sections for measured reactions have covariance matrices (for
cross-sections) in reduced energy schemes resulting in an overall uncertainty in
calculated responses of about 1 to 4 percent for the dosimeters of interest in reactor
surveillance dosimetry (except for the Np237 and Th232 fission monitors which are of the
order of 10 percent); the Np237(n,f) reaction is often underpredicted due to neglect of the
photo-fission effects (resulting in errors about 10 percent, or 20 to 30 percent in some
cases9); there are several current projects to improve the Np237(n,f) cross-section
evaluation. The photo-fission effect is also reported important17 for U238. Overall, it is
considered that in practical computations dosimeter cross-sections as given in the IRDF-
90/Rev.2 data sets are accurate enough but that there is a need for a better representation
of the photo-fission response; the data for these dosimeters should be provided with a
photon energy-dependent covariance matrix, and incorporated into standard dosimetry
cross-section libraries, such as IRDF-90 (energy-dependent photo-fission cross-sections
can be found in reference 18). An additional problem of computing photo-fission
reactions arises from the fact that for most reactor facilities their photon spectra are not
known, nor have their photon transport codes been validated for predicting the photon
spectra; many cross-section libraries do not even include secondary photon production
data. We are not aware of any good source of (Y,Y) cross-sections for dosimeters such as
Nb"3 and In"5;

in fission detectors (U238, Np237) large uncertainties arise from impurities (e.g., U2" in
U238) and Pu:39 buildup;
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various ways of dealing with the U233 fission spectrum are reported ranging from using a
slightly harder spectrum' through adjustment precedures17 to analytic fits to experimental
data12: in the current state-of-the-art computations, a mixed high burnup fission spectrum
is used (rather than the pure U235 fission spectrum), which considers all important
uranium and plutonium isotopes such as: U238, U236, U235, Pu23\ Pu240, Pu241, Pu:4\

2.2 Metal damage parameters

In order to determine the damaging effect of neutrons or photons in metal the multigroup
particle fluence has to be combined with some material damage model to yield an estimate of
material ageing.

There are several damage parameters used currently in computational dosimetry. The first
one is the fluence above a certain threshold energy. The question of what this threshold energy
should be so that the vvright" part of the spectrum (i.e., neutron at energies inducing metal
damage) is chosen is still causing controversy. In general, only neutrons with energies above 1
MeV are considered to contribute to metal damage; the threshold value of E0=l MeV in fluence
calculations is accepted in France. In Russia, the threshold is set at E0=0.5 MeV (then the
spectrum contains about 30 percent more neutrons). In the U.S.A., the light water ractor
surveillance analysis is based on fluence above E0=l MeV threshold whereas in fast reactor
analysis the threshold is set at E0=0.1 MeV. Further, the US N.R.C. DG-1025 Draft Regulatory
Guide19 recommends that for pressure vessel inner walls the calculated fluences above E0=l MeV
and E0=0.1 MeV be reported.

The assumption that neutrons below a certain threshold energy do not cause any metal
damage is not precise, since the threshold energy (set somewhat arbitrarily) does not reflect the
actual physics of the metal lattice. It further implies that all neutrons of energies greater than this
particular value produce the same damage. Hence, a different parameter called DPA
(Displacements Per Atom) was introduced20 to represent the metal damaging effects of neutrons at
all energy levels. Unfortunately, DPA although it accounts for the full neutron spectrum is based
only to a limited extent on actual damage mechanisms and cannot be expected to produce precise
damage estimates - due to annealing at operating temperatures, only an unknown number of
original DPAs actually remain to cause residual damage. Further complications arise from the
use of different DPA response functions (based on different models) by various laboratories; this
makes comparisons of irradiation effects on metals in different reactors and locations very
difficult. DPA should thus be regarded as a theoretical model that can be used as a correlation
parameter and tested against experimental data to determine its precision.

In current practice, the DPA cross-section approach is typically employed only for
monoatomic crystalline materials. Polyatomic versions of the DPA model exist21 and may give
significantly different results than the sum of monoatomic displacement terms. The reason why
the new polyatomic DPA models are not routinely used in reactor dosimetry calculations is that
the historical database cannot be easily used to verify their accuracy.

In some situations DPA is considered a more conservative parameter than neutron fluence
above E0=l MeV, e.g., in predictions of metal damage within the reactor vessel relative to its
surface. Likewise, DPA may not be conservative in other situations (such as relating surveillance
capsules to the vessel inner surface).
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In recent studies, it was determined that knowledge of the PKA (i.e., Primary Knock-on
Atom) spectra22 in a crystalline medium is required for the in-depth investigation of the radiation
damage effects. The PKA spectra can be used to define damage parameters (e.g., inter-
displacement model) for polyatomic metals which cannot be treated correctly with the DPA
approach. In other words, the PKA spectra are a more general double differential quantity (with
respect to the incident neutron energy and the outgoing particle energy) unlike the DPA damage
function which is differential in energy only. Hence, they constitute a better input for the
correlation parameters in the damage models than the neutron spectra used in DPA calculations.
A code SPECTER was developed at the Argonne National Laboratory in the U.S.A. which
calculates the PKA spectra. Another code is being developed at ENEA Bologna (PRISMA -
Primary Spectrum in Materials). PRISMA is a database interface to the NJOY code whose
HEATER module is used to produce PKA spectra. It would be useful to extend this method to
nuclides of steels".

2.3 Thermal Neutron Metal Damage

The mechanism of thermal neutron induced20 metal damage is that of (n,y) reactions resulting
in recoil energies of about 500 eV, and two known (n,a) reactions (B10 and Lis) producing average
recoils of about 1 keV. In contrast, the mechanism of fission neutron (E>1 MeV) induced metal
damage is that of elastic and inelastic (n,n') reactions, or transmutation (n,p) or (n,a) reactions
with 10 keV to 100 keV recoil energies. What is important is that the low energy recoil survival
rate is about 30 percent, compared to 5 percent survival rate for the recoils originating from
fission neutrons.

The limited precision achieved using present practice in calculating thermal neutron
flux/fluence (i.e., few group thermal energy range group structure in multigroup calculations,
neglect of upscattering in thermal energy range) can affect dosimetry in reactors where high
thermal fluxes exist. Hence, more detailed calculations should be attempted to define the
magnitude of the thermal neutron metal damage, which can be important in some situations (for
example, the surveillance data for the Atucha 1 reactor are greatly affected by thermal neutron
damage).

2.4 Gamma Ray Metal Damage

The gamma flux metal damage may be an important factor in the overall metal degradation
when gamma flux levels are high (BWR reactors or research reactors).

In recent studies23 of the higher-than-expected irradiation damage of the RPV and reactor
components of the HFIR reactor (High Flux Isotope Research Reactor - a light-water-cooled, low
temperature high performance research reactor at ORNL in the U.S.A.) it was found that the high
gamma fields at the vessel region are most likely to be the cause of accelerated damage of HFIR
metals. The HFIR gamma flux (EO>1 MeV) was found to be approximately four orders of
magnitude higher than neutron flux (EO>1 MeV). When gamma-induced DPA were added to
neutron DPA, the HFIR surveillance results agreed with the experiments. Until these recent
findings it was believed that high thermal neutrons fields were responsible for accelerated ageing
of the HFIR reactor20.
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Overall, gamma dosimetry is not as well established as neutron dosimetry. In most reactors,
gamma fields are not known, photon transport codes have not been validated for predicting the
photon spectra.

3. Areas of Further Possible Developments in Reactor Dosimetry

The above discussion indicates that further work in the field of computational dosimetry and
related material science is needed. In particular, there is a need:

• to validate gamma transport codes, nuclear data, and gamma induced metal damage
models for predicting gamma-induced metal damage in some reactors;

• to carry out more detailed work on determining the importance and magnitude of errors
in thermal fluence estimates on metal degradation in some reactors;

• to perform further work on development of the basic physics models (such as PKA)
relating particle flux/fluence to metal damage.

Morover, even though the area of calculating neutron fluence to reactor components is well
established, yielding results within 20 to 30 percent accuracy (depending on the nuclear data
used) the international community could profit from a benchmarking study of computational
methods of reactor dosimetry. This is because at the national level progress has been made in
computer codes and modelling techniques. Increasingly, the community is moving towards fully
three-dimensional dosimetry analysis24. Hence, an international two- and three-dimensional
benchmark can help in establishing a consensus on the state-of-the-art in computational dosimetry
calculations, showing the relative merits of various methods and approaches.

Such a benchmark using data from VENUS-1 and VENUS-3 experiments25 (conducted at
SCK/CEN Mol, Belgium) was recently initiated by the NEA within the scope of its Nuclear
Science Committee program.

4. Summary

In this paper, a brief overview was given of the physics issues of computational dosimetry
and related material science. Based on discussion of uncertainties in computations, metal damage
parameters/models in use, thermal neutron, and photon metal damage, areas of desirable further
research and development were identified. These include validation of gamma dosimetry
methods and nuclear data, further work on thermal neutron dosimetry, research on basic physics
models relating particle fluence to metal damage to improve prediction of reactor components
embrittlement, and further benchmarking of present day improved transport methods. Topics
discussed briefly in this paper, as well as techniques of computational dosimetry used in different
NEA member countries, are treated in depth and supported by numerous recent literature
references in the ^Report on Computing Radiation Dose to Reactor Pressure Vessel and
Internals-State-of-the-Art" recently published28 by the NEA.
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The irradiation embrittlement of RPV steels is known to be defined by metallurgical
factors (alloying and impurity contents, microstructure) and by irradiation conditions
(temperature, neutron flux parameters, damage dose) as well. The radiation behavior of
different types of RPV steels is described in national guides by normative dependences (trend
curves). All those normative dependences were generally developed on the basis of regression
analysis of representative experimental data and predict radiation response rather reliable. The
trend curves establish relation between radiation embrittlement estimated by the shift of ductile-
to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) due to irradiation (ATTF) and fast neutron fluence (F)
and chemical composition of steels. Typically these dependences have the following form:

ATTF = AxFn = TTF-TT0, (1)

where A is a parameter dependent on the chemical composition of steels ("chemistry factor");
n is an exponent which can depend on the chemical composition and damage dose (n=l/3 for
WWER-440 steels); TT0 and TTF are DBTT in unirradiated and irradiated conditions,
respectively. Nowadays, there are three ordinary approaches for assessment of re-irradiation
kinetics:

(I) The rate of embrittlement during re-irradiation is, at least, not higher than during the initial
irradiation. Thus the upper limit for re-irradiation kinetics is the "conservative" scheme. In
accordance with this scheme embrittlement rate under initial irradiation and re-irradiation
are the same:

TTre.irr
c =JTo + ATTres + APxAFre.irr

m, (2)
ATTres=TTA-TT0,

= Fre.in - Fin ,

where TTA is the residual embrittlement after post-irradiation annealing.

(II) The re-embrittlement kinetics is hardly lower than radiation embrittlement rate at the
moment of annealing. This is lower limit for re-irradiation embrittlement kinetics, known
as "vertical shift". According to the "vertical shift" approach:

TTre.J = TTo +ATTres + APx(FreJ
13 - Firr

Ui) . (3)

(III)An intermediate approach for re-irradiation embrittlement is the "lateral shift" model. This
model assumes that re-irradiation kinetics corresponds to the irradiation rate starting from
the point when radiation embrittlement equal to residual DBTT shift:
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TTre-irrL = TT0 + AF X {(ATTrJAFf + AFre.irr}
1/3 (4)

The common feature of these three approaches is the same "chemistry factor" for initial
irradiation and re-irradiation. All these approaches are discrete in relation to the starting point
of re-irradiation on the curve (1) used for estimation of initial irradiation. At the present paper
it was developed a new approach in which that point is not discrete but depend on chemical
composition of steel ("floating curve" model)

r e , / u = TTA + ATTre.irr =
ATTs =TTA-TTs = AFxFs'

/3

1/3]ATTres + {-ATTs + AFx(AFs+AFre.irr)
Ui} (5)

ATTS was found to be a function of copper content. The only fitting parameter of the function
was chosen to provide the conservative assessment of embrittlement under re-irradiation. The
"floating curve" model produce statistically better description of re-irradiation than the "lateral
shift" model.
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IRRADIATION, ANNEALING, AND REIRRADIATION RESEARCH
IN THE ORNL HEAVY-SECTION STEEL IRRADIATION PROGRAM

R. K. Nanstad, S. K. Iskander, D. E. McCabe, and M. A. Sokolov

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6151, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

One of the options to mitigate the effects of irradiation on reactor pressure vessels (RPV) is to
thermally anneal them to restore the toughness properties that have been degraded by neutron
irradiation. This paper summarizes experimental results from work performed as part of the Heavy-
Section Steel Irradiation (HSSI) Program managed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The HSSI Program focuses on annealing and
reembrittlement response of materials which are representative of those in commercial RPVs and
which are considered to be radiation-sensitive. Experimental studies include (1) the annealing of
materials in the existing inventory of previously irradiated materials, (2) reirradiation of previously
irradiated/annealed materials in a collaborative program with the University of California,
Santa Barbara (UCSB), (3) irradiation/annealing/reirradiation of U.S. and Russian materials in a
cooperative program with the Russian Research Center-Kurchatov Institute (RRC-KI), (4) the design
and fabrication of an irradiation/anneal/reirradiation capsule and facility for operation at the University
of Michigan Ford Reactor, (5) the investigation of potential for irradiation-and/or thermal-induced
temper embrittlement in heat-affected zones (HAZs) of RPV steels due to phosphorous segregation
at grain boundaries, and (6) investigation of the relationship between Charpy impact toughness and
fracture toughness under all conditions of irradiation, annealing, and reirradiation.

The materials used for these studies include various high-copper submerged-arc welds with either
high or low Charpy upper-shelf energy,1'2 a medium-copper plate of A533 grade B class 1 steel
(HSST Plate 02),3 various plate steels [A302 grade B, A302 grade B (modified), and A533 grade B
class 1] for the temper embrittlement study, and two Russian welds representative of the WER-440
and WER-1000 type reactors.4 The U.S. steels are generally designated Mn-Mo-Ni steels, while
the Russian welds are similar to 1.5 Cr-0.5 Mo steels. With regard to radiation sensitivity, the U.S.
welds are generally characterized primarily by relatively high copper and low phosphorous contents,
while the Russian welds have relatively low copper but high phosphorous (WER-440) or high nickel
(WER-1000) contents. However, there are some U.S. welds which have both relatively high-copper
and high-nickel (>1.0 wt %) contents and these will be included in future HSSI investigations. With
regard to concerns for potential temper embrittlement in the coarse-grain regions of U.S. base
materials, five steels with various phosphorous contents (0.08 to 0.18 wt %) have been included in
the temper embrittlement study. In the ORNL experiments, the U.S. materials were all irradiated in
material test reactors at a nominal irradiation temperature of 288°C (55O°F) to neutron fluences
ranging from about 0.5 to 2.0 * 1019 n/cm2 (1 MeV); the Russian welds were irradiated under similar
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HSSI PROGRAM HAS INVESTIGATED RECOVERY OF
TOUGHNESS PROPERTIES BY THERMAL ANNEALING

WITH FOUR MATERIALS

MATERIAL

WELD 73W
UNDERSIZE
WELD 73W
UNDERSIZE
WELD 73W FULL SIZE
WELD MW NOZZLE
WELD MW BELTLINE

PLATE HSST 02

ANNEALING
TEMPERATURE

343° C (650° F)

454° C (850° F)

343° C (650° R
454° C (850° F)
343°C(650°F)AND
454° C (850° F)
343°C(650°F)AND
454° C (850° F)

ANNEALING TIME
(HOURS)

168

24,96,168, AND
336
168
168
168

168

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF MATERIALS USED IN
ANNEALING STUDIES ARE TYPICAL OF RPV STEELS

MATERIAL COMPOSITION
(WT%)

HSSI WELD
73W

MIDLAND
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WELD

MIDLAND
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WELD
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0.23

0.003

0.004
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ANNEALING OF HSSI WELD 73W AT 454°C FOR 168 HOURS
RECOVERED 92% OF ATT41.J AND 187% OF AUSE
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AGING OF UNIRRADIATED HSSI WELD 73W AT 460 &
490°C INCREASED USE, BUT TT41 j UNALTERED
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IS RECOVERY OF TRANSITION CHARPY AND
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS COMPARABLE?
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REEMBRITTLEMENT RATES FOR HSST PUTE 02 AND HSSI WELD 73W
ARE CONSERVATIVE RELATIVE TO THE "LATERAL SHIFT PREDICTION
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IRRADIATION, ANNEAL, AND REIRRADIATION RESULTS
SHOW GENERAL AGREEMENT WITH CURRENT MODELS,
BUT PAUCITY OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA EXIST

(CONTINUED)

• IN GENERAL, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM ORNL AND ELSEWHERE TEND TO
SUPPORT THE LATERAL SHIFT METHOD FOR PREDICTION OF REIRRADIATION
EMBRITTLEMENT, BUT PAUCITY OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA UPON BOTH
ANNEALING AND REIRRADIATION PROVIDE HIGH UNCERTAINTIES

0 DETAILED MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SPECIMENS EXPOSED
TO VARIOUS CONDITIONS WOULD PROVIDE INVALUABLE INS1GHTTO
UNDERSTANDING OF MECHANISMS LEADING TO RE-EMBRITTLEMENT

• HSSI PROGRAM CONTINUES TO INVESTIGATE RESPONSE OF RPV STEELS
TO ANNEALING AND RBRRADIATIONTO INCLUDE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
OF AN IRRADIATION-ANNEAL-REIRRADIATION CAPSULE AND FACILITY FOR
OPERATION ATTHE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN FORD REACTOR
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1 SUMMARY

The critical circumferential core area weld of Loviisa 1 reactor pressure vessel was successfully
annealed during the refueling and maintenance outage in August 1996. The weld was heated up to
the annealing temperature of 475°C and this temperature was maintained for 100 hours. The work
was implemented by Skoda Nuclear Machinery Ltd as a main supplier representing consortium
of Skoda Nuclear Machinery Ltd from Czech Republic and Bohunice Nuclear Power Plant from
Slovak Republic.

Comprehensive material testing programs have been carried out to ensure the licensing of the
annealing. Part of these programs have not yet been finished and are still going on. In the
domestic programs sophisticated testing techniques including electric discharge machining and re-
constitution techniques were used. Thus already tested surveillance specimens halves could be
used as authentic material. The licensing work has been carried out mainly by VTT in Finland and
Moht Otjig RM in Russia. A new comprehensive surveillance program has started to follow the
embrittlement of the RPV after annealing.

2 INTRODUCTION

In Loviisa IVO has 2 NPP (Nuclear Power Plants) of type WER-440 model B-213. Unit 1 was
commissioned in 1977 and unit 2 in 1980. The 1st surveillance results in Loviisa showed that the
embrittlement rate of the core weld was much higher than expected. Since then (1980) both units
have been operating with a reduced core (10 % smaller) to decrease the embrittlement rate. IVO
decided to anneal the RPV of the 1st unit in the refueling outage in August 1996. At that moment
the transition temperature Tkf was 135 °C according to IVO's surveillance tests results. The
calculated critical transition temperature Tka for unit 1 is 140 °C so there was still a small margin of
about 4 years to reach Tka for the critical core weld. In other WER-440 plants Tka has typically
been much higher than in Loviisa. The value of the critical transition temperature is dependent on
many different parameters such as; assumed defect size, choise of transient situation (design basis
accidents or other cooling transients), thermal hydraulics, heat exchange factors, influence of
cladding etc. The decision to anneal the 1st unit in Loviisa was thus based on IVO's own brittle
fracture analyses. Loviisa 1 RPV was the 1st WER-440 vessel of model 213 that has been
annealed. After annealing the unit continue to operate with reduced core.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANNEALING

The recovery annealing was performed using electrical heating device owned by Bohunice NPP. It
had been previously used for the annealing of two W E R 440/230 units in Bohunice VI plant.
The annealing device is equipped with 13 resistance heated power controlled heating sections
arranged in to three groups with total nominal heat output of about 1000 kW. The middle group
of heating sections is used for heating of the annealing area and the other two groups for
controlling axial temperature gradients. The total mass of the device is about 64 tons. The device
was installed inside the reactor pressure vessel supported by a thick shielding plate on the main
flange. The furnace is shown in Fig. 1.

The annealing parameters were established based on material investigations and stress analysis.
A target value for the annealing temperature range was 465 - 505°C and for heating/cooling rate
20°C/h. According to the results of the material investigations about 80% recovery of transition
temperature shift caused by irradiation embrittlement can be achieved using the above mentioned
annealing parameters.

Temperature distribution during the annealing was monitored with thermocouples installed on
the inside and outside surfaces of the RPV. Stresses caused by local heating of the weld area were
calculated on-line by means of 3 dimensional Finite Element model. The measured temperature
data were used as an input information for the stress analysis. The annealing device as well as the
monitoring systems were designed by Skoda Nuclear Machinery Ltd. The proper functioning of
the annealing device and the monitoring systems was verified before shipment by a pilot
annealing of a full scale model RPV installed in the Bohunice NPP. In the pilot annealing the
thermal stresses were measured by strain gages to verify the stress calculation system.

Annealing of Loviisa 1 including heating and cooling phases took place between 4.8.1996 and
11.8.1996. The work was carried out according to the plans practically with no delays or
deviations. The total time that the annealing related works kept RPV occupied was 12 days. The
main reason for such a short time needed on the critical path of the outage schedule was that all
critical jobs were carefully pre-planned and tested during the pilot annealing of the model RPV in
Bohunice.

The control system of the annealing device was accurate and the target annealing parameters were
maintained on the inside and outside surfaces of the RPV wall with sufficient margins. During the
100 hours of dwell time the lowest measured temperature on the outside surface of the annealed
core weld was 475 °C and the highest measured temperature on the inside surface of the annealed
weld was 500°C (Fig. 2). The temperature difference between outside and inside surfaces was
most of the time about 10°C and the maximum temperature difference in circumferential direction
(four measuring lines oriented by 90°) was also about 10°C.

The small temperature difference across the RPV wall was obtained mainly because there was
practically no flow of cool air on RPV outer surface. Tightness of mirror insulation surrounding
the RPV was verified prior the annealing and also some additional insulation was installed to
prevent air flow along the RPV wall. These measures ensured that air of the ventilation system
that cooled surrounding structures during the annealing could not flow directly on the RPV wall.
Ventilation was also effectively used during the cooling phase and smooth cooling with average
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According to the on-line stress monitoring system stresses in the RPV wall caused by local heating
of the weld area were less than 100 MPa including heating and cooling periods. Naturally, thermal
stresses of the austenitic cladding were much higher and some plastic deformation occurred in the
cladding material. There were about 40 thermocouples installed in different parts of RPV for
establishing the correct temperature field for stress calculations. A good correlation was observed
between the results of the on-line stress analysis and the analysis which were done during the
licensing period.

There were more than 40 persons representing four companies from three different countries
directly involved in annealing work at the Site. The main factors for the successful annealing were
very thorough preparation work, skillful personnel and sophisticated systems used for controlling
the annealing process.

t MATERIALS TESTING

In Finland the annealing research on the WER-440 RPV-material started already in 1980
when the higher than expected embrittlement rate of the core weld was realized by IVO. In
Table 1 the research programs for licensing the annealing and supporting operation after
annealing is shown.

Table 1. Material research programs supporting the operation ofLoviisa-1 after the vessel
anneal.

% V ^ , p r o g r a m ^

,; "„ extended.;/
V41 surveillance''
, extended - ''
'* * surveillance *
* accelerated' »•
*.. . ""'*
I new 'surveillance
. ' ' program

• material'
•f

Lo-1 surv

Lo-2surv

tailored
weld 501
tailored

weld 501

irradiation

Lo-surv

Lo-surv

MTR**

Lo-surv

'•^rnateriafconditions

R,I,IA,IAI

R,I,IA,IAI

R, I, IA, IAI, IAIA,
IAIAI

R, I, IA, IAI, IAIA,
IAIAI

' specimens

CH-V, KLST,
KJC

CH-V, KLST,
KJC

CH-V, KJC

CH-V, KJC

duration*

-5 to +5

-5 to +5

-1 to +1

0to+15

R
I
A
CH-V
KLST

*
**

unirradiated reference condition
irradiated condition
annealing
ISO Charpy-V
subsize Charpy-V
cleavage fracture initiation toughness measured with ISO CH-V size
specimens
approximate duration of the programme in relation to vessel annealing
in Dimitrovgrad (RIAR) by MOHT OTJIG

Extended surveillance testing includes mainly re-use of already tested surveillance specimens
from the surveillance programs of unit 1 and 2. The advanced methods for treatment and
testing of active material in the Hot Cell at VTT made such extensions of the surveillance
program possible. Cutting of active material was carried out with an electric discharge ma-
chine and re-constitution of specimens was done by welding. A lot of work was also concen-
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trated on the validation of the re-constitution methods used. Accordingly standard sized CV-,
pre-cracked CV-specimens as well as mini CV-specimens (KLST; 3*4*27,5 mm) of already
tested material could be used in the tests. A lot of "sensitivity tests" were also carried out at
VTT to compare results from different specimens in different material conditions.

The use of KLST-specimens in "sensitivity studies" is very feasible when the availability of
testing material is small. These subsize specimens were used to look at the influence of
different annealing parameters on the recovery. Results from one of the studies is shown in
Fig. 3. Re-embrittlement conditions of the same material will be tested later when the
specimens will be taken out after the second period of irradiation in the RPV in Loviisa. The
first available results of the annealing and re-embrittlement studies in Finland indicate that:

» The residual transition temperature shift after annealing AT,*, remains practically constant, when
the annealing temperature is varied between 420 ° C - 560 °C and the annealing time between
100-500 h.

» The measured values of AT^ for RPV materials is 10-40°C depending on material, testing
method, fluence of the pre annealing irradiation and annealing parameters.

» The annealing studies did not reveal any indication of temper embrittlement in any of the
pressure vessel materials.

• The so called lateral shift approach gives a more accurate prediction for re-embrittlement rate
than the so called conservative shift approach.

A testing program with accelerated irradiation of samples in a MTR (Materials Testing
Reactor) was carried out using a tailored weld (501) that was manufactured in a similar way
as the original RPV core weld. The mechanical properties and the chemical analyses are
closely similar to the core weld in the RPV. This program was carried out by Moht Otjig in
Russia 1994-1997.

Table 2. The scope of the program by Moht Otjig

Weld^CV '

WeldjKjc

Cl 1st layer, Kjc

2nd layer, Kjc

HAZ Instr. CV

Total

20

15

15

8

8

12

2S

&•':?&'•&$*&

15

15

8

12

liliili

15

15

8

12

12

12

8

12

iiife.

12

12

8

8

12

12

12

8

12

limn

12

12

8

8

12

I
IA
IAI
IAIA

= Irradiated
= Irradiated and annealed
= As above and re-irradiated
= As above and re-annealed

IAIAI = As above and re-irradiated
Kjc

CV
Cl

= Charpy sized KjC-specimen Cont.
= Charpy V specimen
= Cladding
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The program also includes testing of cladding specimens and a simulated HAZ (Heat Affected
Zone). The scope of this part of the licensing program is shown in Table 2.

The simulation of the HAZ was carried out by ZNIIKM Prometey in ST Petersburg. The aim was
to simulate the heat cycles of the worst region of the HAZ and testing the heat treated material
volume in several different material conditions. The material conditions that was investigated are
shown in the above table.

The main testing methods was static fracture toughness (Kjc) and dynamic Charpy-V testing. The
irradiation of the test specimens was carried out in the RBT-6 reactor in the Research Institute
of Atomic Reactors (RIAR) in Dimitrovgrad in Russia. In the reference condition crack arrest
properties Kja of the weld was also determined (by ZNIIKM Prometey). As can be seen from the
above testing conditions the licensing program included already at this stage a re-anneal as well as
re-irradiation of the material after that (IAIAI).

The results from the cladding testing (1st layer; cb-07X25H13) showed that for all conditions
ending with irradiation (I, IAI, and IAIAI) embrittlement effect could be seen in KjC mainly in
lower testing temperatures as can be seen in Fig. 4. The material always recovers very well in the
annealing treatments almost to the original level. Only a few conditions were tested for the 2nd
layer, the surface layer, of the cladding (cb-08X19H10r2b). The aim was to confirm that the
annealing-irradiation cycles do not cause embrittlement in general. The results were difficult to
interpret since the position of the fatigue crack tip was generally in a mixed layer. The variation in
test results was so large that it was difficult to see any effects of different material conditions. This
part of the investigations were also carried out by ZNIIM Prometey. The conclusion of this
rather academical part of the studies showed that the cladding retains its toughness relatively well
in above mentioned conditions.

The results from the testing of the weld in different irradiated and annealed conditions are shown
in Fig. 5. These tests were carried out by RRCKI (Russian Research Center Kurchatov Institute)
in Moscow. The measured results are shown as circle for Tk0 shift and triangle for To shift. The 1st
irradiation and annealing cycle is perfect when comparing to estimations according to Russian
standards (Af = 39.9). The recovery is almost complete. The 2nd cycle includes 2 fluence steps
and 2 P-contents. The 3rd cycle is also shown and is also quite good. The results show the
following:

1 the lateral shift is good and enough conservative for estimating the re-embrittlement of the
material.

• the residual shift is less than 20 °C in this case.
• the shift in To and Tko variates in different cycles (Kjc/1 OOMpaVm and CV/47J).
' the shift in transition temperature decreases with repeated annealing
• the shift in transition temperatures are much higher than the so called vertical shift would give
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Fig. 1 The annealing furnace at site in Loviisa 1 reactor building.
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Fig. 2. Temperature distribution inside and outside the RPV.
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ABSTRACT
One of the options to mitigate the effects of irradiation on reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) is to
thermally anneal them to restore the toughness properties that have been degraded by neutron
irradiation. Even though a postirradiation anneal may be deemed successful, a critical aspect of
continued RPV operation is the rate of embrittlement upon reirradiation. There are insufficient data
available to allow for verification of available models of reirradiation embrittlement or for the
development of a reliable predictive methodology. This is especially true in the case of fracture
toughness data. Under the U.S.-Russia Joint Coordinating Committee for Civilian Nuclear Reactor
Safety (JCCCNRS), Working Group 3 on Radiation Embrittlement, Structural Integrity, and Life
Extension of Reactor Vessels and Supports agreed to conduct a comparative study of annealing and
reirradiation effects on RPV steels. The Working Group agreed that each side would irradiate,
anneal, reirradiate (if feasible), and test two materials of the other; so far, only Charpy impact and
tensile specimens have been included. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) conducted such a
program (irradiation and annealing) with two weld metals representative of WER-440 and VVER-
1000 RPVs, while the Russian Research Center-Kurchatov Institute (RRC-KI) conducted a program
(irradiation, annealing, reirradiation, and reannealing) with HSST Plate 02 and HSSI Weld 73W.
The results for each material from each laboratory are compared with those from the other
laboratory. The ORNL experiments with the W E R welds included irradiation to about 1 x 1019

n/cm2 (>1 MeV), while the RRC-KI experiments with the U.S. materials included irradiations from
about 2 to 18 x 1019 n/cm2 (>1 MeV). In both cases, irradiations were conducted at ~ 290 C and
annealing treatments were conducted at -454 C. The ORNL and RRC-KI experiments have shown
generally good agreement for both the Russian and U.S. steels. While recoveries of the Charpy 41-J
transition temperatures were substantial in all cases, significantly less recovery of the lateral
expansion and shear fracture in some cases (no recovery in one case) deserves further attention.
Although the RRC-KI results for the U.S. steels showed reirradiation embrittlement rates which are
conservative relative to the lateral shift prediction based on Charpy impact energy, the desired
material property is fracture toughness and uncertainties exist because of the paucity of fracture
toughness data upon both annealing and reirradiation.

INTRODUCTION

One of the options to mitigate the effects of irradiation on reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) is to
thermally anneal them to restore the toughness properties that have been degraded by neutron
irradiation. Even though a postirradiation anneal may be deemed successful, a critical aspect of
continued RPV operation is the rate of embrittlement upon reirradiation. There are insufficient data
available to allow for verification of available models of reirradiation embrittlement or for the
development of a reliable predictive methodology. This is especially true in the case of fracture
toughness data. Under the U.S.-Russia Joint Coordinating Committee for Civilian Nuclear Reactor
Safety (JCCCNRS), Working Group 3 on Radiation Embrittlement, Structural Integrity, and Life
Extension of Reactor Vessels and Supports agreed to conduct a comparative study of annealing and
reirradiation effects on RPV steels. The Working Group agreed that each side would irradiate,
anneal, reirradiate (if feasible), and test two materials of the other; so far, only Charpy impact and
tensile specimens have been included. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) conducted such a
program (irradiation and annealing) with two weld metals representative of WER-440 and W E R -
1000 RPVs, while the Russian Research Center-Kurchatov Institute (RRC-KI) conducted a program
(irradiation, annealing, reirradiation, and reannealing) with Heavy-Section Steel Technology
Program Plate 02 (HSST Plate 02) and Heavy-Section Steel Irradiation Program Weld 73W (HSSI
Weld 73W). The results for each material from each laboratory are compared with those from the
other laboratory.

MATERIALS
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Three welds and one base metal were characterized in the present study. The chemical
composition and post-weld heat treatment of the materials are listed in Table 1 . The base metal was
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) A 533 grade B class 1 plate, designated HSST
Plate 02, portions of which have been used in many investigations around the world. The plate was
edge quenched in water after austenitizing at 871 C, then tempered at 663 C for 4 hours, and furnace
cooled. Final stress relief was performed at 621 C for 40 hours [1]. One of the welds, designated
HSSI weld 73W, was specially produced for the HSSI Program by Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
using the submerged-arc process with Linde 0124 flux. The weld was post-weld heat treated at 607
C for 40 hours [2,3]. The weld is known to be a high-copper (radiation-sensitive) weld.

The two other welds were specially produced by the Izhora plant to exemplify radiation-
sensitive welds of two Russian-made commercial reactors, WER-440 and WER-1000. Both
welds were made using the submerged-arc process. The WER-440 weld, designated weld 502, was
made by weld wire Sv-lOKhMFT with flux AN-42M. It is characterized by low nickel content
(<0.20%), and high phosphorus content (-0.030%), typical for older WER-440 vessel welds. The
weld was heat treated at 675 C for 34 hours. The WER-1000 weld, designated weld 260, was
made by weld wire Sv-12Kh2N2MAA with flux FTs-16. The WER-1000 materials, including the
weld 260, have low copper (<0.10%) and phosphorus (<0.012%) contents. The weld 260 is also
characterized by high nickel content (1.64%), which is typical for old WER-1000 vessel welds.
The weld was heat treated at 620 C for 17.5 hours, furnace cooled, then heat treated at 640 C for 9.5
hours.

TEST PROCEDURES

The test program concentrated on comparison of changes in Charpy impact properties due to
irradiation and annealing. RRC-KI performed tests using the RKP-300 pendulum-type impact
testing machine of the Amsler firm. A ISO-type instrumented striker with 2-mm radius was used for
tests at RRC-KI. Charpy tests at ORNL were conducted in accordance with ASTM Standard E-23,
using an 8-mm radius instrumented striker.

Additionally, ORNL performed a limited number of tensile and static fracture toughness tests.
Round tensile specimens with a gage section 4.52 mm in diameter and 31.75 mm in length were
tested, while compact specimens were used for fracture toughness characterization of irradiated and
annealed material.

ANALYSIS OF CHARPY DATA

Charpy absorbed energy data of the four materials studied in the unirradiated condition are
presented in Figure la-d. Charpy data from both laboratories are in good agreement, despite the
difference in the strikers used.

The ORNL has been involved in a number of cross-comparison Charpy testing exercises with
instrumented strikers of 2-mm and 8-mm radii (including one with RRC-KI) and summarized the
comparison results in Ref. [4]. The overall results have showed generally good agreement in
absorbed energy measurements by the two strikers in the energy range below 200 J. The current
data are consistent with that observation. Therefore, the unirradiated data from the two laboratories
for each material in this study were combined and these results (shown in Fig. la-d) were used as the
reference Charpy data set for each material. Charpy data for each material/condition were fit to the
hyperbolic tangent function:

E=((USE+LSE)/2 + (USE-LSE)/2)xTANH((T-Thfr))/C), (1)

where E is absorbed energy, lateral expansion, or shear fracture; US and LS are upper- and lower-
shelf values of E; TUT is the temperature at the middle of the transition range; and C is the slope of
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the curve in the transition range at TMT. Fitting was performed with LSE fixed at 2.7 J for energy,
0.061 mm for lateral expansion and 0% for shear, respectively [2]. Additionally, the upper-shelf
value for shear was fixed at 100%.

The transition temperature is the main parameter derived from the Charpy tests. It defines a
temperature which corresponds to a certain level of energy, lateral expansion, or shear. This level is
accepted to be 0.9 mm for lateral expansion and 50 % for shear according to the current practices in
both countries. However, the radiation-induced transition temperature shift is measured at the level
of 41 J in the U.S., while it is measured at 47 J in Russia. Indexing at 41 or 47 J reflects a difference
of a historical matter rather than a technical one. The 41 J level corresponds to 30 ft-lb, while 47 J
corresponds to 6 kgf m/cm2, commonly used indices in the United States and Russia, respectively.
But practically, they are from about the same neighborhood in the transition range for RPV
materials. In order to provide data according to the relevant national practice, the shifts of transition
temperature due to irradiation or annealing will be reported as measured at 47 J for Russian welds,
and at 41 J for the U.S. steels, regardless of the test laboratory.

IRRADIATION CONDITION

The ORNL experiments with the W E R welds included irradiation to about 1 * 1019 n/cm2

(>1 MeV) in the University of Michigan Ford Reactor, while the RRC-KI experiments with the U.S.
materials included irradiations from about 2 to 18 * 1019 n/cm2 (>1 MeV) in Unit 5 of the Novo-
Voronezh Nuclear Power Plant (NVNPP-5), a WER-1000 type reactor. In both cases, irradiations
were conducted at ~ 290 C. Additionally, Charpy and tensile specimens of weld 502 were irradiated
by ORNL at 275 C, a temperature which is closer to the operating temperature (270 C) of W E R -
440 reactor vessels.

Besides the differences between U.S. and Russia practices in indexing absorbed energy for
determination of the transition temperature, there is also a difference in the measures of neutron
fluence used. In the U.S., neutron fluence for RPV is measured for neutrons having energies greater
than 1 MeV (E>lMeV), while in Russia it is for neutrons having energies greater than 0.5 MeV
(E>0.5MeV). Thus, the values of neutron fluence for U.S. and Russian materials in this paper will
be reported for neutrons with energies greater than 1.0 and 0.5 MeV, respectively, aregardless of the
source of irradiation. However, because the dosimetric procedures for each source were performed
in the standard manner, estimates for adjustment must be determined. To determine the neutron
irradiation exposure parameters, each side uses a neutron spectrum adjustment procedure that
combines transport calculations of the neutron field and measurements using neutron monitors from
irradiation capsules. The values of neutron fluence with E>0.5MeV for Russian welds irradiated by
the ORNL as well as the values of neutron fluence with E>lMeV for American steels irradiated by
the RRC-KI, given in this paper should be considered as the best currently available estimates. The
ORNL made this estimate by using a ratio, of flux of neutrons with E>0.5 MeV to those with E>1
MeV, equal to 1.76 for the capsule irradiated in the Ford Reactor, while RRC-KI used a ratio of 2.11
for their capsules irradiated in NVNPP-

IRRADIATION AND ANNEALING RESULTS

Results from the primary irradiation experiments with HSST Plate 02 and HSSI Weld 73W
performed by ORNL were published previously [3,5,6]. Fracture toughness characterization of these
steels has been also performed in these studies. Recently, cleavage fracture toughness data (Kjc) for
these steels were re-evaluated by the master curve analysis procedure [7]. The procedure applies a
statistical distribution function to characterize scatter of fracture toughness in the transition range and
weakest-link theory to account for size effects, see Ref. [7] for details. It introduces the reference
fracture toughness temperature, Tioo, as a temperature at which the median fracture toughness equals
100 MPa m1/2. The shift of Tioo is used in the present work to characterize effects of irradiation
and/or annealing on cleavage fracture toughness.
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Irradiation and annealing results are summarized in Fig. 2a-d for both the U.S. and Russian
steels. The materials studied were irradiated to a wide range of neutron fluences. In general, the
irradiation and annealing experiments conducted by RRC-KI and ORNL show reasonable
agreement. Two different fitting functions were used to represent the embrittlement path (I) for the
materials studied. For Plate 02 and Weld 73W it is

ATT=AxF(0-28-011ogF),(2)

where ^7Tis the shift of Charpy energy at 41J or fracture toughness at 100 MPa m1/2; F is neutron
fluence in units of 1019 neutrons/cm2 (E>1 MeV); and A is a fitting parameter. This fitting function
has the same form and the same constants in the exponent as the one in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Regulatory Guide 1.99 (RG 1.99), Revision 2 [8]. For WER-440 and WER-1000
welds it is

TT=AxF<1/3),(3)

where F is neutron fluence in units of 1018 neutrons/cm2 (E>0.5 MeV). This fitting function has the
same form and the same constant in the exponent as the one in the Russian Calculation Standards
(CS-86) [9].

The fitting parameters are compared with chemistry factors (CF) from RG 1.99 for plate 02
and weld 73 W and embrittlement coefficients (AF) from CS-86 for WER-1000 weld 260 in Table 3.
The weld 502 represents the materials for the older generation of WER-440 reactors which operate
at 270 C and CS-86 provides the embrittlement coefficient calculation procedure for this irradiation
temperature as well as for 250 C, but not for an irradiation temperature of 290 C. However, ORNL
performed irradiation of this weld at 275 C in addition to irradiation at 290 C. This allowed for a
possibility to compare AF predicted from CS-86 to the one determined from the Charpy data
irradiated at 275 C. These values of Ap for the weld 502 are also presented in Table 3. Figure 3
shows the Charpy energy data for weld 502 irradiated at two temperatures.

The data in Table 3 show that the CS-86 provides a very conservative value of AF for the
WER-440 weld 502 compared to the fitting coefficient from the present study. Contrary to that,
however, the high-nickel WER-1000 weld exhibited an embrittlement coefficient higher than that
from the CS-86. That raises concerns regarding the ability of the current Russian practice to
adequately predict the radiation embrittlement of high-nickel welds in WER-1000 reactor vessels.
For HSST plate 02 and HSSI weld 73W, the fitting coefficients are within 2 standard deviations of
the mean CF parameters from RG 1.99.

A significant difference in the experiments is that those conducted by RRC-KI involved much
higher neutron fluences than those conducted by ORNL. These results are extremely important for
plate 02 and weld 73W in that they show neither material exhibits unexpected radiation sensitivity at
very high fluences and, further, that both highly irradiated materials show nearly full recovery of
Charpy toughness after annealing at 454 C.

ORNL also performed tensile tests of WER-440 and WER-1000 welds in the irradiated
and annealed conditions. Tensile properties of plate 02 and weld 73 W in the irradiated condition
have been reported previously [2,5]. The radiation-induced changes in yield strength for the
materials studied are compared to the shifts of Charpy transition temperature in Figure 4. The data
are in very good agreement with the large Power Reactor Embrittlement Data Base (PR-EDB)
maintained at ORNL for the U.S. NRC.

Two annealing temperatures were involved in the present study. Annealing temperature 343
C was applied to plate 02 and weld 73W only, while all four materials were annealed at 454 C. In
general, annealing at 454 C provides more complete recovery of the transition temperature than that
at 343 C. The residual shift of transition temperature (the difference between transition temperatures
of a material after annealing and in the unirradiated condition) tends to increase with increase in
neutron fluence for the 343 C annealing temperature.
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It was noticed that fracture toughness shifts (see Fig. 2a-b) are slightly higher than the Charpy
shifts for plate 02 and weld 73 W. Additionally, recovery of the fracture toughness shift seems to be
less than the Charpy shift recovery at both annealing temperatures for plate 02. The difference is
relatively small, but there are some other data (see [10] for example) which have shown a similar
relationship between recovery of fracture toughness and Charpy shifts. However, the available data
are very sparse for such comparisons.

According to the present data, the annealing temperature of 454 C is high enough to provide
nearly complete recoveries of the transition temperatures even after irradiation to very high fluences.
Moreover, RRC-KI has reirradiated some Charpy specimens of plate 02 and weld 73 W which were
annealed at 454 C and then performed additional annealing of reirradiated specimens at 454 C (see
the following section). Altogether, the data indicate very positive recovery of transition temperature
after annealing at 454 C and that residual shift does not accumulate with neutron fluence or with
cycling of irradiation and annealing at 454 C. This observation is in a good agreement with earlier
work on WER-440 materials [11].

Recovery of the Charpy energy transition temperature was the primary objective in the
present study. However, it was observed that other Charpy specimen measurements react differently
on annealing at 454 C. Figures 5 through 8 present absorbed energy, lateral expansion, and percent
shear data of specimens tested after annealing at 454 C for plate 02, welds 73W, 502, and 260,
respectively. Specimens were irradiated to different fluences, including those annealed after
irradiation-annealing-reirradiation cycle. The data are plotted against the unirradiated curves to
observe the degree of recovery after annealing. For each material in general, the annealed data tend
to group into one data set regardless of irradiation and annealing history. Among the three Charpy
toughness parameters, absorbed energy appears to recover the most, lateral expansion the least, and
percent shear is somewhat in between in the transition region.

On the upper-shelf, energy values of all four materials rise above the unirradiated level after
annealing, similarly to results reported in Refs. [10,12], while none of the materials exhibited
complete recovery of lateral expansion. A limited number of unirradiated specimens of plate 02 and
weld 502 were annealed at 454 C. Plate 02 specimens were tested on the upper-shelf only, while
weld 502 specimens were tested over a wide temperature range. For unirradiated/annealed
specimens of plate 02, the upper-shelf values of absorbed energy and lateral expansion are within
scatter of the unirradiated values. Unirradiated/annealed specimens of weld 502 showed slightly
different behavior; the upper-shelf energy increased to the same level shown by the
irradiated/annealed specimens, while lateral expansion did not change as a result of annealing.

The need for direct fracture toughness measurements is critical, especially in light of the
present results where different Charpy parameters showed mixed response to annealing.

REIRRADIATION RESULTS

RRC-KI also performed reirradiation of Charpy specimens of plate 02 and weld 73 W which
had been irradiated and annealed at 454 C. Moreover, some of the reirradiated specimens were
subjected to additional post-reirradiation annealing at 454 C. The data are summarized in Fig. 9.
The solid line represents the embrittlement path (I) as shown earlier in Fig. 2. Specimens of both
materials were initially irradiated to about 2.1 1019 n/cm2 (E>lMeV), then annealed at 454 C for 72
hours (dashed line in Fig. 9). After annealing (IA), specimens were loaded back into NVNPP-5
reactor for reirradiation. The total neutron fluence was about 4.7 1019 n/cm2 (E>lMeV) for plate 02
and about 5.0 1019 n/cm2 for weld 73W. The measured shifts of transition temperature following
reirradiation (IAR) were compared to those predicted by the U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.162
(RG 1.162) [13]. According to this Guide, the reembrittlement path can be predicted by the scheme
of lateral shift (dotted lines in Fig. 9). As an alternative, vertical shift method for prediction of
reembrittlement rate is also presented in Fig. 9 by dash-dotted lines. The present data show that
experimentally measured shifts of transition temperature after reirradiation are well below primary
embrittlement path proving benefits of annealing for RPV steels. Even the lateral shift scheme
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provides conservative predictions of the transition temperature shifts after reirradiation, while
prediction by the vertical shift scheme significantly underestimates the experimental result.
Annealing of the reirradiated materials showed the same degree of transition temperature recoveries
as those achieved for the first annealings.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Two U.S. steels, one plate of A 533 grade B class 1 and one submerged-arc weld (with
Linde 0124 flux), and two Russian welds, one representative of older WER-440 RPVs and the
other representative of older WER-1000 RPVs, were irradiated to a wide range of neutron fluences.
All four materials were annealed following irradiation, while the U.S. steels were also reirradiated
and annealed following reirradiation. The experiments with the U.S. steels were conducted in Russia
and those for the Russian steels in the United States.

2. The ORNL and RRC-KI experiments have shown generally good agreement for both the
Russian and U.S. steels.

3. While transition temperature recoveries following annealing of the Charpy 41-J transition
temperatures were substantial in all cases, significantly less recoveries of the Charpy lateral expansion
and percent shear fracture were observed. On the upper shelf, energy values of all four materials
recovered to values above those of the unirradiated condition, while none of the
materials exhibited complete recovery of lateral expansion.

4. Neither HSST Plate nor HSSI Weld 73W exhibited unexpected radiation sensitivity at
very high neutron fluences, i.e., greater than 1 x 1020 neutrons/cm2 (>1 MeV); furthermore,
both highly irradiated materials exhibit nearly full recovery of CVN transition temperature after
thermal annealing at 454 C.

5. The reirradiation embrittlement rates for both HSST Plate 02 and HSSI Weld 73W are
conservative relative to the "lateral shift" method for reembrittlement prediction.

6. The need for direct measurements of fracture toughness is recognized, especially in light
of the present results where different Charpy toughness parameters showed mixed response to
annealing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM FOR
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL THERMAL ANNEALING
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Danville, California 94506 USA

Stan T. Rosinski
Electric Power Research Institute
1300 Harris Boulevard
Charlotte, North Carolina 28262 USA

ABSTRACT. The technical decision to thermally anneal a nuclear reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
depends upon the level of embrittlement in the RPV steels, the amount of recovery of fracture
toughness properties expected from the anneal, and the rate of re-embrittlement after the vessel is
placed back into service. The recovery of Charpy impact toughness properties after annealing can
be estimated initially by using a recovery model developed using experimental measurements of
recovery (such as that developed by Eason et al. for U.S. vessel materials). However, actual
validation measurements on plant-specific archived vessel materials (hopefully in the existing
surveillance program) are needed; otherwise, irradiated surrogate materials, essentially the same
as the RPV steels or bounding in expected behavior, must be utilized.

The efficient use of any of these materials requires a supplemental surveillance program focused
at both recovery and reirradiation embrittlement. Reconstituted Charpy specimens and new
surveillance capsules will most likely be needed as part of this supplemental surveillance
program. A new version of ASTM E 509 has recently been approved which provides guidance
on thermal annealing in general and specifically for the development of an annealing
supplemental surveillance program. The post-anneal re-embrittlement properties are crucial for
continued plant operation, and the use of a re-embrittlement model, such as the lateral shift
approach, may be overly conservative.

This paper illustrates the new ASTM E 509 Standard Guide methodology for an annealing
supplemental surveillance program. As an example, the proposed program for the Palisades
RPV beltline steels is presented which covers the time from annealing to the end of operating
license and beyond, if license renewal is pursued. The Palisades nuclear power plant RPV was
planned to be annealed in 1998, but that plan is currently being re-evaluated. The proposed
anneal was planned to be conducted at a nominal temperature of 454°C (850°F) for one week
(168 hours) to meet the requirements of ASME Section XI Code Case N-557. The decision to
anneal was based upon existing data supporting a large amount of recovery in Charpy shift
properties, plus the use of prior tested surveillance materials reconstituted to allow direct
measurement of recovery. The amount of re-embrittlement will be measured in the supplemental
surveillance program after a few cycles of operation.

Keywords: Thermal annealing, radiation embrittlement, toughness properties, Charpy V-notch
properties, re-embrittlement, surveillance program
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INTRODUCTION

At the time in 1995 that Consumers Power Company (CPCo) made the decision to initiate a
program for thermal annealing of the Palisades reactor pressure vessel, activities were underway
within an American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Task Group* to revise the ASTM
Standard Guide for In-Service Annealing of Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Reactor Vessels (E
509-86).' In concert with this activity and the urgency to respond to utility needs for further
guidance, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) added new paragraph 50.66 to Title
10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 502 concerning annealing and developed
Format and Content of Report for Thermal Annealing of Reactor Pressure Vessels, Regulatory
Guide 1.162.3 Additionally, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI responded to the utility need for Code guidance and developed
In-Place Dry Annealing of a PWR Nuclear Reactor Vessel (Section XI, Division 1), Code Case
N-557.4'5

The revision to ASTM E 509, which was just recently approved, references the latest guidance
provided by the ASME Section XI Code Case and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regulatory Guide, plus includes the experience gained in developing the supplemental
surveillance program for Pacific Gas and Electric, Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1
back in the early 1990s6 and the supplemental surveillance program for Palisades which has been
described elsewhere7'8 and will be summarized later in this paper.

REVISED ASTM E 509 METHODOLOGY

The general methodology developed in the revision to ASTM E 509 is shown in Figure 1. The
philosophy was to allow for vessel pre-anneal recovery evaluation using actual irradiated
materials if available or through the use of accepted recovery correlations.9 This information
plus the use of the lateral shift method for projecting re-embrittlement (see Figure 2) allows a
utility the opportunity to assess the long-term value (cost-benefit) to be gained from annealing.
This process allows the utility to make an informed decision whether to proceed with a vessel
annealing program.

Assuming that a decision to consider annealing is made, the new surveillance program that is
needed for vessel post-anneal monitoring is termed a supplemental surveillance program since
additional capsules and/or materials may be needed to adequately ascertain the plant-specific
material property recovery and the rate of re-embrittlement. This supplemental program relies
upon a comparison of recovery results with those that would be expected based upon existing
correlations (e.g., Reference 9), and allows for adjustments if the measured recovery results do
not lie within statistical bounds of the correlation predictions. The most important issue for
future and current life attainment is that of the re-embrittlement rate. Reirradiation embrittlement
data from the supplemental program will provide insight into the real trend after annealing,
which is felt to be conservatively bounded using the lateral shift method as illustrated in

* ASTM Task Group El0.02.07, Vessel Thermal Annealing (ASTM E 509), W. L. Server, Chairman.
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Figure 2; the RPV surveillance program must develop appropriate data for irradiated (I),
irradiated and annealed (IA) and irradiated/annealed/ reirradiated (IAR) conditions. Another re-
embrittlement trending method is the vertical shift approach in which the initial irradiation curve
is shifted vertically rather than horizontally. Post-anneal reirradiation results for U.S. RPV steels
suggest a trend curve that lies between the lateral shift and vertical shift methods.10 The EPRI
IAR database/computer code allows the user to select a percentage of lateral and vertical shift
projections to best match any of the reirradiation embrittlement trend for IAR data contained in
the database; this EPRI computer database is discussed in another paper at this meeting."

The ASTM E 509 guidance can be divided into three phases:

Phase A: Evaluation of Annealing Feasibility
Phase B: Verification of Annealing Recovery
Phase C: Monitoring of Post-Anneal Re-embrittlement

The steps included in each phase are as indicated in Figure 1. The process of revising the
material testing and surveillance plan for Palisades followed this basic three phase process and
will be discussed later.

Evaluation of annealing feasibility in Phase A immediately requires determination of the
availability of adequate vessel and/or representative materials. The primary limitations on the
availability of surveillance materials is the small volume in the existing surveillance capsules and
the possible lack of or limited amount of archive material. The reactor pressure vessel
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surveillance program must contain sufficient materials to address the need for I, IA, and IAR
data. The inclusion of supplemental materials will require that new surveillance capsule(s) be
installed inside the reactor vessel. The plans for the surveillance program may call for the
addition of supplemental surveillance capsule(s) installed in normal lead factor locations (i.e., <
3) near the vessel wall, in "accelerated" locations (i.e., on the outside of the core support barrel),
and/or in a material test reactor (MTR). The neutron fluence rate (flux) levels for these latter
irradiations are substantially higher than that at the actual vessel wall (i.e., the lead factor may be
greater than 5 for the vessel accelerated position and may be as high as 100 in the MTR). The
advantage of the higher fluence rate is that the fluence of the supplemental surveillance material
can quickly catch up with that of the actual reactor vessel, but the effects of accelerated
irradiations must be carefully evaluated for both material property recovery and re-embrittlement.

If the combination of supplemental materials from possible new surveillance capsules and the
original surveillance materials provides an adequate supply of representative materials for a
revised surveillance program, then an annealing supplemental surveillance program can be
developed. Thus, a positive response to the first question posed in Phase A of the proposed
ASTM E 509 guidance leads directly to the consideration of materials for pre-vessel anneal
feasibility testing. The initial pre-anneal (Phase A) testing program is best if based on testing of
materials from the original surveillance program, since irradiated supplemental materials are not
available at this stage of the testing program. This portion of Phase A can employ broken Charpy
specimens from the original surveillance program that have been annealed and reconstituted12 to
evaluate the IA response of the vessel materials.

Verification of annealing effectiveness under Phase B of the procedure for evaluating annealing
requires additional testing of irradiated and annealed specimens by duplicating the actual
annealing time and temperature history seen by the reactor vessel. Specimens should be tested in
both the irradiated (I) and the irradiated and annealed (IA) conditions using previously tested
surveillance specimens when available.

The Phase B plan provides a preliminary evaluation of annealing effectiveness in parallel with
the anneal and a completed evaluation after the vessel is put back in service. The data from the
supplemental capsules will be combined with data from Phase A to verify the predictions of the
generic annealing recovery, such as the Eason et al. model.9 It is anticipated that the data will
justify the use of the generic model for all future evaluations of annealing response. If
statistically significant differences between the generic models and the measurements are
detected, the projected Charpy values will be adjusted accordingly. The generic annealing
recovery model is the preferred method for determining the post-anneal properties because it
represents a full body of information regarding annealing and is therefore less subject to
measurement uncertainties associated with a limited number of measurements. The use of a
model also facilitates the application of the measured surveillance data to the determination of
recovery in actual pressure vessel materials, where slightly different values for the composition
and exposure variables invariably exist.

Statistical analysis methods can be used to compare the surveillance program data to the model
predictions of recovery. In any predictive model, variance between the measurement and the
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prediction is expected. This variance is due to normal data scatter expected when measured
values are plotted as a function of predicted values. To verify the model, statistical methods can
be applied to test whether or not the surveillance data falls within the expected scatter. If the data
falls within normal scatter, there is no reason to believe that the model is in error. In statistical
terms, this procedure tests the "null hypothesis" that the model is applicable (i.e. there is no
compelling reason to reject the model). The width of the scatter band can be expressed in terms
of confidence limits. The confidence limits are directly related to the standard error associated
with the model, which are stated in Reference 9 as 9.6°F (17.2°C). For repeated measurements of
the post-anneal property of any single material, the average prediction error has a 95%
probability (approximately two standard deviations) of falling within:

±1.96-4- W
Vn

where, S is the estimated standard deviation, and n is the number of measurements.
To verify the model, the mean prediction error for any material should fall within this confidence
interval. If the data meets this test, the Reference 9 model can be used for all future evaluations
of annealing recovery.

Monitoring of post-anneal re-embrittlement is covered by Phase C of the program. The
completion of the post-anneal irradiation program will require several operating cycles beyond
the anneal. As indicated in Figure 1, the goal of the Phase C re-embrittlement monitoring
program is to provide realistic IAR trend curves. This approach differs from the annealing
verification program because the projection procedures for predicting re-embrittlement rates are
not as well developed. It is possible to conduct a verification program for the annealing recovery
predictions because the projection procedures are statistically based and well documented. In
contrast, the "lateral shift" approach was chosen for re-embrittlement trending, because it is
believed to consistently overestimate the amount of re-embrittlement. Initially, IAR surveillance
data are not available, and the lateral shift is a conservative approach to predict the post-anneal
vessel embrittlement. However, as data from the supplemental IAR capsule and the other
annealed surveillance capsules become available, it is anticipated that it will be possible to
develop a more realistic IAR trend curve.

PALISADES SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

The Palisades RPV was constructed by Combustion Engineering in the late 1960's. The
surveillance program was designed to meet, at a minimum, the requirements of the 1966 edition
of ASTM E 185.13 At that time, the Palisades surveillance program was quite comprehensive.
Unfortunately, the surveillance weld, fabricated a few years after the vessel, was made using a
weld wire heat number that did not match any of the welds in the reactor vessel. Eventually the
1991 requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, paragraph 50.61, would identify this difference as an
essential element for use of surveillance results to determine the status of the reactor vessel with
respect to pressurized thermal shock (PTS). Also note that 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix H (1972)
and later versions of ASTM E 185 (1973 and later) also would require matching weld wire heats
for new surveillance programs.
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The beltline region of the Palisades nuclear pressure vessel encompasses portions of the
intermediate and lower shell courses. Each shell course consists of three plates (A302 Grade B,
nickel-modified) joined by axial welds. The circumferential weld joining the intermediate and
lower shell courses is also part of the RPV beltline. Three heats of weld wire were used in the
fabrication of the beltline welds as indicated in Table 1. Due to the mismatch in weld wire heat
number of the surveillance weld and the reactor vessel beltline welds, the chemical content
(copper and nickel) of the beltline welds was initially estimated using an average for welds
fabricated with RAC03 weld wire and Linde 1092 flux using a cold nickel feed. The chemical
content reported for each of the Palisades RPV beltline welds was eventually modified to directly
comply with the definition of best estimate copper and nickel concentrations found in the PTS
Rule, paragraph 50.61 of 10 CFR Part 50. Table 1 lists the vessel beltline welds and the
surveillance weld with their best estimate chemistries and associated chemistry factors from the
Tables in Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.14

In response to questions raised by NRC, two chemistry measurements were identified from welds
in other RPV surveillance programs that appeared to meet the criteria for inclusion in the data
representing the Palisades reactor vessel beltline limiting weld. Also, review of fabrication
records identified welds in the Palisades retired steam generators as fabricated with the same
procedures and consumables as were the limiting welds in the reactor vessel. Consumers Power
Company elected to remove weld material from these steam generators to substantiate the
reported best estimate copper and nickel concentrations and variability of these elements in the
beltline welds and to supplement the 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H surveillance program.

Chemical analysis of the two weld materials yielded somewhat surprising results. One weld
(34B009) exhibited the chemical range and variability expected for welds of this type. The other
weld (W5214), the reactor vessel beltline limiting material, exhibited substantially higher levels
and variability of copper than had been anticipated. When this information was included in the
10 CFR 50.61 assessment of the reactor vessel in 1995, it was projected that the vessel would
exceed the pressurized thermal shock screening criteria in 1999, well short of the current licensed
end of plant life in 2007. Due to the limited remaining operating life as projected to the year
1999, CPCo decided to plan for a thermal anneal of the reactor vessel in 1998 to restore the
toughness properties of the beltline materials. Annealing conditions of nominally 454°C (850 °F)
for a one week (168 hour) hold time for the entire beltline region were selected based upon the
best known set of annealing recovery and re-embrittlement data for materials similar to those in
the Palisades RPV. Subsequent to the decision in 1995 to plan for a thermal anneal, further
analytical work focused on reduction of uncertainties in fluence estimates; these studies resulted
in a reduction in the values of fluence near end-of-operating-life for the Palisades RPV. These
reductions in fluence allow the Palisades vessel to be operated beyond 1999 and closer to the
year 2007. The decision to move forward with the actual RPV anneal in 1998 has been put on
hold.
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TABLE 1. PALISADES VESSEL AND SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM WELDS

LOCATION WELD
WIRE
HEAT

WELD
FLUX
TYPE

Steam Generator
Weld(SSP=)

Steam Generator
Weld (SSI*)

W5214 Linde 1092

34B009 Linde 1092

Cu Ni REG. GUIDE
(wt%) (wt%) 1.99, REV. 21S

CHEMISTRY
FACTOR

0.307" 1.045 267

0.185° 1.121

Nozzle Dropout
(SSI*)

Original $..%'„- 327?: _£indelO92 \
Surveillpvcc \ \ ; __ : , „; I •

227

; 22s -;•

268".

Notes: * RPV best estimate values based upon weighted coil average of all measurements for that heat of
weld wire

b Simple average of measurements for weld region selected
c Supplemental surveillance program (SSP) weld materials
d Based upon surveillance Charpy shift data from capsules A-240, W-290 and W-l 10; the high

nickel content is outside the range from 10 CFR 50.61, Table 1

The sampling of the steam generator weld made it possible to supplement the original 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix H surveillance program with specimens of welds believed to be more
representative of the RPV than the existing surveillance weld. Representative materials and one
reference material not in the original surveillance program were set aside for the supplemental
capsules. Two of these materials are welds removed from the retired steam generators fabricated
with weld wire of the same heat numbers, the same flux type, and a cold nickel feed, as were the
reactor vessel beltline axial welds (see Table 1). The weld material from the retired steam
generators exhibited distinct layers with substantially different chemical properties. The
specimens for each of these weld materials were removed from the same weld depth,
representing the highest copper and nickel concentrations, to minimize the variability in test
results in the supplemental surveillance program due to chemical composition. Another weld
from a reactor vessel nozzle dropout was included. As also listed in Table 1, this weld was
fabricated using the same weld wire heat number as the reactor vessel beltline circumferential
weld (27204), however a different flux type was used during welding. The standard reference
material from HSST Plate 02 was also made available for a supplemental surveillance program.
The purpose of standard reference materials is to determine if a known material irradiated in an
accelerated location at Palisades will yield comparable results to those developed from standard
irradiation capsules from other plants.
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The implementation of the Palisades annealing program required extensive revisions to the
materials testing and surveillance programs. The guidance in revised ASTM E 509 was used to
develop the supplemental annealing surveillance program for the Palisades RPV. Evaluation of
annealing feasibility in Phase A of the process described earlier and shown in Figure 1 first
requires determination on the availability of adequate vessel and/or representative materials. The
objective of the Palisades anneal is to recover the toughness of the limiting axial welds and other
materials in the reactor beltline. In the Palisades program, the original surveillance materials are
augmented by the supplemental surveillance materials contained in the supplemental surveillance
capsules installed in "accelerated" locations on the outside of the core support barrel. The
neutron fluence rate at these locations is substantially higher than that at the vessel wall (i.e., the
lead factor is greater than 10). This high fluence rate allows the fluence of the surveillance
material to quickly catch up with that of the RPV, but the effects of this fluence rate will be
factored into the overall evaluation of the supplemental surveillance program results.

The Palisades supplemental surveillance program optimizes the use of the limited available
surveillance capsule space by substituting each 55mm x 10mm x 10mm Charpy specimen with
three 18mm x 10mm x 10mm Charpy inserts. This size was selected, because three 18mm
specimens could fit in the space designed for 55mm specimens, and the inserts were large
enough that they could be confidently reconstituted in accordance with ASTM E 1253-88.l3 The
two supplemental surveillance capsules to be installed in the Palisades reactor vessel will contain
36 modified (18mm long) Charpy specimens for each of the three weld materials (12 each for I,
IA, and IAR evaluation) and 12 standard Type A (55mm long) Charpy specimens of the standard
reference material. Three tensile specimens from the nozzle dropout weld (27204) were included
in each capsule. The use of two capsules will allow monitoring at two fluence levels, one below
and one above the targeted fluence at the end of vessel license.

The combination of supplemental materials from the new accelerated surveillance capsules and
the original surveillance materials provides an adequate supply of representative materials for the
revised surveillance program. This positive response to the first question posed in Phase A of the
new ASTM E 509 guidance leads directly to the consideration of materials for pre-vessel anneal
feasibility testing. The initial pre-anneal (Phase A) testing program will be based on testing of
materials from the original surveillance program, since irradiated supplemental weld materials
are not available at this stage of the testing program. This portion of Phase A employs broken
Charpy specimens from the original surveillance program that have been annealed and
reconstituted to evaluate the IA response of the vessel materials. The integration of the Phase A
testing into the overall test program is illustrated in Figure 3. Initial results from this portion of
the test program have been reported.8 Although annealing of these materials at nominally 454°C
(850°F) for 168 hours produced less recovery in the upper shelf of the plate material than
originally projected, extensive recovery of the Charpy transition temperature was observed.
Evaluation of these initial test results indicate that even with the application of the relatively
conservative "lateral shift" re-embrittlement model as shown in Figure 2, annealing would extend
the operating life of the reactor vessel well beyond the current end of license date.

Verification of annealing effectiveness under Phase B in Figure 1 requires additional testing of
irradiated (I) and annealed (IA) specimens by duplicating the actual time and temperature history
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seen by the reactor vessel. As indicated in the surveillance schedule shown in Figure 3,
accelerated surveillance capsules were inserted into the reactor one fuel cycle before the planned
anneal (i.e., before the start of fuel cycle 13). The first capsule (SA60-1) will be withdrawn and
tested after one cycle of irradiation (0.86 x 1019 n/cm2, E > 1 MeV), and the second capsule
(SA240-1) will be withdrawn and tested after two cycles of irradiation (1.78 x 1019 n/cm2, E > 1
MeV). Capsule SA60-1 specimens are planned to be annealed and evaluated prior to the actual
vessel anneal, so that this testing and evaluation falls under Phase A. The second, higher
exposure capsule (S A240-1) materials will be annealed using the actual vessel annealing
conditions providing input for Phase B and specimens for Phase C. Note that some of the future
fuel cycles are being lengthened for better efficiency. Base metal annealing recovery properties
are being addressed by annealing, reconstitution, and testing of previously tested surveillance
specimens. These specimens represent the base metal at fluence levels above and below that
expected for the reactor vessel at the time of the anneal. An additional original surveillance
capsule (W-100) will be removed from the reactor vessel just prior to the anneal. The materials
in this capsule will be tested for the change in properties due to irradiation (I). One half of the
capsule W-100 broken Charpy specimens from the transverse plate material will then be
reconstituted and annealed to determine the irradiated and annealed (IA) properties.

Phase C of the program covers the monitoring of post-anneal re-embrittlement. The primary
reirradiation capsule will contain irradiated and annealed specimens of the supplemental
materials from the Phase B program and plate materials from the original surveillance program.
Annealed specimens will be selected from the surveillance plate and from each of the
supplemental welds (W5214, 34B009, and 27204) and installed in an accelerated surveillance
capsule (SA-60-2) for determination of the re-embrittlement rate (IAR). The possibility of
achieving two fluence levels for the weld material from the same capsule is being considered to
aid in the development of an IAR trend curve. All of the specimens in this accelerated capsule
will be in the form of blanks suitable for reconstitution. The three remaining wall capsules from
the original surveillance program will be annealed by duplicating the actual time and temperature
history experienced by the reactor vessel and, if feasible, reinserted prior to restart. These
capsules will remain in the reactor vessel as part of the new supplemental surveillance program
for additional fluence accumulation prior to testing (IAR). One of these capsules is scheduled for
removal and testing at the end of cycle 17 to provide additional data on the surveillance plate at a
reirradiation fluence of 3.6xl018 n/cm2. The remaining capsules will be held in reserve or used
for appropriate research programs. With the recent decision to put the vessel annealing on hold,
there will be some future changes to the program in Figure 3 since the anneal will not take place
at the end of cycle 13.

The goal of the Phase C re-embrittlement monitoring program is to provide realistic irradiation-
anneal-reirradiation (IAR) trend curves as compared to conservative lateral shift predictions. As
data from the supplemental IAR capsules become available, it will be possible to develop IAR
trend curves which should fall between the lateral and vertical shift model predictions.
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CONCLUSIONS

The guidance in the revised ASTM E 509 provides a general framework which can be
followed by a utility when developing a supplemental surveillance program in
conjunction with thermal annealing. Such a supplemental surveillance program was
developed by CPCo for the Palisades RPV using the new ASTM E 509 to monitor the
actual degree of surveillance material recovery and re-embrittlement trending. The
decision to pursue thermal annealing of the Palisades RPV was based upon existing data
supporting a large amount of recovery in Charpy shift properties, plus the use of prior
tested surveillance materials reconstituted to allow direct measurement of recovery. The
rate of re-embrittlement will be determined from materials irradiated, annealed, and
reirradiated and compared to the lateral shift model of re-embrittlement.
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ABSTRACT. The steel plates and/or forgings and welds in the beltline region
of a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) are subject to embrittlement from neutron
irradiation. This embrittlement causes the fracture toughness of the beltline
materials to be less than the fracture toughness of the unirradiated material.

Material properties of RPVs that have been irradiated and embrittled are
recoverable through thermal annealing of the vessel. The amount of recovery
primarily depends on the level of the irradiation embrittlement, the chemical
composition of the steel, and the annealing temperature and time.

Since annealing is an option for extending the service lives of RPVs or
establishing less restrictive pressure-temperature (P-T) limits; the industry,
the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
have assisted in efforts to determine the viability of thermal annealing for
embrittlement recovery.

General guidance for in-service annealing is provided in American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E 509-86. In addition, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Case N-557 addresses annealing
conditions {temperature and duration), temperature monitoring, evaluation of
loadings, and non-destructive examination techniques.

The NRC thermal annealing rule (10 CFR 50.66) was approved by the Commission
and published in the Federal Register on December 19, 1995. The Regulatory
Guide on thermal annealing (RG 1.162) was processed in parallel with the rule
package and was published on February 15, 1996.

RG 1.162 contains a listing of issues that need to be addressed for thermal
annealing of an RPV. The RG also provides alternatives for predicting
re-embrittlement trends after the thermal anneal has been completed.

This paper gives an overview of methodology and recent technical references
that are associated with thermal annealing. Results from the DOE annealing

prototype dernstration project, as well as NRC activities related to the
proposed Palisades anneal are also described.

Keywords: Thermal annealing, NRC annealing rule and regulatory guide,
Department of Energy annealing demonstration project, Palisades.
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INTRODUCTION

Reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) are fabricated from thick steel plates and/or
forgings, and welds that are subject to embrittlement from neutron irradiation
in the RPV beltline region. Embrittlement causes a decrease in the fracture
toughness of the beltline materials. This decrease in fracture toughness is
primarily a function of: 1) the total amount of neutron irradiation (fluence),
2) chemical composition of the steels, and 3) irradiation temperature.

In order to limit the amount of neutron irradiation damage to the RPV beltline
materials, many utilities have redesigned their fuel loading patterns to
reduce the amount of neutron leakage from the core, or have used neutron
poisons or shielding to protect the RPV in regions of high neutron flux.
However, these techniques have only a limited effect if incorporated late in
the life of the RPV.

The level of embrittlement is particularly sensitive to the chemical
composition (specifically, the amounts of copper and nickel) of these steels.
The NRC regulations (10 CFR 50.61, and Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50) and
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.99, Revision 2, provide methodologies to
conservatively estimate the increase in the transition temperature (TT) and
decrease in the upper shelf energy (USE) of the beltline materials as a result
of neutron irradiation.

An increased TT makes the RPV beltline materials more susceptible to rapid
crack growth during startup or shutdown and under accident conditions such as
pressurized thermal shock (PTS). The PTS rule (10 CFR 50.61) contains
screening criteria to conservatively limit the amount of the shift in the TT.
The decrease in USE resulting from neutron irradiation can create the
potential for ductile crack growth under normal operating and accident
conditions. Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 contains screening criteria that
conservatively limit the allowable decrease in USE.

A licensee can use a staff approved analysis to justify operation beyond the
embrittlement screening criteria of 10 CFR 50.61 or Appendix G to
10 CFR Part 50, or choose to thermally anneal the RPV.

Annealing is also an option for extending the service lives of RPVs beyond the
current expiration-of-license (EOL) or for establishing less restrictive plant
operational pressure-temperature (P-T) limits for startup and shutdown.

THERMAL ANNEALING PROCESS

For a given annealing time and temperature, the amount of recovery primarily
depends on the level of the irradiation embrittlement and the chemical
composition of the steel. Server (Ref. 1) has shown that an annealing
temperature 100°F above the RPV irradiation temperature is not high enough to
obtain substantial mechanical property recovery. Therefore, to achieve a
measurable amount of recovery in a relatively short time, a practical minimum
for the annealing temperature would be on the order of at least 150°F above
the RPV irradiation temperature.
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For typical western RPVs with a nominal irradiation temperature of 550°F, this
would imply a minimum annealing temperature of 700°F. A maximum temperature
has not been defined; however, 940°F was agreed upon as the upper limit for
ASME Code Case N-557 (Ref. 2). The 940°F limit was set to limit the potential
for creep and other forms of metallurgical degradation that can result at
elevated temperatures.

Durations of 168 hours have been typical for experimental annealing treatments
that have been conducted in the 700°F — 900°F range. For western RPV steels
and weldments, these treatments can restore the TTs and USEs to more than 90
percent of their initial values. Due to the relative scarcity of data from
annealing treatments in the 700°F — 800°F range, proposed annealing treatments
in the U.S. have been focused to occur in the 800°F — 900°F range.

TECHNICAL CODES AND STANDARDS FOR THERMAL ANNEALING

ASTK Standard E 509

General guidance for in-service annealing is provided in American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E 509-86 (Ref. 3). Specifically, ASTM
Standard E 509-86 prescribes general procedures for conducting an in-service
thermal anneal of an RPV and for demonstrating the effectiveness and degree of
recovery. ASTM Standard E 509-86 also provides direction for a post-annealing
vessel radiation surveillance program. A revision to the ASTM Standard was
recently approved to provide updated guidance in the areas of technical
references and supplemental surveillance programs.

ASNE Code Case N-557 on Thermal Annealing

At the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI meetings in
Chicago in August 1995, the Task Group on Thermal Annealing undertook
development of a Code Case on thermal annealing of reactor vessels on a high
priority basis. The development of the Code Case was requested by the
Consumers Power Company (CPCo, the licensee for the Palisades plant) and
supported by the NRC. The Task Group appointed a special team to write the
Code Case on an expedited basis. The Code Case (designated N-557) was passed
by the ASME main committee on December 1, 1995.

Code Case N-557 addresses annealing conditions (temperature and duration),
temperature monitoring, evaluation of loadings, and non-destructive
examination techniques. Code Case N-557 received final approval by the ASME
Board of Nuclear Codes and Standards (BNCS) on March 19, 1996. The supporting
technical basis document for Code Case N-557 was published as an Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) report in November 1996. (Ref. 2).

NRC ANNEALING RULE AND REGULATORY GUIDE

The thermal annealing rule (10 CFR 50.66) was approved by the Commission and
published in the Federal Register on December 19, 1995. The rule addresses
the critical engineering and metallurgical aspects of thermal annealing. The
regulatory process outlined in the proposed rule consists of several elements:
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• a thermal annealing report (TAR, describing the licensee's plan for
conducting the anneal) to be submitted to the NRC prior to annealing

• requirements for determining the percent recovery of RPV fracture
toughness due to annealing and requirements for determining re-
embrittlement trends occurring during reactor operations after annealing

• confirmation that thermal annealing was performed in accordance with the
TAR submitted in advance by the licensee

• public meetings to be held both before and after the anneal to allow the
NRC to respond to questions from interested parties or individuals

The regulatory guide on thermal annealing (RG 1.162) was processed in parallel
with the rule package and was published on February 15, 1996. NUREG/CR-6327
(Ref. 4), which provides the supporting technical basis for irradiation
embrittlement recovery from thermal annealing, was issued in March 1995. The
work in this report was completed by Eason et. al., and provides the basis for
the computational embrittlement recovery models in RG 1.162.

OVERVIEW OF METALLURGICAL AND ENGINEERING ISSUES

RG 1.162 contains a detailed listing of metallurgical and engineering issues
that need to be addressed for thermal annealing of an RPV. Details regarding
fracture toughness recovery and re-embrittlement trends are covered in Section
3.0 of RG 1.162. Specifically, RG 1.162 presents three acceptable methods for
estimating recovery, 1) use of the vessel surveillance materials, 2) removal
of specimens from the RPV beltline, and 3) a generic computational method.

The RG also provides methods for predicting post-annealing re-embrittlement
trends. The potential for elevated temperature degradation (e.g., creep,
temper embrittlement) of western RPV steels is addressed in a technical basis
document prepared for ASME Code Case N-557. Based on the information that is
available at this time, elevated temperature degradation of material
properties for Western-style reactors is not considered to be an overriding
concern for thermal annealing treatments in the range of 700°F — 900°F. The
potential for creep, in particular, can be minimized by following the
guidelines of ASME Code Case N-557. Specifically, the Code Case specifies an
annealing time of approximately one week (168 hours), so creep should not be
an issue in the specified temperature range (Ref. 2).

Examples of engineering issues that need to be addressed for thermal annealing
include, 1) development of appropriate thermal and structural models for
predicting limiting stress conditions and providing guidance for the placement
and quantity of instrumentation, 2) control of thermal gradients during heatup
and cool down to minimize stresses and deformations in the vessel and attached
piping, 3) adequate instrumentation (for temperature, strains and
displacements) for monitoring the response of the RPV and piping to the
anneal, 4) adequate onsite fire protection and proper adherence to National
fire codes and standards (particularly with regard to gas-fired heating
methods), 5) protection of personnel from radiation hazards, including those
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associated with air-lifting internals within the containment and placement of
instrumentation inside the bio-shield cavity, and 6) protection of other
equipment, components, and structures affected by the annealing (e.g.,
minimizing bio-shield wall temperatures).

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ANNEALING DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

In February 1994, the Department of Energy's (DOE's) Sandia National
Laboratories, and EPRI sponsored an RPV thermal annealing workshop to assemble
international experts and discuss the viability of annealing in the U.S.
Utility representatives attending the workshop clearly stated that there would
be little chance of a thermal anneal in the U.S. until it was demonstrated
that major components (e.g., the RPV, reactor coolant system (RCS), and

concrete biological shield wall—bio-shield) would not be damaged during the
annealing process.

Subsequent to the thermal annealing workshop, the DOE initiated an annealing
prototype demonstration project (ADP) to evaluate the viability of thermal
annealing as an embrittlement management option. In Hay 1995, the DOE awarded
two contracts to evaluate the feasibility of annealing U.S. licensed plants.
These contracts were with two separate consortia to be carried out at two
canceled plant sites, Marble Hill, Indiana and Midland, Michigan. The Marble
Hill contract was awarded to the ASME Center for Research and Technology
Development (CRTD), and the Midland contract was awarded to MPR Associates
(MPR).

The Marble Hill RPV is a Combustion Engineering fabricated 4-loop nozzle
supported design, and the Midland RPV is a Babcock and Wilcox fabricated
2-loop skirt supported design. Both Marble Hill and Midland are uncompleted
commercial nuclear power plants, and were therefore unirradiated.

The NRC staff was represented at meetings of both the Marble Hill and Midland
Steering Committees and Design Reviews. The NRC Office of Research (RES) has
the lead in representing the NRC's interests in the ADPs. RES has prepared a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) regarding NRC participation in the ADPs.
This MOU was signed by NRC and DOE on August 4, 1995.

The first annealing demonstration was performed at the Marble Hill site and
employed an indirect, gas-fired heating method. The Marble Hill annealing
demonstration was completed in July 1996. The RPV was held at 850°F for
168 hours. The heater had five independently controlled zones. Three of the
zones were across the annealing zone, and the top and bottom zones controlled
the thermal gradient. Representatives from RES and the NRC's Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) were observers on-site during the Marble Hill
anneal. NRC had confirmatory instrumentation installed on the RPV.

There were some unanticipated occurrences, but overall the project was
successful in that the anneal was controlled within prescribed limits. In
general, the predicted and measured results agreed. In addition, the
appropriate RPV dimensions were held within required criteria, and there was
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no damage to the RPV, RCS piping, bio-shield or other important components.
(Ref. 5). The Marble Hill annealing demonstration helped to address some of
the engineering issues and concerns that were outlined by industry, and showed
that annealing is a viable option for RPV embrittlement management.

At the beginning of FY 1997, all remaining Marble Hill work (i.e., drafting of
the report) and Midland work was stopped due to funding restrictions.
EPRI agreed to fund the final industry report on the Marble Hill anneal.
The report is expected to be completed by the end of fiscal year (FY) 1997.
Prior to the stoppage, progress had been made on the second demonstration that
was to occur at the Midland site. The Midland demonstration would have
employed an electric resistance heating approach.

NRC ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE PROPOSED PALISADES THERMAL ANNEAL

In the fall of 1994, the Consumers Power Company (CPCo), the licensee for the
Palisades plant, developed chemical composition and mechanical property data
for welds removed from their retired steam generators (Refs. 6 and 7). This
new information changed the best estimate chemistry of the limiting RPV
beltline weld. This information also indicated an increased variability
in chemical composition of the weld when compared to that assumed for the
development of the PTS rule. In combination, this information indicated that
the plant would exceed the PTS screening criteria prior to EOL.

The staff issued a safety evaluation report (SER) regarding the variability of
the Palisades RPV weld properties on April 12, 1995 (Ref. 8). The staff
agreed with the licensee's best-estimate analysis of the chemical composition
of the RPV welds and concluded that continued operation through late 1999 was
acceptable. 10 CFR 50.61 requires submittal of a plant-specific analysis
justifying operation beyond the screening criteria at least 3 years before
exceeding the criteria. In the SER, the staff recognized that submission of
information regarding thermal annealing of the Palisades RPV would obviate the
need for the plant-specific analysis.

In October 1995, CPCo initiated submittal of a report describing the planned
thermal annealing of the Palisades RPV (Ref. 9). CPCo's plan called for the
annealing to be performed using an indirect, gas-fired heating method, which
would heat the reactor vessel beltline region to the 850°F — 900°F temperature
range for approximately 168 hours. The licensee projected that this annealing
treatment should result in recovery of 80 to 90 percent of the fracture
toughness lost as a result of radiation embrittlement.

During the summer outage (May-August, 1995) at Palisades, the licensee
obtained baseline information on the condition of the vessel insulation and
the temperatures of the RPV supports and the cavity between the vessel and the
bio-shield wall.

The final sections of the preliminary thermal annealing report (TAR) were
submitted to the NRC on April 29, 1996 (Ref. 10). These sections completed
CPCo's submittal of the preliminary TAR for the Palisades RPV. At that time,
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the report was being reviewed by the NRC staff. CPCo was planning to rely
heavily on the results of the Marble Hill demonstration anneal (described
previously) for completion and verification of the Palisades submittal.
The licensee projected that the anneal of the Palisades RPV would commence in
May 1998.

However, by letter dated April 4, 1996, CPCo submitted to the NRC a revised
neutron fluence analysis for the Palisades RPV (Ref. 11). The analysis
projected a 25% reduction in neutron fluence at EOL for the RPV. The
reduction consisted of 8% due to physical changes in the plant, 12% due to
bias resulting from comparison of calculated to measured fluence values, and
5% due to spectral adjustments. This analysis would have enabled operation of
the plant well beyond 1999 without annealing if the entire 25% reduction was
approved.

By letter dated December 20, 1996, the staff approved the 8% reduction in
fluence that was based on physical changes in the plant. This 8% reduction
allows plant operation until the year 2003. Expiration-of-license for the
Palisades plant is in 2007. If the construction permit time is claimed, the
license will expire in 2011.

CONCLUSIONS

It is difficult to predict what the status will be regarding thermal annealing
of commercial RPVs in the United States. The commitment to anneal an RPV
involves significant engineering and regulatory analyses and the assignment of
substantial resources. However, the approach can recover a large percentage
of the fracture toughness lost to neutron irradiation, thereby decreasing
constraints on plant operation. This approach could enable plant operation to
EOL for RPVs potentially challenged by the PTS screening criteria, and could
extend operation beyond EOL for others (Ref. 11).

The successful demonstration of the engineering feasibility of annealing
technology and the lessons learned from the DOE Marble Hill ADP will greatly
facilitate future considerations for thermal annealing in the United States.
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CLADDING PROPERTIES CHANGES DURING OPERATION

Milan BRUMOVSKY, Petr NOVOSAD, Miroslav VACEK

ABSTRACT

Austenitic cladding was originally designed as a protection of ferritic/bainitic
base materials of reactor pressure vessels against corrosion. Nevertheless, its
existence must be taken into account into reactor pressure vessel integrity evaluation
from several reasons :

cladding has different thermal properties with respect to base metal which
affect temperature fields in a vessel,
cladding has different mechanical and thermal-mechanical properties
comparing with base metal which affect stress field in a vessel,
austenitic cladding has different fracture mechanics properties than base metal,
but they are also changing during operation due to radiation damage.

Austenitic cladding from WER-440 reactor pressure vessels has been studied
within an extended surveillance programme and some interesting results have been
obtained.

Austenitic cladding made from Nb-stabilized 18/10 type is characterized by
some 6-ferrite content in its initial state which results in slight transition behaviour of
fracture properties. These properties are changing after irradiation - fracture
toughness is decreasing as well as tensile properties are increasing. This second
trend was also supported by measurements realized during in-service inspections of
inner vessel wall using instrumented indentation testing method.

Knowledge of austenitic properties, mainly of its fracture mechanics
parameters, is also necessary for a proper evaluation of reactor pressure vessel
behaviour during PTS regimes.
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INTRODUCTION

Austenitic cladding has been originally designed as a protection of

ferritic/bainitic base materials of reactor pressure vessels (RPV) against corrosion.

Mostly, in accordance with existing codes, it is not taken into account during RPV

integrity assessment, especially in evaluation of its resistance against non-ductile

failure.

Nevertheless, its existence must be taken into account into reactor pressure

vessel integrity evaluation from several reasons :

cladding has different thermal properties with respect to base metal which

affect temperature fields in a vessel,

cladding has different mechanical and thermal-mechanical properties

comparing with base metal which affect stress field in a vessel,

austenitic cladding has different fracture mechanics properties than base metal,

but these are also changing during operation due to radiation damage.

While first two specifics are taken into account in temperature-stress field

calculations of RPV, the last one is usually, in accordance with existing codes, not

included into calculations, mainly because it is supposed, that:

cladding has a relatively good toughness, at least in its initial conditions,

cladding does not change its mechanical properties drastically, as neutron

fluence in RPV are relatively small to create a substantial damage in a material

of austenitic type.

At the same time, knowledge of austenitic properties, mainly of its fracture

mechanics parameters, is also necessary for a proper evaluation of reactor pressure

vessel behaviour during PTS regimes.

Unfortunately, the aforementioned assumptions were not supported by some

experiments and even by testing of cladding materials during their acceptance tests

and proper assessment of the behaviour or RPV under PTS regimes cannot be
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properly performed.

Thus, radiation damage in cladding in RPV of WER-440 type reactors has been

studied and some interested results obtained.

1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

RPV of WER-440 type reactors are cladded by austenitic stainless materials

using automatic submerged welding methods with strips of 60 mm wide. Total

thickness of cladding is prescribed as 8+2.., mm and is created by two layers :

outer layer by material Sv 08Kh19N10G2B of 19Cr-1 ONi type, stabilized by Nb,

inner layer by material Sv 07Kh25N13 of 25Cr-13Ni type, non-stabilized,

and base metal is 15Kh2MFA steel of Cr-Mo-V type. Inner layer of the cladding is

welded with a pre-heating, while the second layer does not need it any more. RPV

rings and then the whole RPVs are heat treated by stress relieving regime at 650 °C.

Acceptance tests of cladding materials contain also tensile as well as notch

toughness tests of both layer materials in the state after heat treatment. Requirements

for results at room temperature testing are given as :

Material

Sv08Kh19N10G2B

SvO7Kh25N13

Rp0.2

[MPa]

min.

343

min.

284

Rm

[MPa]

min.

539

min.

422

A5

[%]

min.

20.0

min.

18.0

Z

[%]

min.

30.0

min.

25.0

KC2

[J.cnr2]

min.

20.0

min.

29.0

RPVs of WER-440 reactors are operated with inlet water temperature of 270

°C, but their end-of-life fluence is very high : fluence in inner RPV fluence will reach
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values of about 2.5 x 1024 n.m"2 (with neutron energies larger than 0.5 MeV) in case

of V-213 type and about 1.5 x 1024 n.m"2 (with neutron energies larger than 0.5 MeV)

in case of the older V-230 type. The ratio between neutron fluxes with neutron

energies larger than 1 MeV and 0.5 MeV is equal to about 0.6.

Experimental programme was designed in such a way to obtain first necessary

and at least informative results not only about radiation induced changes in cladding

material but also about the effect of a post-irradiation annealing.

Two types of specimens were cut off from welding coupons of cladding

materials :

Charpy V-notch type specimens for determination of temperature

dependencies of notch toughness, KCV = f (T),

round compact tension RCT 12.5 mm type specimens for determination of

temperature dependencies of static fracture toughness, K^ = f (T).

Orientation of both type of specimens was parallel with a RPV surface with

notches/cracks also perpendicular to surface and fracture surfaces perpendicular to

welding direction and to RPV surface. Notch/crack tip was oriented fully within the

outer layer of the cladding.

Irradiation was realized in capsules of a standard surveillance programme type

in empty irradiation positions inside RPV of WER-440/V-213 type, i.e. in similar

irradiation conditions as RPV itself. The only difference was in a higher lead factor

which reaches value of about 12. Irradiation was performed for one year of operation,

thus total neutron fluence was equal to 5.6 1023 n.m'2 (with neutron energies larger

than 0.5 MeV) only. This fluence was very close to a neutron fluence of RPV after 10

years of operation. Part of irradiated specimens were annealed with a regime of

475°C/168 h and then tested.

Changes in tensile properties of real claddings were tested directly in RPV

before and after thermal annealing. Instrumented hardness method was applied which

allows to determine the following properties : yield strength, ultimate tensile strength
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and uniform elongation. This measurement was included as a part of in-service NDT

inspection of RPV, performed before as well as after annealing. Properties of cladding

in axial direction were determined, thus some dependence of property changes on

neutron fiuence can be found. Moreover, a recovery effect of annealing can be also

fixed.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results from Charpy notch toughness testing are shown in Fig.1. Several

important features can be found :

austenitic stainless material of cladding is characterized by a brittle-to-ductile

transition behaviour, which is probably caused by a content of 6-ferrite

(between 5 and 8 %),

notch toughness values are relatively low comparing with austenitic steels of

the same grade which can be caused by its columnar microstructure created

by a welding,

radiation embrittlement results is a small shift of temperature dependence to

higher tempertatures but probably it is not larger than 50 °C.

Similar picture can be also seen in Figure 2 where results from static fracture

toughness are summarized. Very slight transition behaviour over a very wide

temperarature range in both conditions (unirradiated and irradiated) is typical for

austenitic materials and an effect of 5-ferrite is substantially lower. This difference

can be explained by a fact that austenitic materials are less sensitive to testing rate.

At the same time, some decrease of the curve due to irradiation is seen. As this

fiuence is equal only to about 1/4 of end-of-life fiuence, further embrittlement of

cladding can be foreseen.

Tensile properties of cladding were also measured using instrumented

hardness method on the inner RPV surface in irradiated as well as irradiated and

annealed conditions. Typical results are shown in Figure 3. The largest radiation

hardening, characterized by an increase in yield strength, were achieved in RPV part
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adjacent to reactor active core. Hardening values have a typical cosinus form similar

to neutron fluence distribution in vessel axial direction. Thermal annealing was

designed in such a way to anneal preferably welding joint No.0.1.4 in the lower part

of active core, but due to the distribution of temperatures in axial direction, also other

part of RPV were annealed and recovered too. Results from Figure 3 ahow to an

increase of cladding yield strength equal to about 100 MPa for a maximum neutron

fluence - 5.6 1023 n.m'2 (with neutron energies larger than 0.5 MeV). On the other

side, annealing practically fully restores yield strength of cladding to its initial values.

DISCUSSION

Results from irradiation studies of cladding materials in RPV of WER-440 type

reactors shows to the fact that cladding materials (at least the outer layer) are also

embrittled due to irradiation even though they are of austenitic type.

Analysing static and dynamic results, an effect of 6-ferrite is pronounced; its

effect is stronger for dynamic than for static tests. Nevertheless, cladding initial

properties are lower than of forged austenitic steels; and in some temperature region

they can be even lower than nof RPV ferritic material.

This study was concentrated only on outer layer of cladding - there is yet no

information about property changes of inner layer of cladding as well as of heat-

affected-zone under cladding in RPV base materials. Moreover, no RPV surveillance

specimens programme contains any specimens from austenitic cladding due to the

principal assumptions of the positive role and ductile behaviour of the cladding.

Thus, principal assumption about high ductility/toughness of austenitic cladding

should have to be substantially changed and necessary steps to be taken. Such a

implication is important for procedures of RPV integrity assessment where underclad

postulated cracks are taken into calculations - e.g. in France or for some WER RPVs

based on a new IAEA PTS Guide.
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CONCLUSIONS

Experimental study of radiation damage of austenitic cladding from WER-440

RPVs showed to some important results:

austenitic cladding does not possess with a high toughness even in

unirradiated conditions,

further hardening/embrittlement was found due to radiation damage to a

fluence equal to about 1/4 of end-of-life fluence,

these effects are probably caused by 6-ferrite content and columnar structure

of cladding,

instrumented hardness method is a very useful method for direct determination

of changes in outer cladding tensile properties in real RPVs, as no surveillance

programme contains specimens from cladding,

further study of radiation induced changes in cladding up to end-of-life

fiuences and also for inner layer as well for heat-affected-zone of base RPV

material are required,

this study is important for RPVs, which integrity assessment is based, or

allowed, on postulated defects of underclad crack types,

experimental programme for more detailed determination of cladding (outer as

well as inner layer) property changes due to irradiation was prepared is now

under final evaluation,

materials from outer, inner as well as heat-affected zone in ferrite RPV steel

were inserted into the Supplementary surveillance programme of NPP

Dukovany reactor pressure vessels - property changes up to a design EOL

fluence as well as re-irradiation rate after their annealing will be determined.
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Abstract

The thermal ageing is a slow diffusion process, especially at the temperature of
reactor operation. The thermal ageing affects the forging surface and the middle zone
differently. The WWER surveillance specimens are located at accelerated irradiation
positions. Because of this fact the thermal ageing effect can be only measured on the
specimens irradiated at least 4 years long. The paper discusses the factors affecting
the real reactor wall embrittlement.

Keywords: Irradiation embrittlement, Cladding; Fracture toughness, Thermal
ageing; PTS assessment.

1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanical properties of the reactor wall are not homogeneous. The welded

cladding is situated at the inner surface of the wall. Below the cladding the forged ring
properties are changing in the function of the direction and in the function of the
thickness.

During service the different ageing mechanisms also cause different property
changes in the function of the location. Summing up the original properties of the wall
material and the irradiation caused by embrittlement and thermal ageing realistic
estimates of the mechanical properties distribution can be elaborated. Using these
property distribution functions for deterministic PTS analysis reduces the
overconservatism of the assessments, that is the calculated lifetime will be realistic and
much longer than the results calculated by using transition temperature measured at lA
wall thickness after ageing. This paper introduces the method and shows some of the
results obtained on 15H2MFA material.

2. AGEING OF THE CLADDING

The cladding of the WWER-440 reactors was produced with strip electrode
submerged arc welding. The cladding is welded in three layers. The first layer is
slightly overalloyed to get austenitic structure after mixing with the base material. The
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different chemical compositions of the strip electrodes are given in Table 1. and the
standard mechanical properties are given in Table 2.

Table 1. The chemical composition of the electrodes used for cladding of WWER-440 reactor
vessels.

Electrode

SZv08H19N10G2B

SZvO8H25N13

C
[%]

0.1

0.09

Mn
[%]

1.5

1.5

Si
[%]

1.0

1.2

* max

[%]

0.03

0.03

[%]

0.02

0.02

Cr
[%]

18.0

24.0

Ni
[%]

10.0

13.0

Nb
[%]

0.9

-

COmax

[%]

0.05

0.05

Table 2. The standard mechanical properties of the welded cladding

Material

SZv08H19N10G2B

SZv08H25N13

Rpo.2

[MPa]

343

284

Rn,
[MPa]

539

422

A5

[•/.]

20

18

Z
[•/.]

30

25

KCU

m
20

29

Very little information is available on the ageing behaviour of the cladding materials.
In case of thin claddings (2-3 mm-s) the effect of the properties of the cladding on the
structural integrity assessment may be negligible. In case of thick (9 mm) cladding the
cladding properties must be considered during PTS assessment. If any was crack
initiated and started to propagate through the cladding it must be arrested in the base
material. Considering the high thermal stresses at the transition zone an 9-10 mm deep
propagating crack can be dangerous during a PTS event. In order to obtain better
knowledge of the mechanical properties of the cladding some tests have been
performed on original and differently aged clad material.

150

125-

o Ai> received
* Irradiated
• Thermal a

-100 -50 50 100 150 200 250 300

Temperature [°C]

Fig. 1. Comparison of the measured impact energy values in the function of temperature
a.) as received
b.) after 2000 hours of thermal ageing at 350 °C.(equal to 80 000 operational hours.)
c.) after 2*1019 n/cm2 E>0.5 MeV irradiation
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One set of specimens was thermally aged at 350 C for 2000 hours (this accelerated
laboratory ageing is modelling about 80-100 000 service hours).

To study the effect of radiation embrittlement on the properties of the cladding
another set of specimens has been irradiated in the Budapest Research Reactor with a
fluence of 2*1019 n/cm2 E>0.5 MeV.

After an irradiation tensile test on round and notched bars and impact testing was
performed.

Fig.l. summarises the effects of the irradiation and thermal ageing on the tested
cladding material. The transition temperature is practically not changed by irradiation
and thermal ageing, but the Charpy upper shelf energy is seriously reduced by the
irradiation. Considering that the irradiation fluence during this test was only 2*1019

n/cm2 (practically 1/10 of the EOL fluence of a WWER reactor) it can be supposed
that at higher irradiation fluence the transition temperature will be markedly shifted up.
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Fig.2. True-stress true strain curves obtained on irradiated notched tensile bars, a* is the notch
factor. Irradiation 2*1019 n/cm2 [E>0.5 MeV]

The tensile results give a somewhat more optimistic picture. (Fig.2.). The specimens
show high tensile values, but no notch effect. This is typical behaviour of stainless
steels, and proves that the material is tough against crack initiation even in irradiated or
thermally aged condition. Due to the low irradiation fluence further tests are planned to
study the EOL properties of the WWER 440 cladding.

The thermal ageing does not affect the results. The high yield and tensile values of
the cladding show that during normal start and shut down the thermal stresses caused
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by the different thermal expansion coefficients the base material yields more easily than
the cladding. Consequently the probability of the appearance of underclad cracks
caused by low cycle fatigue is higher than that of crack initiation in the cladding.

3. THE EFFECTS OF THICKNESS
Studies of the thick forging and plates used for the nuclear industry have shown

that the material properties, specially the transition temperature measured by Charpy V
impact testing (TTKV) shows variation in the function of the thickness. Several good
examples were presented during the International Atomic Energy Agency Co-
ordinated Research Program (IAEA CRP) on "Optimising of Reactor Pressure Vessel
Surveillance Programs and their Analyses" phase III. (generally called CRP-3)
program. German researchers have shown the property change in the JRQ (IAEA
reference) steel [1]. In the program database the specimen location was characterised
by the distance from the nearest original surface and called "depth" [2]. Fig. 3. shows
the TTKV temperature distribution in JRQ material using the CRP-3 program data.
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Fig. 3. TTKV temperature distribution in JRQ material as received

4. THERMAL AGEING EFFECTS
It is widely discussed whether thermal ageing exists at the operational

temperature of the nuclear units or not. In the literature different results can be found
about the effect of low-temperature ageing. Some results show that there is no thermal
ageing effect below 400 °C. Others expect the effect to manifest itself even at such a
low temperature as 250 °C. To separate the low temperature thermal embrittlement
from the scatter of the measurements a large database is also needed.

As an example of a thermal ageing study on 15H2MFA steel is introduced. The
purpose of the study was to understand the low-temperature thermal ageing, and to
check whether thermal ageing occurs at the operating temperature of the reactor. The
normal operating temperature for reactor walls is 270-300 °C. To simulate 80 000
hours of ageing at 270 °C we used accelerated ageing at 350 °C, and the calculated
ageing time was 2000 hours. The ageing process was paused at weekends due to safety
reasons. The number of the cooling down and heating up are near to the stoppage
numbers of nuclear units after 10 years (80 000 hours) of service. This fact renders the
test conditions even more realistic.

\
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Transition temperature change was measured in the function of the material
thickness (depth) on the steel in as received condition. The measurements were also
repeated on aged and irradiated samples cut from the same block.

Tangent hyperbolic fitting was applied to calculate the NDT (Nil-Ductility-
Temperature) values and 68 Joule energy criterion as well as 0.9 mm lateral expansion
criterion were used. During the tangent hyperbolic fitting artificial points were used at
-200 °C. The tests have been evaluated in the function of thickness. Fig. 4-5 shows the
fitted tangent hyperbolic curves in the different layers of the 15H2MFA steel in aged
and as received condition. Fig. 6. shows that the NDT temperature increased only
slightly in the middle section of the forging, but considerable thermal ageing could be
observed in the near surface layers.
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At the same time the near surface layer of the material has higher toughness even
in aged condition than the middle zone. This gives a considerable reserve at evaluation
of stability of near surface cracks, like cladding cracks, or underclad short cracks
which are typical in certain generation of the RPV-s.

5. DISTRIBUTION OF IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT
The irradiation embrittlement can be characterised by the following power law:

AT=A f*0 ! /3

where Af is the material sensitivity factor and 0 is the fluence given in 1019 n/cm2

units.

Calculations have shown that in the case of a WWER-440 reactor the flux rate is
about 5 times higher at the inner surface than at the outer one. It means that the
embrittlement of the wall changes with the thickness as it is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig.7 The transition temperature increase caused by irradiation in the function of the wall
thickness. (Fluence at the inner wall is 2*1020 n/cm2)
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6. SUM OF THE AGEING EFFECTS
The transition temperature in the function of the wall thickness of the thermally

aged 15H2MFA steel (Fig.6) has been summed with the function characterising the
radiation embrittlement (Fig.7.)- Finally the clad properties have been included into the
figure. The result is shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8. Realistic transition temperature distribution in the function of the wall thickness. This
example is calculated from the data obtained on laboratory aged 15H2MFA steel (2000 hours 350 C)
and irradiation data obtained on NPP surveillance specimens (2*1019 n/cm2 E>0,5 MeV).

7. CONCLUSIONS
Realistic transition temperature distribution in the function of wall thickness can

be calculated by summing the transition temperature function measured on thermally
aged wall material and the function characterising the irradiation effect in the function
of the wall thickness. Due to the good surface properties of the forging the max.
transition temperature of the material is considerably less than using only one value
measured at 1/4 wall thickness. Application of the realistic embrittlement function
increases the lifetime calculated at PTS assessment.
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ABSTRACT
A joint Russian/German irradiation experiment was performed at the pressurised
water reactor W E R 2 of the Rheinsberg NPP (Germany). The experiment com-
prises about 800 Charpy V-notch, SENB and CT specimens made from 24 different
heats of Russian type RPV base and weld metals.
Comprehensive calculations of the neutron fluence were carried out. A multigroup
Monte Carlo method allows the calculation of the neutron fluence of each specimen
or of different points within a large specimen under consideration of the details of
the geometric arrangement. As the calculations shown the neutron fluence consider-
ably varies over the cross section of an irradiation rig. Therefore, influence of the
flux gradients on testing of Charpy V-notch and CT-specimens is evaluated.
Methods taking into account a fluence correction of the measured absorbed ener-
gies are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction

Simply designed irradiation experiments often have large gradients of the neutron
flux. Therefore, the results obtained on this way are uncertain and scatter strongly.
The exact determination of the neutron fluence of each specimen allows even in
such case to gain reliable values.
As an example of this kind an irradiation experiment at the Rheinsberg NPP is rep-
resented. This irradiation experiment was performed as a joint German/Russian pro-
gramme. It comprises 9 irradiation rigs with about 800 specimens made from 24
different heats of Russian type RPV base and weld metals. The different irradiation
rigs were loaded for one reactor cycle each in the period of time from 1984 to 1988.
W E R 2 of the Rheinsberg NPP was chosen as irradiation facility because the large
section of the high flux channel enables to irradiate large and numerous specimens.
Furthermore, the irradiation conditions are comparable with the WER 440 condi-
tions regarding neutron flux, neutron spectrum and irradiation temperature. The pro-
gramme aims at the evaluation of neutron embrittlement in dependence on the con-
tent of alloying elements and impurities. Furthermore the influence of the metallurgi-
cal treatment should be investigated.

2. Materials and Specimens

A survey of the different reactor pressure vessel base and weld metals is given in
Table 1. Charpy V-notch, SENB and different sizes of CT specimens were irradi-
ated.
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3. Irradiation

The specimens were irradiated in the high flux positions of Rheinsberg W E R 2
reactor during one operation cycle. The W E R 2 is a prototype pressurized water
reactor with 70 MW electric power and a temperature of inlet cooling water of
250°C. The WER 2 was shut down on 1s t June 1990.
Fig. 1 shows the irradiation positions within the W E R 2 core. There are surveillance
channels and large high flux channels with an inner diameter of 98 mm. In the high
flux positions the flux rate and gamma heating are much higher than in surveillance
positions. It is, however, assumed that the cooling rate is higher in the high flux
channels than in surveillance channels as the high flux channels have inlets with
larger diameter in the bottom. In order to ensure an intense cooling the specimens
were covered with an electroplated nickel layer and placed in the open irradiation
rigs and, thus, in direct contact with the coolant. The specimens were irradiated by a
medium flux rate of about 10.3-1012 n cm"2 s"1 (E>1MeV) with a PWR typical neutron
spectra. Fig. 2 shows a diagrammatic presentation of an irradiation rig in a high flux
channel.
The irradiation positions of the Charpy V-notch, SENB and CT specimens are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The Charpy V-notch specimens were uprightly positioned
within baskets. Fig. 3 shows the location of the Charpy V-notch specimens within a
basket. There were several baskets within an irradiation rig. The 1T-CT specimens
lay perpendicular to the channel axis with their thickness direction whereas the X-
CT and 0.5T-CT specimens were oriented parallel (Fig. 4).

4. Fluence Calculations

The fast neutron flux and fluence were calculated for each specimen or for different
points within a large specimen in all irradiation rigs using the 3-dimensional Monte
Carlo code TRAMO. With the help of this code all geometrical details can be taken
into account. Furthermore, different neutron cross section data and different num-
bers of energy groups can be used. The calculation procedure is described in more
detail in / 1 / . The code is completed by a calculation of effective weights in the frame
of the Weight Window Method also performed by Monte Carlo to decrease the sta-
tistical errors. Additionally, a spectrum adjustment programme corrects the calcula-
tion using measuring results of the neutron dosimetry.
Fig. 5 shows the typical mean axial fluence gradient of in an irradiation rig. The axial
fluence gradient depends on the specimen type and is about the factor 1.7 for
Charpy V-notch, 1.5 for XT-CT and 1.3 for 1T-CT specimens over the length of the
irradiation rig. The radial fluence gradient in different heights of a high flux channel
is shown in Fig. 6. There is a gradient up to a factor of about 5 over the whole
cross-section. This radial fluence gradient leads to different fluencies of the Charpy
V-notch specimens positioned in a basket (Fig. 3). The fluencies of different Charpy
V-notch specimens irradiated at one and the same vertical level can be varying up
to the factor of about 2.7. The fluence distribution within a 1T-CT specimen is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. There is a fluence gradient of about the factor 2.7 over the length
(63.5 mm) and about 1.5 over the ligament (25.4 mm) of the 1T-CT specimen. Addi-
tionally, a small gradient in azimuthal direction is obvious as the weak slope of the
diagonal lines show in Fig. 7.
The differences in the spectra indicees are not higher than 5% over the cross sec-
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tion of the high flux channel.

S. Evaluation of the Test Results

It is feared that the irradiation experiment becomes inappropriate to provide useful
information due to the large radial fluence gradients. To meet this need additional
effort must be devoted to the design and to the evaluation of the mechanical testing.
The low-alloyd W E R type RPV steels collected in Table 1 have a ductile to brittle
transition temperature (DBTT) which can be evaluated from Charpy V or fracture
mechanical tests. Charpy V transition curves are hyperbolic tangent fits of the ex-
perimental values according to

T-Tn
AV=A+B tanh ( -) (1)

where A,, is the absorbed impact energy, T is the test temperature and A, B, To and
C are coefficients to be determined in the fitting procedure. The sum of the coeffi-
cients A and B is equal to the upper shelf impact energy (USE) and the difference of
A and B is equal to the lower shelf impact energy (LSE). To is the mid transition
temperature and C is the slope of the Charpy V transition curve.
Different formulas predicting the Charpy V transition temperature shift due to neu-
tron irradiation have been developed in the last years 121. For W E R 440 material
and irradiation conditions, the following formula is given /2;3/:

AT - AF V * (2)

where AT is the transition temperature shift, cj) the fluence in 1016 n/cm2 (E>0.5 MeV)
an Ap a coefficient depending on the content of residual elements. For welds of
WER 440 type A? is given /3/:

AF = 800 (0.07Cu + P) (3)

This prediction formula with the irradiation coefficient Ap given in Eq. 3 also provide
a good prediction for the embrittlement of RPV base and weld metal differing from
Russian WER type 121.
The coefficients A, B, C and To of the hyperbolic tangent fit (Eq. 1) are influenced by
the fast neutron fluence and the irradiation coefficient Ap of the material. The fast
neutron fluence increases the DBTT (coefficient To) and decreases both the USE
(coefficient A+B) and the slope of the Charpy V transition curve (coefficient C).
The irradiation coefficients Ap calculated with Eq. 3 of the W E R materials investi-
gated (Table 1) variy between 8.6 and 37.5. Thus, depending on the coefficient Ap
the expected increase of the DBTT calculated with Eq. 2 is between 33 and 138 K
for a medium fluence of 5-1019 n cm"2. The scatter expected for a fluence gradient up
to a factor of 2.7 between Charpy V-notch specimens in one basket varies between
about ±6 K (Ap=8.6) and ±26 K (Ap=37.5). This scattering range can only be accep-
ted for material with a low irradiation coefficient Ap. But the Charpy-V notch speci-
mens of one series were placed in different baskets with comparable fluencies in
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axial direction and arranged neither in a position near or away from the core within
the basket (Fig. 3). Thus, the factor of the maximum fluence gradient within one
series is reduced on about 1.5. Hence, for a tolerable scatter of ±5 K the fluence
gradient within one series of Charpy V-notch specimens can be ignored for RPV
materials with an irradiation coefficient up to 20.
For RPV material with higher irradiation coefficients the scatter caused from diffe-
rent fluencies has a significant influence on the measured impact energies and con-
sequently on the evaluated ductile to brittle transition temperature of the test series.
In this case the measured impact energies should be corrected regarding the flu-
ence. The values of the fluence of individual specimens are taken into account in
the analysis.
Suitable approximations for a fluence correction are:
- USE no function of the fluence (there is no established formula for correcting the

upper shelf energy)
- LSE = 0
- C(({>)= constant.
Under these assumptions Eq. 1 can be transformed in Eq. 4

v (v$) ^ F <1 + tanh

where

= T0{unirr.) + AT(/rr.) = T0{unirr.) + AF ^ (5)

The following example demonstrates the procedure to correct the values the of im-
pact energy to a medium fluence (Fig. 8):
1. Specimens with fluencies close by the mean fluence should be tested in the tran-

sition region expected for the mean fluence. In this case the influence on the
coefficient C is minimized.

2. Specimens with the greatest difference from the mean fluence should be tested
in the lower and upper shelf region at temperatures far away from the transition
region as the influence of the fluence on the upper shelf energy is not so great
than on the ductile to brittle transition temperature.

3. Calculation of the Charpy V transition curve for a mean fluence of the test series
with the measured impact energy and determination of the irradiation coefficient
Ap according to Eq. 2.

4. Calculation of Charpy V transition curves for each specimen with modified To

coefficients. The coefficient To is calculated with Eq. 5 using the known fluence of
the specimen and the known Ap.

5. Correction of the impact energy to a value that corresponds to the difference in
the impact energy between the hypothetical Charpy V transition curve of the spe-
cimen and the fitted curve of the mean fluence.

6. This correction procedure will be performed for all specimens which do not have
the mean fluence.

7. Calculation of a new hyperbolic tangent fit according to Eq. 1 with the values of
the corrected impact energy.

The application of the described test and correction procedure will minimize the
influence of differences of the fluence between the irradiated Charpy V-notch speci-
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mens within one test series.
For CT specimens the fluence gradient is not significant if it is considered that the
specimens are applied for tests up to cleavage crack initiation or for fracture
resistance (JR) curve testing up to a small crack extension. In this case the
measured fracture mechanical value will be related to the fluence at the position of
the initial crack tip.

6. Summary and Conclusions

The paper introduces a joint German/Russian irradiation experiment. The
experiment was carried out in the power reactor VVER 2 of Rheinsberg NPP. The
fast neutron fluence of each irradiated specimen was determined using multigroup
neutron transport calculations based on the Monte Carlo Method. The calculations
have shown differences of the radial fluence distribution up to a factor of about 3.
This radial fluence gradient influences the transition temperature shift caused by the
irradiation. The knowledge of the fast neutron fluence of the specimen makes it
possible to correct the test results and to optimize the tests temperatures applied in
the Charpy V impact tests.
The following preliminary conclusions concerning the assessment of the irradiation
experiment can be drawn:

The evaluation of the Charpy V impact test with a mean fluence for each
irradiation rig can only accepted for material with low susceptibility against
neutron embrittlement.
The proposed test and correction procedure can be applied to reduce the
scatter of the measured Charpy V impact energies caused from different
fluencies within one test series.
For CT specimens the estimated fluence gradient is not so relevant taking
into account the small range, in wich the material is loaded.
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Table 1 Irradiated W E R RPV material

Material

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2MFA

10KhMFT

1OKhMFT

1OKhMFT

1OKhMFT

1OKhMFTU

1OKhMFTU

1OKhMFT

1OKhMFTU

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2MFA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFAA

1OKhNMAA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFAA

15Kh2NMFA

No. heat
experiment

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

D8

R6

R7

R8

R9

R1O

R12

D25

R13

R14

R15

R16

R17

R18

R19

R20

R21

R22

R23

No. heat
Russia

103405

106649

109868

No. 27, 693574.2

No. 28, 33559

No. 29, 693574.2

No. 3,273-1975.2

No. 25, 273-19

No. 63, 2296522

No.112, 3552920

109534

YLM.par

KZY-5, 444807

YU-1.fl, 435593

Znit etalon

YU-1

KZY-6

KZY-6

KZY-6

chem. Cc
[wt

Cu

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.05

0.12

0.20

0.08

0.04

0.14

0.076

0.17

0.11

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.07

0.13

0.05

0.04

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.08

imposition
%]
P

0.011

0.014

0.024

0.012

0.023

0.027

0.012

0.012

0.037

0.007

0.014

0.017

0.010

0.014

0.009

0.012

0.013

0.010

0.008

0.008

0.009

0.009

0.007

Period- and
channel No.

84/85 - T2
85/86 - T1

84/85 - T2

84/85 - T2
87/88 - T1

84/85 -T1

84/85 - T1

84/85 - T1

85/86 -T2

84/85 - T1

85/86 - T2

87/88 - T2

87/88 - T2

87/88 - T1

87/88 - T4

87/88 - T3

87/88 - T3

85/86 - T1

85/86 - T3

85/86 - T3

85/86-T3

85/86 - T1

87/88 - T1

87/88 - T3

87/88- T2

87/88 - T3

T: number of the high flux channel
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Figures

urveillance

b
high flux channel

Fig. 1 Cross section segment of the WER 2 core with the irradiation positions

Fig: 2 Diagrammatic presentation of the arrangement of specimens in an irradiation
rig
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Fig. 3 Example of the arrangement of Charpy V-notch specimens within a basket of
the irradiation rig (the number within the square is the fast neutron fluence in
1019 n cm"2 (E>1MeV) of the position)

1T-CT

XT-CT

core center

Fig. 4 Arrangement of CT specimens in the irradiation rig
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Fig. 6 Example of the radial fluence gradient over the horizontal cross-section in
different heights of a high flux channel
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Fig. 7 Relative fluence distribution within a 1T-CT specimen irradiated in a high flux
channel with lines of constant fluence, number: relative value of fluence
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the correction of measured Charpy V impact
energies of specimens irradiated up to different fast neutron fluencies
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ABSTRACT

Irradiation hardening and embrittlement characteristics of Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld are

compared with the surveillance data base for Linde 80 weld metals. Results of fracture

mechanics test and evaluation, which were performed in relation to the low upper-shelf

toughness issue of Linde 80 weld, are also summarized for the comparison with those

of other reactors containing Linde 80 weld. As in the case of other Linde 80

weldments, most of its neutron irradiation hardening and embrittlement, i.e., an increase

in the yield strength and RTNDT and a decrease in the upper shelf energy in Charpy

test, were observed in the early core cycles of reactor operation and, thereafter, the

progress of hardening and embrittlement during the continuing operation appeared

rather negligible. Kori unit-1 weld appeared to show relatively lower hardening but

higher embrittlement behavior in 30 ft.lb transition temperature shift as compared to the

other 44 Linde 80 weld surveillance data. However, the weld show little difference

within the general trend of data base for Linde 80 weld. Results of fracture mechanics

testing and evaluation show that the fracture toughness of Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld

are predicted to be either equal or better than those of other Linde 80 weld found in

open literatures at least during the design life of the reactor.

•Keywords: Linde 80 weld, Irradiation Hardening, Irradiation Embrittlement, Low-upper

shelf toughness

1. Introduction

It is well known that Linde 80 weld metals of high copper contents show a

relatively high decrease in Charpy upper shelf energy(USE) and a high increase in

ductile to brittle transition temperature(DBTT) or Nil Ductility Transition Reference

Temperature(RTNDr) under reactor operation environment [1][2], It is also well known
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that the copper in the welds does not come from the Linde 80 flux but from the

copper that is used to coat the filler wire for protection against oxidation of filler wire

during storage. The Kori unit-1 reactor pressure vessel circumferential beltline

weldments were made using Linde 80 flux in the early ninteen-seventies. The results of

four credible RPV surveillance tests showed relatively higher embrittlement in the early

stage of operation and a tendency for saturation thereafter as the other Linde 80

weldment at relatively high doses. Fracture mechanics testings and evaluation on the

weld which have been conducted in relation to low-upper shelf toughness issue of

Linde 80 weld also have shown that the fracture toughness of the weld are equal or

better than those of other Linde 80 welds even its relatively low initial USE. These

behaviors in embrittlement can be understood in term of the available copper contents

for precipitation during operation [3].

In this presentation, the irradiation hardening and embrittlement characteristics of

Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld are summarized and compared with other welds based on

the available surveillance data and fracture mechanics testing and evaluation results.

Embrittlement saturation behavior of the weld is highly emphasized.

2. Description of Kori unit-1 Surveillance Program on Linde 80 weld

A pressure vessel steel surveillance program which contains specimens and

preirradiation test results on Linde 80 weld, HAZ, and base metal(forging) has been

prepared according to prodedures outlined in ASTM E 185-73. Six capsules have been

prepared for the program. For weld metal, 12 Charpy, 3 tensile and 3

WOL(Wedge-Opening-Loading) specimes are contained in a capsule. In addition to the

test specimens, the capsules contain dosimeters to measure integrated flux at specific

neutron energy levels. The dosimeters consist of five wires, each made of one of the

following materials: pure copper, iron, nickel, aluminum- 0.15% cobalt and

cadmium-shielded aluminum-0.15% cobalt. The dosimeters also comprise neptunium-237

as NpO2 and uranium-238 as ikO*. Thermal monitors of low-melting point eutectic

alloys are also employed to accurately define the maximum temperature attained by the

'specimens during irradiation. Informations on hardening and embrittlement of Linde 80

weld due to irradiation were obtained from the results of tensile and Charpy impact

testings for unirradiated and irradiated specimens. WOL specimens were modified

before test to facilitate elastic-plastic fracture mechanic testing without arm-bending

during test. Chemical composition and heat treatment condition of the weld are shown

in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the location of the Linde 80 weld in Kori unit-1 RPV.

Detailed informations on the Kori unit-1 RPV surveillance program are contained in

Ref. [4].
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Irradiation Hardening and Embrittlement

Table 2. summarizes the results of tesile test on unirradiated and irradiated specimens

with the informations on irrespective test temperature and fluence of Kori unit-1 weld

metal. It is seen that testing temperatures are not consistent due to the requirement on

tensile testing temperatures in Kori unit-1 surveillance program. The program requires

that each of the irradiated materials should be tested at test temperatures consistent

with test temperatures of the WOL specimens*. Fig. 2 shows the dose dependence of

the change of ultimate tensile strength(UTS) and yield strength(YS) of Kori unit-1 weld

together with B&W data(0.28 wt% Cu) and HSST-63W data(0.29 wt% Cu). Fig. 3

summarizes the dose dependence of ARTNDT for Linde 80 weld including Kori unit-1

and other 8 different reactors. Both Figs. 2 and 3 show that most of hardening and

embrittlement of Kori unit-1 and other Linde 80 welds occur in the early core cycles

of reactor operation and thereafter the progress in hardening and embrittlement appears

to be rather negligible after the dose of about lxl019n/cm2. These implications of

saturation in hardening and embrittlement can be further confirmed by Fig. 4, which

summarizes the dose dependence of USE. These embrittlement saturation behaviors of

Kori unit-1 and other Linde 80 welds are thought to be understood in terms of the

low soluble copper content(—0.23 wt%) and the low level of matrix hardening

component [3]. The concept of embrittlement saturation at high dose in these high

copper welds implies that hardening is dominated by the irradiation enhanced/induced

precipitation of copper, which is predicted to be saturated by dose of about

lxl019n/cm2. Fig. 5 shows correlations between Charpy 30 ft.lb. shift and yield strength

increase for Linde 80 weld surveillance data including Kori unit-1 weld. Data included

in Fig. 5, except for Kori unit-1, were reproduced from the Linde 80 weld metal

surveillance irradiation data base employed in the Ref. [3]. Even the details of weld

number, contents of Ni and Cu elements, initial USE, and fluence are different to Kori

unit-1 weld, the hardening behavior of Kori unit-1 weld may be compared with those

of other Linde 80 welds in Fig. 5. It appears clearly that Kori unit-1 Linde 80 shows

"relatively lower hardening but higher embrittlement behaviors as compared to the other

44 Linde 80 welds surveillance irradiation data. Besides the possible differences in

metallurgical variables of weldment itself in terms of chemistry and microstructure,

differences in testing method, i.e., tension and Charpy tests, and determination methods

• Recommended test temperatures are the irradiated 50 ft-Ib temperature, 212'F, and temperatures

representative of the irradiated Charpy V-notch upper shelf region if the 212*F test temperature occurs in

the transition region.
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of yield strength and 30 ft.lb shift are expected to have attributed to the metallurgical

variables of the weldment itself in terms of chemistry and microstructure, differences in

testing method, i.e., tension and Charpy tests. Determination methods of yield strength

and 30 ft.lb shift are also expected to have attributed to the deviation of Kori unit-1

data in Fig. 5. For reference, there were no welds of which the filler wire heat

number and B&W weld qualification number are the same to the Kori unit-1 weld in

the referred data. Of those four yield strength data of Kori unit-1 weld at 55O*F in

Fig. 5, two data from capsule V and T in Table 2 were obtained from the yield

strength-temperature relationship for the weld metal [5].

3.2 Low-Upper Shelf ToughnessfLUST) Issue

The LUST issue of Kori unit-1 weld regarding the B&W supplied Linde 80 weld

has long been realized since its first RPV surveillance test in 1980. Since then the

change in USE of the weld has closely been monitored, and predicted based on the

surveillance results and Reg. Guide 1.99 Rev. 1, and later by Rev. 2. RTPTS has also

been calculated by using the then effective guideline. In 1988, three weld WOL

specimens of capsule S, which were irradiated to the neutron fluence of 1.2 x 1019

n/cm2(E > lMeV) during about 5 effective full power year(EFPY), were tested and

evaluated to the requirement of 10 CFR 50, App. G. The fluence was equivalent to

the dose of 17.5 EFPY at l/4t. The fracture mechanics evaluation was performed

according to the method and criteria contained in ASME XI Flaw Evaluation W/G [6]

supplemented by two other evaluation methods, i.e J/T method of NUREG 0744 [7]

and DPFAD method [8][9], for Level A, B, C, and D conditions defined in the ASME

code. The fracture mechanics evaluation conducted in 1988 resulted in the conclusion

that the RPV can satisfy the requirement of 10 CFR 50, App. G at least by 17.5

EFPY. In order to confirm if the fracture toughness requirement is satisfied by the

design life of the reactor, i.e 24 EFPY, three WOL specimens whose irradiated fluence

are equivalent to about 32 EFPY at l/4t were additionaly tested and evaluated. Results

of the fracture mechanics testing and evaluation of LUST issue of Kori unit-1 are

'briefly described in this paper.

Three WOL specimens whose accumulated fluence, i.e —2.6 x 1019 ncmf2 ( E ^

lMeV), is equivalent to 32 EFPY at l/4t were tested at 550 *F by single specimen

unloading compliance test technique according to ASTM E-1152. High temperature

COD gage was also used to complement crack extension measurement. Detailed

informations on testing are reported elsewhere [10]. Fig. 6 shows J-R curves of Kori

unit-1 and other Linde 80 welds from the liturature. As can be seen all the J-R curves
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lie relatively close to each other and it appears that J-R curves of Kori unit-1 are

relatively higher than most of compared Linde 80 data. This relative higher toughness

of Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld has also been confirmed by comparison with the Eason

model for predicting J-R curve. Fig. 7 compares J-R curves from three weld WOL

specimens of Kori unit-1 and Eason model. Based on this comparison, a J-R cuve for

Kori unit-1 plant specific data was constructed by Eason model, and consequently was

used for conservative analysis. Fracture mechanics analysis has been performed

according to Appendix K to Section XI of ASME code, in compliance to the fracture

toughness requirement of 10 CFR 50 App. G. For level A and B, and C and D

service load conditions, crack initiation and stability was evaluated and found that the

Kori unit-1 vessel of Linde 80 weld is well justified to continue to serve beyond the

license expiration. Detailed results of analysis are reported elsewhere [10].

4. Concluding Remarks

Even Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld shows relatively lower hardening but higher

embrittlement behavior comparing to other Linde 80 welds, those behaviors show little

difference within the general trend of data base for Linde 80 weld. Results of Fracture

mechanics analysis according to Appendix K to Section XI of ASME code have shown

that the Kori unit-1 vessel of Linde 80 weld is well justified to continue to serve

beyond the license expiration.
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Table 1 Chemical composition and heat treatment condition of KORI unit-1

Linde 80 weld (weight-percent).

c

0.05 0.

S N

015 0.005

1100/1150 (

Cu

0.29

•F)

Si Mo

0.42 0.44

20-1/4

Ni

0.69

(hr)

Mn

1.45

Cr

0.08

Furnace

P

0.021

cooled

AI

0.01 1

Table 2 Results of tensile test for unirradiated and irradiated Kori unit-1

> RPV weld specimens.

Capsule

Unirr.

V

T

S

R

Fluence

(x lO'Vcm2)

0

0.46

1.10

1.17

2.58

Test Temp.

CF)

Room

300

550

250

325

250

325

212

351

550

68

550

Yield Strength

(ksi)

70.4

63.1

63.3

80.2

79.2

86.2

79.9

86.2

84.0

82.3

101.9

85.3

UTS

(ksi)

86.2

75.8

83.1

96.7

94.6

99.8

97.7

94.6

99.4

97.5

116.2

99.8

Elongation

(%)

26.4

21.8

t
1

19.8

19.5

19.1

18.6

19.4

22.0

21.6

19.2

20.0

18.9
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Fig. 1 The position of circumferential Linde 80 weld (WF 232/WF 233) in Kori

unit-1 RPV.
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strength) of Kori unit-1 Linde 80 weld.
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Results from Reactor Vessel Surveillance Programs
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Estimation of radiation embrittlement of steel 15X2MOAA

containing 0,75 % of nickel and corrosion-resistant

cladding after an exposure in facility "KORPUS"

V.A.Tsykanov, V.N.Golovanov, V.A.Krasnoselov,

T.N.Kolesova, D.V.Kozlov, V.I.Prokhorov

SSC RIAR RF

G.P.Karzov, G.N.Filimonov

CRISM "PROMETEY"

The results of investigation of an exposure influence on radiation embrittlement

of vessel steel containing 0,75 % of nickel and corrosion-resistant cladding are given

in the paper. The irradiation was carried out in the facility "KORPUS" of PBT-6 reac-

tor.

It is shown the irradiation of steel 15X2MOAA having initial properties about

o-o,2=600-670 MPa, aB=730-770 MPa, 5p=6-7 % and TK0 not higher than -60 °C by

fluence up to 9,5-1019 cm'2 (E>0,5 MeV) at the temperature 294±5 °C in during

* 119,3 effective days results the definite radiation embrittlement. The temperature shift

of brittle-viscous transition more than 30 °C, an essential change of the upper and

lower levels of shelves does not happen. Modeling of a barrel fragments by five se-

quential serieses of Charpy's samples with the slacking of neutron stream and appro-

priate diminution of fluence from 9,5-1019 cm"2 to 4,9-1019 cm"2 shows decrease of em-

brittlement on a thickness of reactor vessel, but effect is only expressed for fifth series

of samples in comparison with the first series.

Anti-corrosion cladding 02X18H10B-BH after irradiation by fluence ~1020cm'2

(E>0,5 MeV) does not have a threshold of calm-fragility in the diapason of test tem-

perature from -100 °C to +200 °C, the value of impact ductility in this diapason always

is higher than 10 kGm/cm"2.
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Estimation of radiation embrittlement of steel 15X2M<2>AA

containing 0,75 % of nickel and corrosion-resistant

cladding after an exposure in facility "KORPUS"

V.A.Tsykanov, V.N.Golovanov, V.A.Krasnoselov,

T.N.Kolesova, D.V.Kozlov, V.I.Prokhorov

SSC RIAR RF

G.P.Karzov, G.N.Filimonov

CRISM "PROMETEY"

Introduction

The facility "KORPUS" of the PBT-6 reactor, created as multiple objective de-

vice for an exposure on the problematic of vessel perlite steel, allows, as methodical

experiments confirm, to irradiate large samples at the chosen controlled conditions cor-

responding to conditions of BB3P-1000 vessel in particular.

In the first working experiments the irradiation of material science ampoule con-

taining samples of new vessel materials has been carried out.

The purpose of this experiments is the estimation of steel radiation embrittlement.

As investigated material was used steel 15X2MOAA with content 0,75 % of nickel

and cladding 02X18H10E-BH suggested by CRISM "PROMETEY" as perspective

material for vessel.

This report prepossess to discuss the experimental data concerning to conditions

of the exposure of samples in ampoule M3 and the results of impact ductility research

of initial and irradiated materials.
«

Materials and samples

The researched steel is developed by the order of the OKB "Hydropress" at the

support of Atomic Energy Department of Russia. This steel was offered by CRISM

"PROMETEY" with the purpose to combine high radiation-thermal stability of steel

15X2MOAA and high strength and quench of steel 15X2HMOAA by means of de-

crease of the nickel content up to 0,75 % and introduction of impurity elements on the

comparison of branded steel 15X2HMOAA. This steel was produced by Joint-stock

Company "Igorsck factories" (the heat 192786). They made two barrels with the

thickness 270 mm and 450 mm which passed through the thermal treatment and the
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test control of mechanical properties and quality. Chemical structure of steel is given

on Table 1.

Table 1
Chemical structure of researched steel

Brand

structure

The heat

192786

Brand

structure

The heat

192786

Content of elements, %

C

0,16

0,18

0,17

P

<0,007

0,007

Si

0,17

0,25

0,27

Cu

<0,07

0,07

Mn

0,30

0,50

0,37

Sn

<0,005

0,0028

Cr

2,80

3,10

2,96

Sb

<0,005

0,0025

Ni

0,70

0,90

0,75

As

<0,010

0,003

Mo

0,60

0,80

0,67

Al

<0,01

0,012

Co

0,25

0,30

0,28

P+Sn+Sb

<0,015

0,012

S

<0,007

0,008

The preliminary thermal treatment consisted from temper after forging at the

temperature 730-750 °C with the following slow cooling and anti-flake treatment.

The final condition of thermal treatment consisted from quench in water at the

temperature 950 °C and temper at the temperature 670 °C.

Mechanical properties obtained on the barrel material with the thickness 270 mm

(the control test was carried out on the different places both on a thickness and on a

height of the barrel) are given in Table 2. •

Table 2

Mechanical properties of steel with content 0,75 % of nickel

Required level of properties

by KIT 45

Level of properties on the

barrel with thickness 270 mm

20 °C

MPa

>608

720-

750

MPa

>490

600-

650 ,

KCV,

Joul/cm2

>735

250-

280

350 °C

MPa

>538

580-

620

R-P 0,2.

MPa

>441

500-

560

TKO,

°C

<-25

-20-

-45
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The Charpy's samples with a V-figurative notch (10x10x50 mm, KCV TOCT

9454-78) were cut from the interior third of barrel (Fig. 1) and were located in bench

"KORPUS" in the correspond with the real position of barrel metal in the reactor.

The scheme of blocks-bars cutting on the samples is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The scheme of templates cutting from barrel.

The end faces
of samples are
marked under
the scheme

Block Series
number index

Series number

• Fig. 2. The scheme of samples cutting from blocks.
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The sample position is characterized by the block number (0...4), letter index of

erieses (A, f, E, ~K, K) and the layer number (1. . . 10). In each series and in each layer

nere were two Charpy's samples. Block number and series index are indicated on the

ne end face of sample and layer number - on the other end face.

The metal of cladding was made with the using of the experimental materials -

iectrods of the type 3A-898/219 from the experimental wire 02X18H10E-BK

Chemical structure and mechanical properties are given in Table 3 and Table 4. The

Dheme of samples cutting from cladding is given in Fig. 3.

,Seam08X18H10T

Fig. 3. The scheme of samples cutting from cladding.

Table 3

(Dhemical structure of material of anti-corrosion cladding

Content of elements, %

C

»,03

Mn

1,7

Si

0,3

CT

19,5

Ni

11,5

Nb

0,81

S

0,008

P

0,007

Cu

0,023

Co

0,023
«

ferrite

1-1,5

Mechanical properties of material of anti-corrosion cladding

Table 4

IPa

•10

20 c

R-P 0,2,

MPa •

420

>C

A,

%

31

z,
%
55

KCV

Joul/cm2

122

350 °C

RM

MPa

,424

R-P0.2

MPa

308

A,

%

19

z,
%
51
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The samples were placed on the III and IV floors of ampoule M3. The top view

on the samples of the III and IV floors of ampoule M3 is given in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The scheme of samples dispositions on the III and IV floors of ampoule M3.

Exposure .conditions

The neutron-physical accompaniment of experiments was made by using of neu-

tron-activation detectors set (monitors of accompaniment) on the II and V floors of

ampoule M3.

By the results of activation measurements the fluence of neutrons with

E>0,5 MeV on the samples was calculated (see Table 5).
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Table 5
Neutron-physical conditions of the samples irradiation in ampoule M3

(the III and IV floors)

Floors (level of the

line of a notch)

III

IV

Series

1

3

4

6

1

3

4

6

The Fluence of neutrons

FE>0.5 MeV, Cm"

l,14xlO20

8,17xlO19

6,95xlO19

5,01xl019

l,08xl020

7,71xlO19

6,56xlO19

4,73xlO19

The scatter of electrons fluence values between floors (on the samples layers) is

equal to 5-6 %.

The temperature of irradiation on the serieses of ampoule was in interval

*286,8...293,9 °C, AT varied in interval 3,3...5,1 °C, the average temperature of irra-

diation on the IV floor of ampoule was 291±561 °C (on the III floor all temperatures

were above on 2,9 °C).

Method of researches and data processing

In according this the concept of radiation resistant estimate on the shift of critical

temperature of brittleness and on the level of upper shelf in the test of impact ductility,

the ampoule M3 was composed with the samples of type KCV FOCT 9454-78

(10x10x55 mm) with the V-figurative notch (the cut depth was equal to 2 mm). For

these reasons we used research method based on the impact pendulum machine using.

The temperature dependence of impact ductility KCV(T) has been got for the every

serieses of samples on the thickness of barrel fragment in irradiated and initial states.

The analogous tests were made for samples from cladding. In according with proce-

dure recommended by "The Norms of a Strength..." [1] the critical temperature of

brittleness in initial state TKO, in irradiated state TKF, the its shift in a result of exposure

AT=TKF-TKO
 w e r e defined. The impact ductility value 6 kGm/cm2 was used as the
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level determination critical temperature of brittleness (in according with the level of

yield strength at the normal temperature).

To describe the relations between absorbed energy at the impact and the tem-

perature, the method of regressive analysis using hyperbolic tangent was chosen.

In research of microstructure of distraction surface by the electron microscope

method one of the purpose was to determine a center position of distraction by brittle

separation, so-called trigger point of brittle distraction, which distance from the front

of a notch (or initial fatigue crack), apparently, correlates with viscosity of sample, and

at mass measurement it can link data of impact ductility and data of crack-resistant.

Discuss of results

The experimental results obtained in the impact tests of irradiated and initial

samples (for the A- and K-serieses) are given on Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The critical charac-

teristics for the A- and K-serieses are given in Table 6.

Table 6

The critical characteristics on the results of the impact tests for the five serieses

(on the thickness of the barrel fragment from the steel 15X2MOAA)

• Series

A

r
E

K

K

F,

1019crn2

9,45

7,90

6,75

5,75

4,90

T
•*• 06/1.5

°c
294,5

296,0

295,7

293,9

291,0

TKO>

°C

-60

-60

-60

-70

-70

TKF

°C
-30

-40

-40

-40

-60

ATF,

°C

30

20

20

30

10

AKCVLSE,

kGm/cm2

<1

<1

<1

<1

~1

AKCVUSE,

kGm/cm2

<1

~1

~1
~1

<1

To take into account the typical error 10 °C at the estimation of the temperature

of brittleness the obtained result (see Table 6) shows the homogeneity of the barrel

material on the fragment thickness. The level of the lower shelf (2-3 kGm/cm2) and the

level of the upper shelf (24-25 kGm/cm2) are also the same for all five serieses.

The irradiation by the fluence from the maximal 9,45-1019 cm"2 in the A-series to

the minimal 4,9-1019cm*2 in the K-series did not give the essential changes of the

lower and upper shelves - on the values of impuct ductility it was either less or equal

to 1 kGm/cm'2.

The values of critical temperature TKF of irradiated samples changes nonmono-

tone on the serieses: for the A-serieses with the maximal fluence 9,45-1019 cm"2 is

equal to -30 °C, for the next three serieses with the fluence in interval
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(5,75-7,9)-1019 cm'2 TKF is equal to -40 °C, and for the K-serieses with the minimal

fluence 4,9-1019 cm'2 is equal to -60 °C. The value of ATF (see Table 6) was calculated

with the formula AT^TKP-TKO-

So for the first and the forth serieses ATF is equal to 30 °C, for the second and the

third it is equal to 20 °C, and for the fifth it is equal to 10 °C.

The obtained experimental data were processed with the using of hyperbolic tan-

gent model.

The shift of critical temperatures is on the level of the middle of transitional re-

gion, i. e. the shift on the temperature axis of To value for the serieses is: A T O A = 2 9 °C,

ATOr=31 °C, ATOE=23 °C, ATO)K=37 °C, ATOK=8 °C, and for all serieses in the whole

ATO(A-K) is equal to 31 °C. This is possible to be represented by the forth-serieses set

(30.,, 30+,, 30.7, 30+7), where the K-series with ATOK<10.°C falls.

So the analysis of data with the using of hyperbolic tangent model confirms (in

basic) the facts which was showed by analysis of shift temperature ATF on the impuct

ductility.

Photos of district surface were obtained by raster electron microscopy method.

The samples (3A14 and 3A12) were irradiated and tested at the same conditions

.t(F=9,45-10 cm', THcrf=-30 °C). The test of samples was carried out in the diapason

of TKF which is characterized by the large scatter of aH and Ab values. For the sample

3A12 having the viscosity aH=3,3 kGm/cm2 and widening Ab=0,ll mm the micro-

structure is characteristic of brittle fracture distraction with the presence of trans-

granular. The portion of brittle component in a fracture of sample is more than 50 %.

The microstructure of the sample 3A14 with aH=18,l kGm/cm2 and widening

Ab=l,54 mm is characteristic of viscosity distraction. The portion of brittle component

in a fracture of sample is more than 25 %. So the microstructures of fracture surface of

the samples 3A12 and 3A14 well correlate with the impact ductility.

The results of test on the impact ductility of the metal of anti-corrosion cladding

02X18H10B-BH are given on Fig. 7.

These data allow to interpret the temperature dependence of viscosity of cladding

material as without-threshold in the temperature diapason from -100 °C to +20 °C. The

only effect irradiation up to flence ~M02 0 cm*2 (E>0,5 MeV) is the decrease of values

of impact ductility on 2-4 kGm/cm2 on the comparison with the initial state. Thus in

the diapason of positive temperature (20-200 °C) the values of impact ductility of all

irradiated samples are more than 10 kGm/cm2. So the radiation-resistant of austenitic
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cladding (in a sense of viscosity) at the level of fluence 10 cm does not call ques-

tions.

Conclusions

1. The barrel material from steel 15X2MOAA (the heat 192786) containing

0,75 %of nickel, 0,007 % of phosphor and 0,07 % of cupric with 00,2=600-670 MPa,

aB=730-770 MPa, 5p=6-7 % and TK.O<-60 °C under the action of irradiation by fluence

up to 9,5-1019 cm"2 (E>0,5 MeV) in the facility "KORPUS" of PBT-6 reactor in during

119,3 effective days is subjected by definite radiation embrittlement which is ex-

pressed by the temperature shift of brittle-viscous transition on the value of ATF not

more 30 °C without the essential change of KCV level of lower (2-3 kGm/cm2) and

upper (24-25 kGm/cm2) shelves.

2. Modeling of the thickness barrel fragment by fife sequential serieses of

Charpy's samples with the slacking of neutron stream and appropriate diminution of

fluence from 9,5-1019cm"2 to 4,9-1019cm"2 does not give monotone decrease of ATF

value. It is not proportional F1/3. The tendency to slack the embrittlement on the serie-

ses was only observed. But this effect is expressed more for the fifth series of samples

in comparison with the first series.

3. The value of transition temperature TKP<-30 °C and KCVMAX stability show

the potential high radiation resistant of researched steel 15X2MOAA. That is neces-

sary to confirm at another irradiation conditions (smaller temperature and much more

long exposition).

4. Anti-corrosion cladding 02X18H10E-BH after irradiation by fluence

~l-1019 cm'2 (E>0,5 MeV) does not have a threshold calm-fragility in the temperature

diapason from -100 °C to +200 °C. The values of impact ductility always are more

then 10 kGm/cm2. Dignities of this cladding are determined by the technology and

other (for example, KIGscc) aspects at the absence of problem of radiation resistant (in

a sense of KCV viscosity and transition temperature TKF)-

#
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Abstract

In frame of the preparation of the extended surveillance program of Paks NPP several
reactor steel specimens have been irradiated at the location of the surveillance capsules
of the WWER -440 units at Paks NPP.
The mechanical testing results obtained on the differently irradiated steel is introduced.
Some specimens have been annealed after irradiation and tested. The paper presents
the results and their evaluation.

Introduction

To prepare the surveillance extension programme 5 set of specimens including 6
different forging and weldment have been irradiated and tested [1]. The obtained
results were used for the final design of the extended surveillance programme of Paks
NPP [ 2.]. Because several alloys had been included, there was a good opportunity to
perform an annealing study on these materials. Additionally the so called " hard layer"
have been examined which had been observed previously at Paks NPP.

Materials

Within this programme the following six materials were irradiated
- JFL is a material from the IAEA CRP-3 research programme representing

the modern A533 B type RPV materials.
- JRQ is the IAEA reference material, with high Cu content. It is a radiation

embrittlement sensitive material, which is expected to be used as radiation
damage correlation monitor.

- JWP is from the IAEA programme representing modern weldment.
- JWQ is a radiation sensitive weldment from the IAEA programme.
- CS is a heat of 15H2MFA with medium P and low Cu content.
- CSW is a heat of 15H2MFA weldment with high P and medium Cu content.

The chemical compositions of these alloys are summarised in Table 1.

i

Irradiation conditions

Irradiations were realised in position of the surveillance channels i.e. on the outher
surface of active core barrel. Specimens were put inside of standard surveillance
capsules (two specimens in each capsule ). Three sets of specimens were irradiated for
one year, and one set were irradiated for two years long.
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Mechanical testing

The unirradiated and irradiated specimens were tested by in the same testing devices
under similar conditions in our hot cell laboratory. Impact tests of Charpy V-notch
type specimens were made on 300 J Wolpert pendulum type machine in the
temperature range between -100 and 250° C .
Tensile tests were performed on 50 kN capacity servohidraulic testing machine. Static
tensile (3 mm diameter and 30 mm gage lenght specimens were used for tests. It is the
same geometry as surveillance specimens.
Hardness testing was carried out on a Vickers hardness test machine. A test load of
980 N was used for all hardness test and measurements were made using the standard
objective. Hardness test have been conducted on several Charpy specimens. A total 3
intents were made on each specimen after irradiation and after annealing.To study the
effect of annealing on the hard layer which usually developing on the surface of the
15H2MFA steel during irradiation microhardness test were used.

Experimental results

Tensile testing results

Tensile tests results before and after irradiation for JFL, JRQ, and CS materials are
summarised in Table 2 -3. The yield strength increase (Rpo.2 ) as a function of fiuence
is shown in Fig. 1. Yield strength increase JRQ is practically twice higher than JFL
steel while increase in of ultimate tensile strengths represent approximately 70-80
percent of yield strength for boht studied materials after one year irradiation.
A two years irradiated JRQ specimen was broken before ultimate load, but an other
specimen has a normal test curve.( Fig.2.) The scanning electron microscope testing of
the fractured surface indicated transgranular fracture.
CS material has a low sensitivity for embrittlement
After testing the CS steel specimens a hard layer on the surface of the specimens was
observed. (Fig. 4.) This symptom we observed first in 1987, by testing the original
surveillance specimens. (Fig.3.) It seems that the development of surface hard layer by
irradiation is typical for V alloyed steels.

Charpy results

Irradiation induced Charpy transition temperature shifts at the 41 J level are given in
Table 4. The ATTKV (41J) as a function of fiuence is given in Fig. 5. The most
prominent feature of the data is the low hardening response of alloys of JFL, JWP, CS
and CSW. The other materials JRQ, JWQ are very sensitive to irradiation
embrittlement. The CS has a higher sensitivity after one year irradiation than two
years. The reason is that the specimens had been cut from different depth of the block.
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Hardness results

The hardness results after irradiation for JFL, JRQ, JWQ, JWP and CS - are
summarised in Table. 5. It is apparent from Table mat a little hardening occurred due
to irradiation of the JFL, JWP, CS materials.
The irradiation resulted very high hardening in the case of JRQ and JWQ materials.

Post - Irradiation Annealing

Hardness test has commonly been employed to determine the progress of post
irradiation annealing and has been widely employed in actual, RPV anneals because of
its simplicity. Materials to be used specimens for the annealing were the broken halves
of Charpy specimens tested earlier in the programme. To simulate the RPV annealing
the specimens were annealed at a temperature of 475 °C for 150 h.
Post- irradiation annealing produced a hardness of almost exactly the same as the
original unirradiated value as it indicated in Table 5. This is about 100 % recovery of
the irradiated hardness increase and it is consistent with the many studies in support of
RPV annealing on plate and weld materials.
A surveillance weld metal tensile specimen irradiated for four years also have been
annealed. Hardness distributions from surface to middle of the specimen are shown in
Figure 6. The hard layer has remained on the surface after annealing. It means that the
hard layer stable at 475 C . The next irradiated sets will give us more information
about this phenomenon.

Summary

- The results show that the radiation degradation of the modern steels and the
15H2MFA reference steel is in the same range, while the IAEA reference
steels sensitivity much more.

- Hard layer has been only observed on 15H2MFA steel.
- The post irradiation annealing treatment appear to have been completely

successful.
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Table 1 - Chemical composition of the materials

Base metals

JRQ
JFL
CS

C

0.19
0.17
0.18

Si

0.25
0.25
0.33

Mn

1.41
1.44
0.45

I
0.
0.
0.

s

004
002
018

1
0.
0.
0

p

019
004
.01

Cu

0.14
0.01
0.04

0.
0

2.

Cr

12
.2
85

Mo

0.5
0.51
0.64

[
0.
0.
0

V

003
004
.25

Ni

0.84
0.75
0.05

Weld metals

JWP
JWQ
CSW

c
0.09
0.09
0.08

Si

0.33
0.26
0.64

1
1
1
1

Mn

.18

.29

.36

[
0.
0.
0.

S

002
005
016

I
0.
0.
0

P

004
026
.02

Cu

0.03
0.26
0.12

c

0.
0.
1.

Cr

06
04
72

Mo

0.4
0.48
0.54

{

0.
0.
0.

V

01
01
25

{

0.
1.

Ni

9
1

Table 2- Mechanical properties before irradiation

9 Rpo.2 Rm TTKV USE HV
(xE+19n/cm2) MPa MPa °C J 100

JRQ(l)
CS(1)
CS(2)
JFL

JWP
JWQ
CSW

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

484

586
598

459

563

635

677
691

597

655

-28

-78
-51

-71

-52
-35

21

224

205
184

222

215

209

95

211

235
235

Table 3 - Mechanical properties after irradiation

<p Rpo.2 Rm TTKV USE HV
(xE+19n/cm2) MPa MPa °C J J00

JRQ(l)
JRQ (2)
CS(1)
CS(2)
JFL

JWP
JWQ
CSW

7.3
16.3

8

16.3
7.3

8

8

6.7

700
801

672
780

572

714

797
892

760
830

690

774

140
195

-2
20

-6

4

157

79

119
97

162
148

204

158

83

93

279
309

274
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Table 4 - Relative changes of mechanical properties of the materials

<p ARpo.2 ARm ATTKV AUSE AHV
(xE+19n/cm2) MPa MPa °C J 100

JRQ(l)
JRQ(2)
CS(1)
CS(2)
JFL
JWP
JWQ
CSW

7.3
16.3

8
16.3

7.3

8

8

6.7

216
317

86
182

113

151

162
257

83
139

93

119

168
223

76
71

65

56

192

58

105
127

43
36

18

57

126

2

68
98

36

Table 5 - Hardness decreasing due to annealing

Annealing AHV 100
before after

JRQ

CS
JFL
JWP
JWQ

279
309
274

215
230

320

211
211
239

191

183

208

. 68
98

35
26

43

112
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FIG. 3 -Cracks observed on a tensile specimen after test

FIG. 4-SEM fractograph for two years irradiated CS steei
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SUMMARY

In the paper are presented the main goals and results from the scoop specimen analysis performed
on the both RPV's WWER-440/230 in Jaslovske Bohunice V-l NPP's.
Main tasks of this complex activity were:
• model experiments for analysis procedures optimalisation
• chemical analysis
• hardness measurements on the RPV and bulk samples
• microstructure analysis
• scanning electron microscope and microprobe analysis
• gamma spectrometry
• brittle fracture temperature evaluation
• trends of brittle fracture temperature growth after annealing procedure.

In conclusions and recommendations are discussed the planned activities in the field of both
RPVs integrity evaluation for the future operation of the NPP Jaslovske Bohunice V-l.

1. INTRODUCTION

The both RPVs of Jaslovske Bohunice V-l NPP are from the start of operation in the middle of
interest not from the operational staff only, but producer, national regulatory authority, IAEA and
our institute VUJE too[l]. The analysis procedures used for carefully diagnostic of actual state of
both RPVs material were developed following way:
• chemical analysis of scrap samples from outer RPV surface
• hardness measurements through the critical weld No.4
• the analysis of scoop samples from base and weld metal (presented in this paper).

2. SAMPLING PROCEDURE

For the analysis procedure were prepared two types of samples:
• scrap samples for the chemical analysis
• bulk samples for analysis which results are presented later.
The scraps were prepared by the SKODA apparatus developed for this purpose and successfully
used for several times. The bulk ,,scoop" samples were prepared by special ROLLS-ROYCE

apparatus SSamTM-3. With this apparatus were prepared 6 samples from weld metal No.4 and 2
from base metal above and beneath this weld.
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3. MODEL EXPERIMENTS

This procedure is mandatory in the case when the samples have relatively high activity from the
health safety point of view. Except this we try to have more experience with ail unconventional
procedures before the starting of real samples analysis. Very important was the fact, that the
volume of samples was relatively small, as well as need to use special cutting procedure to save
as soon as possible amount of experimental material. As most convenient was proved the electro-
erosion process. This approach was very practical even for standard laboratory measurements,
which are discussed later. The standard procedure involved:
• visual control
• washing of samples in ultrasonic cleaner
• documentation (standard photo and digital)
• cutting
• chemical analysis
• fixing of smaller samples in resins
• mechanical and electrolytic polishing
• etching
• macro and microhardness measurement
• evaluation of impurities in both directions
• microstructure evaluation.

4. HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS

The macro-hardness measurements were performed in two ways:
• directly on the outer surface of the RPV in the region of weld No.2 using the transportable

apparatus Akashi Hardmatic HH 140 [3,4]
• on the scoop samples:
a) in two directions: - on the front surface

- on the cross-section of bulk sample
b) and using two apparatus: - transportable Akashi

- standard laboratory apparatus Skoda RB-1.
Micro-hardness was performed on standard Hannemann hardness accesory for optical micro-
scope also in two directions:
- on the outer surface of sample (external surface of RPV)
- on the cross-section of scoop samples

5. MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS

For the analysis of micro-structural properties were used the two samples from base metal (above
and beneath the weld No.4) and three samples from weld metal No.4. After standard metallo-
graphicai preparation of all scoop samples we analyzed them to reveal the macro-structure from
the outer surface direction. The macro and microhardness was measured in both directions and in
crossection too. Inclusion contents of samples was estimated as well as microstructure parame-
ters.
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6. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE AND MICROANALYSIS

SEM was used for inclusion evaluation and for studying of fracture surface characteristics pre-
pared by two temperatures:
- ambient (20 °C)
-liquid nitrogen (-186 °C)
with aim to prepare plastic and brittle fracture surfaces.

7. GAMMA SPECTROMETRY

Gamma spectrometry was used for orientation and comparative purposes only as well as for
health physics measurements using the standard apparatus assembly and the evaluation codes
validated for NPPs purposes.

8. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Precise chemical analysis procedure (ICP, AAS methods) was one of the goals in activities de-
scribed in this paper. For chemical analysis were prepared scrap samples before starting the
scoop sampling. Because of some discrepancies in analysis results of scraps (possible contami-
nation with organic impurities) we used for chemical analysis mainly of the critical components
the parts of compact samples too [2]. Results of analysis are presented in next table.

Table No.l Typical and analysed elements contents of samples from RPV EBO V-l Unit-2 -

Material C •• ¥ ^ ' #r i•' <*u3 fP
Standard contents

base metal

1500MFA

• • • . --,:,*k'

weld metal

SvlOChMFT

0,130

till

0,180

0,030

till

0,120

0,17

till

0,37

0,20

till

0,65

0,30

till

0,60

0,55

till

1,30

2,50

till

3,00

1,10

till

1,60

max.

0,40

not

available

0,60

till

0,80

0,40

till

0,60

0,25

till

0,35

0,15

till

0,30

max.

0,025

max.

0,030

max.

0,025

max.

0,030

-max.

0,020

max.

0,025

max.

0,150

max.

0.120

Analysed values

WMNo.4

BM above W No.4

BM below W No.4

0,062

0,136

0,105

0,25

0,25

0,21

0,996

0368

0,437

1,020

2,463

2.698

0,123

0,144

0,203

0300

0,592

0349

0,090

0,257

0,235

0,016

0,016

0,014

0,025

0,016

0,021

0,016

0,016

0,020

0,105

0,116

0,104

9. BRITTLE FRACTURE TEMPERATURE EVALUATION

This part of analysis was the main goal of all procedures mentioned above. The actual value of
TKF temperature mainly for critical weld No.4 is most important from the end of life evaluation
point of view for every RPV. The value of TKF temperature depends mainly on:
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brittle fracture temperature in condition before the start of RPV operation (Zero-condition)

• the value of brittle fracture temperature after annealing procedure TKRES

• irradiation embrittlement coefficient for RPV material A F
• neutron fluence after reirradiation.
First three parameters mentioned above are material parameters and depends mainly on the
chemical composition of RPV steel and technology of RPV producing.

9.1 Brittle fracture temperature of RPVs material in unirradiated state T KO

a) TKO for base metal and weld metal by producer data

Recent evaluation of RPV unit-2 by Brumovsky [5] gave:
• for base metal TKO = 0 °C
• and for weld metal TKO=+2O°C.

b) TKO for weld metal calculated from chemical composition

For this purpose is used very well known ,,chemical relation" [6]:

TK0= 101,6-171 (Mn.Mo) + 151,8(Mn.V) + 8224(SLP)

- 42139(P.S) - 2726(P) - 163 (Si.Mo)
Using the values obtained from the chemical analysis (table No.l) we have the TKO =+18,3 °C.
This value fits very well with previous evaluation.

9.2 The value of residual critical temperature after annealing T KRES

Against the several results of chemical analysis during annealing procedure evaluation from
which follows that for the P contents lower than 0,040% is TKRES

 =+15 °C we accept the con-
servative approach that this value is still TKRES =+30 °C.

9.3 Irradiation embrittlement coefficient A F

For the calculation of A F parameter we used the relation:

AF=800(P + 0,07Cu)

with following results:

- for base metal AF — 20,9
- for weld metal A F = 25,9.
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9.4 RPV material neutron fluence evaluation

After 13-th campaign were used more modern methods for measurement and neutron fluence
evaluation with higher precision mainly for critical weld No.4 and also for cladding-RPV steel
interface. Special measurements during 16-th campaign proved, that neutron fluence estimation
used before is high conservative (measured 0,833. 1023 n/m2 against 1,312.1023 n/m2).

10. TRENDS OF THE BRITTLE FRACTURE TEMPERATURE GROWTH
AFTER ANNEALING

For prognosis of this values we used so called ,,lateral approach" by relation:

TKF = T K 0 + A F ( F R E S + F ) 1 / 3 [°C]

where
F R E S = ( T R E S / A F ) 3 [1022n/m2]

For the rest of life time estimation is the base metal not critical due to the irradiation embrittle-
ment (low TKO and Ap values) and we calculated for this reason the properties of weld metal
No.4 only, using the values TKo = +20 °C, TRES=+30 °C and AF =25,9.
The curve in the figure No.l presented the trend of TKF values versus years of operation (neutron
fluence) till the planned EOL (30 years).
For the future operational safety is very important the value of Tkafor rapid emergency cooling of
RPV in various situations or scenarios. This value accepted by Nuclear Regulatory Authority of
Slovak republic is Tka= 142 °C. The crossection of this limit line with trend curve of TKF gives
the date of RPV material irradiation recovery using the thermal annealing technology.

11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the base of performed analysis we conclude following:

1. To the sampling and cutting procedure:
• the chosen technology of sampling and cutting was proper
• the influence of cutting and sampling technology has negligible influence on the RPV mate-

rial properties

2. To the macro and microstructure analysis:
• by macrostructure analysis of bulk samples from weld N o / we did not find any rests of so

called ,,annealing layer"
• macrostructure of weld metal is regular without anomalous features
• the weld metal quality is in very good agreement with the producer data comparable with in-

formation from another RPVs
• the microstructure of base and weld metal is standard with typical features after prescribed

heat treatment
• the contents of impurities is low for both materials
• we did not find the segregation of phosphorus in the microstructure
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3. To the hardness measurements on the samples:
• the microhardness is uniform and proved that no rests of annealing layer are present too
• the average hardness for base metal is 206 HB above and 218 HB beneath the weld No.4

4. To the hardness measurements on the RPV:
• comparing the laboratory and ,,on site" measurements values we found, that these values are

for orientation only
• the reason for this conclusion are the insufficient RPV surface quality and the working condi-

tions in reactor cavity

5. To the scanning electron microscope and microanalysis:
• the crack surfaces prepared by ambient temperature of the samples from base and weld metal

has no brittle features
• for the studying of typical inclusions in RPV steel matrix we prepare the cracks by liquid

nitrogen temperature
• using the X-ray microanalysis methods we found typical inclusions for this type of steel like

MnS, SiO2 and MnO
• distribution and diameters of this precipitates in weld metal was uniform without any anoma-

lous features comparing reference welds this type

6. To the chemical analysis:
• the chemical composition of weld metal is in good agreement with producer prescribed values

with minor declination by Cr, Mo and V contents
• the contents of P and Cu is lower comparing with older data
• the chemical composition of base metal above and beneath the weld No.4 is in good agree-

ment with producer prescribed values too

7. To the gamma spectrometry:
• we found very consistent results with the measurements on the samples taken during anneal-

ing operation
• the differences of activity between the samples from the minimum and maximum of neutron

flux were relatively lower comparing the previous results
• this fact was observed due to the shift of the scoop sampling position

8. To the TKF evaluation:
• using ,,chemical relation" we found the value for weld metal TK.O = 18,3 °C which is very

consistent with the KCV results from Izhora plant TKO = 20 °C for ambient temperature
• irradiation embrittlement coefficient value for weld metal is AF = 25,9
• on the base of the facts mentioned above we conclude that the value of so called ,,residual

brittle fracture temperature" after annealing T^FRES
 = 80 °C is very conservative and for the

critical weld No.4 is this value TKFRES = 50 °C
• from the TKF trends estimation based on the scoop samples analysis follows that for the

unit No.2 in NPP V-l we don't need the annealing recovery procedure till the planned
end of life for this unit (30 years)
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For the future analysis of the samples from the unit No.l we recommended:

• to compare the chemical analysis from the compact and scrap samples
• stop the sampling procedure in the future (except planning one) because of fact that for the

purpose of irradiation embrittlement estimation after annealing procedure is prepared through
IAEA coordination Round-Robin testing program (we named it New Surveillance Specimen
Program), which can give us sufficient and reliable information for the future operation of V-l
NPP after ,,great reconstruction"

• on the base of the sample No.5 surface analysis we do not recommended the conservation
procedure of the RPV surface in the sampling positions

• to calculate Tka values without high conservative approach take in account:
a) emergency cooling system reconstruction influence
b) EPDR.G-2 results for primary circuit materials with great cracks
c) the LBB results for all safety related piping in NPP V-1.
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Lower embrittlement at higher fast neutron fluence
and impurities concentration in weld metal of NV

NPP-1 RPV: anomaly or natural phenomenon?
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ABSTRACT

Surface layers of metal in thick-wall ware, such as RPV shells,
demonstrate, as a rule, higher mechanical properties, than deep
layers of the metal, that is due to the work cycle of processing.
But this phenomenon is not observed in welds. Therefore, the
distribution of mechanical properties of the weld throughout the
thickness of RPV must reflect the distribution of fast neutron
fluence and also copper and phosphorus impurities.

Some facts that contradict these basic notions are considered.

Analysis have shown that surprising information on behavior of
NV NPP-1 RPV weld 4 metal where increase in impurities concentration
and fast neutron fluence at the inner surface zone of the RPV does
not correlate with the degree of degradation in the metal is not an
anomaly. One can conclude that this is naturally due to the
prevailing influence of the factor, which has not been taken into
account earlier, namely, radiation gamma-annealing.

Key words: r a d i a t i o n embri t t lement , anomaly behav io r ,
r a d i a t i o n gamma-annealing.

1. Introduction

Surface layers of metal in thick-wall ware, such as RPV
shells, demonstrate, as a rule, higher mechanical
properties, than deep (for instance, at 1/4 of the
thickness) layers of the metal, that is due to the work
cycle of processing. But this phenomenon is not observed
in the welds [1]. Therefore, the distribution of mechanical
properties of the weld throughout the thickness of RPV must
reflect the distribution of fast neutron fluence and also
copper and phosphorus impurities.

Total concentration of impurities is minimum at the
region of the weld root and monotonically increases to the
inner as well as to the outer RPV surfaces. So, if the
difference between impurity concentrations at these RPV
surfaces is insignificant, then in any case the most
dangerous combination of harmful factors would be realized'
at the inner surface of the RPV.

It should be necessary to consider available facts that
contradict these basic principles.
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2. Experimental

Fig. 1 shows the results obtained in mechanical testings
of trepans cut out from NVNPP-1 RPV, weld N 4. The study was
carried out in Russia and Finland. It can be seen from the
Figure that in both research centres the anomalous
distribution of the radiation embrittlement coefficient
(REC) throughout the thickness of the pressure vessel was
registered for different trepans of the same weld, for its
maximum does not coincide with the maximum of neutron ,.load.
and total content of copper and phosphorus impurities within
inner surface of the pressure vessel.

The discrepancy between maximum embrittlement and maximum
neutron load together with concentration of harmful
impurities can not be ascribed to peculiarities of the work
cycle of processing or metallurgical factors. So, it is
necessary to return to the analysis of radiation-induced
effects.

In a few studies the probability of formation of
additional defects under the influence of thermal neutrons
[3] and hard component of gamma-ray radiation [4] was
considered. However, similarly to fast neutrons, these
concomitant types of radiation can give maximum contribution

just at the inner surface of the pressure vessel, and this
circumstance even aggravates the discussed experimental
paradox.

More or less satisfactory, the phenomenon could be
interpreted as the result of influence of intensity of
neutron radiation (so-called "effect of flux" [5,6]), but'
this.is improbable that it was exhibited at the reduction of
fast neutron flux throughout the thickness of the pressure
vessel wall about 20-25%.

Therefore, among the irradiation conditions, it is
necessary to choose the factor, which varies rather sharply
throughout the thickness of the wall. The most suitable one
is gamma-ray radiation, accompanying neutron radiation.

The thickness of the iron layer within which gammas
of 1 MeV energy are reduced ten times is about 4 cm that
corresponds rather well to the spatial scale of the
phenomenon considered.

It seems reasonable to say that gammas from nuclear
reactors have such energy spectrum that the conversion
electrons interact the most efficiently with the defects
already formed and the effect of annealing prevails in
this process.
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In the pressure vessel of the experimental prototype
reactor EPR, in which gamma-ray radiation is suppressed by
numerous radiation shields, the effect of gamma-annealing
is not exhibited, so the distributions of REC have monotone
character. In addition, the effect of flux, which had to
manifest itself due to the reduced a few times intensity of
the fast neutrons over the thickness of the pressure vessel
is not observed.

Fig.2 shows the dependencies of REC versus neutron and
gamma densities for NVNPP-1 RPV weld metal, including
surveillance specimens.

They demonstrate that the effect of flux for gammas can
be as significant as the effect of fast neutron flux.
Therefore, it is reasonable to define more universal
characteristic of irradiation conditions, which is combined
from intensities of fast neutron and accompanying gamma
fluxes.

This characteristic is referred below as Irradiation
Composition Factor (ICF). This parameter is the ratio of
densities of fast ( E>0.5 MeV ) neutrons and gammas
( E>0.2 MeV ). In addition to the rate of the
process of defect production due to neutrons, this
parameter takes into account the efficiency of radiation
gamma annealing of the defects, and therefore
characterizes the number of defects conserved in the
process of cascade evolution and determining the
degree of the material properties change in the field of
reactor radiation.

Fig. 3 performs the dependencies of REC on ICF. They show
that the dependence of REC on ICF exists both for NVNPP-1
weld and EPR base metal. The value of ICF critical for REC,
at which the consequent increase in the value of ICF
radiation gamma annealing is practically suppressed, is
approximately 0.3. . -,.,.....

In this connection, it should be pertinently to remind
the results of the study [7] published in 1963, where the
influence of intensity of neutron irradiation was
investigated in most direct way, i.e., by the change of
reactor power at minimum change of ICF. The effect of fast
neutron flux was not observed within the ranges: for
the fluxes 3*1CT11 * 3«10~13/cm2»s and for the irradiation
temperatures between 100 and 350"C.

2. Discussion

In principle, all types of reactor irradiation can induce
both formation of radiation defects and their annealing. For
each material the overall effect is defined by specific
parameters of irradiation, such as spectra and intensity
of the particles,neutron fluence, temperature etc.
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Radiation annealing induced by fast neutrons is exhibited
as saturation of the dose dependencies of the material
properties while they are irradiated in reactor. Radiation
gamma annealing was primarily discovered in diamond and
graphite. This phenomenon is practically significant for
metallic materials as well.

Returning to the "discrepancy" present in Fig.l, where an
increase in concentration of impurities and fast neutron
fluence in inside direction of the pressure vessel does not
correlate with the degree of degradation in the metal, one
can conclude that this is naturally due to the prevailing
influence of the factor, which has not been taken into
account earlier, i.e., radiation gamma annealing.

Probably, the increased radiation embrittlement
occurring in reactors with wide water gaps between the core
and the wall of RPV that is characteristic of some
light-water reactors [4] is due to suppression of the effect
of radiation gamma annealing because of the reduction of the
intensity of gammas of intermediate energies as well as
formation of extra defects induced by hard gammas.

4. Conclusions

1. Lower embrittlement at higher fluence of fast neutrons
and also higher concentration of impurities in NVNPP-1 RPV
trepans weld metal is not an anomaly, but natural
phenomenon, i.e., compensation of the degrading neutron
influence by radiation gamma annealing.

This phenomenon opens the perspective to control
radiation embrittlement using the control of neutron and
gamma-ray radiation intensities.

2. Taking into account the densities of gamma-ray radiation
in reactor experiments would permit to improve
interpretation and prediction of the effects occurring in
materials irradiated in different types of reactors,
including thermonuclear reactors. ... ,
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Abstract
Within an enhanced commercial surveillance strategy, the nuclear-research institute SCK»CEN in Mol, Belgium is
investigating, by means of internal friction, the microstructural processes responsible for embrittlement of pressure-
vessel steels.
The experiments were carried out using a torsion pendulum at the Ecole Polytechnique Fe"de"rale de Lausanne in
Switzerland. Amplitude-independent internal-friction experiments teach us that neutron irradiation induces defects
which interact with mobile dislocations. Thermal ageing of JRQ and Doel-IV steel does not cause major
embrittlement effects. Amplitude-dependent internal-friction experiments allow us to determine a critical amplitude
which corresponds to the yield stress of the material as obtained from static-tensile tests. The results also correspond
to a three-component model for the yield strength taking into account both hardening and non-hardening
embrittlement. Investigations of Doel-I-II weld material in different conditions reveal that embrittlement due to
irradiation or thermal ageing can be interpreted in terms of a fine interplay between long- and short-range
phenomena.

Keywords: commercial surveillance, internal friction, steel, neutron irradiation, ageing, embrittlement, yield
stress, hardening
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1. Introduction

General information
Within the framework of enhanced commercial surveillance, the SCK-CEN Nuclear Research
Centre in Belgium is developing more plant-specific embrittlement trend curves which rely
mainly on results from microstructural investigations in support of damage modelling [1]. The
microstructural investigation techniques we employ are positron-annihilation spectroscopy,
transmission-electron microscopy and internal friction. Internal-friction measurements yield
the internal friction, i.e. the ratio of the dissipated energy to the maximally stored elastic
energy in the medium, and the frequency which is proportional to the square root of the
elasticity modulus. We used a torsion pendulum (~1.5Hz) at the Institut de Genie Atomique of
the Ecole Polytechnique Fe"derale de Lausanne to conduct internal-friction experiments. This
paper will describe the results of internal-friction investigations of JRQ, Doel-IV weld and
Doel-I-II weld materials in different conditions which are listed in table 1. These materials
were chosen because two of them: JRQ and Doel-IV weld formed part of the IAEA Phase 3
Coordinated Research Programme on 'Optimisation of Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance
Programmes and Their Analysis' [2] and because the Doel-I-II weld material is currently
being investigated thoroughly in order to ensure adequate fracture toughness of the Doel-I and
-II pressure vessels for further exploitation of the Doel-I (1974) and Doel-II (1975)
pressurised water reactors. All specimens (1.3xl.3x23mm:J) were sawn from half Charpy's.
The results will be discussed taking into account results obtained from Charpy, tensile and
microscopic investigations.

Table liConditions of irradiation and thermal ageing.

JRQ A533 B
class 1 plate
Doel-IV weld
SA-508Class3
Doel-I-II weld
Soudotenax 56F

Y

3 years at 300°C

3 years at 300°C

1 week at 343°C
1 week at 450°C

1.07x10'* n/cm2

3 years at 300°C
N

0.85x1019 n/cm2

8 years at 300°C

N

N

1 week at 343°C
1 weekat450°C

Y: measured; N: not measured

Table 2 lists the chemical composition of the steels under investigation.

Table 2: Chemical composition.

WMEMM•ill
JRQ

Doel-IV

Doel-I-II

weld

weld

pi uwyj/w^v -r « ^

e *
0.18

0.068

0.06

0.14

0.14

0.09

ST,
0.14

0.046

0.126

%

1

1

1

•tit

.42

.57

.30

0.51

0.48

0.61

0.84

0.78

0.206

0.017

0.017

0.01

s

0.004

0.005

0.007

-r - -f -**ff t
 m

ff
m

t*y**r -

0.24

0.22

0.48
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Table 3 summarises the heat treatments which the specimens underwent. Knowledge of the heat
treatment and results from a metallographic study indicate that all specimens have a largely
bainitic microstructure (tempered upper bainite).

JRQ

Doel-IV weld

Doel-I-IIweld

normalised at 900°C, water quenched,
tempered at 665°C for 12 hours, stress relieved
at620oCfor40hours
heating at 30°C/h max up to 600/620°C and
held for 24 h 45 min; furnace cooling 30°C/h
maxjair cooling from 260/265°C
20-489°C at 26°C/hour; 489-600°C
3.34°C/hour; held at 600°C for 9.75 hours;
cool down: 600-489°C at 4.2°C/hour; 489-
20°Cat33°C/hour

Internal friction
For all steels a standard behaviour (figure 1) of the internal friction and the frequency as a
function of temperature can be observed. This standard peak is obtained while measuring at
relatively high amplitudes (8x10 ) and after 8x1% deformation at 250K. The peak is reproducible
after a two hour anneal at 600K and subsequent deformation at 250K which, in principle, allows
for limitless measurement sequences on a single sample. The peak can be described considering a
model in which the internal friction Q"1 is proportional to the mobile-dislocation density A times
the n^-power of the mean-mobile-dislocation-segment length 1: Q"'~Aln, where n > 2 [3].

6>

4.50

4.00 ..

3.50 ..

3.00 ..

2.50 ..

2.00 ..

1.50 ..

1.00 .

0.50 ..

0.00 . .

inters titials
pin dislocations

Q i dislocations
"A overcome

barriers

0 100 200 300 400

Temperature (K)

500

.. 1.8000

1.8600

a

.. 1.7400

1.6800
600

Figure 1: Temperature-dependent measurement at a vibration amplitude of 8x10 of Doel-I-II weld in
unirradiated state after a 8x1% (2 cycles) deformation at 250K.

At low temperatures, only edge dislocations are mobile. At about 150 K, the mobility of screw
dislocations begins to increase which gives rise to an increase in the damping. Saturation of the
damping at -315K corresponds to annihilation of dislocations in the grains, at the grain
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boundaries or at the surface. These irreversible movements of the dislocations give rise to a
continuous drift of the pendulum's zero position. At -330K interstitial atoms start to pin the
dislocations. This results in a smaller dislocation segment length 1 and/or a further decrease in the
mobile dislocation density A, thus in a lower value for the internal friction Q"1. A change in the
behaviour of the frequency and the absence of a drift in the zero position which means that the
dislocations do not move any more substantiates this observation. The shoulder in Q"1 at around
400K has been attributed to a stage where the pinned dislocations have sufficient thermal energy
to drag the interstitial atoms along [4]. Irradiation-induced defects cause additional reduction of
the density of mobile dislocations. This results in a decrease of the internal-friction maximum and
in a shift towards a lower internal-ftiction-maximum temperature, which can be observed below
in figure 4.
Amplitude-dependent measurements yield a critical value for the amplitude which corresponds to
the onset of plasticity (figure 2).

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004

amplitude

0.005 0.006

Figure 2: Doel-I-II weld in unirradiated condition at 292K. Epscrit is a critical amplitude
which corresponds to the onset of plasticity. It is determined by the amplitude at which Q"l

bis

is no longer constant; Q'\iSt is determined from the first two periods of the free-decay signal.

This critical amplitude is determined at different temperatures and subsequently plotted as a
function of temperature. The plot (figure 3) reveals low-temperature hardening which is typical of
bcc materials and can be attributed to a strong temperature dependence of the mobility of screw
dislocations.
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Critical amplitude as a function of temperature for JRQ steel

«5

200 400 600

temperature(K)

800

Fy (MPa)
model
Fy(MPa) Static
tensile
epscrit norm.

Figure 3: The critical amplitude is higher at lower temperatures, this represents the phenomenon of
low-temperature hardening characteristic for bcc metals and shown here for JRQ steel in unirradiated
condition. The normalised critical amplitude can be compared to static-tensile tests and to a three-
component model for the yield strength.

We can use such curves to determine whether hardening occurs after thermal treatment and/or
irradiation by comparing the results for the unirradiated, thermally treated and irradiated
materials. This is explained more in detail in figure 8. The data can, moreover, be related [5] to
tensile data and have been shown to correspond to a three-component model for the yield strength
taking into account both short- and long-range interactions and grain-boundary effects [6].

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Effect of irradiation

All specimens reveal the standard peak (figure 1). Irradiation lowers the peak maximum and
shifts the peak to a lower temperature. The lower value of the internal friction after irradiation
has been attributed to irradiation-induced defects interacting with dislocations and pinning them
[7] (figure 4). The neutron fluences are approximately the same for the two steels (1.07x10
n/cm2 for JRQ and 0.85x1019 n/cra2 for Doel-I-II weld) -we do not have internal-friction data
for irradiated Doel-IV weld material- which reflects itself in a relatively similar irradiation-
induced decrease of the internal-friction maximum. In unirradiated state the JRQ steel exhibits
a lower internal-friction maximum than the Doel-I-II steel. This might be attributed to the
larger number of carbon atoms and carbide formers present in the material which act as pinners
to dislocations. This means that more pinners would pin dislocations in the JRQ material than
in the Doel-I-II steel preventing dislocations from covering long distances and lowering the
dislocation-segment length which relates to a lower internal friction. The results from the
IAEA-phase-3-coordination programme [2] show irradiation embrittlement for the JRQ
material in a transition-temperature shift of ~90°C and an upper-shelf-energy drop of ~50J.
Vickers hardness (49N) tests show an increase in hardening due to irradiation for the JRQ
material.
Microstructural investigations conducted by AEA Harwell [8] reveal manganese, silicon and
copper precipitation under irradiation for the Doel-I-II weld material. The precipitates have an
average diameter of ~2-5nm depending on the fine- or coarse-grained region in which they are
found which makes them, on the whole, larger than is usually observed in steels after
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irradiation. Their overall density is estimated at 9x10 per m\ Scanning-transmission-electron
microscopy indicates enrichment at the grain boundaries of Mn,Ni,Mo,Si,Cu and P in a fine-
scale unresolved (<lnm) precipitate configuration. Impact-fracture tests were carried out at
-100°C to check for intergranular fracture which was subsequently ruled out in favour of a
mechanism of transgranular cleavage.
An important finding in contradiction with regulatory guidelines is that Charpy-V-notch impact
tests reveal a large irradiation-induced shift for the Doel-I-II weld material which turns out to
be independent of copper content. Despite the large shift, extrapolation to forty years yields a
reference-temperature nil-ductility temperature (RTNDT) well below the pressurised-thermal-
shock (PTS) criterion limit. These findings are consistent with our observations of a
considerable pinning effect on the dislocations due to irradiation-induced defects. Furthermore,
amplitude-dependent measurements (figure 8) suggest that irradiation of Doel-I-II weld
material induces a hardening of ~400MPa which is consistent with tensile- and impact-test
results.
Further studies will be conducted on specimens which have been subjected to high irradiation
doses, this in order to investigate high-fluence radiation-damage mechanisms [6].

Q-ldoel-Iwirr

B Q-ldoel-Iwui

+ Q-ljrqirr

100 200 300 400

Figure 4: Irradiation lowers the internal-friction maximum for JRQ (1.07x10 n/cm2) and
Doel-I weld (0.85xl019 n/cm2) steels. ui:unirradiated, irr:irradiated, w:weld.

2.2 Effect of thermal ageing

Figures 5 and 6 portray the effects of thermal ageing for Doel-IV weld material and for JRQ
steel. For the JRQ specimen, thermal ageing for three years at ~300°C does not influence the
standard internal-friction peak. No difference can be observed in the critical amplitude either
indicating that thermal ageing does not induce hardening for the JRQ material. This is
consistent with results from hardness measurements within the frame of the Phase 3
Coordination programme [2].
The Doel-IV weld sample reveals a quite different effect of thermal ageing. The unirradiated
peak develops a maximum at the deformation temperature (250K) whereas the aged specimen
rises to a maximum at -310K. Perhaps, the unirradiated sample is made up of smaller grains
allowing for dislocations to cover greater distances in the thermally-aged sample than in the
unirradiated sample before they annihilate at the boundary (photographs la and b). This
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interpretation might also explain the observation of a negative though very small transition-
temperature shift in impact tests. The amplitude-dependent results reveal an effect of hardening
(an increase of the critical amplitude of ~1.5xlO3 which roughly corresponds to 200MPa) at low
temperatures (~90K) which indicates an effect of short-range interactions to dislocations. At
higher temperatures the effect subsides. This observation might explain the somewhat lower
temperature-dependent internal friction on the low-temperature flank for the thermally-aged
sample. From higher temperatures onwards, the energy to the dislocations becomes sufficient to
overcome this short-range pinner. However, the IAEA results for Doel-IV weld material do not
reveal hardening due to thermal ageing. Tensile tests do not show an increase in the yield stress.
The upper shelf limit seems to drop slightly after thermal ageing, but this is not beyond doubt.
More information is required to ascertain to the fullest whether or not hardening occurs. In view
of this, we must conclude that thermal ageing of JRQ material does not induce hardening, while
thermal ageing of Doel-IV weld material might induce hardening due to short-range
interactions with dislocations.
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Figure 5: Standard peak for JRQ and Doel-IV weld materials in unirradiated (ui) and thermally-aged (ag)
conditions after a 8x1% deformation at 250K and at a vibration amplitude of 8x10"4.
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Figure 6: The critical amplitude at different temperatures for JRQ and Doel-IV weld material. No clear effect of
hardening (higher critical amplitude) can be observed for the JRQ specimen but an indication of a small effect
of hardening is present at ~90K for the Doel-IV weld specimen, uirunirradiated, ag.thermally aged
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Figure 7 presents the effects of thermal ageing without irradiation for Doel-I-II weld material.
No effect of hardening can be observed for temperature-dependent measurements.
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Figure 7: Doel-I-II weld at an amplitude of 8x 10 after 8x 1 % deformation at 250K. Thermal ageing for one
week at 343°C (343) and at 450°C (450) does not influence the unirradiated (ui) peak.

Figure 8 shows a plot of the critical amplitude as a function of temperature for Doel-I-II weld
material in unirradiated, thermally aged (1 week at 343°C and at 450°C), in irradiated (O.85xlO19

n/cm2) and in irradiated and thermally aged (1 week at 343°C and at 450°C) state.

Doel-I weld in ui, irr, 343/450°C and irr+343/450°C conditions
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temperature (K)
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Figure 8: Doel-I weld material in unirradiated (ui), thermally aged for one week at 343°C/450°C,
irradiated (irr), irradiated-annealed (ia) for 3hl5 at 700K and irradiated & thermally-aged
for one week at 343°C/450°C condition.

The very similar temperature-dependent behaviour of the unirradiated and thermally-aged Doel-I-
II weld specimens remains thoroughly to be investigated especially since a significant hardening
effect is observed after ageing for one week at 450°C in amplitude-dependent measurements. A
preliminary interpretation might be that the critical amplitude as a function of temperature (figure
8) for the unirradiated specimen aged at 450°C can be described by considering strong pinners
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-possibly large precipitates which are observed after a similar thermal treatment of irradiated
specimens [8]- to the dislocations which develop during thermal treatment at 450°C but are
sheared by deforming the specimens prior to the measurement at 250K. These precipitates
probably interact with dislocations over short and long distances. Plastic deformation prior to the
measurement would free pinned dislocations and since temperature-dependent results are
especially sensitive to short-range interactions with dislocations, effects of long-range would be
mainly observed in amplitude-dependent tests which are conducted without deformation prior to
the measurement. These assumptions can be substantiated by the observation that thermal ageing
at 343 °C after irradiation (figure 9) which is thought to promote short-range interactions with
dislocations causes a decrease of the internal-friction maximum on top of that due to irradiation.
Thermal ageing at 450°C after irradiation, on the contrary, seems to have no influence on the
internal-friction maximum and is thought to promote long-range phenomena such as copper-
manganese precipitation. The shift in the critical amplitude (figure 8) due to thermal ageing at
450°C after irradiation is most pronounced in the far thermal and near athermal region. Therefore,
the differences in the critical amplitude between the thermally-aged at 450°C and the irradiated &
thermally-aged at 450°C condition can be considered in terms of long-range obstacles or grain-
boundary effects which are usually combined in this thermal-athermal intermediate region of the
yield strength. The high critical amplitude which is observed in the low-temperature region of the
yield strength for the irradiated and thermally-aged at 343°C specimen should then be interpreted
in terms of short-range obstacles to dislocations which are too strong to be sheared by 8x1%
plastic deformation. The large hardening effect after irradiation in both the thermal and the
athermal regions of the yield strength should, therefore, be considered as representations of short-
and long-range phenomena, such as long- and short-range precipitation of Cu or Cu-Mn to
dislocations and precipitation of Cu,Mn,..., P at grain boundaries which have been observed by
means of microstructural investigation [8].

Doel-I weld in ui, irr, irr+343°C and irr+450°C conditions
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Figure 9: Standard peak for Doel-I-II weld material in unirradiated (ui), irradiated (irr), and thermally-aged for one
week at 343°C (343) and 450°C (450) condition, (measured at a vibration amplitude of 8x10"* after deformation of
8xl%at250K).
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2.3 The Snoek-Koster relaxation

The JRQ and Doel-IV weld specimens in thermally-aged condition reveal an unstable Snoek-
Koster peak at -540K (figure 10) which is attributed to bowing out of dislocations in a Cottrell
atmosphere of interstitial atoms in solution [9]. The peak height is related to the amount of
deformation and to the concentration of interstitials. The Doel-I-II weld specimen does not
reveal a Snoek-Koster peak. This might be explained by considering that the Snoek-Koster
peak is usually obtained only after a deformation at low-to-room temperature and some form of
ageing or a measurement as a function of temperature. The ageing treatment of three years at
~300°C seems to promote the appearance of a Snoek-Koster peak, whereas the short thermal
treatment of one week at 343/450°C induces precipitation. We can therefore suggest that
thermal ageing for three years at reactor-operating temperatures promotes the rise of a Snoek-
Koster peak. Phosphorus precipitation at grain boundaries has been known to influence the
position of the Snoek-Koster peak [10] but as the amount of phosphorus present in the two
materials is the same we would expect to see the peak at the same temperature for the two
materials.-
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Figure 10: JRQ and Doel-IV weld in unirradiated but thermally-aged (3 years at ~300°C) and Doel-I
weld in unirradiated and aged for one week at 343°C condition. Both JRQ and Doel-IV weld steel
reveal a small Snoek-K&ster (SK) peak at -540K.

3. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this work are that the internal-friction measurements are, sensitive to
long- and short-range damage mechanisms and that the results are consistent with results
obtained from impact, tensile and hardness testing and from microstructural investigations.
More specifically,
a) the internal-friction technique is a non-destructive technique. The results can be reproduced;
b) the observation of a decrease in the internal friction with irradiation, irradiation-induced
pinning of dislocations, can be related to the microstructural observations of Cu or Cu-Mn
precipitation and is consistent with impact, tensile and hardness observations;
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c) none of the tests conducted reveal hardening due to thermal ageing for JRQ steel, but the
Doel-IV weld material might be susceptible to hardening with thermal ageing. Further tests will
have to be conducted to find out whether or not hardening occurs;
d) effects of thermal ageing for one week at 343°C/450°C of irradiated and unirradiated Doel-I-
II weld material can be described in terms of a fine interplay between short-range and long-
range microstructural phenomena.

Further investigations will be performed to study radiation damage mechanisms which come
into play at higher fluences by means of a specially equipped torsion pendulum under
construction.
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TECHNIQUES FOR FATIGUE PRECRACKING

IN DIFFERENT SHAPE SPECIMENS

V.I.Prokhorov and O.Yu.Makarov

RIAR State Scientific Center of Russia
433510, Dimitrovgrad

ABSTRACT

Techiques are developed and tested on different class materials
to originate the precrackes in three types of specimens: compact 12/24
C(T), three point bend SE(B) and flat specimen with one edge crack
SE(T) . The cyclic loading of specimen is performed by eiectrodyneamic
vibrostand, at the friquency in the range of 100 to 200 Hz with load ratio
equal to -1 .

The continuous monitoring of load and deformation on the
specimen is carried out with technique applied for precracking realized
with hidraulic machine. The technique is based on the procedure of K-
decreasing to test the cracked specimens for fatigue crack propagation
according to the ASTM E647.

Both techniques may be useful for pressure vessel steels.

Keywerds: techique, fatigue, precracking

INTRODUCTION

The increased requirements to safety of nuclear power plant

constructions caused the necessity for detailed investigations of physical

and mechanical properties of applied structural materials in view of

neutron radiation. The change of material properties under irradiation,

accumulation of different defects resulted in the need to obtain data on
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resistance of materials to crack nucleation and possible brittle

fracture. A lot of material characteristics in original and irradiated state

is required for calculation and estimation performed by the principles of

fracture mechanics both at the stage of design and operation up to the

end of life. The force, energetic and 'deformation features of fracture

toughness are obligatory for the structural material applied in nuclear

engineering. At present such features are the high priority problem.

For recent years the Material Science Laboratory has been carried

out experiments on obtaining and study of fracture toughness

characteristics. These experiments are caused by the sharp problem of

reactor vessel service life and the necessity to certificate a number of new

materials as "nuclear" such as zirconium 3-635 alloy as well as

molybdenum, vanadium and copper alloys.

Testing techniques of precracked specimens to specify the irradiated

material fracture toughness are based on the latest achievements in

fracture mechanics presented in the following ASTM standards: E399-90,

E813-89, El 152-87 and E1290-93. The specimens of various shapes

(loading scheme) and dimensions are used for the different class materials

available real thickness and properies in order to meet the inconsistent

requirements of mechanical criteria and restrictive conditions of radiation

experiments.

Correctness of tests performed and reliability of fracture toughness

characteristics obtained by the above techniques are largely dependent on

quality of machined notch specimen and technique of preliminary fatigue

precracking.
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FATIGUE CRACKING TECHNIQUES

In 1995-96 the techniques were developed and tested on the different

class materials to originate and grow the precracks of specific size. The

following three types of specimens were taken as the basis: compact 12/24

C(T), three point-bend specimen SE(B), flat specimen with edge crack of

sheet material SE(T).

The controlled cyclic loading of specimens was provided with two

machines: electrodynamic vibrator LDS V-806 and hydraulic machine.

The cyclic loading of specimen was performed on the electrodynamic

vibrostand by the scheme of bending single-cantilever beam (Fig.l) with

the load ratio equal to -1. The crack growing depending on material is

performed at the frequency in the range from 100 to 200 Hz. The

amplitude and frequency are given with a controller which measures the

true amplitude and acceleration on the specimen by means of

piezosensor.

The test is proceeded until the acceleration increment on the

specimen reaches 2g that corresponds to increasing the amplitude of

gravity centre by about 0.05 mm or crack growth by about 1-2 mm. The

crack growth is controlled visually on both side surfaces by portable light

microscope (20-x50 magnification).

Under testing the specimen material should keep elastic properties,

i.e. the maximum stress in the critical cross-section should not exceed the

flow limit. For this purpose the theoretical relations known from the
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strength of materials were used.

The continuous monitoring of loading and deformation changes

immediately on the specimen is assumed to be carried out according to

the technique applied for crack growing with the hydraulic machine

compared to above one. The technique was tested by the C(T) and SE(B)

specimens. The minimum to maximum stress ratio is taken equal to +0.1,

and a number of loading cycles should not be less than 104-105. The

scheme of specimen cracking is the same as in the case of statical fracture

toughness tests.

A specimen is tested in the controlled cycle of loading if it is known

how the load can be transformed into the stress intensity factor (K-

calibration). In maintaining the constant cycle of load ( P- const) the

swing of stress intensity factor K will grow with increasing the crack

length. Therefore, the initial value of maximum load is taken so that the

corresponding value K does not exceed 80% of material Kic. The

precracking technique is based on the procedure of K-decreasing (Fig. 2),

in this case the load is lowered step-by-step and accounts for about 10%

for every 0.25 mm crack growth. When reaching the value a=0.5W, the

test is stopped.

The program control applied at the hydraulic machine allows to test

the cracked specimens by giving a number of cycles at the controlled load

amplitude and to calculate the length of crack using the change of elastic

specimen compliance. The obtained results of crack increment over the

specific number of cycles depending on the given K allows to measure

the crack growth rate, to construct the kinetic diagram and to obtain the
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threshold value, Kth, for fatigue crack propagation according to the

Standard ASTM E647-93.

In the given case the more accurate length of fatigue crack is

determined by the technique based on the change of elastic compliance

with growing the crack in specimen. The compliance is measured in

cycling by the load transducer and strain gauges attached to the

specimen. The high rate digital system of computing is assumed to be

used by the optimum technique. The stop of cycling and the compliance

measurements in the statics are assumed to be carried out depending on

facility operation speed.

These precracking techniques were tried successfully on the different

class materials. If it is necessary to crack the irradiated specimens these

equipment and techniques may be easily applied in the hot cell. For this

purpose one can install the loading unit, fixture and other instruments .

The side surfaces of specimen should be repolished after irradiation. The

crack is observed by the remote visual device with the maximum XI0

magnification.
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Fig.l. Scheme of specimen testing at vibrostand LDS V-806

1 - fastening post, 2 - specimen, 3 - additional load, 4 - moving grip,

5 - accelerometer
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APPLICABILITY OF THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS MASTER CURVE
TO IRRADIATED REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS

M. A. Sokolov, D. E. McCabe, D. J. Alexander, and R. K. Nanstad

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
P.O. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6151, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The current methodology for determination of fracture toughness of irradiated reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) steels is based on the upward temperature shift of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) K*. curve from either measurement of Charpy impact surveillance specimens or
predictive calculations based on a database of Charpy impact tests from RPV surveillance programs.
Currently, the provisions for determination of the upward temperature shift of the curve due to
irradiation are based on the Charpy V-notch (CVN) 41-J shift, and the shape of the fracture
toughness curve is assumed to not change as a consequence of irradiation. The ASME curve is a
function of test temperature (T) normalized to a reference nil-ductility temperature, RT^y^ namely,
T - RTJJDT. That curve was constructed as the lower boundary to the available KIe database and,
therefore, does not consider probability matters. Moreover, to achieve valid fracture toughness data
in the temperature range where the rate of fracture toughness increase with temperature is rapidly
increasing, very large test specimens were needed to maintain plain-strain, linear-elastic conditions.
Such large specimens are impractical for fracture toughness testing of each RPV steel, but the
evolution of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics has led to the use of relatively small test specimens to
achieve acceptable cleavage fracture toughness measurements, KJc, in the transition temperature
range. Accompanying this evolution is the employment of the Weibull distribution function to model
the scatter of fracture toughness values in the transition range. Thus, a probabilistic-based bound for
a given data population can be made. Further, it has been demonstrated by Wallin1'2 that the
probabilistic-based estimates of median fracture toughness of ferritic steels tend to form transition
curves of the same shape, the so-called "master curve," normalized to one common specimen size,
namely the IT [i.e., 1.0-in.-thick (25-mm)] specimen. Thus, fracture toughness of the material can
be described by a fracture toughness-based reference temperature rather than by a temperature
derived from a combination of drop-weight and Charpy impact tests. A statistical size correction
based upon weakest-link theory is used to adjust the measured fracture toughness to that expected
from a IT specimen.1 Although the details of a consensus procedure is still under development, the
basic procedure is widely used now to characterize elastic-plastic KJc values in the transition range.
For application to commercial nuclear RPVs, however, various uncertainties are being investigated
as part of the Heavy-Section Steel Irradiation (HSSI) Program managed by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. These include the use of relatively
small specimens, e.g., precracked CVN (PCVN) and smaller size specimens, the applicability of the
master curve to highly irradiated steels, and the effects of intergranular fracture.
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In the HSSI Program studies, PCVN and smaller three-point bend specimens, as well as 0.2T
compact specimens, were used to characterize the fracture toughness of RPV steel in the transition
region.3 The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) A 533 grade B class 1 plate,
designated Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) Program Plate 02, was used because of the
existence of an extensive fracture toughness database for Plate 02 accumulated from testing of
various size specimens up to 1 IT thickness.4'5 The testing and analysis procedures were conducted
in accordance with Draft 12 of the Proposed ASTM Test Practice.6 The procedure allows for the
testing of a relatively small number of specimens tested at one temperature and employs the maximum
likelihood concept regarded as the most accurate method of obtaining the scale parameter, K,,, in the
Weibull cumulative probability distribution function. The procedure incorporates a constraint limit
which defines the measurement capacity for a given specimen size and material. The application of
this procedure to small specimens has some limitations. On the high-temperature side, small
specimens are limited by specimen capacity to maintain constraint. The remaining ligament size is
a critical parameter to satisfy the constraint limit specified in the proposed ASTM Test Practice. As
the lower-shelf toughness at low temperatures is approached, the specimen size adjustment becomes
inapplicable because the statistical size effects diminish and initiation criterion is not longer dominant;
fracture becomes more propagation-controlled. This means that the test temperature range for small
specimens is quite narrow hi order to provide data acceptable for the current analysis procedure.
Having determined the position of the master curve on the temperature scale, lower and upper
tolerance bounds (0.05 and 0.95, respectively, are common) can be calculated. Four types of
specimens have been tested in this study, three-point bend specimens with dimensions of
10 x 10 x 55 mm (PCVN specimen), 4.8 * 10 x 55 mm, and 4.8 x 4.8 x 27 mm, and 0.2T
(5-mm-thick) compact specimens. The 0.2T compact specimen has a remaining ligament about the
same as the 10 mm thick bend specimen. The PCVN tests were conducted at -30 and -50°C, while
the smaller bend specimens were conducted at - 50c C.

The results obtained to this time in the program have shown that the master curve derived from the
testing of several PCVN specimens of HSST Plate 02 represents very well the large linear-elastic Kj.
database (adjusted to IT size) accumulated by the testing of massive specimens needed for K^
validity. Also, the 5% margin-adjusted tolerance bound of the master curve describes successfully
the lower bound of scatter in Kj. of this same material. The 4.8-mm-thick specimens exhibited some
disparities in results relative to the current weakest-link size adjustment predictions, indicating that
the current mathematical expression for weakest-link theory size adjustment may need some
evaluation for such small thicknesses. The current results suggest that ratio of width to thickness
becomes a vital parameter in size adjustment modeling for specimens with small thickness. Further
investigation is needed to develop a unique size adjustment model for small thicknesses.

Regarding the fracture toughness curve shift and shape as a consequence of irradiation, HSSI
Program data and data from the literature have been assembled in a database for analysis. Only data
for which the neutron fluence of the Charpy and fracture toughness specimens were similar were
incorporated into the database. To assure that all the results were compared on a consistent basis,
the raw Charpy impact data were fit with a hyperbolic tangent function and the raw fracture
toughness data were analyzed with the master curve procedure. For Charpy 41-J shifts up to about
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150°C, the following preliminary observations have been made: (1) for 40 sets of weld metals, on
average the Kjc shift at 100 MPa7m is the same as the CVN shift at 41 J, with 95% confidence limits
of ±30°C; (2) for 50 sets of base metals, on average the Kjc shift at 100 MPaVm is greater than the
CVN shift at 41 J by 12°C, with 95% confidence limits of ±35°C; (3) correlations between the KJcl00

shift and other CVN energy criteria showed no improvement compared to that of the 41-J correlation;
(4) correlations between fracture toughness shift and radiation hardening is the same for weld and
base metals; and (5) a graphical comparison of all the irradiated fracture toughness data normalized
to T - Tl00 do not suggest a change in shape of the master curve due to irradiation.7

The current investigations of small specimen technology concentrates on specimen measuring
capacity and size adjustment procedures; these are (1) further testing of precracked Charpy specimens
of different materials; (2) further testing of small specimens of different geometries for comparison
with larger specimens to validate size adjustment procedure; (3) analytical evaluation of small
specimens with different geometries; and (4) investigation of master curve methodology to low-
strength materials. The current investigations of curve shift methodology concentrate on
determination of uncertainties; these are, (1) fracture toughness curve shape and shift for highly
embrittled materials (i.e., ATT ~ 200°C, Acy « 300 MPa); (2) applicability of data sets with K data
« 1 0 0 MPA/m for master curve analysis; and (3) evaluation of uncertainties associated with the use
of Charpy surveillance specimens to determine T100. Finally, the applicability of the master curve to
fracture toughness data obtained from specimens which have significant amounts of intergranular
fracture is a recent area of study, which is being pursued for materials in both the unirradiated and
irradiated conditions.
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A MAJOR GOAL OF THE HSSl PROGRAM IS TO DETERMINE
THE EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON SHIFT AND SHAPE

OF THE Kfc AND K,, CURVES

•UNIRRAOIATEO
STEEL

CURVE SHIFT EQUAL
TO CVN 41-J SHIFT-

IRRAOJATEO
STEEL

NORMAL
OPERATION

TEMPERATURE

DATABASE ASSEMBLED FROM
PUBLISHED SOURCES

TWO GROUPS OF MATERIALS - BASE AND WELD METALS

RAW DATA OR DIGITIZED FROM PLOTS

Kfc AND CVN PAIRS WITH COMPARABLE NEUTRON FLUENCE
AND IRRADIATION TEMPERATURES

CONSISTENT ANALYSIS OF DATA

- MASTER CURVE APPROACH FOR FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

- HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FIT FOR CHARPY WITH LOWER-
SHELF ENERGY a 2.7 J

LINEAR REGRESSION FOR SHIFT CORRELATION
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WEIBULL STATISTIC/MASTER CURVE APPROACH
WAS USED FOR KJc DATA (AFTER WALLIN)

«00

THE MASTER CURVE ANALYSIS OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS IN
THE TRANSITION RANGE INCORPORATES STATISTICAL

ANALYSIS AND SPECIMEN SIZE ADJUSTMENT

• WEIBULL FRACTURE PROBABILITY FORMS BASIS FOR DATA
ANALYSIS

Pf = 1 - exp
- 2 0 ^

- 2 0

K'Jc(mod)

N

r - 0.3068

1M

[ ln(2)]1/4 + 20, MPa^m
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THE MASTER CURVE ANALYSIS OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS IN
THE TRANSITION RANGE INCORPORATES STATISTICAL

ANALYSIS AND SPECIMEN SIZE ADJUSTMENT

(CONTINUED)

WEAKEST-LINK SIZE ADJUSTMENT APPLIED TO MEASURED
DATA

2 0 + [Kjc(KI) " 20]
B(XT)

1M

MASTER CURVE OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS VS
TEMPERATURE APPLIED TO DETERMINE REFERENCE
TEMPERATURE

1T = 3 0 + 7 0 e xP [0.019(T - T1fl0) ] ,

• T100 = REFERENCE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEMPERATURE,

T at K ^ ^ 1 T = 100 MPav/m .

PROCEDURES INCORPORATE CERTAIN CRITERIA REGARDING
STATISTICAL VARIATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

- AT LEAST SIX REPLICATED TESTS AT A GIVEN TEST
TEMPERATURE

- REMAINING LIGAMENT SIZE,
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TOTAL EPRI/ASME DATABASE ANALYZED FOR
MASTER CURVE (TEMPERATURE NORMALIZED

BY T100; ALL CONFORM TO MASTER CURVE TREND)
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COMPARISON OF TOLERANCE BOUNDS AND
LOWER BOUND WHEN T 1 0 0 «
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HSST PLATE 02
(SOURCE: ASME/EPRI DATABASE ON K,c VALUES)

HSST PLATE 02

Kte DATABASE adjusted to 1T size

MASTER CURVE by PCVN

5 and 95% TOLERANCE BOUNDS

I
TEMPERATURE, (°C)

IRRADIATED BELTLINE WELD METAL FROM
THE MIDLAND REACTOR/MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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3CO

300

200
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0

I • I
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COMPARISON OF TWO LOWER-BOUND METHODS
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS WITH SMALL SPECIMENS OF
PLATE 02 AT -50°C EXHIBIT SOME DISPARITIES IN RESULTS

RELATIVE TO WEAKEST-LINK SIZE ADJUSTMENT PREDICTIONS
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DISPARITY IN RESULTS FOR THREE DIFFERENT SPECIMEN SIZES
IS NOT EVIDENT FROM WEIBULL PROBABILITY PLOTS

SMALL THREE-POINT BEND AND 1T COMPACT SPECIMENS
FOLLOW SAME NORMALIZED LOAD VS PLASTIC
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SIZE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE ALLOWS THE USE OF
PRECRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS CHARACTERIZATION

• PRECRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS CAN BE USED TO
ESTABLISH T100 TEMPERATURES (THE MASTER CURVE);
HOWEVER, THE TEST TEMPERATURE FOR OPTIMUM
RESULTS MUST BE CAREFULLY SELECTED

• THE DATABASE OF LARGE SPECIMENS CAN BE COVERED
BY DEVELOPING A1T MASTER CURVE AND TOLERANCE
BOUNDS FOR THE ONE SPECIMEN SIZE

• LOWER BOUND OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS IS MORE
ACCURATELY REPRESENTED BY MASTER CURVE
TOLERANCE BOUND THAN BY MASSIVE DATA SETS AND
VISUALLY DRAWING IN A LOWER-BOUND CURVE

• 5-mm-THICK SPECIMENS EXHIBIT SAME DISPARITIES IN
RESULTS RELATIVE TO WEAKEST-LINK SIZE ADJUSTMENT
PREDICTIONS

MEDIAN KJC VALUES AND MASTER CURVE PROCEDURE
USED TO DETERMINE AT100
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ON AVERAGE, K* SHIFT AT 100 MPav/m IS THE SAME
AS CVN SHIFT AT 41 J FOR WELD METALS
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regardleaa of USE

AT100«0.99AT41J

95% Cl
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50 100 150

CHARPY 41J SHIFT (°C)

200

ON AVERAGE, FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFT IS GREATER
THAN CVN 41-J SHIFT BY 12°C FOR BASE METALS
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£
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AVAILABLE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA NORMALIZED
BY T4flO DO NOT SUGGEST CHANGE IN SHAPE OF THE'100

MASTER CURVE DUE TO IRRADIATION

Q.

700

600
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I 400

a
J
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1 1 1 1

IRRADIATED BASE AND WELD METALS

— — 3 and 97% TOLERANCE BOUNDS
——. MASTER CURVE. K.^-30+70«cp{0.019-(T-Tte0)]

A PCVN
D 0.6T C(D
O 1TC(D
O 2Tcm
0 4TC(D

•hadad symbol* for waid*

1T C(T)

-200 -150 -100 -50 50 100 150

ANALYSIS OF RPV STEELS DATABASE REVEALS
CORRELATION BETWEEN AKJC100 AND AT41J

FOR BASE AND WELD METALS

• DATABASE INCLUDES Kj. AND CVN DATA FOR 40 WELDS AND 50
BASE METALS

• DATA WERE CONSISTENTLY ANALYZED USING MASTER CURVE
APPROACH FOR K* AND tanh FOR CVN

• FOR CHARPY41-J SHIFTS UP TO ABOUT 150°C:

• FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 100-MPa/m SHIFT IS, ON AVERAGE,
THE SAME AS CHARPY 41-J SHIFT FOR WELDS

• FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 100-MPa/m SHIFT IS, ON AVERAGE,
GREATER THAN CHARPY Ai-J SHIFT by 12°C FOR BASE METAL

• CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFT AND
RADIATION HARDENING IS THE SAME FOR WELD AND BASE
METALS
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CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS OF CURVE SHIFT
METHODOLOGY CONCENTRATE ON

DETERMINATION OF UNCERTAINTIES

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CURVE SHAPE AND SHIFT FOR HIGHLY
EMBRITTLED MATERIALS (ATT « 200°C, A<^ - 300 MPa)

- DESIGN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
- PERFORM ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
- TEST MATERIAL FROM DECOMMISSIONED RPV
- EFFECTS OF INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE

APPLICABILITY OF DATA SETS WITH K* DATA « 1 0 0 MPavta FOR
MASTER CURVE ANALYSIS

EVALUATION OF UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH
SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS

- USE OF PRECRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS TO DETERMINE T100

- TYPICAL CHARPY IMPACT SURVEILLANCE DATA

CURRENT INVESTIGATION OF SMALL SPECIMEN TECHNOLOGY
CONCENTRATES ON SPECIMEN MEASURING CAPACITY

AND SIZE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

FURTHER TESTING OF PRECRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS OF
DIFFERENT MATERIALS

FURTHER TESTING OF SMALL SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT
GEOMETRIES FOR COMPARISON WITH LARGER SPECIMENS
TO VALIDATE SIZE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF SMALL SPECIMENS WITH
DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES IS NEEDED

INVESTIGATION OF MASTER CURVE METHODOLOGY TO
LOW-STRENGTH MATERIALS (e.g., A 36 STEEL FOR
SUPPORTS) IS NEEDED
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ABSTRACT

Paper summarizes results from surveillance specimens programmes

of WER-440/V-213Ctype reactors. Comparison of transition temperature

shifts, induced by irradiation, and determined from impact Charpy V-notch

toughness as well as from static fracture toughness tests on pre-cracked

Charpy size specimens (COD) is given. Two methods have been used for

determination of static fracture toughness shifts - standard COD type

specimens from a standard surveillance programmes and reconstituted

COD type specimens from broken halves of Charpy V-notch specimens.

Results obtained are discussed from the point of view of irradiation

conditions as well as of different type of testing.
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MAIN PROBLEM OF THE TASK :
PRINCIPAL CONTRADICTION

BETWEEN
ACCEPTANCE/SURVEILLANCE MATERIAL TESTING

AND
RPV INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT APPROACH.

i.e.

CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT TESTS
vs.

STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS APPROACH

MATERIAL TESTED :
RE-EVALUATION OF SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS :

BASE METAL - STEEL 15Kh2MFA - FROM RPVs OF NPP
DUKOVANY

SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS AFTER 1, 2, 3 AND 5 YEARS OF
OPERATION
i.e.
WITH FLUENCE IN THE RANGE (1 to 5)x1024n.nf2 (En >0.5
MeV) (high lead factor in standard surveillance programme)
AT 270 C

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME :

EXPERIMENTAL HEATS FROM 15Kh2NMFA TYPE STEEL (OF
WER-1000 TYPE) WITH DIFFERENT Cu AND P CONTENTS
WITH FLUENCE EQUAL TO 2.6x1023N.wr2

(EN >0.5 MEV) AT 288 C
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TESTED
MATERIALS:

TYPICAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SURVEILLANCE
MATERIALS:

Alloy

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

V

Cu

Cr-Mo-V-BM

0.13

0.40

0.25

0.009-0.012

0.012

2.77

0.16

0.62

0.30

0.08-0.10
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF EACH EXAMINED EXPERIMENTAL
HEATS IS GIVEN IN TABLE 2.

c
Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Cu

V

1

0.15

0.48

0.17

0.012

0.010

2.06

1.28

0.56

0.30

0.10

2

0.15

0.48

0.17

0.018

0.010

2.06

1.28

0.56

0.30

0.10

3

0.15

0.34

0.21

0.015

0.009

1.89

1.28

0.55

0.52

0.09

4

0.15

0.34

0.21

0.021

0.009

1.89

1.28

0.55

0.52

0.09

5

0.16

0.34

0.20

0.014

0.009

2.14

1.27

0.58

0.08

0.10

6

0.16

0.34

0.20

0.021

0.009

2.14

1.27

0.58

0.08

0.10

Table 2: Chemical composition of examined steels Cr-Ni-Mo-V

TESTING METHODS:
RE-EVALUATION OF SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME:

- STANDARD CHARPY V-NOTCH SPECIMENS FOR IMPACTTESTING

located in containers No.No.7 -12

= neutron flux plateau

transition temperature = Tk = T40J

- PRE-CRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR STATIC FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS TESTING

located in containers No.No. 1 - 6

= neutron flux steep gradient

..transition temperature = T ^ = T100MPam05
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- RECONSTITUTED CHARPY STANDARD SPECIMENS INTO PRE-

CRACKED CHARPY FOR STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

TESTING

from specimens located in containers No.No.7-12

= neutron flux plateau

transition temperature = T^0 = T100MPa.m0.5

I.E. THE SAME FLUENCE OF CHARPY-V AND PRE-CRACKED

CHARPY-V SPECIMENS WAS OBTAINED!

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME :

- STANDARD CHARPY V-NOTCH SPECIMENS FOR IMPACTTESTING

transition temperature = Tk = T40J

- PRE-CRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR STATIC FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS TESTING

transition temperature = T ^ = T100MPam05

PRE-CRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR DYNAMIC FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS TESTING

transition temperature = TMd = T100MParn05
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PREVIOUS RESULTS FROM STANDARD
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME :
COMPARISON OF CHARPY IMPACT AND STATIC FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURES WAS DETERMINED - Fig.1
but

CHARPY IMPACT TRANSITION TEMPERATURE WAS DETERMINED
FROM SPECIMENS IRRADIATED IN SIMILAR CONDITIONS = FLUENCE
+ TIME

and
STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE WAS
DETERMINED USING SPECIMENS FROM DIFFERENT CONTAINERS
IRRADIATED FOR DIFFERENT TIME TO REACH APPROXIMATELY
SIMILAR NEUTRON FLUENCE
(reason :steep neutron flux gradient in containers set with

these specimens
only two specimens are in one container,
i.e. six containers are necessary for one curve

PROGRAMME OF RE-EVALUATION OF
S T A N D A R D S U R V E I L L A N C E
PROGRAMME:
- PRECISION OF NEUTRON FLUENCE DETERMINATION AND VALUES

- RECONSTITUTION OF BROKEN CHARPY IMPACT SPECIMENS
INTO PRE-Off/NE<JBWaBmRFBN6EIE™
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTING

thus

- BOTH TYPE OF TESTS IS REALIZED IN THE SAME SET OF
SPECIMENS,
i.e. SPECIMENS WHICH WERE IRRADIATED IN THE SIMILAR
CONDITIONS = FLUENCE + TIME
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DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBTAINED TWO MATERIAL
PARAMETERS FROM THE SAME SET OF SPECIMENS
i.e. NO EFFECT OF DIFFERENT IRRADIATION CONDITIONS COULD
AFFECT THE RESULTS

RECONSTITUTION OF SPECIMENS IS PERFORMED USING ELECTRON-
BEAM WELDING TECHNIQUE, WHICH WAS CHECKED ACCORDING TO
ASTM METHOD AND WITHIN ASTM ROUND-ROBIN PROGRAMME

insert length = 14 mm

RESULTS FROM SPECIMENS
RECONSTITUTION :
- RESULTS FROM RPVs OF UNITS 1 - 4 ARE SHOWN IN FIG.2

COMPARISON OF TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS IS USED,
as

both transition temperatures cannot be taken as representative for
tested materials in the level of acceptance tests,
because

transition temperature TK ("critical temperature of brittleness) is
determined on a small quantity of specimens, while only KCV criterion
for mean values is used

transition temperature T ^ is determined on small size specimens which
direct applicability to RPV integrity assessment are still under discussion
and needs some re-evaluation

- DIFFERENT TREND LINES OF CHARPY IMPACT AND STATIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE
MOSTLY SEEN

- LARGE DIFFERENCE IS SEEN BETWEEN TREND LINES OF
STANDARD AND RECONSTITUTED STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
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- RECONSTITUTED STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION
TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE, IN GENERAL, HIGHER THAN CHARPY
V-NOTCH IMPACT TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS

RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL
PROGRAMME:
- COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS IS GIVEN

FOR TESTED EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS - Fig.3
(DIFFEREMT TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE OBTAINED
EVEN FOR ONE NEUTRON FLUENCE DUE TO DIFFERENT Cu+P
CONTENTS IN INDIVIDUAL HEATS)

- COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT DYNAMIC TESTS RESULTS -
CHARPY V-IMPACT AND DYNAMIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS - IS
ALSO SHOWN - Fig.4

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS :
RE-CONSTITUTION OF SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME:

- STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFTS ARE, PRACTICAL IN ALL
CASES, HIGHER THAN OF CHARPY IMPACT TOUGHNESS TESTS-
Figs. 1,2,6

- RECONSTITUTED STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFTS ARE,
IN GENERAL, LOWER THAN FROM STANDARD SURVEILLANCE
PROGRAMME TESTS • Fig.1

- T H E S E DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STANDARD AND
RECONSTITUTED STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION
TEMPERATURE SHIFTS -

i.e. dT(KIC) - dT(KCV)

can be caused by :
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uncertaintities in neutron fluence determination in containers
located in a steep neutron flux gradient (containers No.No. 1-6 with
pre-cracked Charpy specimens)
scatter of neutron fluences in individual containers, as 6
containers had to be tested for one curve
effect of flux rate
as
specimens in one tested set were chosen from three or four
different containers sets,
i.e. irradiated for different time

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHARPY AND RECONSTITUTED STATIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS -
Fig.5 -

i.e. dTfK^BiC). dT(KCV)

CANNOT BE NEGLECTED, AS

IN ALL CASES (WITH ONLY ONE SMALL EXCEPTION) STATIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE
LARGER THAN CHARPY IMPACT SHIFTS

especially when taking into account accuracy in transition temperature
(shift) determination which can be equal to

6 T K = ± 10 °C

THESE DIFFERENCES CAN BE PRACTICALLY NEGLECTED ONLY
FOR FOR NEUTRON FLUENCE UP TO ABOUT 2 X 1024 n.m'2

which is equal to an end-of-life neutron fluence for WER-440 type
reactor pressure vessels !

HIGHER DIFFERENCES - UP TO + 50 °C - HAVE BEEN FOUND FOR
NEUTRON FLUENCES UP TO ABOUT 5 X 1024 n.m"2

trend in these differences is probably close to a linear dependence on
neutron fluence applied
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME :

- STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TRANSITION SHIFTS ARE LARGER
SHIFTS FROM BOTH EDYNAMIC TYPE TESTS - CHARPY IMPACT AS
WELL AS DYNAMIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS ONES - FIG. 3, 4

- BOTH DYNAMIC TYPE TESTS - CHARPY IMPACT AND DYNAMIC
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS - SHOW PRACTICALLY SIMILAR SHIFT
VALUES - Fig. 7

- DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STATIC FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SHIFTS
AND CHARPY IMPACT SHIFTS ARE MORE PRONOUNCED THAN IN
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME, EVEN FOR LOWER SHIFT VALUES
(AND MUCH LOWER NEUTRON FLUENCE) - FIG.8

CONCLUSIONS :
- RECONSTITUTION TECHNIQUE WAS PROVED AS

A VERY EFFECTIVE AND VALUABLE METHOD FOR
RE-EVALUATION OF SPECIMENS FOR STANDARD
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMMES

USE OF THIS METHOD IS VERY IMPORTANT
MAINLY FOR DETERMINATION OF DIFFERENT
MATERIAL PARAMETERS FROM THE SAME
SPECIMENS
which means that fully similar initial as well as
irradiation conditions can be assured

- DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STATIC FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURES CAN
BE DESCRIBED AS A LINEAR DEPENDENCE ON
NEUTRON FLUENCE OR ON TRANSITION
TEMPERATURE SHIFTS VALUES - THE HIGHER IS
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT, THE HIGHER
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IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STATIC AND
DYNAMIC TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFT
even though quite different fracture mechanisms
are present in these different tests :

static vs. dynamic
initiation load for un-stable crack growth
vs. work necessary for crack initiation,
propagation and arrest

THESES DIFFERENCE CAN BE PRACTICALLY
NEGLECTED UP TO WER-440 EOL DESIGN
NEUTRON FLUENCE (approx. 2x1024 n.nr2)

THESE DIFFERENCES CAN REACH VALUES UP TO
ABOUT 50 °C FOR NEUTRON FLUENCES EQUAL
TO ABOUT 5 x 1024n.nY2, i.e. for double RPV design
lifetime

THESE DIFFERENCES CAN BE OBTAINED EVEN
FOR LOWER NEUTRON FLUENCE, IF SIMILAR
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS ARE
OBTAINED,
I.E. IT SEEMS, THAT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
STATIC AND DYNAMIC TEST SHIFTS DEPENDS
MAINLY ON THEIR VALUES

DIFFERENCE DYNAMIC TYPE TESTS RESULTS IN
SIMILAR TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS

CHARPY IMPACT TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
SHIFTS CAN BE PROBABLY USED FOR RPV
INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT UP TO EOL NEUTRON
FLUENCE
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STILL OPENED QUESTIONS :

- POSSIBLE EFFECT OF FLUX RATE ON
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS AND THEIR
DIFFERENCES

- BOTH SHIFTS ARE PRACTICALLY IDENTICAL FOR
FLUENCES UP TO DESIGN EOL LIFETIME
WHILE DIFFERENCES UP TO ABOUT 50 °C FOR
DOUBLE EOL FLUENCE ARE FOUND

- CHARPY IMPACT TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
CAN BE APPLIED AS A REPRESENTATIVE RPV
MATERIALS PARAMETERS USING STATIC FRACTURE
MECHANICS APPROACH

FUTURE PROGRAMME CONTINUATION:
- RECONSTITUTE OF CHARPY IMPACT SPECIMENS

FROM WELD METAL INTO PRE-CRACKED FRACTURE
MECHANICS TESTS

-TESTING OF RECONSTITUTED SPECIMENS FOR
STATIC AS WELL AS DYNAMIC FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
DETERMINATION
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TRANSITION TEMPERATURE SHIFTS
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CORRELATION OF TRANSITION SHIFTS
STEEL 15Kh2NMFA
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TRANSITION SHIFTS CORRELATION
STEEL 15Kh2NMFA
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Fig.5 Difference between static fracture toughness (on re-constituted Charpy) and
Charpy notch impact toughness transition temperature shifts for i5Kh2NMFA
type experimental heats
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CORRELATION OF TRANSITION SHIFTS
SURVEILLANCE RESULTS
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Charpy notch impact toughness transition temperature shifts for surveillance
specimens
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TRANSITION SHIFTS CORRELATION
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CORRELATION OF TRANSITION SHIFTS
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APPLICABILITY OF SMALLER THAN CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS CHARACTERIZATION WITH THE VTT METHOD

Mr. KIM WALLIN, MATTIVALO, TAPIO PLANMAN and RAUNO RINTAMAA

VTT Manufacturing Technology, FIN-02044 VTT (Espoo), Finland

ABSTRACT: The term fracture toughness usually refers to the linear elastic fracture resistance
parameter Kic. In the case of structural steels, the estimation of Kic is limited to the lower shelf
of toughness or require extremely large specimens. This specimen size requirement has been
one major obstacle for applying fracture mechanics in structural integrity assessment outside
aviation, nuclear and off-shore industries. During the last decade, a statistical data treatment
methodology, based on a micromechanistic cleavage fracture model, combined with elastic
plastic finite element analysis has enabled the fracture toughness to be characterized with small
specimens in the ductile-to-brittle transition region. The methodology is known as the VTT
method or the Master Curve procedure. The development has led to a new testing standard for
fracture toughness testing of ferritic steels in the transition range. Here, the premises for the
methodology are described and its validity range is discussed. Presently the methodology has
been validated for as small as 10»10 mm2 bend specimens, but the use of even smaller
specimens is under investigation. Specifically, results obtained with three different sub-Charpy
specimen configurations are presented and discussed.

Keywords: Fracture toughness, small specimens, brittle fracture, ductile tearing, constraint,
reactor pressure vessel steels, size effects

INTRODUCTION

Small specimens have been used for characterizing irradiated reactor pressure vessel steels but
practically not in conventional fracture mechanics testing. This is partly due to the fact that no
international standard exists concerning elastic-plastic fracture parameters like Kjc or their
relation to the standardised Kic, which could be used in engineering applications.

One fundamental issue in fracture mechanics testing has been the definition of a specimen size,
which is required for a so-called valid measurement. Theoretically, the loss of constraint at the
crack tip of a small specimen can be calculated, but so far no universal way is available for
transforming the measured fracture toughness parameter to a standard quantity like Kic. On the
other hand, the application of constraint-based specimen size criteria lead to unrealistically
large specimens, e.g., for use in reactor pressure vessel (RPV) surveillance.

IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Irradiation Effects and Mitigation, IS - 19 September, 1997
Vladimir, Russia.
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According to the concept proposed by VTT, the critical value of the J-integral (J) at the onset
of cleavage fracture is measured and transformed to the fracture toughness (K) which is then
used in analysing the results statistically. The statistical cleavage fracture model used has been
well verified for a large number of various structural steels and specimen geometries down to
the 10x10x55 mm specimen size. For most structural steels the temperature dependence of
fracture toughness can be described with only one material-specific parameter, i.e. the
reference temperature To (100 MPaVm).

As concerns testing and analysing data, there are,no special restrictions or requirements in
using "ultra-small" specimens (i.e. those smaller than 10x10x55 mm). The test temperature
should, however, be low enough to initiate cleavage fracture in the test. Due to the limited
"measuring capacity", such small specimens are best suitable for characterizing cleavage
initiation. In the ductile area, the small ligament size does not allow sufficient crack growth in
the specimen and practically only the blunting line can be measured experimentally.

MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS

The fracture toughness tests were conducted on two pressure vessel steels [1]. The first was the
ASTM Round Robin exercise material, i.e. plate HSST-3 of grade A533B. The second
material was W E R 440 RPV steel 15Kh2MFA (WER), a quenched and tempered Cr-Mo-V
-type forging. In addition, some fracture mechanics tests with ultra-small specimens had been
conducted previously with a Cr-W-V fusion reactor structural steel (F82H mod.) [2]. The
mechanical properties of the materials tested are given in Table 1 and the types, numbers and
dimensions of the specimens in Table 2 and Fig. 1.

TABLE 1—Properties of the materials used in fracture toughness testing.

Steel R^ R^ol A^ T(41J)
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (°C)

Code Grade 2__C
W E R 15Kh2MFA 688 590 20 -37

HSST-3 A533B 633* 456*

*) Approximate value.

TABLE 2—Types and numbers of specimens used in fracture toughness testing.

Steel Specimen type:
BxWxL (3-point bend specimens) or BxW (CT-specimens)
(dimensions in mm)
10x10x55 5x10x55 5x5x27 3x4x27 17.5x35 10x20

Cleavage initiation
W E R 22 20 19 27
HSST-3 31 26 23 35 1
Ductile tearing
W E R 2 4 1 1
HSST-3 2 2 1
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FIG. \-Specimens used in the fracture toughness tests.

TEST METHODS

The tests were performed following ASTME 1152-87 whenever applicable. Load, load line
displacement and crack opening displacement were measured in testing 5x10 mm, 10x10 mm
and larger specimens. The crack length of a specimen was measured during the test with the
unloading compliance technique and a crack growth correction was applied. The tests were
continued until cleavage fracture occurred or until a practical limit of the specimen
displacement was reached. A simple crack growth correction (1) was made for the small
specimens based on the initial (ao) and final (ao+Aa) crack lengths measured from the fracture
surfaces as follows:

T T

corrected = J 0

0.5xAa.
T^
W - a 0

(1)

where W is the specimen width. The amount of this correction was in general small.

The specimens were prepared by an electric discharge machine. They were precracked with a
PC-controlled device so that the load and crack length were continuously followed. The
specimens were prefatigued with K™x = 1 0 - 1 2 MPVm and load ratio 0 < R < 0.1. All
specimens were side-grooved to 2x10% after the prefatigue.

Most of the tests were performed in the transition range and ended at cleavage fracture, but
some tests were also conducted in the temperature range of ductile tearing.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Most of the performed fracture mechanical tests ended at brittle fracture and for these
specimens the fracture toughness (Kjc) was calculated from the measured J-integral as follows:

where E is the elastic modulus, v is Poisson's constant and J is the measured J-integral.

The reference temperature (To), corresponding to the mean fracture toughness of 100 MPaVm,
was calculated for each material and specimen type using the statistical cleavage fracture model
[3], where the fracture probability (P) at a stress intensity level (Kj) is assumed to follow in the
transition region the Weibull distribution as follows:

P(K IC<K I) = l-exp
— V .

(3)

where K ^ is a theoretical lower bound fracture toughness and Ko is a normalising factor
depending on temperature and specimen size. The statistical size correction was determined as
follows:

=Kmin +(KBI - K m i n ) * ^ J (4)

where Bi and B2 are the specimen thicknesses and KBi and KB2 are the corresponding Re-
values. Eqs 3 and 4 are assumed to be accurate in the transition region.

For most ferritic steels Kjc can be described in the transition region by a master curve
corresponding to the mean fracture toughness coefficient Ko vs. temperature (T) dependence
as follows:

K 0 = 3 1 + 77-exp[0.019-(T-T0)] (5)

where To is the temperature where the mean fracture toughness for a 25 mm-thick specimen is
100 MPaVm. The expression for the mean value of Kjc, i.e. that corresponding to the fracture
probability of 50%, is of the form

K j c = 30 + 70 • exp[0.019 • (T - To)] (6)

The values of To were determined by the maximum likelihood method using a formula
enabling data censoring as follows [3]:

^
exp{c[Ti -To]} Q

5K ^ + b-expfcfTj-To]} £ ( a _ K m i n +b.exp{c[T i -To]})

where a, b and c are the coefficients of Eq 5, respectively, and d, = 1 when the test has ended at
brittle fracture and 5j = 0 when no brittle fracture has occurred, or the value is censored.
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RESULTS

The fracture probability curves were calculated for each specimen type (3x4, 5x5, 5x10 and
10x10 mm) and material by using the Kjc values size corrected to the 25 mm specimen
thickness. The end-of-test Kj values without cleavage initiation were lowered in the statistical
analysis to a level close to the maximum Kjc measured in the test series. No screening or
censoring criteria were applied for the maximum allowable cleavage initiation toughness (KjC),
i.e. all measured values were included in the analyses.

The reference temperatures (To) for the HSST-3 steel measured with 3x4, 5x5, 5x10 and
10x10 mm specimens were -28°C, -38°C, -31°C and -35°C and the value for all data of this
material was -33°C. The data and the fracture probability curves calculated for the total data
are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the scatter and temperature dependence of the data complies
well with the master curve and the scatter bands. The scatter is slightly less than predicted but,
on the other hand, two values lie clearly below the lower scatter band. These deviations are,
however, moderate. The reference temperatures (To) for the W E R steel measured with 3x4,
5x5, 5x10 and 10x10 mm specimens were -123°C, ~128°C, -131°C and -131°C and the value
calculated for all data was -128°C. The (combined) data is shown in Fig. 3. Also on this
material the scatter and temperature dependence of the data follow well the predicted
behaviour.

The J-parameter used for fracture resistance curves was calculated according to ASTM E 1152
as well as according to the J-modified concept [4]. An estimation for the fracture resistance
curve was also measured with 5x5 mm specimens using a multi-specimen concept because
(with these specimens) the crack growth was not measured during the tests. The multi-
specimen data was also analysed according to ASTM E 1152, but the crack growth correction
is approximate because only five specimens were included in one curve. The ductile tearing
data are given as the J-Aa curves (ASTM E 1152) in Figs. 4 and 5.
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FIG. 2—Fracture toughness Kjc vs. temperature measured with different HSST-3 specimens (size
corrected) and the fracture probability curves. To(100MPa^n) = -33°C.
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FIG. 3-Fracture toughness Kjc vs. temperature measured with different WER specimens (size
corrected) and the fracture probability curves. To(100 MPa 4n) = -128°C.
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FIG. 5—Fracture toughness vs. crack growth measured with specimens of varying sizes for the
WER steel according to ASTME 1152.

For both steels the J-curves measured with specimens of different sizes, i.e. 5x10, 10x10,
10x20 and 17.5x35 mm were approximately equal up to the J-level of 400 kN/m (HSST-3)
and 500 kN/m (VVER). Only above this level the curves started to deviate from each others
™A the relative crack growth (Aa/ligament) showed to be a parameter defining the size-
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dependent measuring capacity of a specimen. For the HSST-3 steel, the use of J-mod resulted
in slightly more consistent fracture resistance curves than ASTM E 1152_when comparing the
curves measured with specimens of varying sizes. On the VVER steel the situation was,
however, to the contrary, i.e. the J-mod curves deviated more from each others than those
determined according to ASTM.

DISCUSSION

The proposed cleavage fracture model provides a'good basis to evaluate the validity of the
fracture toughness test data since the model has been comprehensively verified with various
steels and specimens, especially with the 10x10 mm specimen in respect of the larger ones [3].
It is therefore reasonable to use the 10x10 mm specimen data available for both investigated
steels as a reference to assess the validity of the test results obtained with the ultra-small
specimens. The assessment can be performed by comparing the measured and predicted
temperature dependence and the scatter of the test results, as well as the correspondence of
reference temperatures To.

Compared to the 10x10 mm specimen, in an ultra-small specimen ductile tearing tends to
occur with less resistance despite the weaker constraint. These specimens could also be
expected to produce higher Kje values, that is, lower values of To. Most of the test results did
not however exhibit "this kind of behaviour (Table 3). Only the *T0 "oflhe -HSST-3 steel
measured with 3x4 mm specimens was slightly (7°C) higher than that measured with the
10x10 mm specimens. In general, the To values measured with different specimens were very
close to each other on both steels. In another study [3] the deviation of determining To has
been found to be about 5°C for the 10x10x55 mm specimen when the results measured using
different specimens (thickness 10 - 220 mm) were compared to the mean To determined from
the results of all specimens. Somewhat higher differences in To were measured previously on
the F82H (mod.) steel with small and ultra-small specimens [2], but the reason for these
differences may have arisen from the material.

TABLE 3—Reference temperatures To (100 MPaVm) measured with various specimens.

Steel

W E R
HSST-3

3x4 mm
-123
-28

Specimen size
5x5 mm 5x10 mm

-128
-38

-131
-31

10x10 mm
-131
-35

All specimens
To CO
-128
-33

As also the temperature dependence and scatter of the ultra-small specimens correspond well
to that estimated by the model, it seems according to the present results that any of the
employed specimen types could be used for" determination of "T0w1thom'no constraint
correction besides the statistical specimen size correction applied here. Further, also the highest
values of Kjc measured with the ultra-small specimens, especially those of 3x4 and 5x5 mm,
coincide moderately with the estimated 95% upper bound of the fracture probability, which
suggests that there may be no need to restrict the maximum acceptable value of K/c. Such an
upper bound value for the measuring capacity of a specimen is presently suggested to be [5]:
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where E is the elastic modulus, b the initial ligament width and Oy, the yield strength. For the steels
and specimen sizes 3x4 and 5x5 mm investigated here the formula gives values from 79 to
101 MPaVm. In respect of these values the maximum corresponding values measured for both steels
were high, i.e. more than 200MPaVm or about 140- ISOMPaVm for the 25 mm specimen
thickness. .. .

When the size of a fracture mechanics specimen is reduced, the possibility to have some effect
from microstructural factors such as the grain size, inhomogenities and inclusions on the
fracture toughness is inevitably increased, appearing in the test results most likely as a scatter
exceeding that of the inherent, characteristic of structural steels, variation in the fracture
toughness. This kind of excessive scatter, which would be revealed by the inconsistency of the
calculated fracture probability curves in respect of measured data, cannot in general be
observed in the Kjc values measured even with the 3x4 mm specimens. The two Kjc values
measured with the 3x4 mm specimens for the HSST-3 steel which located well below the
lower bound fracture probability curve (Fig. 2) could, however, have been lowered by some
microstructural factor encountered in front of the crack tip, but final conclusions are possible
only after the fractographic examination of the fracture surfaces.

The fracture resistance curves determined with different specimens showed that even the
5x10 mm specimen can give J-values well comparable with those obtained with the 10x20 mm
specimen up to J-values of 500 - 600 kN/m, i.e. to significantly higher values than those
specified by ASTME1152 (e.g. for the W E R steel with 5x10 mm specimens Jm« =

160 kN/m). The observed variations in the J-values measured with different specimens are at
least in part caused by the inherent scatter and therefore more accurate, ̂ comparisons are
possible only after more test results are available.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made from the study:

1. Small three-point-bend specimens (3x4 and 5x5 and 5x10 mm) are applicable in characterizing
the fracture toughness in the transition region by applying the statistical cleavage fracture model
of VTT, employing only the statistical specimen size correction included in the model.
Microstructural factors do not cause excessive scatter in fracture toughness data measured even
with the smallest applied specimen (3x4 mm).

2. The 5x10 mm three-point-bend specimens give fracture resistance curves consistent with those
of larger specimens (lOx 10 mm) up to J values of 400 kN/m on the steels studied.
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1. Introduction

This report is presented description of computer tools for support
International Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials Database, developed in
IAEA. Work was focused on raw, qualified, processed materials data
search, retrieval, analysis and presentation and export possibilities materials
data.

Special software tools for querying and searching of any type of data
in the database was developed. According IAEA demands, computer system
is based on MS Access software. Controlled multi-user read-only access
to all non-confidential data was realized in computer system, access to
confidential data was realized only for authorized persons.

Developed software system has the following main functions:
• provide software tools for querying and searching of any type of

data in the database;
• provide the capability to update existing information in the

database;
• provide the capability to present and print selected data.
• provide the capability to export on yearly basis the run-time

IRPVMDB with raw, qualified and processed materials data
(without identifying info, diagrams and images) to Database
Members;

• provide the capability to export any selected sets of raw, qualified,
processed materials data (without identifying info)

All basic information is arranged in MS Access tables, include
organization information, reactor information, reactor pressure vessel
information, material properties, irradiation conditions, test conditions and
results. File "MainBase" with a set of auxiliary files containing graphic
images and other illustrative data referred to from the MainBase can be
positioned on a server. In addition to the basic information tables,
MainBase database involves some auxiliary tables filing permanent data
such as code lists and units of measure.

2. Main Database definitions

All basic information is arranged in MS Access tables, building up
VESSEL_M.MDB database, here and after called "MainBase".

File "MainBase" with a set of auxiliary files containing graphic
images and other illustrative data referred to from the MainBase is
positioned on a server. In addition to the basic information tables,
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MainBase database involves some auxiliary tables filing permanent data
such as code lists and units of measure.

These are all the units comprising the database: it contains no other
structures.

The MainBase database is designed for the following purposes:

- description of the structure of major data tables of IRPVMDB;
- description of relationships between tables and thus maintaining the data
integrity by means of MS Access;
- providing the data security with respect to an unauthorized access and
delimiting the access by means of MS Access.

Composition of the major data tables of the MainBase database
almost completely coincides with that described in detail in "IRPVMDB
Database Specification"[l].

The MainBase database comprises 19 major tables whose names are
the names of corresponding DBF-files without the "DBF" extension.

The names of the fields and their specifications are left unchanged,
with the exception of fields of 15-bite symbolic field IAEA_CODE in the
files of test results (RPV_CV, RPVJTEN, RPV_SFR, RPV_DFR,
RPV_HRD). Instead of the IAEA_CODE field, each of these tables
contains 12-symbol field (IAEA_MCODE) and 3-symbol field
(IAEA_NUM), their catenation forming a complex IAEA_CQDE index.

The modification described above offers a possibility of using some
built-in tools of MS-Access for maintaining the database integrity. Implying
this purpose, this index is defined as "primary unique" in all the tables that
have got the IAEA_CODE complex index, while in the remaining tables
the IAEA_MCODE field is defined as "primary unique key".

Furthermore, all the tables are interconnected via the
IAEA_MCODE field. RPVAT table is the basic one. It is connected by
"one-to-one" link to the tables that contain IAEA_MCODE unique key
and by "one-to-many" link with all the other ones.Main relationships of
databases in developed software was shown on Fig.l.
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3.Software organization

3.1. Software installation.

For software installation user must create own directory with
database VESSEL_U.MDB. , run Microsoft Access and open this Database

After this procedure user must run Autoexec 1 Macros and attach
Main Database (VESSEL_M.MDB) After some time must receive main
picture of IRPVMDS

3.2. Basic Window of the Supplement

Basic window of the Supplement serves for the program's general
control. The window involves ( Fig.2):

• Menu of Selected Queries;
• Menu of Selected Results;
• Menu of units of measure;
• Mode menu;
• Functional keys.

Fig.2 Main Control Panel of the developed system.

Selection Queries menu offers six forms for defining a choice criterion for
materials and/or for test results.

Menu of Selected Results offers 16 forms to define the mode for the
procedure of looking through the results of filtering. Menu of units enables
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the user to specify the units in which he/she wants to have the data
presented - Si-units, SU-units or his/her own set of units.

Functional keys are intended to call the forms for data export control
and to look through and print reports. In this version Import option was
realized as special subsystem, open direct from VESSEL_M.MDB
Database.

3.3. Data import subsystem

For starting Import subsystem user must open VESSEL_M.MDB and run
Autoexec 1 Macros The data intended for the import should be previously arranged in
standard DBF-files and the latter should be placed in a special directory.

Prior to accomplishing the import, the user should define a list of the files
being imported. If the files have got standard names, it suffices to indicate the
directory name. The user also needs to choose one of three import modes (Fig.3):

• "append mode" - for adding new records to the database. A key found in this mode
is regarded as an error.

• "update mode" - the files being imported are implied to include only corrections for
previously made records; in this mode, an error is an absence of a key to an
imported record in a corresponding table.

• "update if exist mode" - the imported files may contain both new records and
corrections for previously made ones. The action with the record from the imported
file depends on whether or not its key have been found in the table.

Fig.3. Menu of Choosing Import Files and Directories.

The import as it is accomplished file-by-file, following the sequence
in the file list, each file undergoing some preliminary minor check of its
structure. In the course of the file import the following errors can be fixed:
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• wrong structure (absence of a field or presence of an extra-field in the
file);

• nonlegitimate value of a field;
• inconsistency between a record and the chosen mode (see above);
• failure of adding a new record, when, if added, it will upset the database

integrity.
After an error have been found and corresponding message appeared

on the screen, the user is allowed to
• ignore the error by skipping the error-containing record;
• skip the import of the error-containing file (the import of already

processed records can be abandoned as well),
• stop the import procedure and abandon the results of its portion that

have been performed to the moment of the error finding.

4 Description of main system functions.

4.1 Data selection

The Selection Queries filter formation is organized as definition of
choice criteria in one of the corresponding forms.

Each form involves a built-in table with a list of chosen records and
a set of fields that determine the choice criterion. The latter is formed as a
list of conditions specified in the form, linked to each other by "and"
connective.

Since execution of the choice request may occur time-consuming,
two modes of the procedure are offered - manual and automatic. Switching
the modes is carried out by clicking on the "AutoRequery" flag in the basic
window of the Supplement. In the "AutoRequery" mode, every change in
any field of the choice form is accompanied by executing the request, that
results in the changes in the state of all the tables on the screen. In the
manual mode, the choice request is not executed and the data on the
screen remain unchanged till the user clicks on the "Requery" button in the
choice form.

The criterion for the material selection is to be defined using the
"material choice" form, based on the values of the fields in RPV_MAT and
RPV_IRR tables, i.e. on the major characteristics, chemical composition,
and irradiation conditions. For the fields, containing numerical values,
range limits (or one of them) for these values are defined, (see Fig.4,5)
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Fig.4. Example of Material Selection by Ageing.
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Fig.5. Example of Material Selection by Type.

Provision is made for special tools for the choice according to the
values in the OTHERn and PERCENTn fields.

To perform the material choice according to its code, the user
defines the type of ageing code and/or material type set.

The choice according to the value in a symbolic field can be
performed by indicating a particular value - symbol string, or a list of
permitted values, or a mask, or a list of permitted masks.
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In the "material choice" form, the choice conditions are arranged in
a number of sections - "codes", "chemical composition", "irradiarion
conditions".

All other choice forms are intended for filtering the data in the tables
of test results and their structure is basically the same.

Each form contains a table of the results chosen, a section of the
choice conditions according to the fields of corresponding table, and the
menu "Materials". This menu offers the modes of interaction between the
choice criteria for the test results and for the materials.

The mode "all materials" ignores the material choice criterion, and
the selection is performed on all the materials tested according only to the
criterion for the test results. In the mode "n Select", the selection is made
only among the materials meeting the material choice criterion. And
eventually the "IAEA_MCODE" mode enables the selection of the test
results for one particular material.

Note that in all the choice forms the numerical data are presented in
the units of measure, chosen by the user from the corresponding menu in
the Supplement basic window.

4.2. Selected Results forms

The list of the chosen records and the values of the major fields are
composed as an immediate result of the choice request fulfilment and can
be seen in the corresponding choice forms. The data in more detail can be
found in "look-through" forms. The content of these forms also modifies
answering the redefined choice requests for the materials and test results.

It should be noted here, that in every form and table demonstrated
during the Supplement operation all the numerical data is presented in the
units specified by the user in the basic window.

4.3. Data export

The form for data export control is called up by clicking on "Export"
functional key.

The export is accomplished by creating a set of files in a directory
specified by a user. The files get standard names and a format chosen by
the user from the following list: dBASE III, dBASE IV, FoxPro, Paradox,
Lotus, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Text.

The default mode implies the export of all the 19 basic tables, but
the user can limit the procedure to any subset of these files.

In the default mode, the values of all hidden private fields will be
presented by empty rows in the export files. To export these values, one
should define "Private fields export" mode for the procedure.

The user can export either the whole set of the records, or only those
relevant to the selected materials, i.e. those ones that meet the criteria
defined in the form for the material choice.

The user can choose the units of measure for the exported
dimensional values (Si-units, US-units or user-defined set of units).
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4.4 Reports, pictures and illustrations

One can present the results of the Supplement work as one or several
reports coming in sections, each of which can be rejected at printout. The
subset of data included in the report is defined similarly to the data set
selection at the export procedure. Also is possible to see information in
diagram forms or arbitrary images (type metallography or illustrative
pictures).(see Fig. 6).

Metallography For.No 441585
For.No 444998

Fig.6. Example Metallography Pictures Presentation.

5. References.

1. Working Material. International Database on Nuclear Power Plant Life
Management. Database Specification, IWG-LMNPP-95/4, IAEA, Vienna,
1995.
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The studied materials:

l.NVNPP-2 weld metal
2. NPP "Kozloduy-1" Unit 1 weld metal
3. Surveillance samples made from weld metal

Table 1.

Chemical composition of the studied materials (in weight %).

NVNPP-2 weld,
inner layer
NVNPP-2 weld,
outer layer
NPP "Kozloduy-1"
weld, inner layer
SS, weld metal
Quasi-archive
weld metal

P
0.032

0.039

0.047

0.039
0.035

Cu
0.16

0.12

0.10

0.17
0.12

C
0.07

0.05

0.05

0.04
0.09

Cr
1.73

1.37

1.65

1.38
1.20

Mn
1.05

1.16

1.18

1.12
1.01

Si
0.37

0.48

0.52

0.40
0.40

Mo
0.53

0.48

0.42

0.48
0.50

V
0.24

0.14

0.12

0.16
0.17

Ni
0.14

0.14

0.28

0.12
0.14

Table 2.

The conditions of irradiations and recovery annealings for the studied
materials.

NVNPP-2 weld,
inner layer
NVNPP-2 weld,
outer layer
NPP MKozloduy-l"
weld, inner layer
SS, weld metal

Irradiation
Tin\°C

270

270

270

270

Fluence,
n/cm2

*1019

6.5

2.7

3.5

0.9

Annealing:
temperature

and time
475°C, 150h
560°C, 2h
475°C, 150h
560°C, 2h
475°C, lOOh

470°C, 70h

Reirradiation
Treirr,

°C

-

-

270

270

Fluence,
n/cm2

*1019

-

-

0.5

0.9

Annealing:
temperature

and time
-

-

475°C,150h
560°C, 2h

-
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The objectives:

1. Study of radiation-induced structural changes in weld metal.

2. Study of recovery of radiation-induced structural changes due

to recovery annealing of weld metal.
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The results obtained

TEM studies have demonstrated that the most important

radiation-induced structural changes in Russian weld metals are

as follows.

1. Formation of radiation defects - dislocation loops (Fig.1).

2. Significant increase in density of disk-shaped precipitates,

which are obviously vanadium carbides (Figs. 2, 3).

3. Appearance of great number of ultrafine rounded precipitates

less than 5 nm in size, which are obviously precipitates

enriched with copper (Figs. 4,5). It should be emphasized that

the values of densities obtained in TEM studies for these

precipitates can be underestimated. The reason of such wrong

estimations maybe is the presence of rounded precipitates of

sizes less than 1-2 nm, invisible in electron microscope.
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Table 3

Data on densities and average sizes of radiation defects, disk-shaped and rounded
precipitates in weld metal before irradiation, after irradiations and after recovery

annealings

Condition 1 n ^ , I <d>kMp(, I n ^ , 1 <d>duk, 1 n ^ ^ , 1 <d>rounded,
1 xlO1 5 cm 3 1 nm | x l0 l 3 cra ' 3 | nm | xlO13 cm"3 | nm

N V N P P U n i t 2 w e l d m e t a l
unirradiated
quasi-archive
irradiated
F=6.510l9cm"2

irradiated+annealed
475°C, 150 h
irradialed+annealed
560°C, 2h
irradiated
F=2.7-1019cm"2

irradiated+annealed
475°C, 150 h
irradiated+annealed
560°C, 2h

-

7-8

-

-

5-6

-

-

-

5

-

-

3

-

-

0.5-0.6

50-60

3.5-4.0

0.7-0.9

30-50

2.5-3.0

0.9-1.0

20.4

10.5

13.5

20.5

9.5

17.5

23.5

-

n/d*

n/'d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/'d

-

n/d

a'd

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/'d

N P P " K o z l o d u y " U n i t 1 w e l d m e t a l
unirradiated
quasi-archive
reirradiated
F=0.5-1019cm"2

reirradiated+annealed
475°C, 150 h
reirradiated+annealed
560°C, 2h

-

0.9-1.0

-

-

-

4-5

-

-

0.5-0.6

2.0-3.0

1.0-1.5

0.8-0.9

20.4

11.5

11.5

12.0

-

500-700

20-30

15-20

-

2.0-3.0

3.0-4.0

3.0-4.0

S u r v e i l l a n c e s a m p l e s o f t h e w e l d m e t a l
unirradiated
irradiated
F=0.9-1019cm"2

irradiated+annealcd
470°C, 70 h
reirradiated
F=0.91019cm2

-
2-3

-

1.5-2.0

-
5-6

-

5-fi

0.7-0.8
20-25

2.5-3.0

10-15

22.8
18.7

25.6

23.3

-
1700-2000

40-50

400-500

-
2.0-2.5

3.0-4.0

3.5-4.5

*-no determined
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The data performed in Table 3 permit to conclude the following.

1 Irradiation of the materials in the considered conditions

induces an increase: in the highest degree - in the density of

rounded precipitates; in the lower degree - in the density of disk-

shaped precipitates and in the lowest degree - in the density of

radiation defects.

2. Recovery annealing at ~ 470°C during the time period

exceeding 70 h leads to practically complete disappear of

radiation defects and essential dissolution of disk-shaped and

rounded precipitates. However, complete recovery of density of

these precipitates to the values characteristic of unirradiated

steels does not occur.

3. Recovery annealing at ~ 560°C conduce higher degree of

dissolution of disk-shaped and rounded precipitates. But in this

case, also complete recovery of density of such precipitates to

the values characteristic of unirradiated steels does not occur.

Figs. 6,7 show the typical behavior of sizes and densities of

disk-shaped precipitates influenced by recovery annealings and

irradiations for the weld metals.
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4. Recovery annealings lead to the increase in average sizes of

both disk- shaped and rounded precipitates.

5. Incomplete recovery of radiation-induced structural changes

due to recovery annealings cause significant distinctions in

kinetics of accumulation of structural changes occurring during

initial irradiation and reirradiation in the same conditions.

6. Recovery annealings at 475 and 560°C induce the decrease in

the quota of ductile intercrystalline fracture in tested specimens.
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Conclusions

The data above cited as well as other available data permit to

conclude the following.

1. The dominant type of radiation-induced structural changes

occurring in Russian weld metals irradiated in the conditions

characteristic for operating WWER-440 are the increases in

densities of disk-shaped and rounded precipitates.

2. The kinetics of structural changes due to re-irradiation of weld

metal after recovery annealing can be distinguished from the

kinetics of structural changes due to initial irradiation by lower

rate. Apparently, this behavior can be explained by incomplete

recovery of radiation-induced structural changes due to

recovery annealing at 475°C.
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Fig. 1. Radiation defects (dislocation loops) in the weld specimen of NV NPP-2.
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Fig. 2 Disk-shaped precipitates, which are viewed as "needles", in weld

metal in two mutually perpendicular directions within the boundaries

of a grain.
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Fig. 3 Front view of disk-shaped precpitates in weld metal after irradiation

to F = 6,4xiO19 n/cm2.
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a).

b).

Fig.4. Precipitates in the surveillance samples made from weld (dark field image):

a), rounded and disk-shaped precipitates in the irradiated specimen;

b). rounded precipitates in the reirradiated specimen.
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a).

c) .

Fig.5. Rounded precipitates in the weld metal of
NPP "Kozloduy-1" (dark field image):

a), after reirradiation;
b). after reirradiation and :mncalit» 475°C - 150 h;
c). after reirradiation and ;:i!!-.;;li\* 560°C - 2 h.
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The studied materials:

1. Pressure vessel steels of Russian grade:
f weld metal from NVNPP - 2,

SvlOKhMFTJ weld metal from NPP "Kozloduy"-1,

[weld metal, surveillance samples.
25Kh3NM, base metal from research NPP

2. Pressure vessel steels of American grade:
A533B Class 1, Steel plate,
A508 Class 3, Welded Joint.

Table 1.

Chemical composition of the studied materials (in weight %).

SVlOKhMFT

25Kh3NM
base metal

A533B steel
plate

A508 welded
joint

NVNPP-2 weld,
inner layer
NVNPP-2 weld,
outer layer
NPP "Kozloduy-
T'weld, inner
layer
SS, weld metal
Quasi-archive
weld metal

Research NPP

Irradiated in
Armenian NPP

Irradiated in NPP5
(WER-1000)

P
0.032

0.039

0.047

0.039
0.035

0.024

0.017

0.026

Cu
0.16

0.12

0.10

0.17
0.12

0.10

0.14

0.26

C
0.07

0.05

0.05

0.04
0.09

0.23

0.19

0.09

Cr
1.73

1.37

1.65

1.38
1.20

3.03

0.12

0.04

Mn
1.05

1.16

1.18

1.12
1.01

0.49

1.42

1.29

Si
037

0.48

0.52

0.40
0.40

0.44

0.24

0.3

Mo
0.53

0.48

0.42

0.48
0.50

0.40

0.51

0.48

V
0.24

0.14

0.12

0.16
0.17

-

0.003

0.002

Ni
0.14

0.14

0.28

0.12
0.14

1.02

0.84

1.1

Table 2.
The conditions of irradiations and recovery annealings.

SVlOKhMFT

25Kh3NM
A533B
A508

NVNPP-2 weld,
inner layer
NVNPP-2 weld,
outer layer
NPP
"Kozloduy-1"
weld, inner layer
SS, weld metal
Research NPP
Irr. in ANPP
Irr. in NPP5

Reirr. in ANPP

Irradiation
Tirr,°C

270

270

270

270
270
270

290

Fluence,
n/cm2

•1019

6.5

2.7

3.5

0.9
5

5.0

6.6

Annealing:
temperature

and time
475°C, 150h
560°C, 2h
475°C, 150h
560°C, 2h
475°C, lOOh

470°C, 70h

460°C, 72h

460°C, 72h

Reirradiation
Treirr,

°C

-

-

270

L 270

270

270

Fluence,
n/cm2

•10"
-

-

0.5

0.9
. ..
10

10

Annealing:
temperature

and time
-

-

475°C,150h
560°C, 2h

-

-
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The results obtained:

The studies of grain structure observed in Russian and American weld metals have revealed
the peculiarities of Russian weld metals and their influence on the shape of transition curves
as follows:

1. Macrostructure of Russian welds consists of big (to 5000jim length) columnar
prior austenitic grains arranged fan-like and small grains with equal axes, located at the
periphery of the columnar grains (Fig.l).

2. Such characteristics of the grain structure as its morphology, orientation relative to
the way of crack, the ration of columnar and equal-axes grains, the sizes of the grains
disposed along the way of the crack, in some cases, allow to explain the observed dispersion
of experimental points in transition curves. (Fig. 2)
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The methods of investigations

1. Raster electron microscopy (fractography).

2. Optical microscopy (metallography).

3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

The objectives:

1. Study of peculiarities of fractures observed in Charpy specimens made from pressure

vessel steels with high impurity contents and being in different states (initial and after

irradiation, recovery annealing, re-irradiation).

2. Study of peculiarities in grain structure of tested specimens and revealing of correlations

between this structure and the absorbed energy.

3. Study of reflection of the changes in properties of the steels in the character of their fine

structure and fractures.
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Table 4 performs the data obtained in fractographic studies of Russian and American
steels. These data permit to deduce the following conclusions.

Increased content of phosphorus in Russian as well as in American grade steels (base and
weld metal) induces the appearance of brittle intergranular component in fracture surface
of tested Charpy specimens. It should be noted that in Russian weld metal, the brittle
intergranular component can be observed only in fractures of sub-size Charpy specimens,
but never in full-size specimens. Apparently, this property is due to peculiarities of
structure of grain boundaries in specimens from Russian welds, and also stress-
deformation states occurring in full- and sub-size Charpy specimens in the course of
testing (Figs.3,4,5)

2. With increase in phosphorus content, the brittle intergranular component in fracture
surfaces has been found out at increasingly high testing tempratures - to the level of upper
shelf.

3. Recovery annealing at 475°C, 150h, either does not change the fraction of brittle
intergranular component in fractures of Charpy specimens or induces its increase. In
contrast, annealing 560°C, 2h, leads to significant decrease in the fraction of this
structural component of fracture surface. The reason of such behavior is that in the
temperature interval 450-500°C intensive development of temper brittleness occurs
(phosphorus segregation to grain boundaries).

4. The presence of noticeable brittle intergranular component in fracture surfaces of
specimens after recovery annealing at 475°C, 150h has been observed jointly with the
DBTT recovery. This observation indicates that the contribution from radiation-induced
intergranular segregation (inducing appearance of brittle intergranular component in
fractures) to radiation embrittlement of pressure vessel steels is not significant.
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Irradiation of pressure vessel steels (of Russian and American grades) also induces
intragranular phosphorus segregation at precipitate/matrix interfaces. In some cases,
precipitates bearing phosphorus segregation can be disposed along the grain boundaries
(Fig.6), and if their density is high, then the ductile intergranular component appears in
fracture surfaces of specimens tested at T = DBTT and upper shelf level (Fig.7,8).

6. Recovery annealing at 475°C, 150h, and 560°C, 2h, gradually reduces the fraction of
ductile intergranular component in accordance with increase in annealing temperature.
Gradual decrease in the fraction of ductile intergranular component of fractures caused of
annealing combined with DBTT and upper shelf level recovery proves that radiation-
induced phosphorus segregation to interface boundaries delivers contribution to changes
of irradiated steel properties whereas their evolution during annealing - to recovery of the
properties.

7. The fraction of ductile component in fracture surfaces of Charpy specimens correlates
with normalized values of absorbed energy (A/Amax) evaluated for the corresponding
specimens(Fig. 9).
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Conclusions.

1. The influence of Russian weld macrostructure parameters on the data obtained in Charpy
testing has been revealed.

2. The possibility of appearance of brittle intergranular component in fracture surfaces of
sub-size Charpy specimens made from Russian weld metal with phosphorus content
>0.04 % tested at temperatures close to the upper shelf level has been demonstrated.

3. It has been shown that recovery annealing at 475°C, 150h, does not induce reduction of
the fraction of the brittle intergranular component while the recovery of DBTT has been
observed. This fact confirms that the contribution from radiation-induced intergranular
phosphorus segregation to embrittlement of pressure vessel steels is not significant.

4. The possibility of radiation-induced intragranular phosphorus segregation to
precipitate/matrix interfaces has been demonstrated. This has been confirmed by the
presence of ductile intergranular component in fractures of specimens made from Russian
and American steels.

5. The successive reduction of the fraction of ductile intergranular component in fracture
surfaces in accordance with recovery of properties due to recovery annealing indicates
that the contribution from radiation-induced intragranular phosphorus segregation to
radiation embrittlement of pressure vessel steels and also to recovery of their properties is
valuable.
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Fig 1 Macrostructure of the Russian welds
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Fig. 3 Intercrystalline component of the fracture surface:
a) base metal JRQ, b) weld metal JWQ.

a
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Fig 4 Intergranular area in fracture of mini-Charpy specimen N 6886.
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Fig. 5
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a).

b).

* Fig.f. Disk-shaped precipitates in the body and on the grain boundary of
reirradiated surveillance samples made from weld (dark field image):

a), side view;
b). front view.
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Summary data of fractographic analysis results for investigated specimens. Table 4

Number
Speci-
men

Number

Type of
specimens

Fluence,
xlO'Vcm2

Condition Test
temp.,

°C

Absorb.
Energy,

J

Region
on the
curve

KVC-T

Quota of different fracture modes, %
Inter-

granular
Ductile
Inter-

granular

Ductile Cleavage Quasi-
cleavege

N P P " N o v o - V o r o n e s h " U n i t - 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

686
682
683

6893
6895
6882
4891
4881
4884

Charpy

mini-
Charpy
mini-

Charpy

6.5

6.5

6.5

irradiated

irradiated

irradiated +
annealled

475°C, 150h

-50
125
213
-50
120
200
-50
20
50

4.2
43
72
1.1
8.2
11.2

1
9
14

LS
DBT
US
LS

DBT
US
LS

DBT
US

-

5
5

-

III
III

III

5
60
90
10
70
95
10
60
95

-

15
10

15
10

95
40
10
70
15
5
75
30
5

N P P " K o z l o d u y " U n i t - 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

46
42
45
25
21
26
19
48
39

mini-
Charpy

mini-
Charpy

mini-
Charpy

0.5

0.5

0.5

reirradiated

annealed
475°C-150h

annealed
560°C-2h

-125
40
225
-125
40
150
-110
12.5
150

0.26
5.01

L_13.83
0.38
7.32
14.84
0.38
9.75
16.36

LS
DBT
US
LS

DBT
US
LS

DBT
US

10
5
5
10
10
10

traces
5

10
15

5
10

5
5

35
75

45
80

55
95

5
5

15
15

traces
10
5

85
45

75
25

traces
90
30

S u r v e i l l a n c e s a m p l e s o f t h e w e l d m e t a l
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Charpy

Charpy

Charpy

Charpy

-

0.9

0.9

0.9

unirradiated

irradiated

irradiated +
annealled

470°C, 70h

reirradiated

-150
-12
175
60
100
160
0
20
100
-50
60

250

1.6
41
135

24.3
43.9
83.1
10.2
48.6
137.2

5
51
95

LS
DBT
US

DBT
DBT
US
LS

DBT
US
LS

DBT
US

-

-

-

-

-

10

5

10

35
100
30
60
90
10
40
85

55
90

35
25

10
5

35
25
5
35
15

65
40

60
35

55
35
5
65
30

LS - Lower Shelf; DBT - Ductile to Brittle Transition Region; US - Upper Shelf., n/d - no determined



Material,

wt.%

A533B
P-0.017
Cu»0.14
A533B
P=0.017
Cu=0.14
A533B
P-0.017
Cu»0.14
A533B
P-0.017
Cu«0.14

A508
P-0.026
Cu-0.26

25Kh3NM
P-0.024
Cu»0.10

25Kh3NM
P-0.024
Cu>0.10

25Kh3NM
P-0.024
Cu-0.10

Sv-lOKhMFT
P-O.O34

Cu-0.155
Sv-lOKhMFT

P-0.034
Cu-0.155

15Kh2MFA
P-0.017
;Cu«0.17

15Kh2MFA
: P-0.017
iCu=0.17

Material and
specimen types

BM
mini Charpy

BM
Charpy

BM
Charpy

BM
Charpy

WM
Charpy

BM
Charpy

BM
Charpy

BM
Charpy

WM
Charpy

WM
mini

Charpy

BM
mini

Charpy

BM
mini

Charpy

Fluence,
xlO13 n/m*

2.6

2.6

10

10

.

5.05
3.7
3.7

6.5

6.5

9.2

9.2

Summary data of fractographic analysis results for investigated Charpy specimens.

Condition

unirrad.

irrad.

irrad. taiuual.

reirrad.

reirrad.

unirrad. heat

influence

-30years

heat influence

30vears

+anneal.

650°C- 2h

irrad.

irrad.

irrad.

irrad.

irrad.+ anneal.

475°C-150h

Test temper.,

"(.?

KXI

100

11)

100
140
220
10
120
200
-150
•35
100
175
7.5

21X1

23
175
225
•50

125
213
•50

51)
250
100
-25
200
-100
-60
200

Absorb.

Energy, J

• 1

3
22

83.1

<>3.3

19.6
55.7
108.2
4.7
55.7
127
5.4
46
191
4.4
53
158

9
41
101
4.2
43
72
1.4
4.2
11.5

0.4
2.6
6.6
0.8
1.1
6.0

Point on Ihe
curve KVC-T

IS
uin-
us

DBT

D i l l

LS
DBT
US
IS

DBT
US
LS

DBT
US
15

DBT
US

15
DBT
US
IS

DBT
US
15

DBT
US
US

DBT
US
15

DBT
US

Ductile

0
15

1(X)

40

30
35
90
5
45
135

.
10
85
.

2S
95

40
90
s

60
90

10
40
100
5

20
100
5
5

100

Quota of different fraciim- modes. ^

Quasiclr.avaec

i -

;75

25
• •

:35
\ S

•50
• 7.5

•X)

s

<)<;
40
10
70
4(1

: .

130
•20

180
|50

1 "

Cleavaec

1(K)

ss

40

IS

60
50
-

5
-
5
s

5

15
10

50
45

.

20

lnti-retaimliir

111

in

10
10

20
20

65
65

45

70
-in

s
10

15
15

15
25
-

Durlilr Inti-r-

K t i l l l l l l d l

i

10

5

10
5
10
15

15
15

10
10

n/(l

ll/(l

tiAl

ii/d

n/d
n/d

n/d
n/d
il/d

n/d
n/d
n/d

BM - Base Metal; WM - Weld Metal;
IS - Lower Shelf; DBT - Ductile to Brittle Transition Region; US • Upiwr Shelf; ti/fl no determined.



Fig. 7
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Fig. ^f. Area with the ductile intergranular--fracture in the irradiated
weld specimen of NPP "Kozloduy-1" tested at US temperature.
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Fig.8 Correlation between normalised impact energy (A/A u s )
and ductile quota in the fracture of American and Russian
pressure vessel steels

100.00

0.00

0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00
Ductile quota in a fracture, %

A - impact energy at the fixed temperature
Aus - impact energy at US level.
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Account of the effect of nuclear collision cascades in model of radiation damage of RPV steels.
Yu.R.Kevorkyan and Yu.A.NikoIaev

RRC "Kurchatov Institute"
The spectrum of primary knocked-on atoms vj/(T) under irradiation of material by fast

neutrons with spectral distribution <p(E) is defined by the expression:

XA9847944

Where T and E are energies of primary knocked-on atom and neutron, respectively, a(E) is
the complete microscopic section of interaction of neutron with atom of material, K(E, T) is
the probability of formation of primary knocked-on atoms with energy T by a neutron with

energy E. If <p(E) is normalized to the real value of neutron flux density then f" y/(T)dT

gives real value of primary knocked-on atom generation rate, normalized to one atom of
material. The generation rate of all displaced atoms in terms of dpa/s (dpa - displacement per
atom) is given by the expression:

G = J y(T)v(T)dT, (3)

Where v(T) is cascade function, Ed is threshold energy of atom displacement (40 eV for Fe),
TM « 4E/A (A is nuclear weight) is the maximal energy of primary knocked-on atoms,
transmitted by a neutron with energy E.

Values of fluxes and values of G estimated by Eq. (3) for the typical irradiation
conditions of RPV steel are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Density of fast neutron fluxes (E > 0.5 MeV) and speed of generation of the
displaced atoms typical of conditions of an irradiation a RPV steel.

Reactor
MR

WWER-440

WWER-1000

Position
Working channel

Internal surface RPV
Surveillance position
Internal surface RPV
Surveillance position

Flux 1010cm-2s-'
4000
34
350
5.7
24

Displacement rate 10" dpa/s
3000
30
280
8
28

The data, given in Table 1, are correspond to thermal capacity of 1375 MW for WWER-440
and 3000 MW for WWER-1000. The data on displacement rates were obtained for cascade
function v = 10 Toam (TDam is the share of primary knocked-on atom energy in KeV, spent in
elastic collisions) which defines the number of the atoms displaced in a cascade, by the end of
the dynamic stage of its development and is known as TRN-standard.

Kinetic modeL
The concentration cascade microvoids Nzo is determined by the equation:

(4)
Where Gzo is the generation rate of cascade microvoids, izo is their lifetime. The lifetime of a
microvoid can be determined from the equation describing the rate of change of its radius rz
in diffusive approach:

dtjdx = (DyCv - D/Ct)/rz - D/7« exp[AE(z)/kT]/rz, (5) .
Where Dv and Di are diffusion coefficients of vacancies and interstitial atoms, respectively; Cv
and G are concentrations of vacancies and interstitial atoms, respectively; Cve is equilibrium
concentration of thermal vacancies; AE(z) = E(z + 1) - e(z); E(z) is' convertible formation
energy of microvoid containing z vacancies (zx W = 47trz

3/3).
The first term in the Eq. (5) describes the rate of rz change caused by the difference in

diffusive flux of vacancies and interstitial atoms, the second term is thermal decay of a
microvoid. Under the cascade mechanism of defect generation during time of establishment
of the equilibrium thermal distribution of microvoids, (DVCV - DiG) < 0 due to various
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generation rates of free vacancies and interstitial atoms from cascade areas (Gv = Gi (1 - e)),
with reaching the equilibrium distribution of microvoids (DvCv - D,G) > 0 due to preferential
absorption of interstitial atoms by dislocations.

The stationary solution of the equation system of point defect balance in the case if Gi
* Gv and Si = Sv gives:

Dd - A C = (G, - Gv)/Sa = (ed - Kth)/Sa, (6)
Where e = 0.65 is the share of vacancies in cascade area, incorporated in a microvoid, Sa is
the capacity of sinks for point defects of type a, Ka is the rate of vacancy evaporation from
the ensemble of microvoids to the bulk of material.

In general case Sa is function of time, determined by kinetics of evolution of
microvoids and dislocation structure. Therefore, Eqs. (4) and (5) are nonlinear. Solution of
them is possible only by numerical methods if the temporary dependence of the difference of
diffusive fluxes (DjG - DVCV) determined by Eq. (6) is known.

The equations of point defect balance have the following view:
dC/dx = Gi - pDtC& - SJDC,, (7a)
dCJdx = G,{J-e)+ Kth - iiD/CCv - SJ)jCv, (76)

Where Sa = So + D(x); So is the capacity of initial sinks (dislocations, border of grains etc.),
D(t) is the capacity of microvoid ensemble as sinks for point defects. D(T) is defined by the
expression:

Where N2 is a function of distribution of microvoids by thir vacancy capacity y Nzdz = Nz0J.

can be expressed as:

The equation of continuity for Nz is as follows:

Nt ' (10)

P (z) and Q (z) are the rates of occurrence and disappearance of microvoids with capacity of z
vacancies, respectively. In diffusive approach:

P(z) - Q(z) = 3 (47i/3n)M zm {DvCv - DjQ - DvCv*exp[AE(z)/kTI}, (11)
The Eqs. (4) - (11) form the closed system of equations, the solution of which in the

general case is possible only by numerical methods.

; - 10'°
vaSaaajfaatioa. Cj » 10"l0

1914 IS 16 17 18

Log(FIuenc«), Flucnce in cm*2

Fig. 1. Dependence of normalized diffuzive fluxes of point deffects on fast neutron fluence.
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Fig.2.
fluxes

Log(<j>), 9 in c m ' V

Dependence of normalized diffuzive
of point deffects on neutron flux.

Log(Fluence), Fluence in cm*2

Fig.3. Dependence of the difference of
normalized diffuzive fluxes of point deffects
on fast neutron fluence.

vacancy capacity of * microTOid is MS

vacancy capacity of a mcroroid it 38.1

vacancy capacity of • mcrovotd a 42.5

14 IS 16 17 18

Log(Fluence), Fluence in cm"2

Fig.4. Dependence of microvoid
Log(Fluence), Fluence in cm''

Fig.5. Dependence of the microvoid capacity
concentration on normalized diffuzive fluxes as point deffect sine on neutron fluence.
of point deffects on neutron fluence.
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Appendix 4

Review Session on 18 September 1997

W. Server and M. Valo, Chairmen

A review and discussion of the previous meeting's conclutions and recommendations
.vere conducted. This following list has the items that should be continued or implemented:

1. Continued support of the IAEA in international database was emphasized.

2. Measurement of copper in solution should be continued for RPV materials.

3. Role of phosphorus in creating damage during irradiation (and the result of actions
such as thermal annealing) needs to be better understood in terms of hardening and
non-hardening mechanisms.

4. Further dates and understanding of high nickel steels and high neutron fluences
(relative to a potential mechanism change) is needed.

5. Reference materials such as IRQ and WSST Plates need to be quantified as the amount
of material available for current and future surveillance needs. The future need for a
new reference material may become evident.

6. For the next IAEA meetings related to radiation damage, participants should be
required to report all fluences in terms of E>0.5MeV and E>1.0MeV. The use of dpa
also may be required for meetings several years from now.

7. We should have another Specialists Meeting in two years.

8. Continued emphasis on measuring fracture toughness directly and applying the Master
Curve approach was made. The CRP and other activities are encouraged.

9. Dynamic Fracture toughness testing and results are needed.

10. Continued comparisons of fracture toughness shifts and Charpy V-notch shifts should
be made.

11. Further characterization of through thickness material properties considering
irradiation response is needed to allow proper structural integrity analyses.

12. The IAEA needs to develop a specific catalogue of irradiation facilities that can be
utilized for RPV steel irradiations.

13. The possible effect of irradiation flux should be continued to be studied.
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